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Titelbild
Metallographisches Gefüge einer Legierung
Sr20Fe40As40 mit der Phase SrFe2As2 in einer Fe-As-
 reichen Matrix (lichtmikroskopische Aufnahme, 
polarisiertes Licht, Bildbreite ca. 0,3 mm). 
Inset: Temperaturprofil zur Herstellung der oben
 genannten Legierung im Bridgemanverfahren. 
Hierbei erfolgte die Kristallisation der Phase SrFe2As2

durch langsames Herausziehen der Schmelze aus dem
Ofen in einem Zeitraum von 15 Stunden bei 1250°C
unter Verwendung von geschlossenen Tantaltiegeln.
Bei diesem Herstellungsverfahren entstehen Milli -
meter große Plättchen, die für Untersuchungen der
Druckabhängigkeit des elektrischen Widerstandes 
und anderer physikalischer Eigenschaften verwendet
wurden.

Aktuelle Untersuchungen zeigen, dass die Zugabe
von Kalium oder die teilweise Ersetzung von Eisen
durch Cobalt Supraleitung mit Sprungtemperaturen
von bis zu 38 K bewirkt.

Front picture
Metallographic microstructure of the alloy 
Sr20Fe40As40 with the phase SrFe2As2 in a Fe-As- 
rich matrix (light microscopic image, polarized light,
image width approx. 0.3 mm).
Inset: Temperature profile as applied for the pre -
paration of the above mentioned alloy by the Bridge-
man method. The phase SrFe2As2 crystallizes (in the
matrix) by slowly removing the melt in closed Tantal
crucibles from the furnace (T = 1250 °C) over a 
period of 15 hours. This results in small platelets with
millimeter size which are subsequently used for the
 inves tigation of the pressure dependence of the elec -
t rical  resistance and other physical properties.

Substitutions of Strontium by Potassium or of Iron 
by Cobalt lead to enhanced superconducting transition
temperatures of up to 38 K. 
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Vorwort Preface

2007 blickte das Max-Planck-Institut für Chemi-
sche Physik fester Stoffe auf die ersten zehn Jahre
seiner Geschichte zurück. Die Entwicklung des 
In stitutes wurde in der Zeit von 2006 bis 2008
 geprägt durch die Bestrebung, das Konzept der
 Chemischen Physik fester Stoffe durch die Ein-
 richtung des vierten physikalisch orientierten For-
schungsbereiches zu vollenden.

Die drei bereits bestehenden Bereiche – Fest -
körperphysik (Prof. Dr. Frank Steglich), Anorga -
nische Chemie (Prof. Dr. Rudiger Kniep) und  
Chemische Metallkunde (Prof. Juri Grin) –
 entwickelten starke Forschungsaktivitäten im Be-
reich der Chemie und Physik intermetallischer
 Phasen. Das Markenzeichen des Hauses sind ge-
meinsame Forschungsvorhaben. Mehrere solche
Projekte wurden in den vergangenen Jahren rea -
lisiert und einige neue gestartet. Neben den schon
etablierten Studien an Käfigverbindungen, haben
sich Chemiker und Physiker gemeinsam auf die
 Probleme der Supraleitung oder auf komplexe
Wechselwirkungen unterschiedlicher Freiheits-
grade in niedrigdimensionalen Systemen konzent-
riert. Zum Erfolg dieser Vorhaben haben in glei-
chem Maße Experimente und theoretische Über-
 legungen, ausgefeilte chemische Präparationen
neuer Materialien, präzise Messungen von phy -
sikalischen Größen sowie state-of-the-art Berech-
nungen der Bandstrukturen und quantenchemische
Analysen der chemischen Bindung mit modernen
Techniken beigetragen.

Das Spektrum von interdisziplinären Forschungs-
vorhaben innerhalb des Instituts wurde seit 2006
durch eine institutsübergreifende MPG-Forschungs-
initiative „The Nature of Laves Phases“ ergänzt, die
Kompetenzen von Fachleuten aus vier Max-Planck-
Instituten zusammenfügt.

Detaillierte Informationen über die facettenrei-
chen Forschungsaktivitäten des Instituts sind in die-
sem Bericht zusammengestellt.

Dresden, im April 2009

In 2007 the Max-Planck-Institut für Chemische
Physik fester Stoffe celebrated the tenth anniver-
sary of its foundation. Between 2006 and 2008 the
development of the Institute was characterized by
the endeavour to further realize the concept of 
Chemical Physics of Solids by establishing the
fourth, physically oriented research field.

The three running fields—Solid State Physics
(Prof. Dr. Frank Steglich), Inorganic Chemistry
(Prof. Dr. Rüdiger Kniep) and Chemical Metals
Science (Prof. Juri Grin)—developed strong re-
 search activities with focus on the Physics and
 Chemistry of intermetallic phases. The trademark 
of our house is the joint realization of research
 projects. Numerous such studies have been ac-
complished in recent years, several new ones were
commenced. In addition to the well established
 studies of cage compounds, chemists and physi-
cists jointly focussed on problems of superconduc-
tivity or on the complex interplay of different de-
grees of freedom in low-dimensional systems.
Experiments and theoretical considerations, so-
phisticated chemical preparations of new materi-
als, precise measurements of physical quantities, 
as well as state-of-the-art band structure calcula-
 tions and analyses of chemical bonding with mod-
ern techniques contributed equally to the success 
of these projects.

Since 2006 the spectrum of interdisciplinary re-
search activities within the Institute was extended 
by the inter-institutional research initiative of the
Max-Planck Society on “The Nature of Laves 
Phases”, which unites the competences of special-
ists from four Max-Planck Institutes.

Detailed information on the multi-faceted re-
search activities of the Institute are summarized in
the present report.

Dresden, in April 2009
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FORSCHUNGS

Anorganische Chemie 

Im Ensemble der Forschungsbereiche unseres 
Instituts steht der Forschungsbereich Anorganische 
Chemie für die Entwicklung und Etablierung von 
Verbindungsklassen und Materialien, bei denen 
neue chemische und/oder physikalische Eigen-
schaften zu erwarten sind. Besonderes Augenmerk 
liegt dabei auf metall-reichen und intermetalli-
schen Systemen, wobei die Natur der Metall-
Metall-Wechselwirkungen mehr und mehr in das 
Zentrum der Interessen rückt. 
 
Zur theoretischen Behandlung dieser – und auch 
anderer, eher konventioneller – interatomarer 
Wechselwirkungen besteht ein gemeinsames Pro-
jekt mit dem Forschungsbereich Chemische Me-
tallkunde (Yuri Grin), in dem die Volumenchemie 
in Festkörpern, vor allem aber die sog. ELI-D 
fortentwickelt und erfolgreich angewendet werden 
(Miroslav Kohout und Frank R. Wagner: s. Bei-
trag „Theoretical Aspects of Electron Localizabili-
ty“). Diese Erkenntnisse tragen ganz erheblich 
zum Verständnis der Bindungssituationen in neu-
en, zunächst als „ungewöhnlich“ eingestuften 
Verbindungen bei. 
 
Auf dem Gebiet der intermetallischen Phasen be-
schäftigt sich Guido Kreiner mit Systemen, die 
selbst in „lediglich binären“ Fällen (wie z. B. in 
den Systemen Mg-Pd und Mg-Ag) eine erhebliche 
Komplexität ihrer Kristallstrukturen bei vielfach 
nur schmalen und eng aufeinander folgenden (ne-
beneinander liegenden) Existenzbereichen aufwei-
sen (s. Beitrag „Complex Metallic Alloys“). Diese 
Arbeiten sind eingebunden in das Exzellenz-
Netzwerk Complex Metallic Alloys (6th Frame-
work Programme Nanosciences-Materials-
Processes, EU). Gemeinsam mit dem For-
schungsbereich Chemische Metallkunde (Yuri 
Grin) ist Guido Kreiner zudem aktiv an der inter-
institutionellen Forschungsinitiative der Max-
Planck-Gesellschaft zum Thema „The Nature of 
Laves Phases“ beteiligt (s. Beitrag mit diesem 
Titel). 
 
 

Eher zufällig, nämlich auf der Suche nach geeigne-
ten Edukten für die Synthese von phasenreinen, 
niedervalenten Nitridonickelaten hat Peter Höhn 
die bemerkenswerte intermetallische Verbindung 
Sr2Ni3 entdeckt. Nach allen analytischen und bin-
dungstheoretischen Befunden handelt es sich dabei 
um ein Subnickelid, in dem das Erdalkalimetall – 
wie wir früher bereits für Sr2N, Sr4N3 und 
(Ca7N4)Mx gezeigt haben – nach den einfachen 
Regeln der Elektronenbilanzierung am besten mit 
dem Ladungszustand Sr1.5+ zu beschreiben ist (s. 
Scientific Reports, Max-Planck-Institute for Che-
mical Physics of Solids, 2001/2002 und 2003 -
 2005). Gestützt wird dieses Bild durch die enge 
Strukturverwandtschaft zwischen Sr2Ni3 und Sr2N 
sowie über die Rechnungen zur chemischen Bin-
dung (QTAIM und ELI-D). Als vereinfachte ioni-
sche Grenzformel wird vorgeschlagen: (Sr1.5+)2(Ni-)3 
(s. Beitrag „Sr2Ni3 – A Strontium Subnickelide?“). 
 
Gemeinsam mit dem Forschungsbereich Festkör-
perphysik (Frank Steglich) verfolgen wir ein Pro-
jekt zu nicht-magnetischen Kondo-Systemen. Da-
bei stehen Pnictid-Chalkogenide im Vordergrund, 
die im PbFCl-Strukturtyp (bzw. als Varianten 
dieses Typs) kristallisieren. Unsere Untersuchun-
gen an ZrAs1.4Se0.5 (s. Scientific Report, Max-
Planck-Institute for Chemical Physics of Solids, 
2003 - 2005) haben ergeben, dass diese Verbin-
dungsklasse von Leerstellen in den As-Schichten 
und Mischbesetzungen As/Se in den benachbarten 
Anionenschichten dominiert wird. Daraus wird 
unmittelbar deutlich, dass die Kristallchemie die-
ser Systeme im Detail bekannt sein muss, um die 
physikalischen Eigenschaften eindeutig und aussa-
gekräftig interpretieren zu können. Die stoffliche 
und strukturelle Charakterisierung sollte also an 
einem Kristallindividuum erfolgen, welches dann 
auch für die Messungen eingesetzt wird. Dieser 
Aufgabe haben wir uns mit einer im PbFCl-Typ 
kristallisierenden ternären Phase des Systems Hf-
As-Se gewidmet: Züchtung größerer Einkristalle 
über Chemischen Transport (Marcus Schmidt), 
analytische Charakterisierung (Gudrun Auffer-
mann und Ulrich Burkhardt), Kristallstrukturun-

Prof. Dr. Rüdiger Kniep 

SCHWERPUNKTE
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

Inorganic Chemistry 

Within the ensemble of research fields at our insti-
tute the area Inorganic Chemistry stands for the 
development and further establishment of new 
classes of compounds and materials which may 
meet our mutual demand for novel chemical 
and/or physical properties. Here, we specifically 
focus on metal-rich and intermetallic systems, with 
the nature of metal-metal interactions increasingly 
moving into the center of interest. 
 
To shed light on these, and also other, rather con-
ventional interatomic interactions from a theoreti-
cal point of view a joint project with the research 
field Chemical Metals Science (Yuri Grin) has 
been commenced within which the volume chem-
istry in solids—above all, the so-called ELI-D—is 
further developed and successfully applied (Miro-
slav Kohout and Frank R. Wagner: cf. “Theoreti-
cal Aspects of Electron Localizability”). The re-
sulting findings contribute considerably to the 
understanding of bonding situations in new com-
pounds which are preliminarily graded as “un-
usual”. 
 
In the field of intermetallic phases, Guido Kreiner 
investigates systems which even in “merely bi-
nary” cases (as, e.g., in the Mg-Pd and Mg-Ag 
systems) exhibit considerable complexity in the 
crystal structures of their intermediate phases, with 
often only narrow and closely adjacent ranges of 
existence (cf. “Complex Metallic Alloys”). This 
research is incorporated in the network of excel-
lence on the topic of Complex Metallic Alloys (6th 
Framework Program Nanosciences-Materials-
Processes, EU). In collaboration with the research 
field Chemical Metals Science (Yuri Grin), Guido 
Kreiner is also actively involved in the inter-
institutional research initiative of the Max Planck 
Society pursuing the topic of “The Nature of Laves 
Phases” (cf. the article of the same title). 
 
In his search for suitable educts for the synthesis 
of phase-pure, low-valent nitridonickelates, Peter 
Höhn discovered—to some extent unexpectedly—
the remarkable intermetallic compound Sr2Ni3. 

According to all analytical and theoretical observa-
tions on the bonding situation (QTAIM and ELI-
D), this compound is a subnickelide. Just as we 
could previously show for Sr2N, Sr4N3 and 
(Ca7N4)Mx, the alkaline earth metal is in this case 
best described (following the simple rules of elec-
tron balancing) by a valence state of Sr1.5+ (cf. 
Scientific Reports, Max Planck Institute for 
Chemical Physics of Solids, 2001/2002 and 2003 - 
2005). This picture is also supported by the close 
structural relationship between Sr2Ni3 and Sr2N. A 
simplified ionic formula for this intermetallic 
compound is then given by: (Sr1.5+)2(Ni-)3 (cf. 
“Sr2Ni3 – A Strontium Subnickelide?“). 
 
In accord with the research field Solid State Phys-
ics (Frank Steglich), we are pursuing a project on 
non-magnetic Kondo systems. Thereby, pnictide-
chalkogenides that crystallize in the PbFCl struc-
ture type (or as variants of that type) are at the 
focus of attention. Our studies on ZrAs1.4Se0.5 (cf. 
Scientific Report, Max Planck Institute for Chemi-
cal Physics of Solids, 2003 - 2005) have shown 
that this class of compounds is dominated by va-
cancies in the As layers and by mixed occupancies 
As/Se in the adjacent layers of anions. This instan-
taneously calls for a detailed understanding of the 
crystal chemistry of these systems if the physical 
properties are to be interpreted unambiguously and 
meaningfully. Therefore, an individual crystal 
should be perfectly characterized chemically and 
structurally, and subsequently be used for measur-
ing its physical properties. To this end, we have 
devoted our efforts to a ternary phase of the sys-
tem Hf-As-Se crystallizing in the PbFCl type in-
cluding growth of larger single crystals via chemi-
cal transport (Marcus Schmidt), chemical charac-
terization (Gudrun Auffermann and Ulrich 
Burkhardt), crystal-structure determinations (Rai-
ner Niewa, TU Munich) and measurement of the 
physical properties (Tomasz Cichorek, Max Planck 
Partner Group, Wroclaw). The findings of these 
studies are presented in the article on “Crystal 
Chemistry and Physical Properties of the Non-
Magnetic Kondo-Compound HfAs1.7Se0.2”. 

Prof. Dr. Rüdiger Kniep 
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tersuchungen (Rainer Niewa, TU München), Mes-
sung der physikalischen Eigenschaften (Tomasz 
Cichorek, Max-Planck-Partnergruppe, Wroclaw). 
Die Ergebnisse dieser Untersuchungen schildert 
der Beitrag „Crystal Chemistry and Physical Pro-
perties of the Non-Magnetic Kondo-Compound 
HfAs1.7Se0.2“. 
 
Möglichkeiten zur Modifizierung intermetallischer 
Systeme und zur Stabilisierung niederer Valenzzu-
stände von Übergangsmetallen (TE) verfolgen wir 
mit unseren Untersuchungen zur Verbindungsbil-
dung in den Systemen EA-TE-N(C) und RE-TE-C 
(s. auch Scientific Reports, Max-Planck-Institute 
for Chemical Physics of Solids, 2001/2002 und 
2003 - 2005). In den von Peter Höhn bearbeiteten 
Stickstoff enthaltenden Systemen standen im Be-
richtszeitraum Nitridocobaltate und -nickelate im 
Vordergrund: Mit der Kristallstruktur von 
Ba9Ca[Co2N3]3 wurde eine komplexe Defektvari-
ante der Perowskit-Struktur gefunden: 
Ba9(CaCo62)(N918). Weiterhin werden in den 
untersuchten Systemen bei gleichzeitiger Gegen-
wart von Kohlenstoff auch Nitridometallat-
Carbodiimide gebildet, in denen [TEN2]5- Hanteln 
und [CN2]2- Ionen vorliegen. Diese können sowohl 
in geordneter Weise verteilt sein, als auch gemein-
same Positionen im Sinne von Substitution beset-
zen (s. Beitrag „Low-Valency Nitridocobaltates of 
Alkaline-Earth Elements and Related Com-
pounds“). Bei den von Enkhtsetseg Dashjav und 
Guido Kreiner untersuchten ternären Carbiden 
haben sich Verbindungen aus den Fe-Systemen als 
besonders interessant erwiesen, da sie z. T. Poly-
anionen enthalten, wie sie auch von Nitridometal-
laten bekannt sind. Als weitere Besonderheit treten 
polyanionische Verbände auf, in welche planare 
Eisencluster integriert sind (s. Beitrag „New Struc-
tural Elements in Ternary Carbides“). Die unter-
suchten Ferrate enthalten ausnahmslos ein- und 
zweiatomige Kohlenstoffliganden nebeneinander. 
Es lag daher nahe, zusammen mit Frank R. Wag-
ner die C2-Einheiten einer genaueren bindungsthe-
oretischen Analyse zu unterziehen, um Möglich-
keiten der Ladungszuordnung zu identifizieren (s. 
Beitrag „Concerning Carbo Compounds: On the 
Nature of C2 Units“). Die Untersuchungen an Car-
boferraten sind nicht zuletzt auch unter dem Ge-
sichtspunkt der Verdünnung/Fragmentierung der 
Eisen-Elementstruktur zu sehen. Schematisch:  
Fe → Fe-C → RE-Fe-C.  

Ein schon länger verfolgtes Ziel im Forschungs-
bereich Anorganische Chemie besteht darin, Selte-
nerd-Verbindungen zu synthetisieren, in denen 
Seltenerd-Kationen durch komplexe Anionen un-
terschiedlicher räumlicher Ausdehnung mit „ge-
zielter“ Verteilung in einer Kristallstruktur ange-
ordnet werden können. Hierfür erschien uns die in 
letzter Zeit von Stefan Hoffmann fortentwickelte 
Verbindungsklasse der Borophosphate geeignet (s. 
Scientific Reports, Max-Planck-Institute for Che-
mical Physics of Solids, 2001/2002 und 2003 -
 2005). Da alle bisherigen Versuche, Seltenerd-
Borophosphate zu synthetisieren, zu wenig erfolg-
versprechenden Ergebnissen führten, haben wir 
uns entschieden, den Zugang zu einer weiteren 
Verbindungsklasse zu suchen. Bei diesen Überle-
gungen stießen wir auf die Gruppe der unter-
schiedlich ausgedehnte komplexe Anionenverbän-
de aufbauenden Thio- und Selenoborate, die bisher 
allerdings – abgesehen von einer Ausnahme: 
EuB2S4 – ausschließlich von Nicht-Seltenerd-
Kationen gebildet wird. Jens Hunger hat nun prä-
parative Möglichkeiten aufgezeigt, welche die 
Synthese von phasenreinen Seltenerdthioboraten 
erlauben. Ein entscheidender Punkt in diesem 
Zusammenhang bestand in der Auffindung geeig-
neter Container-Materialien (Reaktivität, Passivie-
rung, Druckstabilität). Erste Strukturbestimmun-
gen von Nd[BS3] (Pr[BS3]) sowie Lu6B3.33S14 
waren bereits erfolgreich (s. Beitrag „Towards 
Rare Earth (RE) Thio- and Selenoborates“). 
 
Schließlich soll hier noch über zwei längerfristige 
Projekte berichtet werden, welche von der generel-
len Zielsetzung unseres Instituts weiter entfernt 
und den Prinzipien der Biomineralisati-
on/biomimetischen Mineralisation gewidmet sind 
(s. Scientific Reports, Max-Planck-Institute for 
Chemical Physics of Solids, 2001/2002 und 2003 -
 2005). Auch hier hat sich gezeigt, dass die Unter-
stützung der experimentellen Arbeiten durch in 
silico Beiträge von Seiten der „Theorie“ von es-
sentieller Bedeutung ist. Dirk Zahn beschäftigt 
sich in unserem Institut mit atomistischen Simula-
tionen komplexer Vorgänge aus den Bereichen 
Musterbildung, Selbstorganisation und Nukleation 
(s. Beitrag „From Ions in Solution to Nanocrystals 
and Composite Materials: Insights from Atomistic 
Simulations“). Seine Beiträge zum Projekt Mor-
phogenese und Struktur von Apatit-Gelatine Nano-
kompositen (in biogenen Systemen z. B. als Kno-

FORSCHUNGSSCHWERPUNKTE
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In our research on the formation of intermediate 
phases in the systems EA-TE-N(C) and RE-TE-C 
(cf. Scientific Reports, Max Planck Institute for 
Chemical Physics of Solids, 2001/2002 and 2003 - 
2005), we are pursuing possibilities of modifying 
intermetallic systems and of stabilizing low-
valence states of transition metals (TE). In the 
nitrogen-containing systems investigated by Peter 
Höhn, nitridocobaltates and nitridonickelates have 
been at the focus of attention during the period 
under review: Based on the crystal structure of 
Ba9Ca[Co2N3]3, a complex defect variant of the 
perovskite type structure was found: 
Ba9(CaCo62)(N918). Furthermore, in the concur-
rent presence of carbon, also nitridometallate-
carbodiimides are formed in which [TEN2]5- 
dumbbells and [CN2]2- ions are present. These 
complex anions may both be distributed in an 
ordered arrangement or may occupy common 
positions in the sense of substitution (cf. “Low-
Valency Nitridocobaltates of Alkaline-Earth Ele-
ments and Related Compounds”). In the ternary 
carbides investigated by Enkhtsetseg Dashjav and 
Guido Kreiner, intermediate phases of the Fe sys-
tems have proven to be of special interest, for they 
partly contain polyanions which are also known 
from nitridometalates. As another special feature, 
polyanionic structures occur in which planar iron 
clusters are integrated (cf. “New Structural Ele-
ments in Ternary Carbides”). The investigated 
ferrates contain, without any exception, mono- and 
bi-nuclear carbon ligands side by side. This 
prompted us, jointly with Frank R. Wagner, to 
study the chemical bonding situation of the C2 
units more closely in order to identify possibilities 
of a classification scheme with respect to ionic 
charges (cf. “Concerning Carbo Compounds: On 
the Nature of C2 Units”). The investigations of 
carboferrates are, last but not least, also to be con-
sidered under the aspect of dilu-
tion/fragmentization of the element structure of 
iron; schematically: Fe → Fe-C → RE-Fe-C.  
 
A long-standing project in the research field Inor-
ganic Chemistry consists in attempting the prepa-
ration of rare-earth compounds in which rare-earth 
cations can be arranged in a controlled fashion. 
Here, the cation distribution shall be manipulated 
by the use of complex anions of variable form and 
size. For this purpose, the family of borophos-
phates appeared to be suitable a class that has re-

cently been developed further by Stefan Hoffmann 
(cf. Scientific Reports, Max Planck Institute for 
Chemical Physics of Solids, 2001/2002 und 2003 - 
2005). However, all our previous attempts to syn-
thesize rare-earth borophosphates have met with 
rather limited success. Consequently, we decided 
to approach this issue via another class of com-
pounds. Our quest led us to the group of thio- and 
selenoborates. These borates form diversely ex-
tended arrangements of complex anions. So far, 
however, they have exclusively been formed with 
non-rare-earth cations (the only exception being 
EuB2S4). Jens Hunger has now developed prepara-
tive routes that permit the synthesis of phase-pure 
rare-earth thioborates. A crucial point in this ad-
vancement pertains to the usage of suitable con-
tainer materials. First preparations and structure 
determinations of Nd[BS3] (Pr[BS3]) as well as 
Lu6BB3.33S14 have already been successful (cf. “To-
wards Rare Earth (RE) Thio- and Selenoborates”). 
 
Finally, two more long-term projects shall be men-
tioned here, which, being devoted to the principles 
of biomineralization/biomimetic mineralization, 
slightly deviate from our institute’s general objec-
tives (cf. Scientific Reports, Max Planck Institute 
for Chemical Physics of Solids, 2001/2002 and 
2003 - 2005). Here, again, significant support of 
our experimental work comes from in silico con-
tributions. At our institute, Dirk Zahn performs 
atomistic simulations of complex processes rang-
ing from nucleation- via self-organization- to pat-
tern-formation processes (cf. “From Ions in Solu-
tion to Nanocrystals and Composite Materials: 
Insights from Atomistic Simulations“). His contri-
butions to the project morphogenesis and structure 
of apatite-gelatine nanocomposites (in biogenic 
systems present as bone and teeth, for example) 
have resulted in substantial knowledge on, inter 
alia, the nucleation of apatite motifs at/in triple 
helical protein molecules. This, in turn, enabled 
Paul Simon and Wilder Carrillo-Cabrera, by ap-
plying TEM methods, to develop a non-classical 
crystallization mechanism for the formation of 
mesoscopic composite seeds. The complexity of 
this nanocomposite system is additionally enlarged 
by the fact that a mesoscopic fibril pattern is inte-
grated. It develops on the basis of an intrinsic elec-
tric dipole field, and obviously increases the elec-
tric field in the direction of the subsequent fractal 
growth process. Jointly with Jürgen Brickmann 
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chen und Zähne) haben u. a. wesentliche Erkennt-
nisse zur Nukleation von Apatit-Motiven an tripel-
helicalen Proteinmolekülen erbracht. Hiervon 
ausgehend konnten dann Paul Simon und Wilder 
Carrillo-Cabrera mit TEM-Methoden den nicht-
klassischen Kristallisationsmechanismus zum 
mesoskopischen Keim entwickeln. Die Komplexi-
tät dieses Nanokomposit-Systems wird zudem 
dadurch erhöht, dass ein mesoskopisches Fibril-
lenmuster integriert wird. Dieses entwickelt sich 
auf der Basis eines intrinsischen elektrischen Di-
polfeldes und verstärkt offensichtlich die elektri-
schen Felder in Richtung auf den nachfolgenden 
fraktalen Wachstumsprozess. Zusammen mit Jür-
gen Brickmann (TU Darmstadt) ist uns kürzlich 
die Simulation der Entwicklung des Fibrillen-
musters in den Anfangsstadien der Morphogenese 
gelungen. Die Übereinstimmung der Simulationen 
mit TEM Aufnahmen ist exzellent, so dass zu 
erwarten ist, dass auch der sich anschließende 
fraktale Wachstumsmechanismus der Apatit-
Gelatine-Nanokomposite in absehbarer Zeit besser 
zu verstehen ist. Diese neueren Ergebnisse sind 
zusammengefasst im Beitrag „Apatit-Gelatine-
Nanocomposite-Superstructures: New Insights into 
a Biomimetic System of High Complexity“. Aus 
den experimentellen Arbeiten an Apatit-Gelatine-
Nanokompositen hat sich ein weiteres (neues) 

Projekt entwickelt, das auf biomimetische Otoco-
nien (sog. Ohrenstaub; Teil des Sensorapparats für 
lineare Beschleunigungen im Innenohr) ausgerich-
tet ist. Die im engen Vergleich mit biogenen (auch 
menschlichen) Otoconien durchgeführten Untersu-
chungen lassen erwarten, dass über die biomimeti-
schen Spezies Kenntnisse zur Funktion dieser 
„Steinchen“ zu erhalten sind. Der Stand der 
Kenntnis ist zusammengefasst im Beitrag 
„Biomimetic Morphogenesis and Structure of 
Calcite Statoliths (Otoconia): An Approach to-
wards Deeper Understanding of a Bio-Sensor and 
its Function”. Ein weiteres, derzeit in Entwicklung 
befindliches Projekt zur Biomineralisation ist auf 
die Formentwicklung von Calciumoxalat-Hydraten 
(in biogenen Systemen z. B. als Blasen- und Gal-
lensteine) ausgerichtet. Dieses Projekt ist einge-
bunden in die International Max Planck Research 
School (Dynamical Processes in Atoms, Molecules 
and Solids) in Dresden. 
 
Alle in unserem Institut laufenden Projekte benöti-
gen die qualifizierte Unterstützung durch eine 
ausgefeilte Chemische Analytik. Ausbau und Ent-
wicklung der Kompetenzgruppe Analytik (Lei-
tung: Gudrun Auffermann) werden durch den For-
schungsbereich Anorganische Chemie begleitet.
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(TU Darmstadt), we have recently succeeded in 
simulating the development of the fibril pattern at 
the initial stage of the morphogenesis. The 
achieved agreement of these simulations with 
TEM images is superb and hence, high expecta-
tions are raised to soon better understand the sub-
sequent fractal growth mechanism of the apatite-
gelatine nanocomposite, too. These very recent 
findings are summarized in the article on “Apatite-
Gelatine Nanocomposite-Superstructures: New 
Insights into a Biomimetic System of High Com-
plexity”. Another (new) project has evolved from 
the experimental work on apatite-gelatine nano-
composites within which biomimetic (calcite) 
otoconia (so-called ear dust; part of the sensory 
system in the inner ear of mammals responding to 
linear accelerations) are investigated in more de-
tail. From studies performed in close comparison 
with biogenic (also human) otoconia we expect, by 
means of the biomimetic species, to gain insight 

into the functionality of these “tiny stones”. The 
current state of this research is summarized in the 
article “Biomimetic Morphogenesis and Structure 
of Calcite Statoliths (Otoconia): An Approach 
towards Deeper Understanding of a Bio-Sensor 
and its Function”. An additional project on 
biomineralization, which is currently being devel-
oped, is focused on the shape development of cal-
ciumoxalate hydrates (in biogenic systems present 
as bladder calculus and gallstone, for example). 
This project is an integral part of the International 
Max Planck Research School (Dynamical Proc-
esses in Atoms, Molecules and Solids) in Dresden. 
 
All the various projects being investigated at our 
institute require and rely on the qualified support 
of elaborate Chemical Analytics. Expansion and 
development of the competence group Analytics 
(headed by Gudrun Auffermann) are accompanied 
by the research field Inorganic Chemistry.
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Chemische Metallkunde 
Prof. Juri Grin 

Als ein Teil des Gebiets Chemische Physik fester 
Stoffe hat sich der Forschungsbereich (FB) Chemi-
sche Metallkunde gemeinsam mit den Kompetenz-
gruppen Struktur und Metallographie neben der 
Anorganischen Chemie (Rüdiger Kniep) und der 
Festkörperphysik (Frank Steglich) auf die Darstel-
lung von neuen intermetallischen Phasen, das Ver-
ständnis ihrer Kristallstrukturen, des chemischen 
und physikalischen Verhaltens, sowie auf die Ent-
wicklung von dazu benötigten experimentellen and 
theoretischen Werkzeugen und Methoden konzent-
riert.  
Die Präparation von intermetallischen Phasen 
erfolgt normalerweise aus den Komponenten über 
die Schmelze oder über langzeitige Festkörperre-
aktionen. Beide Wege führen meist zu thermody-
namisch stabilen Produkten. Metastabile Phasen 
werden hauptsächlich durch rasches Abkühlen 
einer Schmelze synthetisiert. Jetzt wurde eine 
neuartige Präparationsroute für intermetallische 
Verbindungen auf Basis der heterophasen Oxidati-
on (gas-fest) bei niedrigen Temperaturen entwi-
ckelt. Diese Synthesemethode eröffnet insbesonde-
re den Weg zur Darstellung von metastabilen Pha-
sen, die auf traditionelle Weise bisher nicht zu-
gänglich waren. Im Bereich intermetallischer 
Clathrate wird es damit möglich, graduell aufge-
füllte Netzwerke darzustellen und damit elektroni-
sche Transporteigenschaften weitgehend zu kon-
trollieren. Des Weiteren wird der Weg zu neuen 
Elementmodifikationen mit Kristallstrukturen 
reduzierter Dichte eröffnet (M. Baitinger, B. Böh-
me, I. Veremchuk, R. Ramlau, H. Borrmann, U. 
Burkhardt, W. Schnelle, siehe Beitrag Intermetal-
lic Clathrates Revisited).  
Die Anwendung hoher Drücke zur chemischen 
Präparationen wurde weiterentwickelt und er-
schloss eine große Gruppe von neuen Verbindun-
gen und Elementmodifikationen mit komplexen 
3D-Netzwerken aus Silizium und Germanium (U. 
Schwarz, U. Burkhardt, K. Meier, C. J. Müller, W. 
Schnelle, A. Wosylus, siehe Beitrag New Silicon 
and Germanium Frameworks by High-Pressure 
Synthesis).  

Die konsequente Anwendung von Gas-Transport-
Techniken ermöglichte eingehende Untersuchun-
gen an nicht-magnetischen Kondo-Systemen, wie 
HfAs1.7Se0.2 (M. Schmidt in Kooperation mit den 
Forschungsbereichen Anorganische Chemie und 
Festkörperphysik sowie der MPG-Partnergruppe 
am ITNiBS PAN in Wrocław, Polen) oder Europi-
umpniktaten EuPnO4 mit komplexen Anionen (S. 
Golms, R. Cardoso Gil, A. Ormeci, M. Schmidt, 
W. Schnelle in Kooperation mit dem Arbeitskreis 
von Prof. R. Pöttgen an der Universität Münster).  
Präzise Festkörperpräparationen erlaubten es, die 
Einstellung von elektronischen Eigenschaften in 
metallreichen Boriden und neuen Supraleitern zu 
realisieren, u. a. in EuPd3BBx (A. Leithe-Jasper, H. 
Rosner, R. Gumeniuk, U. Burkhardt, W. Schnelle, 
W. Carrillo-Cabrera, G. Auffermann, M. Schmitt, 
Yu. Prots, I. Veremchuk, siehe Beitrag Tuning the 
Electron Properties of Metal-Rich Borides, ein 
Kooperationsprojekt mit dem Forschungsbereich 
Anorganische Chemie) und SrFe2–xCoxAs2 (siehe 
Beitrag Magnetic, Structural and Superconducting 
Properties of the Layered AFe2As2 Series of Com-
pounds, ein gemeinsames Projekt von allen drei 
Forschungsbereichen).  
Durch gezielte Anwendung von Festkörperreakti-
onen gelang die Synthese von unterschiedlichen 
Gruppen intermetallischer Phasen mit höchst inte-
ressanten physikalischen Eigenschaften. So wurde 
zum ersten Mal ein neuer Zweig der Skutterudit-
Familie – Verbindungen REPt4Ge12 – dargestellt 
(RE – Seltenerd-Metall). Diese Materialien weisen 
supraleitende Eigenschaften auf, die im Falle von 
PrPt4Ge12 durch die Anwesenheit eines paramag-
netischen RE-Kations nicht zerstört wird. Das 
Projekt Chemistry and Physics of Filled Skutteru-
dites ist ein weiteres gemeinsames Forschungsvor-
haben aller drei Forschungsbereiche (W. Schnelle, 
A. Leithe-Jasper, H. Rosner, R. Gumeniuk, 
M. Nicklas, M. Baenitz, H. Borrmann, U. Burk-
hardt, R. Sarkar). Durch Bandstrukturberechnun-
gen wurde im Rahmen dieses Vorhabens die elekt-
ronische Struktur detailliert untersucht. Die Rich-
tigkeit der Analyse des elektronischen Aufbaus 
und seines Einflusses auf die Supraleitung wurde 
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Chemical Metals Science 
Prof. Yuri Grin 

The research field Chemical Metals Science forms 
one part within the general direction of research on 
Chemical Physics of Solids, along with the fields 
Inorganic Chemistry (Rüdiger Kniep) and Solid 
State Physics (Frank Steglich). It focussed, to-
gether with the competence groups Structure and 
Metallography, its efforts on the preparation of 
new intermetallic phases, the understanding of 
their crystal structures, their chemical and physical 
behavior, as well as on the development of the 
necessary experimental and theoretical methods 
and tools.  
Typically, the preparation of intermetallic phases 
is performed by melting of the components or by 
long-time solid state reactions. Both ways lead to 
thermodynamically stable products in most cases. 
Metastable phases are mainly produced by fast 
cooling of melts. A novel preparation route was 
developed on the basis of heterophase oxidation 
(gas-solid) at reduced temperatures. This synthetic 
approach opens up a route specifically to metasta-
ble phases which could not be synthesized before. 
With respect to the intermetallic clathrates it en-
ables the production of partially filled networks 
and, therefore, the control of electronic transport 
properties. In addition, the preparation of elemen-
tal modifications with crystal structures of reduced 
density becomes feasible (M. Baitinger, B. Böhme, 
I. Veremchuk, R. Ramlau, H. Borrmann, U. Burk-
hardt, W. Schnelle, see contribution Intermetallic 
Clathrates Revisited).  
The application of elevated pressures for chemical 
preparations was further developed and yielded 
access to a large number of new compounds and 
elemental modifications with complex 3D net-
works of silicon and germanium (U. Schwarz, U. 
Burkhardt, K. Meier, C. J. Müller, W. Schnelle, A. 
Wosylus,  see contribution New Silicon and Ger-
manium Frameworks by High-Pressure Synthesis).  
The systematic application of gas-transport tech-
niques enabled detailed investigations of non-
magnetic Kondo systems such as HfAs1.7Se0.2 (M. 
Schmidt in cooperation with the Research fields  
Inorganic Chemistry and Solid State Physics to-
gether with the MPG partner group at ITNiBS 

PAN in Wrocław, Poland) or europium pnictates 
EuPnO4 with complex anions (S. Golms, R. Car-
doso Gil, A. Ormeci, M. Schmidt, W. Schnelle in 
cooperation with Prof. R. Pöttgen’s group at the 
University of Münster).  
Precise control of solid state reactions allowed for 
fine-tuning of the electronic properties in metal-
rich borides, e. g., EuPd3B  (A. Leithe-Jasper, H. 
Rosner, R. Gumeniuk, U. Burkhardt, W. Schnelle, 
W. Carrillo-Cabrera, G. Auffermann, M. Schmitt, 
Yu. Prots, I. Veremchuk, see contribution Tuning 
the Electron Properties of Metal-Rich Borides, a 
cooperative project with the Research field Inor-
ganic Chemistry), or in new superconductors such 
as SrFe2–xCoxAs2 (see contribution Magnetic, 
Structural and Superconducting Properties of the 
Layered AFe2As2 Series of Compounds, a joint 
project of all three research fields).  
Selective application of solid state reactions en-
abled the synthesis of several groups of intermetal-
lic phases with highly interesting physical proper-
ties. Employing this technique, a new branch of 
the filled-skutterudite family – REPt4Ge12 com-
pounds – was prepared (RE – rare earth metal) for 
the first time. These materials show super-
conductivity, which in case of PrPt4Ge12 is not 
destroyed by the paramagnetic RE cation. All three 
research fields participate in the project Chemistry 
and Physics of Filled Skutterudites (W. Schnelle, 
A. Leithe-Jasper, H. Rosner, R. Gumeniuk, M. 
Nicklas, M. Baenitz, H. Borrmann, U. Burkhardt, 
R. Sarkar). The electronic structure of these com-
pounds was investigated by means of band struc-
ture calculations. The predictions made on the 
basis of the computed electronic structure and its 
influence on the superconducting properties 
were experimentally confirmed by increasing 
the transition temperature via gold substitution 
in BaPt1–xAuxGe12.  
A further example of a successful combination of 
band structure calculations with efficient chemical 
preparation methods represent the investigations 
on the complex interplay of magnetic, spin and 
structural grades of freedom in low-dimensional 
spin ½ systems of oxo and fluoro compounds (H. 
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durch Erhöhung der Sprungtemperatur bei Gold-
Substitution in BaPt1–xAuxGe12 eindrucksvoll expe-
rimentell bestätigt.  
Ein weiteres Beispiel einer erfolgreichen Kombi-
nation von Bandstrukturberechnungen mit effi-
zienter Synthese stellt die Untersuchung des kom-
plexen Wechselspiels zwischen magnetischen, 
Spin- und Gitterfreiheitsgraden in niederdimensio-
nalen Spin-1/2-Systemen dar, die am Beispiel von 
Oxo- und Fluoro-Verbindungen durchgeführt wur-
de (H. Rosner, M. Schmitt, O. Janson, A. Tsirlin, 
D. Kasinathan, S. Golms, M. Schmidt, W. Schnel-
le, siehe Beitrag Competing Interactions in Low-
Dimensional Spin ½ Systems, eine Zusammenar-
beit mit der Emmy-Noether-DFG-Forschergruppe 
von H. Rosner).  
Weitere Beiträge wurden zum Verständnis druck- 
und temperaturinduzierter Phasenumwandlungen 
geleistet. Insbesondere für III-V-Verbindungen 
wurden neue Transformationswege mit eigenen 
charakteristischen Nukleations- und Wachstums-
merkmalen gefunden (S. Leoni, S. Boulfelfel, L. 
Craco, U. Schwarz, siehe Beitrag Advancements in 
the Understanding of Pressure and temperature 
induced Phase Transitions in Solids).  
Ein zentrales Forschungsthema ist die Untersu-
chung der chemischen Bindung in intermetalli-
schen Verbindungen. Die hierfür notwendigen 
quantenchemischen Werkzeuge wurden auf Basis 
des Konzeptes der Elektronenlokalisierbarkeit 
entwickelt. Durch die Anwendung der so genann-
ten ω-eingeschränkten Raumaufteilung ist es ge-
lungen, verschiedene Maßgrößen für die Elektro-
nenlokalisierbarkeit einzuführen, die ausnahmslos 
auf der elektronischen Paar-Dichte basieren. Die 
physikalische Transparenz dieser Varianten des 
Elektronen-Lokalisierbarkeit-Indikators (ELI) 
ermöglichte die Entwicklung neuer Werkzeuge zur 
Untersuchung von speziellen topologischen Eigen-
schaften von ELI, die für bestimmte Bindungssze-
narien charakteristisch sind. Gemeinsam mit dem 
Kern der Quantentheorie der Atome in Molekülen 
(QTAIM) von R. F. Bader spielen die neuen 
Werkzeuge eine entscheidende Rolle in der Analy-
se der chemischen Bindung (M. Kohout, F. R. 
Wagner, A. I. Baranov, C. Bergner, V. Bezugly, 
K. Wagner, siehe Beitrag Theoretical Aspects of 
Electron Localizability, gemeinsames Projekt mit 
dem Forschungsbereich Anorganische Chemie).  
 

Durch die systematische Anwendung des neu ent-
wickelten Instrumentariums gelangen essentielle 
Fortschritte im Verständnis einiger Gruppen in-
termetallischer Verbindungen. So wurde gezeigt, 
dass das Basismotiv der Kristallstrukturen von 
Laves-Phasen hauptsächlich durch Ladungstrans-
fer erzeugt wird (siehe Beitrag The Nature of La-
ves Phases, eine interinstitutionelle MPG-
Forschungsinitiative gemeinsam mit dem MPI für 
Festkörperforschung und dem MPI für Metallfor-
schung in Stuttgart und dem MPI für Eisenfor-
schung in Düsseldorf).  
Für die traditionell in der Literatur als Schicht-
strukturen beschriebenen Vertreter der Strukturty-
pen YCrB4 und Y2ReB6 wurden kovalente Zwi-
schenschicht-Bindungen gefunden. Zusätzliche 
gerichtete Wechselwirkungen zwischen Europium 
und den Liganden in EuRh2Ga8 konnten visuali-
siert werden. Schließlich wurde die Bildung von 
isolierten dreiatomigen Gruppen Co-Al-Co in der 
Kristallstruktur von o-Co4Al13, einem Vertreter der 
Approximant-Strukturen für dekagonale Quasi-
kristalle, durch die Bindungsanalyse mit ELI-D 
festgestellt. In Kombination mit einer Kristall-
strukturbestimmung aus hochaufgelösten Rönt-
genbeugungsdaten ändern diese Befunde grund-
sätzlich das Verständnis von allen drei Verbin-
dungsgruppen von Schichtstrukturen hin zu Netz-
werkstrukturen. Die Ergebnisse der Bindungsana-
lyse stehen in Einklang mit experimentellen Resul-
taten aus verschiedenen Eigenschaftsmessungen 
(M. Kohout, H. Borrmann, U. Burkhardt, R. Car-
doso Gil, F. Haarmann, P. Jeglič, A. Leithe-Jasper, 
T. Mori, Yu. Prots, W. Schnelle, M. Schmidt, O. 
Sichevich, I. Veremchuk, F. R. Wagner, siehe 
Beitrag Shift of Paradigms in Understanding of 
Intermetallic Compounds by Analysis of Chemical 
Bonding within the Electron Localizability Ap-
proach). 
Durch die systematische Verwendung von kristal-
lographischen Daten zum Zwecke der Analyse der 
chemischen Bindung oder zur Interpretation  von 
physikalischen Eigenschaften sind die Ansprüche 
an die Aussagekraft der Strukturinformation stark 
gewachsen und die ‚normale’ Qualität der Diffrak-
tionsdaten reicht dafür nicht mehr aus. Um die 
Präzision der Kristallstrukturbestimmungen zu 
erhöhen, wurden in der Kompetenzgruppe Struktur 
systematische Arbeiten zur Entwicklung von 
Röntgenoptiken durchgeführt (H. Borrmann, siehe 
Beitrag New Optical Devices for X-Rays). 
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Rosner, M. Schmitt, O. Janson, A. Tsirlin, D. Kasi-
nathan, S. Golms, M. Schmidt, W. Schnelle, see 
contribution Competing Interactions in Low-
Dimensional Spin ½ Systems, a cooperation with the 
DFG Emmy-Nöther research group of H. Rosner).  
Further contributions were made to the under-
standing of pressure- and temperature-induced 
phase transformations. Especially for the III-V 
compounds new transformations ways were found 
which are characterized by nucleation and growth 
steps (S. Leoni, S. Boulfelfel, L. Craco, U. 
Schwarz, see contribution Advancements in the 
Understanding of Pressure and Temperature In-
duced Phase Transitions in Solids).  
Investigations on the chemical bonding in inter-
metallic compounds are one of the key topics of 
our research. The necessary quantum chemical 
tools were developed on the basis of the electron 
localizability approach. By use of the so-called ω-
restricted space partitioning different measures for 
the electron localizability were introduced, all of 
them based on the electron pair density. The 
physical transparency of these variations of the 
electron localizability indicator (ELI) enabled the 
development of new tools for studying special 
topological features of ELI which are characteris-
tic for distinct bonding situations. In combination 
with the basic techniques of Quantum Theory of 
Atoms in Mulecules (QTAIM) by R. F. Bader the 
new tools are playing a central role in the analysis 
of chemical bonding (M. Kohout, F. R. Wagner, 
A. I. Baranov, C. Bergner, V. Bezugly, K. Wag-
ner, see contribution Theoretical Aspects of Elec-
tron Localizability, a joint project with the re-
search field Inorganic Chemistry).  
Essential progress was achieved in the understand-
ing of several groups of intermetallic compounds 
by the systematic application of the newly devel-
oped quantum chemical tools. In particular, it was 
shown that the basic motif of the crystal structures 
of Laves Phases is mainly formed by charge trans-
fer (see contribution The Nature of Laves Phases, 
an inter-institutional MPG research initiative con-
ducted in collaboration with the MPI für Festkör-
perforschung, the MPI für Metallforschung in 
Stuttgart and the MPI für Eisenforschung in 
Düsseldorf).  
The representatives of the structure types YCrB4 
and Y2ReB6 were traditionally described in the 
literature as layer structures. By means of ELI, 
direct covalent interactions between the layers 

were detected. In case of EuRh2Ga8, additional 
interactions between europium and its ligands 
could be visualized. And, finally, the formation of 
isolated, three-atomic groups Co-Al-Co was dis-
covered by means of ELI in the crystal structure of 
o-Co4Al13. This compound is usually considered as 
an approximant to the decagonal quasicrystals. In 
combination with the crystal structure determina-
tion from high-resolution X-ray diffraction data, 
these finding changed completely the understand-
ing of all three classes of compounds away from 
layered structures towards frameworks. Such an 
interpretation of chemical bonding is in agreement 
with the results of experimental studies on differ-
ent properties (M. Kohout, H. Borrmann, U. 
Burkhardt, R. Cardoso Gil, F. Haarmann, P. Jeglič, 
A. Leithe-Jasper, T. Mori, Yu. Prots, W. Schnelle, 
M. Schmidt, O. Sichevich, I. Veremchuk, F. R. 
Wagner, see contribution Shift of Paradigms in 
Understanding of Intermetallic Compounds by 
Analysis of Chemical Bonding within the Electron 
Localizability Approach). 
As a result of the systematic use of crystallo-
graphic data for the analysis of chemical bonding 
as well as for the interpretation of physical proper-
ties, there are continuously rising demands regard-
ing the explanatory power of the structure infor-
mation. The ‘ordinary’ quality of the diffraction 
data doesn’t meet the expectations and require-
ments anymore. In an effort to increase the preci-
sion of the crystal structure determinations, sys-
tematic work was performed on the development 
of the X-ray optics (H. Borrmann, see contribution 
New Optical Devices for X-Rays). 
NMR spectroscopy is an essential instrument for 
studying local phenomena within crystal struc-
tures. Especially intermetallic compounds often 
exhibit deviations from the periodic structure pat-
terns. By means of enhanced NMR tools in com-
bination with band structure calculations the re-
sults of the bonding analysis were confirmed im-
pressively in several intermetallic compounds (F. 
Haarmann, T. Göbel, P. Jeglič, K. Koch, O. 
Pecher, H. Rosner, see contribution Quadrupole 
Coupling – the Key to NMR Spectroscopy of In-
termetallic Compounds).   
The improved understanding of the chemical 
bonding in intermetallic compounds offered new 
opportunities for their applications. A new route to 
catalyze the hydrogenation of acetylene to ethyl-
ene was discovered in cooperation with the Prof. 
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Die NMR-Spektroskopie ist ein wesentliches In-
strument zur Erforschung der lokalen Phänomene 
in Kristallstrukturen. Insbesondere intermetallische 
Verbindungen weisen oft lokale Abweichungen 
vom periodischen Strukturmuster auf. Mit Hilfe 
weiterentwickelter NMR-Werkzeuge in Kombina-
tion mit Bandstrukturrechnungen wurden insbe-
sondere Ergebnisse von Analysen der chemischen 
Bindung in vielen Fällen überzeugend bestätigt (F. 
Haarmann, T. Göbel, P. Jeglič, K. Koch, O. Pe-
cher, H. Rosner, siehe Beitrag Quadrupole 
Coupling – the Key to NMR Spectroscopy of In-
termetallic Compounds).   
Das verbesserte Verständnis der chemischen Bin-
dung in intermetallischen Verbindungen eröffnete 
mindestens ein wichtiges neues Anwendungsfeld 
für diese Substanzen. In Zusammenarbeit mit der 
Arbeitsgruppe von Prof. R. Schlögl am Fritz-
Haber-Institut der MPG in Berlin wurde ein neuer 
Weg zur Darstellung von Katalysatoren für die 
Hydrierung von Acetylen  zu Ethylen gefunden. 

Stabile Verbindungen mit geordneten Kristall-
strukturen im System Ga-Pd erwiesen sich als 
neuartige Katalysatoren für diesen Prozess. Im 
Vergleich mit den traditionellen katalytischen 
Materialien zeigen die Verbindungen Pd2Ga, PdGa 
and Pd3Ga7 wesentlich höhere Umsätze und eine 
bessere Langzeitstabilität (M. Armbrüster, K. 
Kovnir, M. Friedrich, siehe Beitrag Pd-Ga Inter-
metallic Compounds – A New Approach to Hete-
rogeneous Hydrogenation Catalysis).  
Wesentliche Beiträge zum strukturellen Aufbau, 
und zur chemischen Bindung komplexer interme-
tallischer Phasen wurden durch Mitarbeiter der 
Forschungsbereiche Chemische Metallkunde und 
Anorganische Chemie gemeinsam mit den Kompe-
tenzgruppen Metall graphie und Struktur im 

‚Complex Metallic Alloys’ (Sechstes Rahmenfor-
schungsprogramm der Europäischen Union) ge-
leistet (siehe Beitrag Complex Metallic Alloys). 

 

o
Rahmen des Europäischen Exzellenznetzwerk 
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R. Schlögl’s group at the Fritz-Haber-Institut der 
MPG in Berlin. Stable compounds in the system 
Ga-Pd with well-ordered crystal structures were 
found to be suitable as novel catalysts for this 
industrially important process. In comparison with 
the technically used catalytic materials, the com-
pounds Pd2Ga, PdGa and Pd3Ga7 offer higher 
conversion rates and improved long-time stability 
(M. Armbrüster, K. Kovnir, M. Friedrich, see con-
tribution Pd-Ga Intermetallic Compounds – A New 
Approach to Heterogeneous Hydrogenation Ca-
talysis).  

Significant contributions to the formation, crystal 
structures and chemical bonding in complex in-
termetallic phases were made by the members of 
the research fields Chemical Metals Science and 
Inorganic Chemistry in cooperation with the com-
petence groups Metallography and Structure 
within the European Network of Excellence 
“Complex Metallic Alloys” (Sixth Framework 
Program of the European Union, see contribution 
Complex Metallic Alloys).  
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Festkörperphysik 

Im Berichtszeitraum konnten die früher begonnenen 
Kooperationsprojekte mit den Forschungsbereichen 
Anorganische Chemie und Chemische Metallkunde 
weitergeführt und erheblich ausgebaut werden. Dies 
betrifft die gemeinsamen Untersuchungen sowohl 
von PbFCl-Typ Pniktid-Chalcogenid-Verbindungen 
(s. „Crystal Chemistry and Physical Properties of 
Non-Magnetic Kondo-Compounds HfAs1.7Se0.2“) 
als auch von Skutteruditen (s. „Chemistry and Phy-
sics of Filled Skutterudites“). 
 
Darüber hinaus konzentrierten sich unsere For-
schungsaktivitäten im Zeitraum 2006 - 2008 auf 
korrelierte Materialien mit Supraleitung (SL), 
ferromagnetischen (FM) Wechselwirkungen, anti-
ferromagnetischen (AF)/neuartigen elektronischen 
quantenkritischen Punkten (QKPen), niedriger 
Ladungsträgerkonzentration oder kolossalem 
Magnetwiderstand. Daneben nahmen methodische 
Neu- / Weiterentwicklungen einen breiten Raum 
ein. Folgende Substanzen zeigten besonders inte-
ressante, z. T. unerwartete Eigenschaften: 
 
Übergangsmetall-Pniktid-Verbindungen  
Mit dem Nachweis der Koexistenz von Ferromag-
netismus und Kondo-Effekt in CeRuPO wurden die 
Seltenerd-Übergangsmetall-Oxypniktide weltweit 
erstmals mit Blick auf starke elektronische Korrela-
tionseffekte untersucht und damit als eine attraktive 
Klasse von Verbindungen ins Zentrum der aktuellen 
Festkörperforschung gerückt [C. Krellner et al., 
Phys. Rev. B 76, 104418 (2007)]. In einem weiteren 
Schritt konnten für SrFe2As2 und verwandte Ver-
bindungen ebenfalls erstmalig die starke Kopplung 
zwischen magnetischer Ordnung und strukturellem 
Phasenübergang nachgewiesen und die erheblichen 
Unterschiede zwischen Fe-Pniktid- und Kuprat-
Supraleitern herausgearbeitet werden [A. Jesche et 
al., Phys. Rev. B 78, 180504 (2008)]. Im Verlauf 
der Untersuchung von Fe-Pniktiden hat sich eine 
intensive Kooperation mit den Forschungsbereichen 
Chemische Metallkunde und Anorganische Chemie 
entwickelt (s. „Magnetic, Structural and Supercon-
ducting Properties of the Layered AFe2As2 Series of 
Compounds“).  

Schwere-Fermionen-Metalle mit ferromagneti-
schen Korrelationen 
Die Entdeckung (2003) einer schmalen Yb3+-ESR-
Linie in YbRh2Si2 weit unterhalb der Kondotem-
peratur TK = 25 K (s. Forschungsbericht 2003 - 
2005) war Ausgangspunkt einer breit angelegten 
Untersuchung von Schwere-Fermionen (SF)-
Verbindungen. Sie ergab, dass FM Korrelationen 
maßgeblich für die Beobachtung der o.g. ESR-
Linie sind [C. Krellner et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 
066401 (2008)]. 
 
Quantenkritische Verbindung YbRh2Si2  
Die 2004 in Hall-Effekt-Untersuchungen entdeckte 
Crossover-Linie THall (B) im Temperatur (T)-
Magnetfeld (B)-Phasendiagramm (s. Forschungs-
bericht 2003 - 2005) konnte einer echten thermo-
dynamischen Energieskala zugeordnet werden, 
welche vermutlich den Zusammenbruch des Kon-
do-Effektes und somit das Auseinanderbrechen der 
schweren („zusammengesetzten“) Quasiteilchen 
markiert [P. Gegenwart et al. Science 315, 969 
(2007); Nature Phys. 4, 186 (2008)]. 
 
Ce-115-Supraleiter  
Die Ergebnisse hochauflösender Hall-Effekt-
Messungen belegten die Existenz eines Magnet-
feld-induzierten AF QKPes bei BBN (T → 0) < Bc2(T 
→ 0), der von der SL verdeckt wird [S. Singh et 
al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 057001 (2007)]. Untersu-
chungen von CeIrIn5 mittels Hall-Effekt und Mag-
netwiderstand ergaben im B-T-Phasendiagramm 
eine Vorläufer-Phase zur SL, die an die Pseudo-
gap-Phase der Hoch-Tc-Kupratsupraleiter erinnert 
[S. Nair et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 137003 
(2008)]. 
 
Korrelierter Halbleiter FeSb2

An Einkristallen, die in der Gruppe von Prof. B.B. 
Iversen (U. Aarhus, Dänemark) hergestellt worden 
waren, konnte ein kolossaler Seebeck-Effekt von  
-45 mW/K bei T ≈ 10 K entdeckt werden, dessen 
Absolutwert den bisherigen Rekordwert für FeSi 
um beinahe zwei Größenordnungen übertrifft [A. 
Bentien et al., Europhys. Lett. 80, 39901 (2007)]. 

Prof. Dr. Frank Steglich 
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Solid State Physics 

In the period of 2006 - 2008 our cooperations with 
the Departments of Inorganic Chemistry and 
Chemical Metals Science concerning the investi-
gation of both PbFCl-type pnictide-chalcogenide 
compounds (cf. “Crystal Chemistry and Physical 
Properties of Non-Magnetic Kondo-Compounds 
HfAs1.7Se0.2”) and skutterudites (cf. “Chemistry 
and Physics of Filled Skutterudites”) have been 
further intensified.  
 
Beyond this, our research activities were focused 
on correlated materials exhibiting either supercon-
ductivity (SC), ferromagnetic (FM) interactions, 
antiferromagnetic (AF)/novel electronic quantum 
critical points (QCPs), low charge-carrier concen-
tration or colossal magnetoresistance. Methodo-
logical developments played a key role, too. Be-
low, some of the scientific highlights are listed: 
 
Transition metal-pnictide compounds  
By studying the coexistence between long-range 
FM order and Kondo effect in CeRuPO, the im-
portance of strong electron-electron correlations in 
the rare earth-transition metal oxypnictides could 
be demonstrated for the first time. These investiga-
tions effectively helped to push this special class 
of materials into the focus of worldwide con-
densed-matter research [C. Krellner et al., Phys. 
Rev. B 76, 104418 (2007)]. In the next step, for 
SrFe2As2 and related compounds a strong coupling 
between magnetic order and structural phase trans-
formation could be observed, again for the first 
time. Equally important, we emphasized in this 
study substantial differences between the Fe-
pnictide and cuprate superconductors [A. Jesche et 
al., Phys. Rev. B 78, 180504 (2008)]. The investi-
gation of Fe pnictides has generated an intensive 
cooperation with the Departments of Chemical 
Metals Science and Inorganic Chemistry (cf. 
“Magnetic, Structural and Superconducting Proper-
ties of the Layered AFe2As2 Series of Com-
pounds”). 
 
 

Heavy-fermion metals with ferromagnetic correla-
tions  
Initiated by the 2003 discovery of a narrow 
Yb3+-ESR line way below the Kondo tempera-
ture TK = 25 K in YbRh2Si2 (cf. Scientific Re-
port 2003 - 2005), recent studies on a number of 
heavy-fermion (HF) compounds revealed the 
prime importance of FM correlations for this 
feature [C. Krellner et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 
066401 (2008)]. 
 
Quantum critical compound YbRh2Si2

The new crossover line THall (B) in the temperature 
(T)-magnetic field (B)-phase diagram discovered 
2004 in the course of Hall-effect measurements 
(cf. Scientific Report 2003 - 2005) was found to be 
related to a true thermodynamic energy scale, 
which presumably marks the break down of the 
Kondo effect and the disintegration of the heavy 
(“composite”) quasiparticles [P. Gegenwart et al., 
Science 315, 969 (2007); Nature Phys. 4, 186 
(2008)]. 
 
Ce-115 superconductors 
Results of high-resolution Hall-effect measure-
ments have proven the existence of a magnetic-
field induced AF QCP at BBN (T → 0) < Bc2(T → 
0), which is masked by SC [S. Singh et al., Phys. 
Rev. Lett. 98, 057001 (2007)]. Hall-effect and 
magnetoresistance investigations of the B-T-phase 
diagram of CeIrIn5 revealed a precursor phase to 
SC, resembling the pseudogap phase in the cuprate 
high-Tc superconductors [S. Nair et al., Phys. Rev. 
Lett. 100, 137003 (2008)]. 
 
Correlated semiconductor FeSb2

Single crystals, grown in Prof. B.B. Iversen's group, 
U. Aarhus (Denmark), were found to exhibit, at T ≈ 
10 K, a colossal Seebeck effect of -45 mW/K, 
whose absolute value exceeds the record value for 
FeSi by almost two orders of magnitude [A. Bentien 
et al., Europhys. Lett. 80, 39901 (2007)]. 
 
 

Prof. Dr. Frank Steglich 
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Manganate mit kolossalem Magnetwiderstand  
STS-Untersuchungen an Pr1–xPbxMnO3, mit TC = 
210 K < TMI = 255 K, ergaben, dass eine elektroni-
sche Phasenseparation (EPS)  nur im Temperatur-
bereich TC < T < TMI auftritt (TC bezeichnet die 
kritische Temperatur für Ferromagnetismus, TMI 
die Temperatur des Metall-Isolator-Übergangs). 
Für alle anderen Manganate (mit TC ≈ TMI) wird 
dagegen in der Literatur berichtet, dass sich die 
Existenz von EPS über einen wesentlich weiteren 
Temperaturbereich erstreckt [S. Rößler et al., Eu-
rophys. Lett. 83, 17009 (2008)]. 
 
Unter den Materialien, die im Berichtszeitraum 
Gegenstand eingehender Untersuchungen waren, 
seien hier außerdem genannt: reines und Ge-
dotiertes CeCu2Si2 (s. „Paramagnon-mediated 
Superconductivity in CeCu2Si2“), paramagnetische 
SF-Verbindungen mit großer orbitaler Entartung, 
z. B. Yb2Pt6Al15 [M. Deppe et al., New J. Phys. 10, 
093017 (2008)], korrelierte Halbmetalle, wie z.B. 
U2Ru2Sn [A.K. Rajarajan et al., Phys. Rev. B 76, 
024424 (2007)] und CeRu4Sn6 [E.M. Brüning et al., 
J. Magn. Magn. Mat. 310, 393 (2007)] sowie frust-
rierte Quantenspin-Systeme, z. B. BaCdVO(PO4)2 
[R.C. Nath et al., Phys. Rev. B 78, 064422 (2008)]. 
 
Zwischen 2006 und 2008 wurden zahlreiche me-
thodische Neu-/Weiterentwicklungen verzeichnet: 
– Aufbau von Messplätzen zur Bestimmung der 
spezifischen Wärme und des elektrischen Wider-
standes in gepulsten hohen Magnetfeldern (60 T,  
1 s ) am Hochfeldmagnetlabor Dresden (HLD), 
Forschungszentrum Dresden-Rossendorf (FZD) 
(F. Weickert). 
– Entwicklung und Test eines Kalorimeters, das 
die Ermittlung der absoluten Wärmekapazität bei 
hohen Drücken (p ≤ 2 GPa) und tiefen Temperatu-
ren (T ≥ 50 mK) gestattet (M. Nicklas). 

– Realisierung einer hochauflösenden Messzelle 
zur Aufnahme von thermischer Dilatation und 
Magnetostriktion im longitudinalen und transver-
salen Magnetfeld (B ≤ 20 T, T ≥ 20 mK) (R. Küch-
ler, M. Brando). 
– Inbetriebnahme einer Apparatur zur Bestimmung 
von thermischer Leitfähigkeit, Thermokraft und 
Nernst-Effekt im Temperaturbereich 4K ≤ T ≤ 
200 K und bei Magnetfeldern B ≤ 7 T sowie eines 
3He-4He-Mischkryostaten für Messungen von 
Thermokraft und thermischer Leitfähigkeit bis 
unterhalb 30 mK. Ein weiterer Mischkryostat wur-
de mit einem Magnetfeld-Rotator (180°, B ≤ 4 T) 
zur Ermittlung der Wärmeleitfähigkeit in quasi-
2D-Verbindungen ausgestattet (N. Oeschler).  
– Installation einer effektiven Vibrationsentkopp-
lung am Tieftemperatur-STM (0.35 K, 12 T, zwei 
UHV-Kammern), wodurch erstmals atomare Auf-
lösung an kompakten Manganatproben möglich 
wurde (S. Wirth). 
– Aufbau eines „Mikro-Hall-Magnetometers“, 
welches unter Verwendung des 2D-Elektronen-
gases in GaAs/AlGaAs-Heterostrukturen die hoch-
empfindliche Bestimmung der lokalen magneti-
schen Induktion erlaubt (J. Müller, S. Wirth). 
– Entwicklung und anschließende Anwendung 
(auf molekulare Metalle) einer „Fluktuationsspekt-
roskopie“, um das niederfrequente Widerstands-
rauschen (10 mHz - 100 Hz) zu ermitteln. Diese 
Methode eröffnet einen neuen Zugang zur intrinsi-
schen Dynamik von Ladungsträgern bei niedrigen 
Energien (J. Müller). 
 
Die meisten der im Forschungsbericht 2003 - 2005 
erwähnten externen Kooperationen wurden im 
Berichtszeitraum fortgeführt. Zudem arbeiten wir 
seit 2007 in der neuen DFG-Forschergruppe 960 
„Quantum Phase Transitions“ (Augsburg, Dres-
den, Göttingen, Karlsruhe, Köln, München) mit.
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Manganites with colossal magnetoresistance 
STS measurements on Pr1–xPbxMnO3, with TC = 
210 K < TMI = 255 K, showed that electronic phase 
separation, commonly regarded as a hall mark of 
the manganites and to occur in a much wider tem-
perature range, is confined to temperatures TC < T 
< TMI only (TC denotes the critical temperature for 
ferromagnetism, TMI the temperature of the metal-
insulator transition) [S. Rößler et al., Europhys. 
Lett. 83, 17009 (2008)]. 
 
Further materials under investigation between 
2006 and 2008 have been, among others, pure and 
Ge-doped CeCu2Si2 (cf. “Paramagnon-mediated 
Superconductivity in CeCu2Si2”), paramagnetic 
HF compounds with large orbital degeneracy, e.g., 
Yb2Pt6Al15 [M. Deppe et al., New J. Phys. 10, 
093017 (2008)], correlated semimetals, such as 
U2Ru2Sn [A.K. Rajarajan et al., Phys. Rev. B  76, 
024424 (2007)] and CeRu4Sn6 [E.M. Brüning et 
al., J. Magn. Magn. Mat. 310, 393 (2007)], as well 
as frustrated quantum-spin systems, e.g., 
BaCdVO(PO4)2 [R.C. Nath et al., Phys. Rev. B 78, 
064422 (2008)]. 
 
A number of methodological developments were 
made between 2006 and 2008, including: 
– Assembling set-ups to measure both the specific 
heat and the electrical resistivity in pulsed high 
magnetic fields (60 T, 1s) at the Dresden High 
Magnetic Field Laboratory (HLD), Forschungs-
zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf (FZD) (F. Weickert). 
– Design and test of a calorimeter to determine the 
absolute heat capacity at high pressures (p ≤ 2 
GPa) and low temperatures (T ≥ 50 mK) (M. Nick-
las). 
– Implementation of a high-resolution thermal-
expansion and magnetostriction cell to be used 
both in longitudinal and transverse magnetic fields 
(B ≤ 20 T, T ≥ 20 mK) (R. Küchler, M. Brando). 

– First operation of both an apparatus to determine 
the thermal conductivity, thermopower and Nernst 
effect at temperatures 4 K ≤ T ≤ 200 K and mag-
netic fields B ≤ 7 T and a 3He-4He dilution refrig-
erator for measurements of the thermopower and 
heat conductivity to below 30 mK. Another dilu-
tion refrigerator was equipped with a rotator for 
the magnetic field (180°, 4 T), to be used for future 
measurements of the thermal conductivity in 
quasi-2D materials (N. Oeschler).  
– Installation of an efficient vibration isolation at 
the low-temperature STM (0.35 K, 12 T, two UHV 
chambers), allowing for the first-ever observation 
of atomic resolution on bulk manganite samples 
(S. Wirth). 
– Assembling a “Micro-Hall Magnetometer” based 
on the 2D electron gas of GaAs/AlGaAs het-
erostructures, aimed at determining the local mag-
netic induction with high sensitivity (J. Müller, 
S. Wirth). 
– Development and subsequent application to 
molecular metals of a “Fluctuation Spectroscopy” 
to measure the low-frequency (10mHz - 100 Hz) 
noise of the electrical resistivity, this way gaining 
information about the intrinsic dynamics of charge 
carriers at low energies (J. Müller). 
 
Most of our external cooperations mentioned in 
the Scientific Report 2003 - 2005 have been con-
tinued over the period of the present Report. In 
addition, we are involved in the DFG-funded Re-
search Group 960 “Quantum Phase Transitions” 
(Augsburg, Dresden, Göttingen, Karlsruhe, Köln, 
München). 
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Chemistry and Physics of Filled Skutterudites 

Filled skutterudite compounds exhibit a wealth of 
topical phenomena. Binary skutterudites TX3 
(structure type CoAs3) are formed by T = 
Co, Rh, Ir with pnicogens (X = P, As, Sb). In order 
to stabilize the skutterudite structure with elements 
of the iron group or other metals it is necessary to 
“fill” the structure with electropositive elements 
which leads to a formula MyT4X12 (structure type 
LaFe4P12) [1]. The stabilizing atoms reside in large 
voids in the transition-metal pnicogen framework 
(Fig. 1). M can be an alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-
earth or actinide metal or even thallium. Different 
degrees of filling up to y = 1 can be realized de-
pending on the “filler” M and the “host” [T4X12]. A 
variety of properties has been observed for rare-
earth filled skutterudites (see [2]). Furthermore, 
interest in these compounds is still heavily fueled 
by their potential use in thermoelectric devices. 
 
 
Skutterudites MFe4Sb12
 
In the last years we continued to investigate skut-
terudites with [Fe4Sb12] host framework and vari-
ous non-magnetic fillers. A comprehensive study 
of the structural, thermal, electronic and transport 
properties of these filled skutterudites was com-

pleted [3,4]. The skutterudites NaFe4Sb12, 
KFe4Sb12 and the recently discovered isostructural 
TlFe4Sb12 exhibit ferromagnetic order below TC ≈ 
80 K with weak itinerant magnetic moments and 
strong spin fluctuations (SF) [3,5-7]. These com-
pounds are nearly half-metallic ferromagnets (with 
potential spintronics applications). A large spin 
polarization was predicted from band structure 
calculations [3] and could actually be confirmed 
by point contact spectroscopy indicating a charge 
carrier spin polarization up to 67 % [8]. 

The compounds with divalent cations (M = Ca, 
Sr, Ba, Yb) remain paramagnetic down to 2 K. Our 
electronic structure calculations indicate that the 
ground state should also be ferromagnetic within 
the local density approximation. The compounds 
exhibit huge Sommerfeld-Wilson ratios and are 
close to ferromagnetism [3,7,9]. However, it is 
possible to quench the spin fluctuations and to 
drive these materials towards ordering. One way is 
the incorporation of strong local magnetic fillers 
like Eu2+ with S = 7/2 which leads to a ferrimag-
netic arrangement of the Eu and Fe spins with 
TC ≈ 86 K. The induced fields BBind as observed by 
Mößbauer spectroscopy in NaFe4Sb12 (1.64 T) [3] 
and in TlFe4Sb12 (0.7 T and 1.8 T) [6] are small. 
For Eu0.88Fe4Sb12 similarly small BindB  values (with 
opposite sign) were observed indicating that the Fe 
magnetism in the Eu compound and in M1+Fe4Sb12 
is based on the same physics. 

Interestingly, these nearly ferromagnetic com-
pounds exhibit a pseudogap in the infrared optical 
conductivity which appears for T < 100 K [10]. 
This common phenomenon could be traced back to 
certain features in the band structure just above the 
Fermi level EF, thus the occurrence of such a 
pseudogap does not require the presence of strong 
electronic correlations. The closure of this pseudo-
gap leads to the characteristic hump in the tem-
perature dependence of the electrical resistivity of 
MFe4Sb12 (M = Ca, Sr, Ba, Yb) at ≈ 80 K and in-
teresting, non-standard temperature behavior of 
other transport properties below 50 K [4].  

Skutterudites with trivalent ions are prone to 
have defects on the filler position which we inves-

Walter Schnelle, Andreas Leithe-Jasper, Helge Rosner, Roman Gumeniuk, Michael Nicklas,  
Michael Baenitz, Horst Borrmann, Ulrich Burkhardt, Rajib Sarkar, and Yuri Grin 

 
Fig. 1: Section of the crystal structure of filled skutteru-
dites with the general formula MT4X12. The TX6 octahedral 
units are shown in gray, the icosahedral void is outlined in 
yellow.  
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tigated in a study on LayFe4Sb12 single crystals. 
Thus, along with the above set of cations an elec-
tron donation to the [Fe4Sb12] host ranging from 1 
to ≤ 3 could be realized. This charge transfer leads 
to a systematic change of the electronic states as 
already reported [2,4]. On the other hand, the 
widely varying masses and radii of these cations 
imply a strong modification of the phonon spec-
trum of the crystal [4]. In cooperation with 
M. Koza et al. (ILL, France) we have conducted an 
extensive experimental and theoretical study of the 
phonon density of states (DOS) of these skutteru-
dites [11]. For the majority of the MFe4Sb12 skut-
terudites the vibrations of the cation severely hy-
bridize with those of the host structure. Only for 
certain heavy cations (La, Nd, Yb) a clear peak in 
the partial phonon DOS of the cation exists at low 
energies. The latter could be identified as the sup-
posed decoupled vibrations (“rattling”) of the 
cation [11]. These findings demonstrate that the 
phonon glass electron crystal concept (coined by 
G.A. Slack for the development of materials with 
high thermoelectric performance) is not applicable 
to real skutterudite materials. This conclusion is 
corroborated by our observations of the spectral 
weight contained in the Einstein mode in the spe-
cific heat of skutterudites with heavier cations (M 
= Yb, Tl) [4,6].  

 

Another investigation addressed the field de-
pendence of the specific heat of LayFe4Sb12. With 
more than two transferred electrons the tendency 
towards ferromagnetic ordering ceases. While the 
electronic DOS at EF decreases in the sequence of 
the ions K1+, Ca2+, La3+, the signature of strong 
correlations is only visible for the La compound. 
The field dependence of the specific heat of skut-
terudites with mono- and divalent cations is weak 
due to the high energy of the spin fluctuations, 
which is roughly given by the Weiss temperature 
θP (≈ 80 K for M = Na, K, Tl, ≈ 40 K for M = Ca, 
Yb). In contrast, for the La compound, the elec-
tronic term γ(H = 0) is almost twice as high as that 
of the other compounds (Fig. 2). This enhance-
ment stems from a contribution cSF = σT 3ln(T/TSF) 
due to spin fluctuations. From a fit of a data set 
taken in several fields the Debye temperature ΘD = 
264 K (298 K) and a spin fluctuation temperature 
TSF = 13 K (17 K) is found for a La filling y of 
0.79 (0.92). The dominant character (ferro- or anti-
ferromagnetic) of the spin fluctuations is, however, 
not yet fully clarified. The large ΘD for the 

LayFe4Sb12 crystal demonstrates that the chemical 
bond strength in the polyanion increases with in-
creasing charge transfer. 
 
 
TlFe4Sb12: a Ferromagnetic Skutterudite 
 
The fact that thallium can be stabilized with an 
oxidation state of +1, in which it behaves similarly 
to alkali metals, prompted us to synthesize 
TlFe4Sb12 [6]. In contrast to Co-skutterudites, in 
this new compound nearly all icosahedral voids 
are filled with thallium. Tl+ has by far the largest 
mass of monovalent cations which have been “in-
serted” in the [Fe4Sb12] polyanion. TlFe4Sb12 has a 
crystal structure of LaFe4P12 type [1] with a cubic 
lattice parameter a = 9.1973(5) Å, and is—like its 
Na and K homologues—a ferromagnet with TC = 
80 K. From the chemical analysis a composition of 
Tl0.98(2)Fe3.97(2)Sb12.04(2) was deduced, in agreement 
with the structure refinement resulting in a thal-
lium occupation of 96.1(8)% on the 2a site. 

The paramagnetic effective moment is 
3.4 μΒ/f.u., i.e., very similar to that of the Na and 
K homologues. Thus, this value of μeff represents 
the magnetism of the [Fe4Sb12] polyanion.  

From the calculated total electronic DOS for 
TlFe4Sb12 we find that the Tl skutterudite is elec-
tronically very close to the alkali-metal com-
pounds. The valence region above −5 eV, which is 
predominantly formed by Fe 3d and Sb 5p states, 
shows almost identical width and shape. Thus, Tl 
in TlFe4Sb12 behaves like a monovalent cation. 
From the calculated Fermi surface sheets and the 
band-resolved DOS a strong compensation of hole 

Fig. 2: Magnetic field dependence of the specific heat (cp/T 
vs. T 2 representation) of LayFe4Sb12 (y = 0.92) below 7 K. 
The inset shows γ(H) (symbols) and a linear fit (line).  
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and electron charge carriers in the TlFe4Sb12 sys-
tem is found, in agreement with the measured Hall 
effect data. From a spin-polarized calculation we 
find a total magnetic moment of 2.9 μΒ/f.u. The 
calculated ground state is nearly half metallic, the 
(static) spin polarization is 96%.  

The narrow width of the band around −6 eV in-
dicates a rather localized nature of the Tl states, in 
the language of chemical bonding, that they can be 
considered as inert pair. The low-lying Tl 6s states 
only weakly hybridize with the 5s states of the sur-
rounding Sb atoms, albeit significantly stronger 
than the alkali-metal ions in Na/KFe4Sb12. Thus, 
the Tl and the alkali-metal compounds behave 
electronically similarly, however, the resulting lat-
tice vibrations (especially those of the cations) are 
very different. In agreement with the calculations 
it is experimentally found that the Sommerfeld co-
efficient γ of TlFe4Sb12 is of the size observed for 
other MFe4Sb12 with M = Na, K, Ca, Sr, Ba, Yb  
(100-120 mJ mol−1 K−2).  
 
 
Superconductivity in Platinum Germanides 
 
The bonding situation in filled skutterudites can be 
understood as an electron donation from the guest 
atoms M to the polyanionic framework [3,12]. Bi-
nary skutterudites of cobalt group elements are 
diamagnetic semiconductors with a valence elec-
tron count of 72 per [T4X12] formula unit. In iron-
group metal-pnicogen skutterudites the d 5-con-
figuration of T 3+ is no longer stable, and cations 
have to be embedded. In the case of NaFe4Sb12 the 
structure motif becomes stabilized already with 70 
valence electrons per f.u. [3]. The resulting elec-
tron deficiency induces metallicity associated with 
paramagnetism and—in some cases—collective 
magnetism [3,5,12]. 

These facts suggest a flexibility of the crystal 
structure with respect to the valence electron num-
bers. There are several ways of tuning the electron 
count and thus, the physical properties of skutteru-
dites: i) by selection of an appropriate guest; ii) by 
replacing the pnicogen atoms by elements of the 
14th or 16th group, iii) by substituting the transition 
metal. The large interest in germanium-based 
clathrates and the promising applications of these 
structures motivated us to search for chemically 
compatible compounds. 

 

We were able to synthesize new skutterudite 
compounds MPt4Ge12 composed of germanium 
and platinum. They accommodate the early rare-
earth ions La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu2+ as well as the 
alkaline-earth ions Sr and Ba [13].  

Samples were prepared by arc or induction melt-
ing of the elements under Ar atmosphere and an-
nealing at 800 oC for 7 days in Ta ampoules. 
EPMA confirmed the composition (La0.95(10) Pt3.9(1) 
Ge12.2(2)). No indication of a homogeneity range 
LayPt4Ge12 was found: lattice parameters of sam-
ples with y = 0.9, 1.0, 1.1 are equal within 3 stan-
dard deviations. No defect occupation of the cation 
position was detected by full-profile refinements 
of powder XRD data. The cubic lattice parameters 
(Table 1) are significantly smaller than for 
MFe4Pn12 (Pn = P, As, Sb) skutterudites.  

The low-field susceptibility (Fig. 3) displays 
strong diamagnetic signals due to superconducting 
transitions with onset at 8.29(3) K (La), 7.92(3) K 
(Pr), 5.4 K (Sr), and 5.0 K (Ba). While shielding 
by supercurrents comprises the whole sample vol-

 
Fig. 3: Magnetic susceptibility χ(T) of filled skutterudites 
MPt4Ge12 (M = Sr, Ba, La, Pr) for μ0H = 2 mT (nominally). 
The inset shows the inverse molar susceptibility H/M of the 
Pr compound for μ0H = 1 T. 
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M a 
[Å]

Tc 
[K]

γN 
[J/(mol K2)] 

Δcp/γNTc

La 8.6235(3) 8.27 0.0758 1.49
Pr 8.6111(6) 7.91 0.0871 1.56
Sr 8.6509(5) ≈5.4 0.0399 1.13
Ba 8.6838(5) ≈5.0 0.0340 1.17

Table 1: MPt4Ge12 compounds: space group Im 3 ; lattice 
parameter a at 295 K. Tc, normal-state Sommerfeld coeffi-
cient, and normalized jump at Tc from specific heat data. 



ume (zero-field cooled curves) the field-cooling 
Meißner effect is one order of magnitude smaller 
than full flux expulsion. Such a small Meißner ef-
fect is well known to result from strong pinning. 
The normal-state susceptibilities of the Sr, Ba, and 
La compounds are diamagnetic. The inset of Fig. 3 
shows the paramagnetic susceptibility of PrPt4Ge12. 
The normal-state susceptibility M/H  saturates be-
low 30 K indicating a non-magnetic crystal elec-
tric field (CEF) ground state of the Pr ions. At high 
temperatures the effective magnetic moment is 
3.67 μB (Weiss temperature Θ

 

B P = −16.4(2) K) con-
firming the presence of Pr  (4f  configuration) 
with the H

3+ 2

3
4 CEF ground multiplet.  

The isostructural compounds NdPt4Ge12 (a = 
8.6074(3) Å, Nd3+) and EuPt4Ge12 (a = 8.6363(4) Å, 
Eu2+) with magnetic CEF ground states are not su-
perconducting down to 0.48 K and display anti-
ferromagnetic order at only 0.67 K and 1.7 K, re-
spectively, in spite of strong antiferromagnetic 
interactions (for M = Eu, ΘP = −18.4 K for μ0H = 
0.01 T from a low-temperature Curie-Weiss fit).  

The specific heats of the two compounds with 
the highest Tc were investigated in detail [13]. The 
normal-state specific heat of LaPt4Ge12 is well de-
scribed by the model already applied to the 
M[Fe4Sb12] skutterudite compounds [4,7]. The re-
sults of this fit suggest that the La atomic vibra-
tions can be described by a low-energy Einstein 
term while the host [Pt4Ge12] is treated by the De-
bye T 3 approximation. The fit results in a Debye 
temperature ΘD = 209 K for the polyanion, Ein-
stein temperature ΘE = 96 K for the cation, and the 
Sommerfeld coefficient γN = 76 mJ mol−1 K−2. For 
PrPt4Ge12 the values are ΘD = 198 K and γN = 
87 mJ mol−1 K−2 (ΘE cannot be determined due to 
the CEF contribution). ΘD = 198 K for Sr and 
209 K for BaPt4Ge12 are similar (see also Table 1). 

The jumps in  at Tc are Δcp/γNTc = 1.49 for 
LaPt4Ge12 and 1.56 for PrPt4Ge12. While this ratio 
indicates a coupling slightly stronger than in the 
weak coupling BCS limit (Δcp/γNTc = 1.43) for 
LaPt4Ge12, the Pr compound is a strong-coupling 
superconductor. From the electronic specific heat 
we obtain energy gap ratios Δ /kBTB c of 1.94 (La) 
and 2.35 (Pr) [13]. Our recent heat capacity meas-
urements down to 0.4 K [14] confirm the conclu-
sions of the original publication [13] and revealed 
a clear T  dependence of the electronic specific 
heat c

 3

e in the superconducting state for T/Tc < 0.2 
in both superconductors (Fig. 4). This surprising 

observation provides evidence for the gap function 
of both LaPt4Ge12 and PrPt4Ge12 having point 
nodes [14]. Therefore, a study using transverse-
field muon spin rotation (μSR) as a probe for the 
temperature dependence of the superfluid density 
was commenced in cooperation with scientists 
from the Laboratory for Muon Spin Spectroscopy 
at the PSI, Switzerland. A confirmation of the 
nodal gap structure as suggested by the specific 
heat results was obtained and the symmetry of the 
gap function could be narrowed down to two pos-
sible models with point nodes [14].  

The temperature dependence of the upper critical 
field Hc2 was determined from the midpoints of the 

p

resistivity data down to 0.4 K confirmed the data. 
Taking the zero-resistance points of the curves 
yields Tc(H) data which vary unconventionally lin-
ear with H. An extrapolation yields μ0Hc2(0) = 
1.60 T (LaPt4Ge12 4 12). The 
residual resistivities ρ0 of our polycrystalline sam-
ples are quite low (ρ300K/ρ0 ≥ 33 for M = La and 42 
for M = Pr) indicating good sample quality. Thus, 
the superconductivity is in the clean limit as also 
confirmed by the μSR results [14].  

The presence of superconductivity in a com-
pound containing paramagnetic rare-earth ions is 
usually destroyed by pair breaking. The CEF 
scheme leading to a non-magnetic ground state in 
PrPt4Ge12 can be estimated in two ways. Firstly, by 
calculating the excess specific heat cCEF(T) with 
respect to the La compound: cCEF can be fitted 

Fig. 4: Inset: specific heat capacity c−cph/T of PrPt4Ge12 
corrected for the phonon contribution. The main panel 
shows the electronic specific heat cel and the nuclear con-
tribution cnucl.  
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with a Schottky anomaly using an energy level 
scheme for the 3H4 multiplet on a site with cubic 
point symmetry Th (m3) [15]. Secondly, the para-
magnetic susceptibility can be approximated with 
a special CEF model. Due to the small 4f contribu-
tion to cp(T) the latter method results in a more re-
liable level scheme. Invariably, we find the Γ1 
singlet as ground state and the Γ4(1) triplet at ΔE/kB 
= 131(2) K. The higher levels depend sensitively 
on the CEF parameters. The best fit of the 4f con-
tribution of χ(T) results in the non-magnetic dou-
blet Γ

 

B

23 at 226 K and the triplet Γ4(2) at 295 K. The 
well-isolated non-magnetic CEF ground state of 
the Pr obviously leaves the superconductivity in 
PrPt4Ge12 almost undisturbed. This is not the case 
in the pnictide-based skutterudites which have sig-
nificantly larger lattice parameters. For PrRu4Sb12 
with a Γ4(1) first exited state at ΔE/kBB = 73 K the Tc 
is well below that of the corresponding La com-
pound (Tc = 1.04 K vs. 3.58 K). Other La/Pr-filled 
skutterudites are La/PrRu4As12 with Tc of 10.3 K 
and 2.33 K, respectively [15]. For LayRh4P12 a Tc 
of up to 17 K is found while the Pr compound has 
only a Tc of 2.4 K. The remarkably high Tc of 
PrPt4Ge12 and the low magnetic ordering tempera-
tures of the Nd and Eu compounds are subject of fur-
ther investigations, e.g., by NMR spectroscopy [16].  

To study the electronic structure of 
La(Pr)Pt4Ge12 the FPLO package within the local 
density approximation was applied. A very dense 
k-mesh of 3333 points within the irreducible part 
of the Brillouin zone was used to ensure accurate 
results for the DOS. An optimization of the crystal 
structure (a, yGe, zGe) for LaPt4Ge12 agreed excel-
lently with the refinement of powder X-ray dif-
fraction data (the deviations are < 0.01 Å for the 
Ge position and < 0.2% for a) emphasizing the 
structural stability of this system.  
The calculated total DOS for LaPt4Ge12 in com-
parison to PrPt4Ge12 is plotted in Fig. 5 (upper 
panel). On first glance, the DOS of both com-
pounds is very similar. The contributions of La 
(middle) and Pr (lower panel) to the valence band 
are small and featureless. The low-lying bands be-
tween ≈ −12 eV and −6 eV are predominantly 
bonding Ge 4s states. The majority of Pt 5d states 
is located between ≈ −5.5 eV and −2.5 eV and hy-
bridizes strongly with the Ge 4p orbitals. These 
facts support the picture of a charge transfer from 
the rare-earth cation to the [Pt4Ge12] polyanion. 
The states at EF are mainly due to Ge 4p bands. At 

EF, the DOS values are 13.4 and 9.3 states eV−1 
f.u.−1 for the La and Pr compound, respectively, 
corresponding to coupling constants λ = (γN/γ0)−1 
of 1.4 and 2.9. This gives further evidence for 
strong electron-phonon coupling in PrPt4Ge12. 
 
 
Optimization of Tc of BaPt4Ge12

 
The compounds SrPt4Ge12 and BaPt4Ge12 with the 
divalent cations Sr and Ba have lower Tc (about 
5.0 K) compared to LaPt4Ge12 [13,17]. Recently, 
also the isostructural ThPt4Ge12 with tetravalent Th 
was reported to become superconducting below 
4.62 K [18]. While for the La and Pr compounds 
electronic structure calculations reveal a pro-
nounced peak in the DOS at EF, for SrPt4Ge12, 
BaPt4Ge12, and ThPt4Ge12 a peak is found only in 
the close vicinity to EF. Predominantly the itiner-
ant Ge 4p states are responsible for the low-energy 
spectrum of these systems, whereas the Pt 5d elec-
trons lie deep in energy, as we could recently 
demonstrate by photoelectron spectroscopy [19]. 
Thus, a partial replacement of Pt by a chemically 
similar metal could be a way to enhance Tc. Alio-
valent substitution is expected to be more effective 
in changing Tc than isovalent substitution since the 
pressure dependence of Tc is weak for BaPt4Ge12. 
Hence, our detailed experiments and theoretical 
calculations were made for a substitution of plati-
num by gold [20].  
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Fig. 5: Total (upper panel) and atom-resolved electronic 
density of states for LaPt4Ge12 and PrPt4Ge12. The inset in 
the upper panel shows the well-pronounced peak in 
LaPt4Ge12 in a narrow region around the Fermi level.  



In the electronic structure calculations the substi-
tution of Au for Pt was treated within the virtual 
crystal approximation (VCA). The resulting DOS 
for the whole valence band is very similar to that 
of LaPt4Ge12 (Fig. 5), but shifted by a small en-
ergy. This picture suggests that the treatment 
within the VCA or even the rigid-band approxi-
mation should provide a reliable electronic struc-
ture. Fig. 6 shows the DOS near EF together with 
its integral normalized to EF. From the plot, the 
DOS can directly be obtained as function of Au 
content. After a drop in the DOS for x < 0.35 we 
find a strong increase with a maximum close to 
x = 1. Together with the observed rigid-band-like 
behavior this suggests a sizable increase of Tc for x 
= 1 assuming a constant electron-phonon coupling. 

Single-phase samples exist for gold substitutions 
up to x = 1 whereby the unit cell volume increases 
by 1.0% only. Magnetic susceptibility as well as 
specific heat measurements were used to map out 
the superconducting phase diagram. Both data sets 
show an increase of Tc from 5.0 K for x = 0 to 
7.0 K for x = 1. While the increase of the lattice 
parameter a is linear in x, Tc increases nonlinearly 
and most strongly for x > 0.5. For x = 0.25 almost 
no increase in Tc is observed.  

The analysis of specific heat data showed only a 
small increase of the Debye temperature ΘD 
(≈ 4%) with the substitution of one Pt atom by Au 
since these atoms have almost the same mass. 
However, the Sommerfeld coefficient γN of 
47.3 mJ mol−1 K−2 for x = 0 increases by ≈ 20% for 

the compound with x = 1 while Δcp/Tc increases 
stronger. Since Δcp/(γNTc) is only 1.03 and 1.37, 
respectively, as compared with the weak-coupling 
BCS value 1.43, this may hint to a complex (multi-
gap) superconducting Fermi surface. Low-
temperature measurements of cp(T,H) and of the 
penetration depth are underway to explore this 
possibility. The upper critical fields μ0Hc2(0) ex-
trapolated from electrical resistivity data ρ(T,H) 
amount to 2.0 T for both compounds, in spite of 
the higher Tc of the “optimized” Ba(Pt3Au)Ge12 
material. Further research will concentrate on the 
low-temperature properties of rare-earth platinum 
skutterudites.  

 

In summary, this selection of recent findings 
demonstrates that in the field of “classical” pnicto-
gen-based filled skutterudites and, even more, of 
novel compounds with a germanium transition-
metal framework exiting new chemical physics is 
waiting to be explored.   
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Fig. 6: Inset: electronic density of states of BaPt4Ge12 (line) 
and LaPt4Ge12 (gray area) [13]. The peak at EF is pre-
dominantly due to Ge 4p states. Main panel: magnification 
of the DOS of BaPt4Ge12 close to EF (full line) and inte-
grated DOS between E and EF (dashed line). Arrows indi-
cate an extra filling with 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 electrons, re-
spectively. 



Correlation Effects in the Semimetal FeSb2:  
From Bulk Properties to Spectroscopy  

Introduction 
 
The class of strongly correlated semiconductors, 
particularly those that are usually referred to as 
Kondo insulators, has been of great fundamental 
and practical interest for more than a decade [1]. 
Many-body renormalization of the bands makes 
them an ideal playground for exploring electron-
electron correlations that are absent in classic band 
insulators. Meanwhile, there are high expectations 
on these systems for practical applications such as 
spintronics and thermoelectrics.  

FeSb2 was identified as a new d-based correlated 
semiconductor, like FeSi. Band calculations within 
the local density approximation show a narrow gap 
opening at the Fermi level with narrow bands and 
enhanced density of states (DOS) at the edges [2]. 
FeSb2 crystallizes in the orthorhombic marcasite-
type FeS2 structure. The resistivity exhibits semi-
conducting behavior below room temperature [3]. 
The magnetic susceptibility yields a non-magnetic 
ground state for the 3d electrons of Fe. The sus-
ceptibility is temperature independent up to 50 K 
and becomes paramagnetic at higher temperatures 
[4]. This feature was described by two narrow, 
renormalized bands with certain band width and 
gap size. However, direct evidence for strong cor-
relation effects is highly desired. The correlation 
gap is to be probed by both electrical transport 
properties and microscopic spectroscopy, such as 
NMR, NQR and optical conductivity. Indeed, 
strong indications of electron-electron correlations 
are revealed in these measurements. For instance, 
the optical spectral weight suppressed due to the 
gap opening is recovered only above 1 eV, a rather 
high energy relative to the gap. Furthermore, an 
extremely large thermoelectric power is reported 
in this system at temperatures below 30 K [5]. This 
appears to be highly feasible for thermoelectric 
application in this temperature range. Materials 
with rather high thermoelectric performance have 
been found only for temperatures near or above 
room temperature. However, at cryogenic tem-

peratures (below 77 K) no systems with thermoe-
lectric properties sufficiently high for possible 
application have been discovered so far.  

The thermoelectric performance of substances is 
given by the dimensionless figure of merit 
ZT=TS2σ/κ where S represents the thermoelectric 
power, σ the electrical conductivity and κ the 
thermal conductivity [1]. For applications, ZT 
values of the order of 1 or larger are required. 
Among the heavy fermion systems, CeB6 was 
successfully used to build a simple Peltier cooler 
with a maximum S(T) of 120 μV/K at 9 K and an 
effective cooling of 0.2 K at 4.5 K (ZT = 0.3 at 
7 K) [6].  

Further enhancement of ZT seems to be possible 
only for the case of a semiconducting system with 
strong correlations like FeSb2. In rare cases, the 
hybridization leads to a gap opening below the 
characteristic Kondo temperature. Those systems 
are referred to as Kondo insulators. Well studied 
compounds within this class are Ce3Bi4Pt3, YbB12 
and SmB6 [7]. They exhibit an activated conduc-
tivity at low temperatures due to the formation of a 
hybridization gap. The thermoelectric power may 
reach values beyond 100 μV/K. For the 3d-
electron system FeSi the thermoelectric power 
exhibits maximum values up to 500 μV/K at 50 K 
[8]. However, in all these materials the ZT value is 
small due to the high (phonon-dominated) thermal 
conductivity of high-quality crystals.  
 
 
Transport properties of FeSb2  
 
Here, we present transport and thermotransport 
results on single crystalline FeSb2. The thermo-
transport properties of FeSb2 exceed those of FeSi 
by far and mark the record power factor S2σ among 
all materials [5]. Thus, FeSb2 has remarkable poten-
tial for application in thermoelectric refrigeration.  

Single crystalline samples of FeSb2 were grown 
by the chemical vapor transport technique with Br 
as a transport agent [9]. Large single crystals of 
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high purity were obtained with lengths of almost 
5 mm. Resistivity and Hall effect are measured 
using a standard ac setup in a commercial PPMS 
(Quantum Design) in the temperature range be-
tween 1.5 K and 300 K. The thermal conductivity 
and thermoelectric power measurements were 
performed with the thermal transport option in a 
PPMS by means of a relaxation method with one 
heater and two thermometers.  

The resistivity of FeSb2 follows a semiconducting 
behavior below room temperature with two regions 
of thermal activation separated by a plateau around 
20 K (Fig. 1). The gap sizes obtained by ρ  = 
ρ0exp(Eg/2T) are estimated to 320 K for the high-T 
part and 54 K for the low-T side [9]. These values 
are in good agreement with previous reports [5].  

The Hall effect confirms the activated behavior 
below room temperature. The inset of Fig. 1 shows 
the Hall coefficient RH = ρxy/B at B = 1 T. Below 
30 K, the Hall coefficient is negative. At low T, 
|RH| increases towards a maximum at 7 K. In a 
single-band model the carrier concentration at 
10 K is estimated to n = 0.6⋅1022 m-3 [9]. The Hall 
effect provides evidence for the existence of mul-
tiple bands at the Fermi surface with electron-like 
and hole-like character. Calculations within a two-
band model by Hu et al. yielded a huge carrier 
mobility [10].  

The thermoelectric power of FeSb2 is displayed 
in Fig. 2. Extremely large values in the order of  
-30 mV/K at 10 K are observed. These values 
agree well with previously reported results on 
single crystals grown by a self-flux technique [11]. 
As the Hall coefficient, the thermopower exhibits 
negative values below 30 K, i.e., the temperature 
at which the smaller gap opens. The maximum 

values of |S| are largely enhanced compared to the 
thermopower of related systems, e.g. FeSi. Such a 
large thermopower cannot be ascribed to the pho-
non drag which is commonly observed in the same 
temperature range.  

First, the Nernst effect, i.e., the transverse ther-
moelectric response (inset of Fig. 2), exhibits a 
distinct temperature dependence with two maxima 
related to the two energy gaps, without an apparent 
phonon drag contribution [11].  

Second, the thermopower of the reference sys-
tem RuSb2 is one order of magnitude smaller, 
though its thermal conductivity is even higher than 
that of FeSb2 [9].  
 
 
NQR spectroscopy on FeSb2 and RuSb2 
 
NQR is a very useful microscopic tool to probe the 
semimetallic behavior in FeSb2 and RuSb2. NQR 
experiments were performed utilizing the home-
built phase-coherent pulsed spectrometer in the 
temperature range of 2 – 200 K. The Sb-NQR 
spectrum consists of three lines of the 123Sb iso-
tope (nuclear spin 123I = 7/2) and two lines of the 
121Sb isotope (121I = 5/2) [12].  

Here, we report the temperature dependence of 
1/T1 for the 123ν2 NQR-line (|±3/2〉 ↔ |±5/2〉 transi-
tion) in FeSb2 and RuSb2. The temperature de-
pendence of 123(1/T1) consists of two distinct inter-
vals (Fig. 3). At temperatures above 40 K, 123(1/T1) 
increases rapidly with increasing temperature but 
differently for FeSb2 and RuSb2. In the low tem-
perature region, below 40 K, both compounds 
show surprisingly similar temperature dependen-
cies with a smooth maximum at around 10 K 

  
Fig. 1: Resistivity ρ of FeSb2 vs. T. Inset: Hall coefficient 
RH of FeSb2 vs T. 

Fig. 2: Thermo power S of FeSb2 vs. T. Inset: Nernst coeffi-
cient v of FeSb2 vs T at B=0.5 T. 
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where the thermopower S(T) peaks. This might be 
attributed to the presence of residual in-gap states. 
Above 40 K, 123(1/T1) for FeSb2 is fitted with a 
simple exponential behavior (1/T1 ∝ exp{-Δ/kBT}) 
similar to FeSi (solid line in inset of Fig 3, 29(1/T1) 
data by Corti et al. [13]). Unexpectedly, the non-
magnetic homologue RuSb2 does not exhibit an 
exponential behavior. 

Here, the dependence of 123(1/T1) is close to a T2 
behavior characteristic for the phonon relaxation 
mechanism driven by the two-phonon (Raman) 
scattering. Such behavior was found earlier in 
other semimetals like Te [14]. To analyze the low 
temperature behavior of the Sb nuclear spin-lattice 
relaxation rate 1/T1 we propose a model of tem-
perature dependent in-gapstates.  Such a model 
was successfully applied to other correlated semi-
metals like SmB6 [15] and CeRu4Sn6 [16]. In our 
case, these states might originate from an inherent 
Sb-deficiency and form a narrow and split band 
(total bandwidth ω and gap δ) around the Fermi 
level in both FeSb2 and RuSb2. In this scenario, for 
FeSb2 a small number of Fe3+ ions exist which 
have one unpaired dxy electron (3d 5 low-spin state) 
[12].  

Applying the corresponding DOS model (plus a 
phonon driven relaxation mechanism for RuSb2) 
one is able to consistently describe 123(1/T1) for 
both FeSb2 and RuSb2 in the entire temperature 
range (cf. solid lines in Fig. 3). For the large gap 
we found Δ/kB = 400 K, and for the small gap we 
obtained δ/kB = 4 K [17]. 

Optical conductivity of FeSb2 compared with 
RuSb2 
 
Far-infrared optical spectroscopy has proved to be 
one of the key methods to investigate the forma-
tion of charge-excitation gaps of the order of 10 
meV. For instance, for U2Ru2Sn we found a 
strongly temperature dependent suppression of the 
optical reflectivity below 60 meV [18] which indi-
cates canonical heavy-fermion semiconductor 
behavior, i.e., the formation of a narrow energy 
gap due to strong electron correlations. 

We investigated the far-infrared optical conduc-
tivity σ1 of FeSb2 and its non-magnetic homologue 
RuSb2 in the energy range 3 meV - 30 eV at 10 K 
< T < 295 K, see Fig. 4 [19]. 

Both FeSb2 and RuSb2 display a typical semi-
conducting optical response along all crystal axes. 
Except for T = 10 K, the low energy σ1 spectra 
agree well with the zero energy DC values (see 
Fig. 4: square symbols and the extrapolation of the 
reflectivity prior to the Kramers-Kronig calcula-
tion of σ1). For T < 300 K, FeSb2 shows a pro-
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nounced decrease of σ1 below 0.13 eV which cor-
responds to direct interband electronic excitations. 
A weakly temperature dependent indirect gap 
could also be identified which increases from 
0.02 eV (at T = 100 K) to 0.03 eV (at T = 10 K). 
For RuSb2 with a direct gap at 0.78 eV, the spectra 
display a much weaker temperature dependence 
and, in contrast to FeSb2, they do not show a 
Drude-like increase towards low photon energies. 
The size of the indirect gap of FeSb2 agrees with 
the high-temperature values derived from electri-
cal resistivity and 123Sb NQR results (see above). 
Another gap feature at 10 meV appears below 
100 K and is most pronounced below 50 K. The 
onset of the σ1 suppression clearly increases with 
decreasing temperature resembling the behavior of 
a gap that forms due to strong electronic correla-
tions. The Seebeck coefficient, exhibiting colossal 
values related to strong electronic correlations [5] 
is connected to an energy gap with a similar size. 
However, the optical gap feature at 10 meV being 
related to Kondo-type interactions is questionable: 
As shown in the inset of Fig. 4, we found a clear 
decrease of the reflectivity (R) around 6 meV upon 
applying a magnetic field, in contrast to what is 
expected in a common Kondo semiconductor sce-
nario. As for the NQR results, we propose tem-
perature-dependent residual in-gap states forming 
a narrow and split band to be the origin of this gap 
feature. Nevertheless, strong electronic correla-
tions are indicated by a temperature-dependent 
spectral weight redistribution up to energies as 
large as 1 eV.  
 
 
Conclusion 
 
FeSb2 meets the requirements for high thermoelec-
tric performance. It is a semimetal with a very low 
concentration and a high mobility of the charge 
carriers. The thermopower at low temperature is 
extremely large. Strong correlations associated with 
the small gap seem to cause the drastic enhance-
ment of the thermopower. Evidence for correlations 
is primarily deduced from optical spectroscopy and 
thermotransport. The NQR results indicate that the 
in-gap states possibly filled by paramagnetic Fe3+ 
ions are essential for the extraordinary low-T prop-
erties.  
 

Thus far, the phonon-dominated thermal conduc-
tivity of the single crystals is much too high to 
obtain large ZT values. However, the power factor 
PF=S2σ assumes record values of up to 
2300 μW/cmK2 below 30 K [5]. The aim of 
achieving high ZT values is pursued by minimiza-
tion of the phononic mean free path. First studies 
on doped FeSb2 revealed a reduced thermal con-
ductivity. However, concomitantly the electronic 
properties changed drastically. Thin-film and 
nanoparticle growth of pure FeSb2 appear , there-
fore, to be more promising routes towards applica-
tion in Peltier cooling at cryogenic temperatures. 
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Crystal Chemistry and Physical Properties of the  
Non-Magnetic Kondo-Compound HfAs1.7Se0.2 
Andreas Schlechte, Gudrun Auffermann, Michal Bednarski1, Łukasz Bochenek1, Maik Böhme,  
Tomasz Cichorek1, Rainer Niewa2, Niels Oeschler, Marcus Schmidt, Frank Steglich, and Rüdiger Kniep 

Introduction 
 

Synthesis and Crystal Growth 
  

This joint project is devoted to the investigation of 
the correlation of structural phenomena and physi-
cal properties, especially with regard to the non-
magnetic Kondo effect. The chemical systems we 
concentrated on are the pnictide-chalcogenides 
crystallizing in the PbFCl structure (or variants of 
this type of structure). Our recent investigations of 
the structurally disordered systems Zr–As–Se and 
Th–As–Se already pointed out the relevance of 
structural two-level systems (TLS) for electronic 
transport on a macroscopic scale [1-3]. Whereas 
the low-T properties provide clear evidence for the 
presence of tunneling centers, the electrical resis-
tivity ρ(T) shows an anomalous upturn upon cool-
ing below 16 K. Most importantly, however, the 
T 1/2 amplitude is unaffected by strong magnetic 
fields. Such a behavior is a hallmark of a non-
magnetic Kondo effect derived from structural 
two-level systems. In the respective Hf system we 
succeeded only recently in the synthesis of 
HfAs1.7Se0.2 [4]. This system exemplifies the close 
chemical, physical, and crystallographic relations 
between zirconium- [5,6], cerium- [7], and tho-
rium-arsenide-selenides [8,9].   

HfAs1.7Se0.2 (s) + 2 I2 (g) X  
HfI4 (g) + 0.425 As4 (g) + 0.1 Se2 (g). 

The gaseous phases were determined via mass 
spectrometry. Thermodynamic calculations reveal 
a strong negative enthalpy of reaction, confirming 
the exothermic character of the transport reaction. 

The intensively studied metallic phase 
ZrAs1.4Se0.5 crystallizes in the ZrSiS (PbFCl) type 
of structure, with vacancies within the arsenic lay-
ers and As–Se mixed occupations. On the other 
hand, CeAsSe crystallizes in a distorted variant of 
the ZrSiS aristotype, with fully occupied positions 
and no significant mixed-site occupations. The 
distortion occurs due to the formation of infinite 
cis-trans chains of arsenic atoms. The differences 
between the ternary Zr and Ce systems may be 
traced back to different electronic situations of the 
metal atoms (Zr+4 and Ce+3, respectively).  

For preparation of the previously investigated 
compound, ZrAs1.4Se0.5, sealable glassy carbon 
tubes were used to prevent reactions with the tube 
material such as fused silica [1]. This experimental 
setup has one main disadvantage with regard to 
chemical transport reactions: a smeared tempera-
ture gradient that reduces the transport efficiency. 
Therefore, the chemical transport reactions were 
carried out in carbon-coated fused silica ampoules 
(coating by pyrolysis of acetone). This procedure 
ensured that the source materials as well as the 
growing crystals do not directly get in contact with 
the fused-silica ampoule, and the temperature gra-
dient is clearly sharpened. 

Substitution of zirconium by hafnium again 
leads to an arsenic-rich compound, HfAs1.7Se0.2, 
which contains vacancies within the arsenic layers 
and mixed occupancy of the As/Se positions as 
also present in the Zr-phase. Physical and chemical 
properties of HfAs1.7Se0.2 [4] and ZrAs1.4Se0.5 [2] 
are closely related. 
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Large single crystals (up to 5 × 2 × 1 mm3) of 
HfAs1.7Se0.2 were synthesized from prereacted 
elemental powders via exothermal chemical trans-
port using iodine as transport agent. The tempera-
ture gradient from 1073 K (source) to 1173 K 
(crystal growth side) was chosen based on results 
from difference scanning calorimetry (DSC, 
NETZSCH 404C), difference thermal analysis / 
thermogravimetry (DTA/TG, NETZSCH STA 
449C), and from thermodynamic calculations. The 
reaction of a cold-pressed mixture of the respec-
tive elements is completed with the formation of 
the ternary phase (DSC) at 1023 K. This phase 
decomposes under Ar (without melting) at about 
1200 K into binary HfAs (DTA/TG) as the major 
solid decomposition product. Preliminary thermo-
dynamic evaluations approximately lead to the 
following chemical transport equilibrium: 



Chemical Characterization 
 
The chemical composition of the crystals under 
investigation was determined by electron-probe 
micro-analyses with wavelength-dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (WDXS, Cameca SX 100) as well as 
by chemical analyses applying the ICP–OES 
method (inductively-coupled-plasma–optical-
emission-spectrometry). Silicon as conceivable 
impurity (from the tube material) was quantified 
by LA–ICP–MS (laser-ablation–inductively-
coupled-plasma–mass-spectrometry). In addition, 
combustion ion chromatography (CIC) was ap-
plied to detect possible contaminations by iodine 
which was used as transport agent. The presence 
of small amounts of para- (equivalent to ≤ 200 wt. 
ppm ions with S = ½) and ferromagnetic (equiva-
lent to ≤ 10 wt. ppm Fe metal) impurities was indi-
cated by magnetic susceptibility measurements.  

A selected part of one of the grown single crys-
tals (Fig. 1) was cut by means of a wire saw, em-
bedded plane-parallel into Polyfast, and polished 
for WDXS measurements.  

The larger part of this single crystal was desig-
nated for measurements of the physical properties. 
WDXS measurements on the smaller fragment did 
not give any evidence for inhomogeneities or im-
purities, with the exception of silicon. For quanti-
tative analyses, a ternary Zr−As−Se standard for 
arsenic/selenium and an elemental Hf standard 
were used. The atomic ratio of the respective ele-
ments lead on average (ten measuring points) to 
Hf: 35.23(9) at.%, As: 57.2(1) at.%, and Se: 
7.55(5) at.%, which results in the formula 
Hf1.000(3)As1.624(3)Se0.214(1) (normalized to Hf). 

In addition, several crystals of HfAs1.7Se0.2 were 
quantitatively analyzed with ICP–OES (Vista RL, 
Varian) concerning the three main components. A 
digestion procedure was optimized for the specific 
Hf–As–Se system. Accurate and reproducible re-
sults were achieved by application of the closed 

vessel pressure microwave decomposition proce-
dure (ETHOS plus 2, MLS). Optimized reaction 
conditions were derived as follows: Seven accu-
rately (±0.001 mg) weighed samples (5 to 8 mg) 
were decomposed individually in an acid mixture 
of 2.5 mL HNO3 (65%) and 0.5 mL HF (40%) at a 
temperature of 423 K for 10 min. The solutions 
were completely transferred into volumetric flasks 
(50 mL) and filled up with ultra-pure water. Sub-
sequently, they were measured against a matrix-
matched standard calibration series. The analytical 
results did not show any indication of inhomogenei-
ties of different crystals taken from the same batch 
and led to the formula Hf1.000(2)As1.66(2)Se0.215(5). The 
contamination of the samples with regard to other 
metals was investigated by ICP–OES, revealing 
values below the respective limits of detection 
(apart from Fe and Zr: 0.1 and 0.15 wt.%, respec-
tively). Additionally, several crystals were 
checked for oxygen and carbon impurities by 
means of the carrier gas hot extraction and the 
combustion methods (TCH600 and C200, LECO). 
The measured values were below the limits of de-
tection, ≤ 0.1 and 0.03 wt.%, respectively. An al-
ways crucial question is whether a sample is con-
taminated with components from the tube material. 
In this context the single crystals were also 
checked with regard to their content of Si impuri-
ties. To pursue this issue we decided to use the 
LA–ICP–MS setup, which is a powerful tool for 
the quantitative analysis of traces in materials, es-
pecially concerning their spatial and depth distri-
bution. Additionally, and in contrast to the afore-
mentioned methods, this technique is nearly non-
destructive and provides the opportunity for fur-
ther studies after elemental analysis of the crystal. 
The investigations were carried out with the laser 
ablation system Geoloas Q Plus (Coherent) con-
nected with an ICP–MS 810 (Varian). The used 
wavelength of 193 nm (ArF Excimer Laser Com-
pex 102, Coherent) allowed a well defined ablation 
with spot sizes in the range of 5 – 150 μm in di-
ameter. Quantitative results were obtained by us-
ing a reference standard (NIST 610) and Hf as in-
ternal standard. The studies were evaluated with 
regard to the given problem in order to increase 
the precision and the accuracy of the method. The 
investigations were finally carried out on six crys-
tals from one batch using He as carrier gas. The 
extensive studies led to an optimization of the ab-
lation process. Five different spots of 100 μm in 

 

Fig. 1: Light-microscopic image of a single crystal 
HfAs1.7Se0.2. 
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diameter on each crystal were ablated by 50 pulses 
with an energy density of 10 J/cm2 and a repetition 
rate of 1 Hz. The analytical quantification parame-
ters revealed that the sample contained significant 
amounts of Si (0.94(5) wt.%), nearly homoge-
nously distributed over the whole crystal. This re-
sulted in an overall composition of 
Hf1.000(2)As1.66(2)Se0.215(1)Si0.108(5). The images of the 
ablation craters were recorded with a profilometer 
PLμ (Atos) and by scanning electron microscopy 
(ESEM Quanta 200 F, FEI Company) operated in 
a high-vacuum mode and at an acceleration volt-
age of 30 kV (Fig. 2).  

 
In addition, the crystals were checked with re-

gard to the transport agent (iodine). In 2008, an 
oxidative combustion system in conjunction with 
an ion chromatography (CIC) setup (AQF–100, 
GA–100, WS–100: Mitsubishi Chemical, a1 envi-
rotech; ICS–1000: Dionex) was established in our 
institute. This setup enables us to analyze the con-
tent of halides (F, Cl, Br, I) quantitatively and even 
simultaneously in solid materials. With respect to 
our specific problems the two main advantages of 
this method are given by (i) the solid phase pyro-
lysis as the decomposition method and (ii) the low 
limits of detection for the halide impurities in a 
sample (the quantitative determination of halides 
as main components is also possible with high pre-
cision). Thus, this method is independent of both 
the sample matrix and the risk of substantial 
changes of the solutions during the measurement 
procedure. The combustion ion chromatography 
(CIC) equipment consists of a quartz-tube high-
temperature furnace in which the sample is step-
wise inserted by control of a computer program. 
This ensures that the temperature region is opti-
mally adapted to the reactivity of the sample under 
investigation. The furnace outlet is directly cou-
pled to a gas absorbing unit where the gases are 
passed through an absorption solution. Here, the 
acidic components are trapped in an aqueous solu-
tion containing an internal standard. Finally, the 
absorption solution is automatically injected into 
the ion chromatography (IC) unit for quantitative 
analysis. For the quantitative determination of io-
dine, 5 – 10 mg of HfAs1.7Se0.2 were stepwise 
heated in a stream of Ar/O2 up to 1275 K. 

 

The formed gaseous products were absorbed in a 
solution containing SO4

2– as internal standard. The 
latter was used to avoid an overlap with the signals 
caused by Se and As. The IC system was cali-

brated from 0 to 1 mg/L I– by using freshly pre-
pared standard solutions. The analytical results 
from five independent measurements did not reveal 
any impurities of iodine in the sample (limit of de-
tection: 0.02 wt.%). 
 
 
Crystal Structure 
 
HfAs1.7Se0.2 crystallizes in the ZrSiS (PbFCl) type 
of structure with a = 370.841(5) pm, and 
c = 804.96(1) pm (295 K). In this crystal structure 
the arsenic layer As0.90(1) contains vacancies on site 
2a. The absence of unusual displacement parame-
ters for arsenic (2a) indicates differences in the 
bonding situation compared to ZrAs1.4Se0.5. The 
displacement of the arsenic atoms in the square-
planar As-layer in ZrAs1.4Se0.5 is significantly lar-
ger compared with HfAs1.7Se0.2. The remaining 
arsenic atoms together with the selenium atoms 
occupy the position 2c and form a mixed occupied 
site As0.8Se0.2 (Fig. 3). For the single crystal X-ray 
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Fig. 2: Images of a crater formed by laser ablation on a 
HfAs1.7Se0.2 crystal recorded by SEM (top) and by profilo-
metry (bottom). 



 

diffraction data refinement, a starting composition 
of Hf1.00As1.00(As0.79Se0.21) was selected. The 
amount of Se and hence, the As/Se ratio was fixed 
to a fully occupied 2c site, ascertained on the basis 
of the Se content determined by the chemical 
analyses. The final refinement, in which the occu-
pancy factor of the 2a site was varied, results in 
the following formula Hf1.00As0.90(1)(As0.79Se0.21) = 
Hf1.00As1.69(1)Se0.21. The obvious deficiency of ar-
senic on site 2a is in excellent agreement with the 
results of WDXS and the chemical analyses [4]. 
Silicon was also quantified by chemical analysis as 
an impurity component. One may speculate about 
a possible occupation of the vacancies within the 
arsenic layer, which would lead to the composition 
As0.9Si0.1 on site 2a. Clearly, this crystallographic 
position can be assumed to show a preferred ten-
dency for occupation by any silicon impurity due 
to chemical considerations as already reported for 
the related compound Hf(Si0.5As0.5)As [10]. This 
assumption, however, has to be checked by further 
X-ray diffraction studies on single crystals that are 
free of silicon as an impurity component.  

Fig. 3: Crystal structure of HfAs1.7Se0.2. Besides the arsenic 
layer As0.90(1) (2a, black) and the mixed occupied site 
As0.8Se0.2 (2c, blue), the coordination of Hf (2c, gray) is 
presented. The blue polyhedra represent mono-capped 
square-antiprisms built of five As/Se and four As atoms.  

Although the crystal structures as well as the gen-
eral crystal chemistry of HfAs0.90(1)(As0.79Se0.21) and 
ZrAs0.90(1)(As0.5Se0.5) are closely related [1], the 
composition range of the Hf compound clearly 
shifts to higher As-contents (i.e. less Se). Both 
compounds show metallic properties.  

Although As and Se are basically indistinguishable 
with standard X-ray diffraction techniques, we 
have obtained clear evidence from analogous sys-
tems that there is no significant Se-amount occu-
pying the 2a site. This assumption is confirmed by 
neutron diffraction experiments on the isotypic 
compound ZrAs1.6−δSe0.4 (δ = 0.02(1)). These data 
were best refined by a structure model with a pure 
arsenic layer (together with 2 % defects) and a 
mixed occupied As/Se site.  

In contrast, CeAsSe [7] exhibits a narrow homo-
geneity range close to the 1:1:1 composition. For 
the Ce-compound, a distortion of the unit cell to an 
orthorhombic metric and the formation of infinite 
cis-trans chains of arsenic atoms was observed. No 
vacancies or positions of mixed occupancies were 
encountered. Yet, any small deviation from the 
ideal 1:1:1 composition severely reduces the ortho-
rhombic distortion, probably by breaking the infi-
nite As-chains into parts. To comprehend this be-
havior one has to take into account the semicon-
ducting nature of CeAsSe. 

In order to verify the symmetry assignment to the 
crystal structure in more detail, high resolution 
synchrotron powder diffraction experiments on 
pulverized materials were performed. To remove 
stress and strain effects, the microcrystalline pow-
ders of the crushed crystals were additionally an-
nealed at 993 K for several days, before the dif-
fraction experiments were carried out. The data 
collected at the beamline ID31 (ESRF, Grenoble) 
with the wavelength λ = 39.987(1) pm confirmed 
the tetragonal metric with high resolution and 
showed very sharp reflections up to 2θ = 40°. No 
indications for splitting or additional superstruc-
ture reflections were obtained.  

 
 
Summary of Characterization 
 
The chemical composition of the title compound 
(HfAs1.7Se0.2) was determined by various analyti-
cal methods. The analytical results are in excellent 
agreement. The contents of carbon, oxygen and 
iodine are below the limits of detection; impurities 
of Fe and Zr as impurities are present in traces, 
only.  
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The detected significant amount of silicon, 
which possibly occupies the crystallographic 2a 
site (As0.90(1)), stems from the reaction ampoules. 
The focus of future investigations is aimed to pro-
duce large Si-free crystals and to verify the crystal-
lographic preference of the Si. Currently, only tiny 
Si-free single crystals have been synthesized by 
using glassy carbon crucibles instead of carbon 
coated fused silica ampoules. These tiny crystals 
are not suitable for physical investigations. 
 
 
Physical Properties 
 
In disordered metals, conduction electron scatter-
ing is intense and, hence, the motion of the charge 
carriers becomes diffusive rather than ballistic. 
The amount of disorder is generally quantified by 
the so-called disorder parameter defined as (kFle)−1, 
where kF is the Fermi wavevector and le the elec-
tron mean free path. Weak and strong disorder cor-
respond to (kFle)−1 << 1 and (kFle)−1 ≈ 1, respec-
tively. In weakly disordered metals, each conduction 
electron is sensitive not only to the disorder potential 
but also to the electronic density fluctuations in-
duced by other electrons. As a result, the energy 
levels are shifted and the thermodynamic and trans-
port properties are modified. In particular, the resis-
tivity shows a distinct T 1/2 increase upon cooling.  
In general, the change in resistivity due to elec-
tron-electron interaction (EEI) could be of the 
same order of magnitude as the one caused by the 
scattering of the conduction electrons from TLS. 
Hence, the corrections to the resistivity stemming 

from the former effects need to be extracted ex-
perimentally.  

In the following, we will show that the electron-
TLS interaction determines the magnetic-field-
independent T1/2 term in the electrical resistivity, 
although the magnetoresistivity of HfAs1.7Se0.2 
may indeed be governed by EEI. Thermodynamic 
and transport properties of HfAs1.7Se0.2 demon-
strate that this material is a diamagnetic metal: (i) 
The DC magnetic susceptibility is temperature-
independent and negative in a wide temperature 
range (not shown). (ii) The Sommerfeld coefficient 
of the electronic specific heat γ  = 2.7 mJK−2mol−1 
[estimated from the B = 1 T data (see inset in 
Fig. 4)] points to a relatively low density of states 
at the Fermi level. (iii) At temperatures above 
12 K, both the electrical resistivity and the ther-
moelectric power show a quite common behavior, 
as displayed in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. In addi-
tion, ρ(T) drops abruptly to zero when the tem-
perature is decreased below 0.52 K. The sizeable 
specific heat jump Δcp at Tc = 0.52 K demonstrates 
that superconductivity is a bulk phenomenon in 
HfAs1.7Se0.2. As seen from Fig. 4, the supercon-
ducting transition is sharp (ΔTc = 0.04 K) indicat-
ing a good homogeneity of the investigated single 
crystal. The weak-coupling BCS prediction 
(Δcp/γ Tc = 1.43) yields γ ≈ 2.0 mJK−2mol−1. This 
value is of the same order, but somewhat smaller, 
than the one experimentally observed (at B = 1 T). 

 

Fig. 4: Specific heat as cp/T vs. T and AC magnetic suscep-
tibility of HfAs1.7Se0.2 in the vicinity of the superconducting 
transition. An equal-areas construction gives γ = 2.0 
mJK−2mol−1 and the superconducting critical temperature 
Tc = 0.52 K. Inset: Fit of a γT + βT3 dependence with 
γ = 2.7 mJK−2mol−1 and β = 0.161 JK−4mol−1 (ΘD = 330 K) 
to the heat capacity data at an overcritical magnetic field, 
B = 1 T. 
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Table 1: Summary of chemical and structural analyses 

 Working 
Title 

 
WDXS 

 
ICP–OES 

  Crystal 
Structure 

Hf 1 1.000(3) (2)   1 2c 1.000
As 1.7 

⎝ c
a

2*79.0
2

 

1.624(3) 1.66(2)   1.69(1) 

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎛ )1(90.0

Se 0.2 0.214(1) 0.215(5) 0.21* 2c 
Si : 0.94(5) wt. L S% ( A–ICP–M ) 
C : < 0.03  wt.% (C200) 
O : < 0.10  wt.% (TCH600) 

ES) 
I : < 0.02  wt.% (CIC) 
Fe : 0.10(3) wt.% (ICP–O
Zr : 0.15(3) wt.% (ICP–OES) 

*) fixed parameters 



  
Fig. 5: Variation of the phonon contribution to the resis-
tivity, Δρ = ρ −ρ0, with temperature for the HfAs1.7Se0.2 
single crystal. The values of the residual resistivity ρ0 are 
143 and 426 μΩcm in the ab plane and along the c axis, 
respectively. Solid lines indicate a best fit of a BGM rela-
tion to the experimental data. Inset (a): Temperature de-
pendence of the electrical anisotropy ratio ρc/ρab. Inset 
(b): Transverse magnetoresistivity (ρΒ −ρ0)/ρ0 vs. B1/2, 
measured along the c axis. 

Fig. 6: Thermoelectric properties of HfAs1.7Se0.2. Left axis: 
thermal conductivity κ vs. T. Right axis: thermopower S vs. T. 

The thermal conductivity of HfAs1.7Se0.2 is also 
depicted in Fig. 6 (left axis). It exhibits low values 
of only 3 W/Km with a broad maximum around 
50 K. Due to radiation losses at temperatures 
above 150 K and, consequently, an overestimation 
of κ, only the low-temperature part is plotted. The 
almost glass-like T-dependence of the thermal 
conductivity provides evidence for dominating 
phonon scattering in a crystalline lattice caused by 
substantial elemental site exchange and vacancies.  

Fig. 5 displays the phonon contribution to the 
electrical resistivity, Δρ =ρ −ρ0, as a function of 
temperature for the HfAs1.7Se0.2 single crystal 
measured along the main crystallographic direc-
tions. The tetragonal Hf based arsenide selenide 
displays moderate anisotropy, as highlighted by 
the room-temperature values of the residual resis-
tivity ρ0, 143 and 426 μΩcm in the ab plane and 
along the c axis, respectively. In addition, the ani-
sotropy factor ρc/ρab ≈ 3 is only weakly tempera-
ture dependent below 300 K. The residual resistiv-
ity ratio is small (RRR ≈ 1.1) for both crystallo-
graphic directions. For T ≥ 12 K, the ∆ρ term ex-
hibits a temperature dependence which is well de-
scribed by a generalized Bloch-Grüneisen-Mott 
(BGM) relation, as illustrated by the solid lines in 
Fig. 5. Such behavior is typically observed for 
rather disordered metals and indicates a significant 
structural disorder in this single crystal.  

Fig. 7 compares the c-axis electrical resistivity 
data measured on HfAs1.7Se0.2 both in zero mag-
netic field and 14 T. These low-temperature results 
are presented as the relative change of the resistiv-
ity normalized to the corresponding value at 1 K, 
Δρ /ρ1K. Below about 12 K and in zero field, an 
extra –AT 1/2 (A = 0.054 μΩcm/K1/2) term in the 
resistivity is resolved. Its magnitude increases with 
decreasing temperature down to around 0.85 K, 
below which superconducting fluctuations set in. It 
is remarkable that the amplitude of the low-T up-
turn remains unchanged in B = 14 T. Such a be-
havior, i.e., a magnetic-field-independent −AT 1/2 
term in the resistivity appears to be a common fea-
ture in many PbFCl-type arsenide selenides. Most 
interestingly, however, for B = 14 T we observe a 
saturation of ρ(T) below Tsat ≈ 0.49 K. A similar, 
but somewhat less pronounced, saturation has also 
been found for ThAsSe [3], but has not yet been 
explained. For the tetragonal compound 
HfAs1.7Se0.2, the disorder parameter can be calcu-
lated from the free-electron formula (kFle)−1 = 
ħ/3meD, where D is the electron diffusion constant. 

The thermopower S(T) of HfAs1.7Se0.2 also con-
firms metallic conductivity (cf. Fig. 6, right axis). 
It exhibits an almost linear increase with positive 
slope up to a value of 11 μV/K at room tempera-
ture. The positive sign of the thermopower is char-
acteristic for the dominance of hole-like charge 
carriers. The small slope α = S/T = 0.038 μV/K2 
indicates good metallicity and a large Fermi en-
ergy EF (∝ 1/α) ≈ 104 K. 
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For the c axis, we estimated D ≈ 0.6 cm2s−1, us-
ing the Einstein relation D−1 = ρ0 e2N(0). Here, ρ0 

is the residual resistivity and N(0) the density of 
states at the Fermi level calculated from the elec-
tronic specific heat. Within this formalism we ob-
tained (kFle)−1 ≈ 0.6 which points to strong rather 
than weak disorder. Therefore, a perturbation 
treatment of the disorder should not be used for 
HfAs1.7Se0.2. On the one hand, however, the mag-
netoresistivity is positive and obeys a B1/2 behavior 
in the whole field range [see inset (b) in Fig. 5]. 
Such a positive B1/2 magnetoresistivity may be de-
scribed to some EEI effects. On the other hand, the 
latter could not be resolved in our ρ(T) experi-
ment, because (i) the measurements were per-
formed for gμBH greater than kBT and (ii) 
HfAs1.7Se0.2 is a system with low diffusion con-
stant. In the case that both the zero-field T 1/2 cor-
rection in ρ(T) and the positive B1/2 magnetoresis-
tivity were due to the EEI in the diffusion channel, 
one could estimate the interaction constant Fd, 
which depends on the details of the electron 
screening and the Fermi surface of the conductor 
under consideration. (Fd varies from 1 to 0 for 
complete and no screening, respectively.) Combin-
ing eqs. 3.41-3.43 in Ref. [11] with our experimen-
tal data for T = 1 K and B = 14 T, we obtain Fd ≈ 
0.45 for HfAs1.7Se0.2. According to [11], applica-
tion of an external field of 14 T should lead to an 
easily detectable resistivity change of about 30 % 
at the lowest temperatures. Obviously, this is not 
the case for HfAs1.7Se0.2 and, hence, the EEI 
should be ruled out as a source of the magnetic-

field-independent −AT1/2 term in the resistivity. 
Finally, we note that, while a −AT1/2 behavior was 
also observed in the related systems Th–As–Se [3] 
and Zr–As–Se [1], in the latter cases the B1/2 mag-
netoresistivity is negative at B > 1 T as well as 4 T. 
The different sign of the magnetoresistivity of dif-
ferent PbFCl type of structure arsenide selenides 
calls for further investigations. 

 

 
 
Summary 
 
Large single crystals of HfAs1.7Se0.2 were grown 
by chemical transport reaction using iodine as 
transport agent. The chemical composition of the 
crystals was characterized in detail by various ana-
lytical methods. The results of the crystal structure 
investigations using X-ray and synchrotron radia-
tion diffraction techniques reveal a tetragonal 
PbFCl (ZrSiS) type of structure with a partially 
unoccupied 2a site (As0.9) and a mixed occupancy 
on the 2c site (As0.8Se0.2). Thus, the Hf based 
compound exhibits similar structural features as 
observed for ZrAs1.4Se0.5 and is the second repre-
sentative of non-actinide-containing compounds 
revealing non-magnetic Kondo behavior.  

Fig. 7: Low-temperature electrical resistivity of 
HfAs1.7Se0.2 as Δρ/ρ1K at zero field and 14 T. The electrical 
current and the magnetic field were applied in the direc-
tions parallel and perpendicular to the c axis, respectively. 

HfAs1.7Se0.2 is a diamagnetic metal which exhib-
its superconductivity at Tc = 0.52 K. Several pa-
rameters, e.g., a low electron-diffusion constant D 
≈ 0.6 cm2s−1 and a small disorder parameter 
(kFle)−1 ≈ 0.6, point to strong disorder in the single 
crystalline HfAs1.7Se0.2 sample. Similar to other 
PbFCl type arsenide selenides, the Hf based com-
pound displays a magnetic-field-independent 
−AT1/2 term in the low-temperature electrical resis-
tivity. This extra term presumably originates from 
the electron scattering off structural two-level sys-
tems. The positive sign of the magneto-resistivity 
being proportional to B1/2 may be caused by elec-
tron-electron-interactions. 
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Introduction 
 
After the discovery of superconductivity at 26 K in 
the Fe-based system LaFeAsO1−xFx (x = 0.05 - 
0.12) [1] the physics community around the world 
has been tirelessly working for the past year to 
achieve an understanding of the intriguing proper-
ties of these compounds and to increase the super-
conducting transition temperature Tc. Spirited 
search by the experimentalists has eventually led 
to raising Tc to 55 K for another member of this 
ROFeAs (R = rare-earth element) family of com-
pounds, SmFeAsO0.9F0.1 [2]. Shortly afterwards, 
the AFe2As2 (A = Ca, Sr, Ba, Eu) series of com-
pounds was found to display very similar proper-
ties and to also become superconducting upon hole 
doping on the A site with a maximum Tc of 38 K 
[3,4,5]. These discoveries were followed by the 
announcements of further parent compounds: 
LiFeAs, FeSe, SrFeAsF with a maximum Tc of 
18 K [6], 14 K [6] (27 K using pressure [7]) and 
56 K [8], respectively. The basic features common 
to these parent compounds are the antiferromag-
netic (AF) ordering of the Fe spins at TN ≈ 100–
200 K, and the layered nature of the electronic 

structure. All the members belonging to the above 
mentioned families have been shown to supercon-
duct upon either “hole” or “electron doping” or 
both. Superconductivity also emerges upon appli-
cation of hydrostatic pressure for certain members 
of the ROFeAs, AFe2As2 and FeSe families. Not-
withstanding the abundant research that has al-
ready been performed, the microscopic nature of 
the superconducting pairing mechanism has thus 
far remained elusive. 

We were among the first groups realizing the 
profound analogy between the ROFeAs (1111) and 
the AFe2As2 (122) compounds and to start the syn-
thesis and the investigation of the latter ones. Al-
though the ROFeAs systems have higher Tc values, 
the focus of the scientific community has shifted 
towards the 122 systems because the synthesis and 
the crystal growth of these compounds is easier 
and much better controllable than that of the 1111 
compounds. Especially the adjustment of O and F 
content, which tunes the ground state from AF or-
der of Fe moments to superconductivity, is rather 
difficult, in contrast to the substitution of (K, Na) 
for (Ca, Sr, Ba, or Eu) or of Co for Fe. Thus, while 
RFeAsO single crystals are still in the sub-
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Fig. 1: Crystal structures of RFeAsO (left, ZrCuSiAs type) and AFe2As2 (right, ThCr2Si2 type). 
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millimeter range, 122 crystals have meanwhile 
reached surfaces > 50 mm2. The AFe2As2 com-
pounds crystallize in the tetragonal ThCr2Si2-type 
crystal structure at room temperature. The FeAs 
layers in this structure are identical to the FeAs 
layer in the 1111 compounds, while the A atoms 
replace the RO layers in between. All the AFe2As2 
compounds with divalent A cation exhibit a struc-
tural transition upon cooling to an orthorhombic 
lattice (for Ca T0 ≈ 171 K [9], Sr ≈ 205 K [10], Ba 
≈ 140 K [11], Eu ≈ 200 K [12]). The structural 
transition is coupled with an antiferromagnetic or-
dering of the Fe moments with a wave vector q = 
[1,0,1] corresponding to a columnar arrangement 
of the Fe moments (see below). Suitable substitu-
tion on either the A site or the Fe site suppresses 
the magnetic ordering, and then the system be-
comes superconducting for certain ranges of dop-
ing. Superconductivity can also be induced in “un-
doped” and “under-doped” compounds by apply-
ing pressure. 

In this report, we present part of the work carried 
out at our institute or in collaboration with external 
groups. We first focus on the magnetic order and 
the structural distortion observed in SrFe2As2 at 
atmospheric pressure and the connection between 
both phenomena. We then show that applying 
pressure leads to the suppression of the magneto-
structural transition and the onset of superconduc-
tivity. The same occurs upon substituting Co on 
the Fe site. Both results allow a critical assessment 
of the similarity between Fe pnictides and cu-
prates. Finally, we provide evidence for re-entrant 
superconductivity in EuFe2As2, which is the first 
example for a strong interaction between super-
conductivity within the FeAs layers and 4f mag-
netism on an interlayer site. All the experimental 
results are discussed in close connection to results 
of density functional based band-structure calcula-
tions. 

Further details as well as the description of the 
experimental methods can be found in the original 
publications, Ref. 10 and 12-19. 
 
 
Magnetic and structural properties of SrFe2As2 
 
In a first step, we addressed the nature of the tran-
sition observed at T0 = 205 K [10]. In the 1111 
compounds it is presently believed that the AF-
ordering of Fe moments occurs ≈ 20 K below the 

transition from the tetragonal to the orthorhombic 
structure, thus both transition being distinct. The 
first report on BaFe2As2 suggested the two transi-
tion to be closer and of second order. Thanks to an 
excellent polycrystalline sample, as evidence by a 
record residual resistivity ratio of 32 and an ex-
tremely sharp transition with a width of less than 
0.5 K, we could demonstrate that in SrFe2As2 both 
AF ordering and structural distortion occur strictly 
simultaneously and in a first-order transition. This 
is evidenced by the anomalies in ρ(T), χ(T), and 
C(T) shown in Fig. 2(a). The former two present 
sharp step-like drops, and the latter one a sharp 
peak, the details of which (not shown) reveal  a 
thermal arrest as expected for a first-order transi-
tion [10]. It is meanwhile consensus that the pic-
ture we proposed for SrFe2As2 also applies for the 
other AFe2As2 systems with A = Ca, Ba, and Eu. 

In order to obtain deeper insight regarding the re-
lation between AF order and structural transition, 
we looked at the temperature dependence of both 
order parameters. The lattice distortion was investi-
gated by means of x-ray powder diffraction. In Fig. 
2(b) we show the abrupt splitting of the 220 
tetragonal peak into the 400 and 040 peak of the or-
thorhombic structure. We used these data to deter-
mine the order parameter δ of the structural transi-
tion, defined from the orthorhombic lattice parame-
ters by aOT = aTT√2(1+δ) and bOT = aTT√2(1-δ). The 
temperature dependence of δ normalized to its low-
T value δ0 = 0.56 × 10−2 is shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 2: (a) Electrical resistivity, magnetic susceptibility, 
and specific heat in SrFe2As2 near the first-order transi-
tion at T0 = 205 K. (b) Splitting of the 220 tetragonal 
peak into the 400 and 040 peaks of the orthorhombic 
structure below T0. 
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Precise information on the evolution of the mag-
netic order parameter was obtained from muon 
spin relaxation (μSR) experiments. μSR is a well-
established method for revealing and studying 
magnetic order. It probes the local field induced at 
the site(s) of the muon by slowly fluctuating or or-
dered nearby magnetic moments. For temperatures 
above 205 K we observe only a slow decay of the 
muon polarization, as expected for a nonmagnetic 
material. Below 205 K, well defined and strong 
oscillations appear in the time dependence of the 
muon polarization evidencing a precession of the 
muon in an internal field. The precession frequen-
cies observed in our SrFe2As2 sample are much 
sharper than those observed in the 1111 com-
pounds, confirming the higher homogeneity and 
quality of our SrFe2As2 sample in particular and of 
the 122 compounds in general. The precession fre-
quency is proportional to the size of the ordered Fe 
moments, which corresponds to the magnetic order 
parameter. In Fig. 3 we plotted the temperature 
dependence of the precession frequency f1 (corre-
sponding to the largest contribution in the muon 
signal) again normalized to its low-T value. The 
comparison shows that the T-dependence of the 
magnetic order parameter and that of the structural 
order parameters are identical within experimental 
accuracy, confirming the intimate relation between 
both ordering phenomena. As pointed out by P. 

Thalmeier, such a linear relation between magnetic 
and structural order parameter contrasts with the 
quadratic dependence expected within standard 
Landau theories for phase transitions.  

Additionally, we used neutron powder diffrac-
tion to determine important details in the magnetic 
structure of SrFe2As2. While previous experiments 
already confirmed that the AFe2As2 systems pre-
sent the same in-plane AF columnar ordering as in 
the 1111 systems, it was not clear along which of 
the orthorhombic directions the Fe moments order 
ferromagnetically and along which directions they 
order antiferromagnetically. By precise measure-
ments and a careful analysis of the data we could 
conclusively demonstrate that the antiferromag-
netic order occurs along the large Fe-Fe distance 
while the ferromagnetic order occurs along the 
shorter Fe-Fe distance. Moreover, we could also 
unambiguously demonstrate that the Fe moments 
are oriented parallel to the long Fe-Fe distance, i.e. 
the AF direction (see Fig. 4). The size of the or-
dered moment, 1.01(3) μB

 

 
Fig. 4: Crystal and magnetic structure of SrFe2As2 in the 
ground state. The AFM coupling is along the a direction 
having the longer Fe-Fe distance, corresponding to q = 
(1 0 1). The Fe magnetic moment lies within the Fe plane 
and is aligned parallel to the a axis. Fig. 3: Temperature dependence of the 103 magnetic re-

flection intensity normalized to that at 1.5 K, plotted 
as √(I/Io) (open circles), which is proportional to the size 
of the ordered moment. Closed circles and triangles cor-
respond to the temperature dependence of normalized 
lattice distortion δ/δ0 and the muon precession frequency 
f1, respectively, of SrFe2As2.  

BB turned out to be much 
larger than that proposed for the 1111 systems, al-
though the values of the transferred fields ob-
served in Mößbauer spectroscopy and μSR ex-
periments are not too different. This suggests some 
problems with the neutron data on the 1111 sys-
tems likely related to the quality of the samples. 
We added in Fig. 3 the temperature dependence of 
the size of the ordered moment as deduced from 
our neutron diffraction data. It also follows nicely 
the temperature dependence observed in the μSR 
and x-ray diffraction experiments, despite a larger 
scattering due to weaker intensity.  
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Pressure studies on SrFe2As2  
 

Superconductivity with Tc above 10 K was ob-
served in the Fe pnictides originally only upon 
doping, similar to the cuprates. Since we expected 
the Fe-pnictides to be much more itinerant and 
much less strongly correlated than the cuprates we 
very soon asked ourselves whether it is possible to 
induce superconductivity only by applying pres-
sure, without doping, as can be done e.g. in Kondo 
lattice systems. We therefore started an investiga-
tion of the effect of pressure on the temperature 
dependent resistivity.  

First we focus on the pressure dependence of the 
magnetostructural transition at T0. On increasing 
pressure the feature in the resistivity ρ(T) at T0 be-
comes broader but remains well defined up to the 
highest pressure of our experiment. There is no 
qualitatively different behavior between the poly-
crystalline and the single crystalline material. In 
order to get additional information on the effect of 
pressure on this transition, we carried out tempera-
ture-dependent high-pressure x-ray diffraction 
studies for pressures of up to 4.4 GPa and tempera-
tures down to 140 K. We performed two nearly 
isothermal and isobaric runs, respectively. For 
each run we could observe a clear phase transition 
from the tetragonal to the orthorhombic phase with 
decreasing temperature or a suppression of the dis-
tortion with increasing pressure. Comparing the 
phase boundary constructed from the x-ray diffrac-
tion and the electrical-resistivity data for both 
poly- and single-crystalline samples, we find ex-
cellent agreement between all measurements (Fig. 
5). We clearly observe an orthorhombic phase at 
low temperatures for pressures below 3.8 GPa 

To obtain a better understanding of the micro-
scopic nature, we performed band structure calcu-
lations. At ambient pressure, the occurrence of the 
orthorhombic phase is intimately linked to anti-
ferromagnetism. According to our electronic struc-
ture calculations, this intimate connection between 
the antiferromagnetic order and the orthorhombic 
distortion is preserved under pressure. Simulating 
hydrostatic pressure in our calculations, we find 
that the magnetic instability disappears at about 
10% volume reduction, corresponding to a critical 
pressure of slightly more than 10 GPa. This value 
should be considered as a rough upper estimate 
since it suffers from the known LDA overestimate 
of magnetism in this class of compounds. In con-

trast to CaFe2As2, where our calculations indicate 
the tetragonal collapsed phase similar to that in 
Ref. 22, we find no such transition for AFe2As2 
(A = Sr, Ba, Eu) for pressures below 4 GPa. This 
suggests that the c/a collapse of the tetragonal 
phase is without general relevance for the super-
conductivity of the AFe2As2 compound family. 
We now turn to the anomalies which emerged in 
ρ(T) at low T above 2.5 GPa. At 2.55 GPa a sharp 
decrease in resistivity shows up below 40 K in the 
data of the polycrystalline sample. In the single 
crystal a similar reduction is observed at a slightly 
higher pressure (p = 2.88 GPa) and at somewhat 
lower temperature (see Fig. 6). However, we do 
not observe zero resistance at any pressure investi-
gated in this study. The transition temperature Tc is 
in the same range where electron-doped SrFe2As2 

becomes superconducting, giving a hint at a super-
conducting origin for the reduced resistance below 
Tc. To further elucidate the nature of the transition, 
we applied a magnetic field. The observed shift of 
Tc with magnetic field is typical for the supercon-
ducting iron arsenide compounds. From these in-

 

Fig. 5: Temperature-pressure phase diagram of SrFe2As2 
with T0 values from the evaluation of resistivity data (poly-
crystal-filled circles; single crystal-stars) and x-ray diffrac-
tion data (filled diamonds). The data points for the latter 
measurements are shown as open squares and triangles for 
the tetragonal and the orthorhombic phases, respectively. 
The approximately isobaric and isothermal runs are guided 
by horizontal and vertical lines. Exemplary x-ray diffrac-
tion patterns are presented in the upper and lower insets. 
The splitting of the reflections at about 15° and 17° indi-
cates the structural transition. The measured region for the 
orthorhombic (magnetic) phase is shaded in gray. The 
dashed line is an extrapolation of the phase boundary down 
to zero temperature. 
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dications we speculate that the observed drop in 
the electrical resistivity indicates indeed the emer-
gence of a superconducting phase in SrFe2As2, 
which has meanwhile been confirmed by other 

finite resistance well below Tc is attributed to the 
sensitivity of the Fe pnictides to strain. We also 
suspect that we are just below the critical point.  

 
 
Co-substitution on the Fe site in SrFe2As2  
 
One way to get insight into the superconducting 
mechanism is a doping experiment on the Fe site. 
Doping on sites in-between the Fe-As layers, ei-
ther on the R or the O site in RFeAsO systems or 
on the A site in AFe2As2 compounds corresponds, 
both in a localized and in an itinerant model, to a 
simple charge doping and is therefore not suitable 
for discriminating between both models. In an itin-
erant model, within a simple rigid-band approach, 
the substitution of a small amount of Fe by another 
3d element is expected to be similar to indirect 
doping via interlayer sites since only the total 
count of electrons is relevant. In a picture with lo-
calized 3d electrons, doping on the Fe site should 
lead to a drastically different behavior since corre-
lations in the 3d layers are directly affected. 

Therefore, we investigated the properties of the 
solid solution SrFe2−xCoxAs2. Co substitution leads 
to a rapid decrease of T0, followed by the onset of 
bulk superconductivity in the concentration range 
0.2 ≤ x ≤ 0.4. The maximum Tc of ≈ 20 K is 

The appearance of superconductivity due to in-
plane Co doping as such, provides strong evidence 
that an analogy with the high-Tc cuprates is not 
justified. We thus performed band structure calcu-
lations and discussed the electronic structure in 

 

 
  

Fig. 7: Top: magnetic susceptibility χ(T) of SrFe2−xCoxAs2 
samples in a nominal field of µ0H = 2 mT. Bottom: electri-
cal resistivity of the same samples. 
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Fig. 6: Electrical resistivity of SrFe2As2 at p = 2.55 GPa 
(polycrystal, open symbols) and at p = 2.94 GPa (single 
crystal, solid symbols) in different applied magnetic fields. 
The solid line represents the ambient-pressure data for the
polycrystalline sample as a reference. The arrows indicate
Tc. Inset: B-T diagram compiled from the resistivity data. 

groups (Ref. 23, 24, and 25). The observation of a 

achieved for x ≈ 0.2. The temperature dependence 
of the resistivity ρ(T) (Fig. 7, bottom) at high T is 
generally metallic. ρ(300 K) decreases gradually 
with electron doping from 8 μΩm for x = 0.15 to 
2 μΩm for x = 0.5, as also observed for potassium 
substituted samples [11]. For x = 0.1 a step-like 
increase of ρ(T) is observed below ≈ 130 K. This 
step shifts to ≈ 90 K for x = 0.15. This anomaly 
can be assigned to the AF ordering and the related 
lattice distortion observed at T0 ≈ 205 K in 
SrFe2As2 [10, 25]. Thus, Co substitution (electron 
doping) leads to the suppression of the AF order in 
a similar way as reported for K substitution (hole 
doping) [4]. For x = 0.2 no such anomaly is seen 
and the compound exhibits a superconducting 
transition at 19.4 K. In the x = 0.2–0.4 samples the 
magnetic susceptibility in a nominal field μ0H = 
2 mT (Fig. 7, top) displays strong diamagnetic sig-
nals in zero-field cooling due to superconducting 
transitions with onset temperatures Tc

mag up to 
19.2 K. The compounds with x = 0.1 and x = 0.5 
show no traces of superconductivity for T ≥ 1.8 K. 
The specific heat shows a rounded anomaly at Tc 
as determined from resistivity and susceptibility 
confirming the bulk nature of superconductivity in 
SrFe2−xCoxAs2. 



 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
Evidence for re-entrant superconductivity in 
EuFe2As2
 
In contrast to the AFe2As2 (A = Ca, Sr, Ba) com-
pounds where only the iron possesses a magnetic 
moment, in EuFe2As2 a large additional magnetic 
moment of 7μBBBBB is carried by Eu which is in the 2+ 
state. Like the (A = Ca, Sr, Ba) members of the 
AFe2As2 family, EuFe2As2 exhibits a SDW transi-
tion around T0 ≈ 190 K related to the Fe2As2 layers, 
but additionally at TN ≈ 20 K the magnetic mo-

Figure 10 shows the electrical resistivity, ρ(T), 
of EuFe2As2 for different applied pressures. In the 
whole investigated pressure range the resistivity 
decreases continuously on decreasing temperature, 
with the exception of a clear anomaly indicating 
SDW type of magnetic transition at T0 at low pres-
sures. With increasing pressure the peak broadens. 
At p = 2.3 GPa only a change of slope in ρ(T) re-
mains. At higher pressures this anomaly can no 
longer be detected unambiguously. At low tem-
perature a second anomaly appears around TN ≈ 
20 K indicating the magnetic ordering of the Eu2+ 
moment. TN seems to be nearly pressure independ-
ent. At p = 2.03 GPa a sharp drop of the resistivity 
appears around Tc = 29.5 K. With increasing pres-
sure this drop becomes even sharper and more 
pronounced, while its position does not change. 
We ascribe this feature in the resistivity to the on-

 
Fig. 8: Non magnetic total and Fe orbital resolved DOS from 
a VCA calculation for a 15% electron doping on the Fe site 
in SrFe2As2. Upon electron doping, the DOS remains un-
changed and displays a rigid-band-like behavior. Bottom: 
Non-magnetic total and Fe orbital resolved DOS for a 30% 
electron doping on the Sr site in SrFe2As2. Addition of elec-
trons changes the shape of the DOS close to εF drastically. A 
pronounced peak starts to appear close to εF which tends to 
destabilize the system. The changes in the total DOS for vari-
ous doping concentrations are shown in the right panel. 

 
Fig. 9: Comparison of the total DOS for EuFe2As2 
(LSDA+U, with ferromagnetic interaction between the Eu 
and Fe spins) and SrFe2As2 (LSDA). The experimental lattice 
was used for both compounds. The large peak for the spin-up 
states at −2.2 eV arises from the fully filled Eu 4f states. The 
unfilled Eu 4f states are at 9.5 eV above the Fermi level. 
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view of our experimental results. The electron dop-
ing upon Co substitution on the iron site results in a
reduction of the density of states (DOS) at the
Fermi level εF (see Fig. 8) and for a critical Co con-
centration to a suppression of the magnetic order. In
contrast, electron doping on the Sr site by La substi-
tution leads to an increase of the DOS at εF (see Fig. 
8). From consistency of our itinerant approach with 
the experimental results we conclude that an itiner-
ant picture is more appropriate for these layered Fe-
As systems than a localized description. 
Recently, we have reported on further substitutions
on the Fe site in SrFe2As2. While electron doping
by Ni substitution likewise to Co generates super-
conductivity, a hole doping with Mn does not lead
to a suppression of the AF phase and therefore not 
to superconducting alloys [19]. 

ments of the localized Eu2+
 moments order anti-

ferromagnetically [12,26-28]. EuFe2As2 has struc-
tural properties very similar to SrFe2As2, the unit-
cell volume is only 3% smaller, and the value of T0 
are comparable. Furthermore, aside from the Eu 4f 
part, the electronic DOS of EuFe2As2 is almost 
identical to the DOS of SrFe2As2 (see Fig. 9). 
Therefore, SrFe2As2 can be considered as a homo-
logue compound of EuFe2As2 without 4f magnet-
ism. Provided that the two different kinds of mag-
netic ordering phenomena are reasonably well de-
coupled, the results of previous doping and pres-
sure studies on SrFe2As2 [15,16,22] would suggest 
the appearance of a superconducting phase on dop-
ing and/or at high pressure in EuFe2As2 too. 



Such a reentrant superconductivity as well as the 
suspected suppression of the superconducting state 
by the antiferromagnetic state at higher field has 
not been observed in the doped RFeAsO com-
pounds, likely because there Tc is much larger than 
TN of the 4f moments. This makes EuFe2As2 
unique among the layered FeAs systems. 
 
 
Summary 
 
With our experiments and calculations on pure and 
doped SrFe2As2 and EuFe2As2, we contribute to 
reveal the intriguing properties of the Fe-As sys-
tems and to a preliminary understanding of these 
properties. We demonstrate an intimate connection 
between the magnetic order and the structural dis-
tortion in the AFe2As2 compounds. We showed 
that applying pressure on the undoped compounds 
leads to a suppression of the magnetostructural 
transition and to the appearance of superconductiv-
ity. The same effect can be obtained by doping in 
the Fe-As plane instead of doping in between the 
layers. These results as well as the excellent 
agreement with our LDA based calculations evi-
dence that these systems are much more itinerant 
than the cuprates. 
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the superconducting state is interrupted by the or-
dering of the Eu2+

 sublattice at TN<Tc. The order-
ing of the Eu2+ causes an initial increase of ρ(T) 
followed by a maximum on lowering the tempera-
ture. This behavior of ρ(T) is reminiscent of re-
entrant superconductivity which has first been re-
ported in the Chevrel phase HoMo6S8 [30] and
later in the rare-earth nickel borocarbides (e.g.
HoNi2B2C) [30]. 
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CeTPO Compounds: Quasi Two-dimensional Kondo Lattices with 
Ferromagnetic Correlations 

Since February 2008 the RTPnO (R: rare earth, T: 
transition metal, Pn: P or As) compounds are at the 
focus of the solid state physics community due to  
the discovery of superconductivity with a transi-
tion temperature Tc exceeding 50 K in the 
RFeAsO1−xFx series [1-4], being the highest Tc 
except for cuprate systems. This high-Tc super-
conducting state appears to be unconventional and 
related to the disappearance of a Fe-based spin 
density wave. Our interest in these compounds 
started already in 2003 and is related to our search 
for ferromagnetic Kondo lattices and the possibil-
ity for ferromagnetic quantum critical points in 
such systems. Kondo lattices and the quantum 
phase transition from a magnetic ordered to a 
paramagnetic ground state are the central topics of 
the Physics department in our Institute. While 
many Ce-based Kondo lattices show antiferro-
magnetic (AFM) ground states, only very few 
systems are known with ferromagnetic (FM) order 
and pronounced Kondo effects. Therefore, the 
behavior at a FM critical point in a Kondo lattice is 
presently not settled [5]. 

In the process of looking for Ce-based Kondo 
lattice systems close to a FM quantum phase tran-
sition, the CeTPO compound series attracted our 
interest, due to its rather unusual crystal structure 
with alternating layers of TP4 and OCe4 tetrahedra 
(Fig. 1). This causes Ce-Ce interatomic distances 
in the range where FM order could be observed 
[6]. This compound series, crystallizing in the 
tetragonal ZrCuSiAs-type structure, was discov-
ered by Jeitschko and co-workers [7]; but at the 
time this project was started, almost no physical 
properties had been reported. The lattice parame-
ters given in [7] suggested an intermediate valent 
Ce state in the Fe and Co homologues, but a triva-
lent one in CeRuPO. We first started with the 
preparation and investigation of polycrystalline 
samples of the latter compound [8], thereafter 
turned to its crystal growth as well as to the study 
of CeOsPO [8-10], and later to the Fe and Co 
homologues [11-12]. Here we shall present our 

main results. Further details as well as the descrip-
tion of the experimental methods can be found in 
the original publications [8-12]. 

The polycrystalline samples were prepared using 
a standard Sn-flux method in evacuated quartz 
tubes. The preparation was optimized with RuO2 
as the source for oxygen for CeRuPO, while 
CeOsPO was prepared with SnO2 instead of the 
hazardous osmiumtetraoxide. Although this 
method already resulted in very small single crys-
tals, it was not possible to tune the parameter to 
get single crystals large enough for measurements 
of physical properties, e.g. bulk susceptibility. We 
suspected that higher temperatures, above the limi-
tation imposed by quartz, could result in larger 
single crystals because of higher solubilities. We, 
therefore, developed a two-step technique, where 
in the first step P is reacted with Sn in a quartz 

 
Fig. 1:  Tetragonal crystal structure (P4/nmm) of the 
CeTPO compound series, showing the alternating layers of 
TP4 and OCe4 tetrahedra. Arrows illustrate the FM order-
ing of the Ce-ions in CeRuPO. 
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tube while the crystal growth itself is performed in 
an Al2O3 crucible sealed into a Ta crucible, which 
allows to obtain much higher temperatures [9]. By 
optimizing this method, we obtained CeRuPO 
single crystals with surfaces larger than 2 mm2 (cf. 
inset in Fig. 2), which, despite intensive world 
wide research, is presently still the largest single 
crystal size obtained for RTPnO compounds. 

CeRuPO indeed turned out to be the anticipated 
FM Kondo lattice. A trivalent Ce state is evi-
denced by a Curie-Weiss law in the susceptibility 
χ(T) with an effective moment close to that ex-
pected for a free Ce3+ ion as well as by a large 
magnetic 4f contribution to the specific heat at low 
T. FM ordering at TC = 15 K was first indicated by 
a very large peak in χ(T) at low fields, but the 
definitive evidence was provided by the magneti-
zation measurements performed on the single crys-
tal (Fig. 2). The well defined hysteresis with a 
sizeable saturation moment observed for the field 
parallel to the c axis establishes a FM state with 
ordered moments aligned along the c axis (cf. 
arrows in Fig. 1). The much larger saturation mo-
ment observed for fields μoH > 1 T applied within 
the basal plane confirmed that the crystal electric 
field (CEF) ground-state doublet bares a larger 
moment in the plane, as deduced from the anisot-
ropy above TC. Thus, CeRuPO is one of the rare 
cases among intermetallic rare-earth compounds 
where the exchange anisotropy is larger and oppo-
site to the CEF anisotropy, leading to a spontane-
ous ordering along the hard CEF direction. FM 
order was also confirmed by the specific heat re-
sults, which show a large, lambda-type anomaly at 

TC, which shifts to higher temperatures and broad-
ens upon applying an external field, as expected 
for FM ordering. 

The presence of a significant Kondo interaction 
is evidenced by the T dependence of the electrical 
resistivity ρ(T), which decreases weakly below 
300 K down to 50 K, but then drops quite dramati-
cally (Fig. 3). At TC, which is marked by a kink in 
ρ(T), the spin disorder scattering as already 
dropped to less than 40% of its value above 50 K. 
This kind of pronounced decrease is a hallmark for 
a Kondo lattice system and related to the onset of 
coherent Kondo scattering. A significant Kondo 
interaction is confirmed by measurements of the 
thermopower S(T) which show large absolute val-
ues and the T dependence typical for Kondo lat-
tices (Inset in Fig. 3). The maximum at around 30 
K can be attributed to Kondo scattering on excited 
CEF levels while the maximum (or a shoulder for 
measurements under applied magnetic field) at 
lower temperatures is likely related to the Kondo 
scale. From the T dependence of ρ(T), of S(T), and 
of the entropy we deduced a Kondo scale of the 
order of 10 K.  

In contrast, our results show that the homologue 
CeOsPO, despite only minor changes in the lattice 
parameters, orders antiferromagnetically at TN = 
4.5 K. Further on in this compound the Kondo in-
teraction seems to be weaker, all the properties 
indicating rather conventional local moment mag-
netism. 

LDA based band structure calculations evidence 
a pronounced two-dimensional character of the 
Fermi surface in both compounds. A slight shift in 

Fig. 2: Magnetization of a CeRuPO single crystal (photo-
graph in the upper inset) for field applied along the basal 
plane (black symbols) and along the c direction (red sym-
bols). Lower inset enlarges the well defined hysteresis for 
H || c. 

Fig. 3: Temperature dependence of the resistivity of a 
CeRuPO single crystal for current flowing in the basal 
plane. TC marks the FM transition. Inset: thermoelectric 
power of CeRuPO vs. temperature for different magnetic 
fields. 
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the energy of one of the electronic bands resulting 
in a crossing of the Fermi level along the z direc-
tion for Ru while no crossing is predicted for Os is 
likely responsible for the change from FM to AFM 
ordering. While CeOsPO on its own does not pre-
sent interesting properties, a comparative investi-
gation of both compounds provides a meaningful 
possibility to study the differences between FM 
and AFM Kondo lattices. ESR measurements per-
formed on both compounds turned out to be the 
crucial experiment which revealed the relevance of 
FM correlations for the observability of the ESR 
line in Kondo lattice systems (see Electron Spin 
Resonance of Ferromagnetic Kondo Lattice Sys-
tems) [10]. 

We synthesized and investigated CeFePO [11]. 
Both polycrystalline samples and single crystals 
were prepared using the same techniques as for 
CeRuPO. We found CeFePO to be a paramagnetic 
heavy fermion system close to a FM critical point. 
Below 350 K, χ(T) increases with decreasing tem-
perature following a Curie-Weiss law down to 
100 K (not shown). The effective moment being 
almost identical to the value expected for a triva-
lent Ce ion and the moderate Weiss temperature 
θW = –52 K indicate a nearly stable trivalent Ce 
state and the absence of a significant contribution 
of a paramagnetic Fe moment in this temperature 
range. Below 10 K, the measured bulk susceptibil-
ity becomes strongly field dependent, showing a 
pronounced increase for low fields µ0H < 1 T, 
while for larger fields χ(T) levels off at a constant 
value χ0 = 660·10−9m3/mol. Whereas such a field 
dependence is usually attributed to paramagnetic 
defects or impurities, the NMR results suggest this 
to be an intrinsic property of CeFePO (see below). 
No anomaly corresponding to magnetic order 
could be resolved at any field. Thus, a preliminary 
analysis of these susceptibility data suggests a 
paramagnetic Kondo lattice. 

This conclusion is confirmed by the results of 
the specific heat measurements, plotted as C4 f /T 
vs. T in Fig. 4. The 4f contribution C4f to the spe-
cific heat was obtained by subtracting the reported 
specific heat data of LaFePO [13]. Below 10 K, 
C4 f /T increases logarithmically down to 1 K, 
where it levels off at a constant value γ = 
700 mJ/molK2. No anomaly indicating a phase 
transition can be resolved above 0.4 K. Applica-
tion of a small magnetic field µ0H < 1 T does not 

change C4f (T), while a larger field leads to a 
smooth decrease of C4 f /T at low temperatures. The 
former result confirms the absence of long range 
magnetic order, while the latter is incompatible 
with spin-glass-type behavior. Therefore, the large 
C4 f /T value at low T has to be attributed to heavy 
fermions and corresponds to a strongly enhanced 
Sommerfeld coefficient. Comparing with the Som-
merfeld coefficient of the nonmagnetic LaFePO 
(12.5 mJ/molK2) [13], one estimates a low-
temperature enhancement factor of the order of 50 
for the heavy quasiparticles in CeFePO. The mag-
netic entropy was calculated by integrating the 
measured C4f (T)/T over T for T < 10 K. The entropy 
reaches 0.5⋅Rln2 at 5 K, indicating a Kondo tem-
perature TK ≈ 10 K. The absolute values of C(T), its 
temperature dependence as well as the deduced 
Kondo temperature are very close to those of the 
archetypical heavy fermion metal CeCu2Si2 [14]. 

The temperature dependence of the electrical re-
sistivity ρ(T) shown in the inset (b) of Fig. 4 pre-
sents the typical behavior of a Kondo lattice sys-
tem and, thus, confirms the above conclusions. 
Below 300 K, ρ(T) decreases almost linearly, 
before dropping rapidly below 30 K due to the 
onset of coherent Kondo scattering. Below 1 K 
[see inset (c)] ρ(T) follows a ρ ∝ T2  dependence 
indicating the formation of a Landau-Fermi liquid 
ground state in agreement with the specific heat 
data. However, the Sommerfeld-Wilson ratio χ/γ is 
significantly larger than expected for a Kondo 
lattice pointing to FM correlations. 
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Fig. 4: 4f-increment to the specific heat of CeFePO plot-
ted as C4f /T vs. T in different magnetic fields. Upper inset 
(b) presents the temperature dependence of the resistivity 
at higher temperatures. Lower inset (c) shows ρ ∝ T 2 at 
low T. 



 

The conclusions drawn from the magnetic, 
transport and thermodynamic measurements were 
confirmed by the results of microscopic measure-
ments using 31P-NMR as a local probe. We first 
focus on the temperature dependence of the relaxa-
tion time T1 shown in the main part of Fig. 5: For 
Kondo systems, one expects 1/T1T to increase 
proportional to 1/√T upon decreasing temperatures 
and to merge in a strongly enhanced constant value 
at low T due to the formation of the heavy qua-
siparticles. This is indeed what we observed in 
CeFePO. 31(1/T1T) increases monotonously by 
two orders of magnitude upon cooling from 300 K 
to 4 K and then merges into a constant value, 
which is much larger than that observed in homo-
logue La compounds. Our experimental data com-
pare very well with  calculations based on simple 
standard models for Kondo lattices (red line in 
Fig. 5). Furthermore, we compare 31(1/T1T) of 
CeFePO with 29Si-NMR results of the prototypical 
heavy fermion metal CeCu2Si2 [15] which has a 
similar Kondo scale (inset of Fig. ). The data 
were normalized in such a way as to allow for a 
comparison on an absolute scale (for details see 
[11]). Both curves share the same overall tempera-
ture dependence but CeFePO shows larger abso-
lute values. The very similar T-dependences found 
for CeFePO and CeCu2Si2 hint at similar spin-
fluctuation relaxation mechanisms in both com-
pounds and confirm that the strong correlation 
effects in CeFePO originate from the Ce-4f elec-
trons rather than from Fe-3d electrons. 

An interesting feature was observed in the NMR 
line shape at low temperatures (Fig. 6). We ob-
served a strong field dependence, with an asym-
metric line broadening at a lower field. This is an 
indication for the presence of strong ferromagnetic 
correlations, indicating this system to be close to a 
ferromagnetic critical point.  

In summary, we started detailed investigation of 
the CeTPnO systems. We prepared polycrystals of 
CeFePO, CeRuPO and CeOsPO and grew single 
crystals of the two former ones. The compounds 
were investigated by means of susceptibility, spe-
cific heat, resistivity, thermopower and NMR 
measurements. While CeOsPO is a rather conven-
tional local-moment Ce compound with AF order, 
CeRuPO is a rare example of a ferromagnetic 
Kondo lattice system. CeFePO seems to be on the 
paramagnetic side of the quantum critical point 
associated with the disappearance of a FM state. It 
presents a paramagnetic heavy fermion state with a 
strongly enhanced Sommerfeld coefficient γ = 
700 mJ/molK2 and evidence for strong FM corre-
lations. 
 

 
Fig. 5: 31(1/T1T) as a function of temperature for different 
fields as indicated. Solid line represents the calculation 
described in the main text. Inset shows the comparison 
with 29Si-NMR results on CeCu2Si2 (data taken from Ref. 
[15]). 

Fig. 6: 31P field-sweep NMR spectra at 2 K and different 
frequencies (i.e. magnetic fields), showing the change of 
the line shape as a function of applied field. 
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Electron Spin Resonance of Ferromagnetic Kondo Lattice Systems 

Introduction 
 
One major focus in condensed matter physics is 
the investigation of compounds in which strong 
correlations among the charge carriers cause un-
usual, not understood properties. In this respect the 
spin (magnetic) degrees of freedom of the elec-
trons are of particular interest. Electron Spin 
Resonance (ESR) spectroscopy allows to investi-
gate elementary magnetic excitations in a standard 
setup at energies of about 0.1 meV. The observa-
tion of a well-defined ESR signal below the Kondo 
temperature TK in the heavy-fermion compounds 
YbRh2Si2 and YbIr2Si2 refuted a common believe 
that concentrated rare earth ions in Kondo-lattice 
intermetallic compounds would be ESR-silent in 
the Kondo regime  [1, 2]. The signal showed dis-
tinct properties of a local Yb3+ 4f spin [3, 4] and, 
hence, should contain valuable microscopic infor-
mation on the dynamical Kondo coupling to the 
conduction electrons. A detailed analysis of the 
ESR spectra lineshape [5] as well as an investiga-
tion of the effect of replacing Yb with non-
magnetic La on the ESR properties [6] provided 
some important information about the role of con-
duction electron spin relaxation in the ESR re-
sponse. However, the consequences of this signal 
for understanding the Kondo ion physics in gen-
eral as well as the prerequisites for its observation 
remained unclear. A plausible explanation would 
be the inherent difference between Yb- and the 
apparently ESR silent Ce- based Kondo lattices, 
the former ones presenting a much stronger local 
character which allows for a narrow, observable 
ESR line. Another mechanism could be based on 
the presence of ferromagnetic fluctuations, since 
YbRh2Si2 and YbIr2Si2 seem to be unique cases of 
Kondo lattice systems close to a critical point with 
strong ferromagnetic (FM) fluctuations and a con-
comitant strongly enhanced spin susceptibility. 
The latter leads to a reduced ESR line broadening 
as was recently shown to hold also for the ESR in 
Kondo systems [7].  
 

In order to provide experimental results and ar-
guments which allow to discriminate between the 
above scenarios we investigated the ESR of the 
CeTPO (T = Ru, Os) compound series. These ma-
terials are Ce-based Kondo lattice systems present-
ing a strong tendency toward ferromagnetism [8]. 
For CeRuPO a pronounced decrease of the electri-
cal resistivity at temperatures below 50 K indicates 
the onset of coherent Kondo scattering whereas the 
reference compound LaRuPO neither shows signa-
tures of the Kondo effect nor of magnetism of the 
Ru atoms [8]. The temperature and magnetic field 
dependences of magnetic susceptibility and spe-
cific heat provide evidence for FM order at TC = 

example of an f-electron based FM Kondo lattice 
[8]. In contrast, CeOsPO shows antiferromagnetic 
(AFM) order at TN = 4.4 K, despite only minor 
changes in lattice parameters and electronic con-
figuration. Therefore, CeRuPO and CeOsPO are 
ideally suited to study the difference between FM 
and AFM Kondo lattices. 

We present ESR results on these new Ce-based 
systems and discuss the ESR of further Ce- or Yb- 
based compounds with either ferro- or antiferro-
magnetic exchange and different strength of the 
Kondo interaction. The results demonstrate that 
the above mentioned unexpected ESR observation 
in heavy fermion metals is restricted neither to Yb-
based compounds nor to compounds close to a 
quantum critical point, nor to compounds with a 
strong Kondo interaction. Instead, they indicate 
that the observability of the ESR signal in a dense 
Kondo lattice is connected to the presence of FM 
correlations between the Kondo ions [9].  
 
 
Experimental 
 
We used polycrystalline samples of CeTPO 
(T = Ru, Os) as well as single crystals of CeRuPO 
whose preparation and characterization was de-
scribed earlier [8, 10]. The tetragonal crystal struc-
ture (P4/nmm) contains alternating layers of OCe4 
and TP4 tetrahedra. ESR probes the absorbed 

Jörg Sichelschmidt, Tobias Förster, Christoph Geibel, Hirale Jeevan1, Cornelius Krellner, 
and Frank Steglich 
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15 K. Thus, CeRuPO (TK~10 K) seems to be a rare 



power P of a transversal magnetic microwave field 
as a function of an external, static magnetic field 
H. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, we used a 
lock-in technique by modulating the static field. 
This yields the derivative of the resonance signal 
dP/dH. The ESR experiments were performed at 
X-band frequencies (ν ~ 9.4 GHz) with our Bruker 
ELEXSYS 500 spectrometer and at temperatures 
between 5 K and 125 K. The measured ESR spec-
tra could be fitted with a Lorentzian lineshape. 
Here, we discuss the parameters which describe 
the lineshape: the linewidth (ΔH) and the reso-
nance field (Hres). The latter determines an effec-
tive ESR g-factor (gESR=hν/μBHB

10

res). In case of a 
local ESR spin probe in a metallic environment, 
ΔH measures the spin-spin relaxation rate of the 
local spin, whereas gESR is determined both by the 
magnitude of the local moment and the static mag-
netic field at the spin site. 
 
Results 
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Besides the large signal-to-noise ratio and the 
large linewidth, the intrinsic origin of the ESR 
signal of CeRuPO is reflected by its anisotropy 
and temperature dependence being intimately re-
lated to the bulk static magnetic properties of the 
compound. Fig. 2 shows the variation of the ESR 
signal when the crystal is rotated in the magnetic 
field around an axis lying within the tetragonal 
basal plane. Both linewidth and resonance field of 
the ESR response exhibit uniaxial symmetry re-
flecting consistency with the crystal structure.  

Fig. 3 displays the temperature dependences of 
the resonance field Hres and linewidth ΔH. The 
strongly anisotropic behavior of these quantities in 
CeRuPO reflects the collinear ferromagnetic corre-
lations along the c-axis and an easy-plane, single-
ion ground state as determined by the crystalline 
electric field (CEF) [10]. The temperature behav-
ior of Hres is related to the effect of critical fluctua-
tions on the internal magnetic field when an exter-
nal field is applied. The critical fluctuations of the 
c-axis magnetization counteract the external field 
when it is applied in the basal plane (H ⊥ c), i.e. 
the field required for resonance increases when TC 
is approached from above. In contrast, if the exter-
nal field H is applied along the c-axis (H || c) the 
growing internal field for T→TC supports H, re-
sulting in a suppressed Hres. The effect of critical 

Fig. 1:  X-band ESR spectra taken with same instrument 
settings for polycrystalline samples of CeRuPO (TC = 15 K) 
and CeOsPO (TN = 4.4 K). The red dashed line fits the data 
with a metallic Lorentzian line shape [9].   
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Fig. 2: Anisotropy of X-band ESR spectra of a single crys-
talline sample of CeRuPO (TC = 14 K) illustrated by the 
color encoded spectra amplitudes at various angles 
ϕ  between c-axis and external magnetic field. Two ESR 
spectra at ϕ  = 0° (white) and ϕ  = 90°(black) are shown to 
demonstrate the anisotropic linewidth and resonance field. 

Fig. 1 shows the main result of our ESR measure-
ments on CeT PO (T = Ru, Os) at temperatures just
above the respective magnetic ordering tempera-
ture. The ESR investigations of both compounds
were performed with the same instrument
parameters and almost the same sample masses.
For CeRuPO that shows FM correlations, a well-
defined and intense ESR signal could easily be
observed. On the other hand, the antiferromagneti-
cally correlated CeOsPO is absolutely ESR silent,
even when using the largest instrument amplify-
cation. The different nature of magnetic correla-
tions in CeRuPO and CeOsPO [8] seems to be the

only difference that is relevant for the ESR 
observation. In fact, many of their properties are
similar: The preparation method is identical, the
lattice parameters are very close, and the disorder 
effect on the electrical resistivity is comparable. 



fluctuations is relevant for temperatures up to 
about 18K above which the observed resonance 
fields correspond to g factors (g⊥,||

Exp) which agree 
well with the Ce3+ CEF g-factors (g⊥

CEF=2.57, 
g||

CEF =0.86) (see Fig. 3). Both the temperature 
dependence and absolute values of the resonance 
field are highly consistent with the bulk magnetic 
properties of CeRuPO and, hence, can be taken as 
strong evidence for intrinsic Ce3+ spins being the 
source for the observed ESR signal.  

The temperature dependence of the ESR 
linewidth ΔH (corresponding to the transverse spin 
relaxation) indicates a Korringa-type relaxation in 
a small T-region of the paramagnetic regime. The 
underlying mechanism of such a relaxation is a 
scattering of conduction electrons off the ESR-
active spins leading to a linear-in-T behavior of 
ΔH. It is commonly observed for local spin probes 
that are doped into a metallic environment [11] 
and depends on the density of states at the Fermi 
level as well as the exchange coupling. In a metal-
lic compound like CeRuPO (ρ0 = 5 μΩcm) one 
expects the Korringa mechanism to provide the 
dominant relaxation. A different temperature de-
pendence is observed for systems in which an 
isotropic spin exchange coupling effectively nar-
rows the linewidth [12]. In case of CeRuPO, de-
tailed investigations and analysis of the ESR ani-

sotropy in the paramagnetic regime should provide 
relevant information about the contributions of 
Korringa and exchange-narrowing mechanisms. 
For temperatures around TC the critical slowing-
down of spin fluctuations reduces the effect of 
exchange-narrowing. Thus, the linewidth increases 
significantly for H || c because the external field 
stabilizes the FM, collinear order along the c-axis, 
see Fig. 3. For H ⊥ c the applied resonance field of 
~ 4 kOe is strong enough to stabilize the spin fluc-
tuations and also the narrowing mechanism. Thus, 
no linewidth increase is observed. However, at L-
band frequencies and H ⊥ c, the resonance field 
(~ 0.2 kOe) is smaller than the internal field from 
the collinear order along the c-axis, i.e. in-plane 
spin fluctuations cannot be stabilized and the 
linewidth increases close to TC (not shown).  
 
Discussion 

 
Our comparison of the ESR properties of CeTPO 
(T = Ru, Os) provides a first evidence for a con-
nection between the observability of the ESR line 
and the presence of FM correlations. We have 
obtained more experimental arguments for this 
conclusion by investigating other Yb or Ce based 
intermetallic compounds with either FM or AFM 
correlations and different strengths of the Kondo 
interaction (see Tab. 1). Besides the positive ESR 
observations in YbRh2Si2 and YbIr2Si2 which both 
exhibit strong FM correlations (as indicated, e.g., 
by an enhanced Sommerfeld-Wilson ratio) we 
found an ESR signal in another Yb-based com-
pound with FM correlations, YbRh, which dis-
plays FM order of Yb3+ below TC = 1.2 K. How-
ever, in contrast to the two above mentioned 
heavy-fermion compounds, Kondo-type features 
are found neither in the electrical resistivity nor in 
the specific heat of YbRh. We investigated further 
Ce- and Yb-based compounds with different 
strengths of the Kondo interaction, but all with 
dominant AFM correlations (see Tab. 1). Although 
the measurements were performed on high-quality 
single crystals in a wide temperature range around 
TK and / or TN, the magnetic ordering temperature, 
we did not observe an ESR signal in any of these 
systems. These observations provide overwhelm-
ing evidence for the importance of FM correlations 
for the narrowing of the ESR line – in remarkable 
analogy to the ESR in itinerant transition metal 
compounds. There, FM correlations may even 
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Fig. 3: Temperature dependence of the ESR resonance
field Hres (top frame) and linewidth ΔH (bottom frame) for
two c-axis orientations to the external magnetic field H.

close to the values for a Ce3+ (Γ6  doublet) state. 
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Hres (T > 20K) corresponds to the indicated g-factors, 



enable an observable conduction electron spin 
resonance (CESR), as reported for TiBe2 or ZrZn2 
(see Refs. in [9]). Recent theoretical considerations 
have proved the observability of an ESR signal in 
isotropic Kondo lattice systems with a Landau 
Fermi liquid ground state: A narrow linewidth 
results from 4f conduction electron hybridization 
and FM fluctuations [7]. For the FM Kondo lattice 
systems listed in Tab. 1 a putative heavy-CESR 
may be the origin of the observed ESR signal al-
though its strongly anisotropic properties point to a 
local origin. Phenomenologically, the anisotropy 
may arise from the strong coupling between the 
local magnetic moments and the conduction elec-
trons, and a "bottleneck" relaxation framework may 
apply as indicated from ESR experiments on 
Yb1–xLaxRh2Si2 [6]. A corresponding formalism 
based on a local approach [4] and strong anisotropic 
exchange interactions is presently under preparation. 
 
Compound AFM FM KL ESR signal 

CeRuPO - √ √ Yes 
CeOsPO √ - √ No 
YbRh - √ - Yes 
YbRh2Si2 - √ √ Yes 
YbIr2Si2 (I-type) - √ √ Yes 
YbIr2Si2 (P-type) √ - √ No 
Yb4Rh7Ge6 √ - - No 
YbNi2BB2C √ - √ No 
CeCu2Si2 (S/A) √ - √ No 
CeNi2Ge2 √ - √ No 
CeCu6–xAux (x = 0,0.1) √ - √ No 

Table 1: Intermetallic compounds with predominant 
AFM or FM spin correlations investigated by X-band 
ESR [9]. ”KL” denotes a Kondo lattice behavior in 
electrical resistivity or other properties. 

 
Conclusion 
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unchanged. These results provide a basic concept 
to understand the ESR in Kondo lattice systems 
and point out ESR as a prime method to investi-
gate directly the spin dynamics of the Kondo ion. 
The standard ESR technique (X-band) is especially 
qualified for this purpose because the magnetic 
field (<10 kOe) is small enough to leave the 
Kondo state undisturbed in most compounds of 
interest. Detailed investigations on the field and 
temperature dependences of the ESR in YbRh2Si2 
evidence a correlation between the evolution of the 
g-factor and the evolution of thermodynamic prop-
erties [13]. Such investigations should allow for a 
deeper insight into the formation of heavy qua-
siparticles in Kondo lattice systems. 

A substantial amount of experimental data indicates 
the importance of strong FM correlations between
the ESR-probed magnetic moments for the 
observability of an ESR signal in Kondo lattice
systems. This conjecture is most strongly supported 
by the presence of an ESR signal in CeRuPO but its 
absence in CeOsPO. Here, the dominant magnetic 
interaction is switched from FM (CeRuPO) to
AFM (CeOsPO) while keeping structural
properties and disorder effects practically 



Introduction

The chemical bonding in a molecule or solid can be
analyzed from different viewpoints. Of great
importance is the decision about what should be the
basis of an analysis of the bonding situation. 
On one hand, the particular components of the
wavefunction of the system (respectively the corre-
sponding density matrix) can serve as the basis for
the desired bonding descriptors. Then, separate
molecular orbitals or valence bonds can be exam-
ined and overlap integrals, occupation numbers and
weights of structures computed. Such an approach
is pictorially very appealing and serves as more or
less solid background for the rationalization of
chemical structures as well as in classrooms where
the basics of quantum chemistry are taught.
However, such objects as orbitals are just mathe-
matical instruments to describe many- body wave-
functions, which in turn are mathe matical objects
serving as the basis for the description of density
matrices.

On the other hand, functions created by the
action of a suitable operator on the wavefunction
and the combination of such functions can be ana-
lyzed. Following this viewpoint the Laplacian of
electron density, different kinetic energy functions,
gradient fields, etc. can be inspected and reason-
able bonding descriptors searched for. This view-
point can be extended to functionals based on inte-
grals of density matrices over particular space
regions. In this case the approach depends on the
choice of the density matrix as well as the integra-
tion regions. For instance, the electron density (i.e.,
the diagonal part of the 1-matrix) integrated over
regions bounded by the surface of zero-flux in the
electron density gradient (so called basins or
“atoms” in the QTAIM approach [1]) yields the
electronic populations in the corresponding regions
and thus, the charge of the “atomic” units.
Similarly, the integrals of the 2-matrix over two
chosen basins give access to the delocalization
indexes [2]. Such a viewpoint can further be gener-
alized to evaluate not just the integral for a single
region, but a whole distribution of integrals over

regions determined by a suitable space partitioning.
The basic idea behind this approach is to examine
the desired property (given density matrix integral)
under the same conditions specified by a fixed
amount of chosen (control) quantity.

Electron Localizability

The expectation value of an operator is given as the
integral of the action of the operator on the density
matrix over the whole space. If the whole space is
partitioned into non-overlapping mutually exclu-
sive space filling regions, then this integration can
be performed over each region separately and final-
ly, the results can be summed up. In case of a sin-
gle variable there are only integrals over each
region, whereas for integrals dependent on two
variables there are also terms in which each vari-
able runs over different regions. Consequently, the
total integral (expectation value) is given as a sum
of two terms – the intra-region values and the inter-
region values. 

The regions could have any form. To get a local
effect the regions must be “compact”. We define
the “compactness” by minimizing the sum of vari-
ances of the coordinates around the mean coordi-
nate of each region. In other words, each region
should be as “spherical” as possible. 
To get regions of the same “quality” we require the
integral of a chosen function (the control property)
to yield the same fixed value ω for each region
(termed a μ-cell) of the partitioning. Such a parti-
tioning procedure will be termed the ω-restricted
space partitioning [3]. 

Now, another function (the sampling property) can
be integrated over the μ-cells of the partitioning. For
instance, the population in each μ-cell can be deter-
mined. This procedure yields a discrete distribution
of charges that can be analyzed. For a given sam-
pling property the values of the integrals depend on
the value of the ω-restriction. However, if the
restriction is small enough, then the values will scale
with the restriction. The scaling can be removed to
yield an ω-restriction independent expression.

Theoretical Aspects of Electron Localizability
Miroslav Kohout, Frank R. Wagner, Alexei I. Baranov, Carina Bergner, Viktor Bezugly, 
and Kati Wagner
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Let us adopt for the term localizability the view
that it describes the tendency of a single electron to
be separated from the other electrons. Thus, the
motion of the single electron is correlated with the
motion of the other ones [4]. High localizability
means that the electrons try to avoid each other.

Such avoidance can be quantified by means of
the charge sampled over μ-cells enclosing a fixed
number of electron pairs (restricted populations
approach). The resulting expression is called elec-
tron localizability indicator, abbreviated ELI-D (to
emphasize the electron pair restriction). The values
of ELI-D are proportional to the probability that the
population (charge) in a μ-cell can be attributed to
a single electron (with all other electrons outside
the μ-cell). It shows to which extent the μ-cell is
(spatially) occupied by a single electron. This
approach can be realized at any level of theory as
long as the electron density and electron pair den-
sity are accessible [5]. In Fig. 1 the real space rep-
resentation of ELI-D for the C60 molecule is pre-
sented. The high ELI-D values between the carbon
atoms indicate that in those regions the same-spin
electrons avoid each other.

For the density matrices given in the momentum
space representation the whole procedure can be
applied without any changes. The corresponding
momentum space form of ELI-D describes to
which extent a certain region of momenta can be
attributed to a single electron [6]. Fig. 2 demon-
strates the momentum space representation of ELI-
D for the C60 molecule. It can be seen that the
same-spin electrons are localized in particular
regions of momenta. In a general case the localiz-

ability value for a certain momentum region is gen-
erated from the 2-matrix data of the whole real
space (Fourier transformation). Direct correspon-
dence between the real space and momentum space
regions of localizability can be achieved only in
case of localized orbitals [6].

Choice of Pairs

The space partitioning can be performed by fixing
the pair density integral. However, there are differ-
ent possibilities for this. The electron pair density
can be split into contributions from the same-spin
and opposite-spin electron pairs, respectively. As
there is no Fermi-hole for the opposite-spin elec-
trons, there will be different formulas for the pair
density integrals and thus for ELI as well (due to
the Taylor expansion). Even more, the calculation
of the electron localizability indicator for the oppo-
site-spin pairs is reasonable only at correlated level
[7, 8]. In this case the space partitioning is based on
the charge resulting in the form termed ELI-q.

For the same-spin form of ELI-D one must face
the fact that in case of a spin-polarized calculation
two ELI-D distributions, one for each spin, need to
be analyzed. Such two distributions can be very
different, especially when the majority-spin occu-
pies antibonding orbitals, like for the spin-triplet
O2 molecule, cf. the diagrams (a) and (b) in Fig. 3.

Here, another decomposition of the 2-matrix can
be utilized which is invariant with respect to the
spin rotation and yields the 2-matrix as sum of two
parts – the symmetric and the antisymmetric one.
The corresponding electron densities and pair den-
sities describe electrons coupled to a singlet and
triplet, respectively. Following the restricted popu-
lations approach the above densities can be used
for the ELI definition.

Fig. 1: Position space representation of ELI-D for the C60

molecule.

Fig. 2: Momentum space representation of ELI-D for the
C60 molecule.
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As the density of the triplet-coupled electron pairs
involves both αα and ββ same-spin pairs (and
opposite-spin pairs as well), the corresponding ELI-
D, cf. the diagram (c) in Fig. 3, results in a single
distribution for the spin-polarized wavefunction [9]. 

The density of the singlet-coupled electrons
involves only the opposite-spin electron pairs. To
match the chemical expectation with respect to the
chosen bonding descriptors (regions of high ELI
values) the charge-restricted partitioning is chosen
resulting in ELI-q. The ELI-q bonding descriptors
for the singlet-coupled electrons emerge only at
correlated level as shown in Fig. 4 for the O2 mol-
ecule. Low ELI-q values are associated with
regions where the electrons coupled to a singlet
tend to avoid each other. The ELI-q values are con-
nected with the tendency of the (fixed) electron
population to couple to a singlet pair. 

Charge Decomposition of ELI-D

The electron localizability indicator was defined to
be proportional to a discrete charge distribution.
For such a distribution the charge within each μ-
cell can be given as the product of the electron den-
sity at the μ-cell center and the volume of the μ-cell
(sufficiently small, with size controlled by the
restriction). The discrete charge values can be for-
mally decomposed into contributions, for instance
from orbitals or orbital groups within a chosen
energy range, or a region in k-space in case of a
solid state calculation. 

Actually, each ELI-D value can be seen as a
product of the electron density and the so called
pair-volume function (proportional to the volume
of a fixed amount of electron pairs around given
position). The orbital decomposition of ELI-D
allows to analyze the contribution of particular
orbitals to the electron localizability [10]. The dis-
tribution based on a chosen set of orbitals is abbre-
viated pELI-D (“p” for partial). 

For instance, the N2 molecule exhibits a single
ELI-D bond attractor between the atoms. Why does
the separation into two bond descriptors, represent-
ing the σ and π bonds, not occur? This can be seen
from the pELI-D diagrams in Fig. 5. Inspection of

Fig. 3: ELI-D for the O2 molecule. (a) majority spin; (b)
minority spin; (c) triplet-coupled electrons. Red ELI-D iso-
surfaces display the single-attractor and the split-attractor
scenario, respectively.

Fig. 4: ELI-q for the O2 molecule: singlet-coupled elec-
trons. The red ELI-q isosurface displays the single-attrac-
tor scenario.

Fig. 5: pELI-D for the N2 molecule. (a) π orbital; (b) σ or-
bitals; (c) π and σ orbitals
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the diagram (a) shows, that the π contributions do
form a ring attractor around the bond midpoint,
whereas the sum of the σ contributions results in a
point attractor. In the sum of all orbitals contribu-
tions the π part is not pronounced enough to give
rise to a separate (total) ELI-D attractor. 

High pELI-D contributions to the total value are
achieved especially by localized orbitals. The dia-
gram (a) in Fig. 6 depicts the pELI-D contributions
of the Boys localized orbitals in the position space
(e.g., the green isosurface is due to the π bonds).
The correspondence of the pELI-D contributions to
the distinct bonding features is clearly highlighted.
This can be further utilized to find the correct cor-
respondence between the ELI-D pattern in the real
space and momentum space. Now, in the diagram
(b) of Fig. 6 it is easy to recognize to which de -
scrip tor in the real space the momentum space
regions corresponds to. It should be noted that the
π bonds are localized above the pxpy plane, i.e.,
located in region of momenta directed perpendicu-
lar to the molecular plane.

The evaluation of pELI-D was also utilized in the
analysis of solid state density matrices. In this case
the contributions of bands from separate energy
ranges (DOS regions) are used [11,16]. 

Direct Space Decomposition of ELI-D

The ELI-D can be formally written as the product
of the electron density and the pair-volume func-
tion. The topology of the distribution can be ration-
alized with the signature of the corresponding
Laplacian. The occurrence of a maximum implies
the existence of three negative principal curvatures
of the analyzed function at the given position. The
Laplacian of the ELI-D can formally be expressed
as a sum involving the Laplacian of both the elec-
tron density and the pair-volume function as well
as an additional mixed gradient term. With this pro-
cedure it is possible to rationalize the evident sim-
ilarity between the topology of ELI-D and the
topology of the electron density Laplacian [12].
However, even if the atomic shells are not resolved
by the electron density Laplacian, like in case of
transition metal atoms, ELI-D still shows the atom-
ic shell structure due to the influence of the (always
negative) mixed gradient term. 

In case of the F2 molecule there is a double max-
imum of ELI-D along the internuclear line [10], cf.
Fig. 7. The topology of the electron density as well
as the pair-volume function is the one expected for

Fig. 6: pELI-D for the C6H6 molecule. (a) localized orbital
contributions in real space; (b) momentum space image.
The colors of the pELI-D isosurface denote corresponding
contributions of position and momentum space.

Fig. 7: Direct space decomposition for the F2 molecule. (a)
ELI-D; (b) components along the internuclear line; (c) gra-
dient terms; (d) relative Laplacian terms.
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a homonuclear dimer (bond critical point for the
density and a ring critical point for the pair-volume
function). The double-wave structure of the �lnρ
curve, cf. the diagram (c) in Fig. 8, gives rise to the
three critical points in the internuclear region, i.e.,
the double-maximum of ELI-D occurs. Remark -
ably, the relative Laplacian of the pair-volume
function, see the diagram (d), is negative at the
bond midpoint and displays a shape typical for a
single bond. It is noteworthy that the density
Laplacian is positive at the bond midpoint, even for
a MRCI calculation. The negative Laplacian of
ELI-D at the bond midpoint appears solely by the
dominance of the negative relative Laplacian of the
pair-volume function [12].

Bond Descriptors

Since ELI-D resolves the atomic shell structure up
to Xe not only qualitatively, but also with electron
populations (connected with the shells) that are
close to the desired numbers from the Aufbau prin-
ciple, there remains a conveniently defined valence
region. In chemical systems, the complete valence
region is further partitioned into parts (basins)
which again have locations and electronic popula-
tions supporting chemical concepts.

An important topic is the analysis of metal–metal
bonding situations. In a solid the variety of con-
stellations of ELI-D localization domains and
basins can be very high even for relatively simple
structures. This variety has been utilized to classify
the hexagonal element structures into seven pat-
terns, depending on the location of ELI-D basins
[13]. Fig. 8 presents the irreducible localization
domains and the corresponding ELI-D basins for

the hexagonal Sc, classified as pattern II. It can be
seen that for this type there is one attractor in the
octahedral position whereas a second one shares
two tetrahedral voids.
For the understanding of the complex bonding sce-
narios in intermetallic solids the study of prototype
molecular systems is of great importance. As a
matter of fact, molecular systems can be treated
with higher quantum mechanical (e.g. explicitly
correlated density matrices) and technical accuracy
(basis sets), and the structural complexity can be
strongly reduced. These studies serve to generate
new ideas about metal–metal bonding situations,
which in turn lead to the development of new tools
for their analysis. Recently, in our cooperation with
Prof. R. Kempe (University of Bayreuth) within
the DFG “Schwerpunktprogramm 1166” we ana-
lyzed one of the very rare examples of a non-
bridged transition metal–rare earth metal bonding
situation which occurs in homoleptic bimetallic
complexes Cp2Re–RECp2 (with RE = Y, Yb; Cp =
C5H5) [14]. The bonding turns out to be of a polar
donor–acceptor type with the transition metal dis-
playing a special type of lone pair. With the under-
standing of this type of interaction, the subsequent
treatment of a more complex Os–La bonding situa-
tion as found in the intermetallic compound
La7Os4C9 was achieved [15]. The bimetallic
donor–acceptor scenario is extended to a poly-
metallic one, where an Os species displays two
lone pair type features, each of which is shared
with up to five La neighbors (Fig. 9).

Fig. 8: ELI-D for hexagonal Sc: isosurfaces and basins.

Fig. 9: La7Os4C9: Os–La bonding situation using ELI-
D/QTAIM intersection. Translucent grey regions represent
QTAIM Os and La atoms. Opaque regions display lone pair
type ELI-D basins leaking out of the Os atomic regions (cut
by a mirror plane) into the La atomic regions.
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Concerning homoatomic metal–metal bonding we
recently analyzed an example of an “ultrashort”
(within 1 pm the shortest metal–metal distance in a
stable molecule at all) Cr–Cr bond of 175 pm
occurring in an amidopyridinato-complex [16].
The chemical bonding description for this type of
compounds which are claimed to display
metal–metal 5-fold bonding (one σ-, two π-, and
two δ-type bonds) represents a challenge, both for
electronic structure methods for generating the
wavefunction, and for chemical bonding descrip-
tors. Our results, based on DFT calculations, yield
signatures for weak δ-type bonding and a bond
order (calculated from the delocalization index [2],
mentioned in the “Introduction”, between the
QTAIM Cr atoms) of 4.2 [16]. The bonding sce-
nario is characterized not only by electron localiz-
ability attractors in the valence region (Fig. 11), but
also by sizable Cr(3rd shell)–Cr(3rd shell) delocal-
ization index contributions of 2.4. This extreme
case shows that a complete chemical bonding
analysis in position space between transition ele-
ments needs to take into account those electrons
from the penultimate shell, that are found to signif-
icantly delocalize into the valence region. In the
case of transition metal single bonds much smaller
values are calculated, e.g., a delocalization index
value of 0.29 between the QTAIM Mn atoms in
Mn2(CO)10 [17].

Conclusion

With the use of ω-restricted space-partitioning var-
ious electron localizability measures have now
been introduced which are all based on a general
many-body time-dependent pair density. The phys-
ical transparency of these ELI variants gives rise to
the development of analysis tools for a deeper
understanding of the underlying mechanisms for
the generation of distinct topological ELI features,
that are specific for certain bonding scenarios.
Together with the core part of QTAIM theory, pio-
neered by R. F. W. Bader and further developed by
a small number of groups worldwide, they provide
a powerful framework for the analysis of chemical
bonding in physical space, i.e., position and
momentum space.
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New Structural Elements in Ternary Carbides 

Introduction 
 
A few years ago we introduced the concept of car-
bometalates [1] which was then successfully ap-
plied to a number of novel low-valency carbo-
molybdates RE2[MoC2] (RE = Pr, Nd), RE2[Mo2C3] 
(RE = Ce, Pr, Sm, Gd - Dy), -tungstates RE2[WC2] 
(RE = Ce - Nd), and the -chromate Sm2[Cr2C3] [2-
6]. Recently, we focused our research on rare-earth 
carboferrates RExFeyCz. Out of these ternary sys-
tems only a small number of intermediate phases 
along with their crystal structures are reported so 
far (RE2FeC4: RE = Y, Tb - Lu [7]; Sc3FeC4 [8]; 
REFeC2: RE = Sc, Sm, Gd - Er, Lu [9,10]; and 
RE3.67FeC6: RE = La - Nd, Sm [11,12]). These 
crystal structures, however, contain diatomic C2-
species instead of monoatomic carbo-ligands. Fur-
ther reports deal with ternary phases of approximate 
compositions GdFeC, RE2Fe2C3 and RE4Fe4C7 (RE 
= Ce, Gd) [13,14], the crystal structures of which 
remain unresolved.  

Here, we report on the new rare-earth iron car-
bides RE15Fe8C26 (RE = Y, Dy - Er) [15] and 
RE5.67Fe2C9 (RE = Y, Gd - Dy) [16]. Again, these 
compounds do not represent pure carbometalates 
as their crystal structures contain diatomic C2 units 
besides monoatomic C species. Crystal structures, 
chemical bonding analyses and physical properties 
are presented along with first perspectives towards 
an extension of the carbometalates concept.  

The new compounds were prepared by arc-
melting of cold-pressed pellets of mixtures of rare-
earth and iron metals together with graphitic car-
bon. The samples were annealed at 1173 K and 
1373 K in arc-welded Ta ampoules encapsulated 
in evacuated and fused silica tubes for 7 to 30 
days. The dark grey reaction products with metal-
lic luster are sensitive to air and moisture. Accord-
ingly, all handlings were performed in protective 
Ar atmosphere. For characterization, X-ray dif-
fraction techniques, metallographic examinations 
combined with WDXS, and measurements of 
magnetic susceptibility and electrical resistivity 
were applied. 

Dy15Fe8C26: a new structure type containing 
Fe6 clusters 

 
The isotypic series of RE15Fe8C26 (RE = Y, Dy- 
Er) represents a new structure type. Lattice pa-
rameters (see Tab. 1) decrease from the Y to the 
Er-compound. Both, X-ray diffraction on powders 
and WDXS analyses on polished samples indi-
cated the presence of a minor amount (<2 vol. %) 
of impurity phases. Ta contamination from the 
crucible has not been detected.  

Here, we exemplarily report on the crystal struc-
ture of Dy15Fe8C26. This structure was determined 
from single crystal X-ray analyses, solved by di-
rect methods and refined in the space group P321 
(no. 150) to residuals of R1 = 0.024 and wR2 = 
0.053 for 1345 unique reflections and 58 variables 
[17]. The specimen under investigation was a 
merohedral twin (twin laws: 010 100 001 and 
1 00 01 0 001 ; fractions of domains: 0.81, 0.19, 
0.48, 0.17). All atomic sites were fully occupied.  

The crystal structure of Dy15Fe8C26 can be de-
scribed in terms of stacking of polyanionic slabs 
2
∞ [Fe8(C2)12(C)2]45– along [001] with the Dy3+ ions 
in between (Fig. 1). The structure contains Fe at-
oms at three different crystallographic sites coor-
dinated by two different kinds of ligands, mono-
atomic and diatomic carbon species. As shown in 
Fig. 2, the coordination polyhedra around the Fe 
atoms are distorted tetrahedra (a) Fe1(C2)4, (b) 
Fe2C2(C2)2 and distorted planar trigonal units (c) 
Fe3(C2)3. 

Bambar Davaasuren, Horst Borrmann, Enkhtsetseg Dashjav, Guido Kreiner, Walter Schnelle,  
Frank R. Wagner, and Rüdiger Kniep 

Table 1: Unit cell parameters and unit cell volumes of 
RE15Fe8C26. 

Compound a (pm) c (pm) V (106pm3) 
Y15Fe8C26 1194.92(4) 513.83(3) 636.37(5) 
Dy15Fe8C26 1192.63(2) 514.36(2) 633.59(3) 
Ho15Fe8C26 1189.11(7) 511.26(5) 626.06(8) 
Er15Fe8C26 1185.29(4) 508.46(4) 618.64(1) 
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Fig. 1: The crystal structure of Dy15Fe8C26 viewed along 
the [010] direction. The polyhedra around Fe atoms are
formed by monoatomic and diatomic carbon ligands. 

Fig. 2: Coordination polyhedra around the three crystal-
lographically different Fe sites in the crystal structure
Dy15Fe8C26.

 

A striking feature of this structure is a group of 
six Fe atoms, which are condensed into a slightly 
distorted triangle with Fe atoms at the vertices 
(Fe1) and at the midpoints of the triangular edges 
(Fe2) with the distances d(Fe2–Fe2) = 272.3 pm 
and d(Fe1–Fe2) = 257.9 pm (Fig. 3). The three 
Fe2C2(C2)2 units of the inner triangle share a 
common edge formed by a C4– ligand. These 
groups are further connected to neighbouring 
Fe1(C2)4 units via carbon atoms of the C2 pairs. 
Each Fe6 group is linked to three surrounding Fe6 
groups via six trigonal planar Fe3(C2)3 units by 
sharing end-on bonded C2 ligands, thus forming 
infinite layers. 

Fig. 4: The crystal structure of Dy15Fe8C26 viewed along 
[001]: infinite chains of trigonal and tricapped trigonal 
prismatic Dy-polyhedra can be recognized. The following 
distances have been determined: d(Fe–C) = 177.3 pm – 
226.7 pm, d(Dy–C) = 230.1 pm – 277.1 pm, d(Dy–Fe) = 
274.5 pm – 325.2 pm, d(Dy–Dy) = 340.9 pm – 396.5 pm.

 
Fig. 3: Detail of the polyanionic slab −

∞
45

21228
2 ])()([ CCFe re-

vealing the linkages of the different Fe-coordination polyhedra. 

The distribution of the Dy atoms can be de-
scribed as follows: the Fe3(C2)3 unit is surrounded 
by nine Dy atoms (Dy1, Dy2) in a tri-capped trigo-
nal prismatic arrangement and stacked along [001] 

by sharing common basal faces. This results in a 
honeycomb-like columnar arrangement of Dy 
polyhedra. The large prismatic channels of the 
honeycomb net contain the planar Fe6 groups, 
which are embedded in a matrix of Dy atoms. 
Along with the Dy3 atoms, the latter form a central 
column of trigonal prisms sharing common basal 
planes (Fig. 4). 
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The corrected magnetic susceptibility of 
Dy15Fe8C26 above 100 K follows a Curie-Weiss 
law with μeff = 10.0 μB/Dy-atom, which is com-
patible with Dy3+ ions and non-magnetic Fe spe-
cies (Fig. 5). A broad transition at T ≈ 16 K in low 
magnetic fields (not seen in Fig. 5) indicates a 
complex magnetic ordering of the Dy moments. 
Although the electrical resistivity of a bulk sample 
(ρ0  ≈ 0.30 mΩ cm, ρ(300K) = 0.63 mΩ cm) is 
rather high it increases slightly with temperature 
confirming that Dy15Fe8C26 is a metal. XAS meas-
urements (DESY, Hamburg) at the Fe-K edge of 
the Dy compound in comparison with Er2FeIIC4 
[7] and Fe-powder as reference compounds sug-
gest an oxidation state close to +2 for Fe (Fig. 6).  

For Y15Fe8C26 the electronic structure was calcu-
lated from first principles using the self-consistent 
TB-LMTO-ASA method [18] within the local den-
sity approximation [19] to the density functional 
theory. Chemical bonding analyses were carried 

out using COHP [20] and ELI-D [21,22]. The total 
DOS shows 173 states/eV at EF, i.e., the com-
pound is metallic. COHP calculations indicate 
strong covalent Fe–C and C–C bonds as well as 
considerable Fe–Fe interactions which are ex-
hausted below EF (Fig. 7).  

The averaged ICOHP(Y–C) value yields ap-
proximately one quarter of that of the Fe–C bonds 
and hence, resembles the values observed in car-
bometalates [1]. The ratio ICOHP(Metal-Carbon)/ 
ICOHP(Metal-Metal) amounts to 3, which is at the 
lower limit for polyanionic compounds as reported 
in [1]. The ELI-D reveals three different attractor 
types for the anionic part of the structure, covalent 
Fe–C bonds, lone pairs around the non-bonded 
carbon atoms of the C2 pairs and multi-center 

 

 
Fig. 5: Inverse magnetic susceptibility 1/χ=H/M of 
Dy15Fe8C26 and Gd5.67Fe2C9 versus temperature at an ex-
ternal field of µ0H = 7 T. 

 
Fig. 7: Total DOS and COHP diagrams for selected intera-
tomic interactions in the crystal structure of Y15Fe8C26.  

Fig. 6: XAS spectra at the Fe-K edge of Dy15Fe8C26 and 
Gd5.67Fe2C9 with references Fe and Er2FeC4. 
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Fig. 8: ELI-D presentation for the polyanionic part of the 
crystal structure of Y

metal-metal bonds. The local maxima of the metal-
metal bonds are clearly shifted towards the Fe–Fe 
bonds within the Fe6 cluster (Fig. 8). 

The edge and vertex sharing FeC4 tetrahedra in 
the crystal structure of Dy15Fe8C26 resemble the 
anionic structural motives commonly found in the 
crystal structures of carbomolybdates [1]. Trigonal 
planar complexes are also known in carborhenates 
[23]. The C2 pairs serve as bridging ligands be-
tween Fe1 and Fe2 as well as between Fe1 and 
Fe3. In the first case one carbon atom of the C2 
unit is the donor atom while the remaining one 
carries a lone pair. In the second case bridging is 
performed via both carbon atoms, i.e., one carbon 
serves as the donor atom towards Fe1 whereas the 
other one donates towards Fe3. 
 
 
Gd0.67Gd5Fe2C9: a new structure type con-
taining anionic complexes [FeC(C0

∞ 2)2] and 
[Fe(C1

∞ 2)4/2] 
 
The X-ray diffraction pattern of single crystals of 
Gd0.67Gd5Fe2C9 exhibits satellite reflections. The 
main reflections could be indexed assuming an ortho-
rhombic cell (a = 2946.8(1) pm, b = 510.4(1) pm, c = 
1276.2(1) pm, V = 1919·106 pm3). The modulation 
vector corresponds to q ≈ 3/2b*. A preliminary 
structure model was obtained by direct methods us-
ing only the main reflections. Subsequently, it was 
refined in the space group Pnma with anisotropic 
displacement parameters for all atoms to residuals 
R1 = 0.048 and wR2 = 0.132 for 2776 observed 
unique reflections and 209 variables. The refine-
ment reveals full occupancy for all atomic sites 

except for three Gd positions (each occupied by 
about 20%) with very short Gd – Gd distances be-
tween 62 pm and 253 pm.  

The structure contains two different anionic 
complexes: discrete units Fe1C(C2)2 with distorted 
trigonal planar arrangement around the Fe atom 
and infinite tetrahedral chains of composition 
Fe2(C2)2. In the latter the C2 ligands are bonded 
end-on via one C as the donor atom to the central 
Fe atom. The resulting FeC4 -tetrahedra form 
chains running along [010] by sharing common 
edges, in analogy to the linkage principle found in 
the crystal structure of SiS2 (Fig. 9).  

Each trigonal complex Fe1C(C2)2 is surrounded 
by nine Gd atoms forming large tricapped trigonal 
prisms which are fused along [010] via common 
basal planes. The situation is similar to that found 
in the crystal structure of Dy15Fe8C26. However, in 
the Gd-compound the columns of RE polyhedra 
running along [010] are condensed form double-
chains (Fig. 10; see also Fig. 4). 
The carbon atoms of the C2 pairs that are not act-
ing as donor atoms towards Fe atoms form octahe-
dral channels and running along [010]. The 
remaining Gd atoms occupy these channels. The 
respective split positions for a preliminary model 
are shown in Fig. 11a. A Rietveld refinement of 
the modulated structure including the satellite re-
flections using synchrotron powder data (ID31 at 
ESRF, Grenoble, France) has been attempted. The 
structure reveals a density modulation of the Gd 
atoms within the channel. In the powder refine-

Fig. 9: Complex anions in the crystal structure of 
Gd0.67Gd5Fe2C9: coordination around Fe by C- and C2-
ligands. 

15Fe8C26: light brown domains (is-
ovalue YD = 1.49) indicate covalent bonds Fe–C and lone 
pairs around the free ends of C2-pairs and monoatomic C, 
green domains (isovalue ΥD = 1.01) indicate multicenter 
metal-metal bonds.  
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ment the modulation vector yields q ≈ 1.486 
[010]* whereas the electron density (Fig. 11b) was 
fitted using two parameters describing occupancy 
and displacement of the Gd atoms. 

A more sophisticated refinement of the Gd par-
tial structure within the octahedral channels using 
single crystal data is in preparation. An isotypic 
series RE5.67Fe2C9 (RE = Y, Tb, Dy) of this new 
structure type has been prepared. The subcell pa-
rameters are listed in Table 2.  

The inverse magnetic susceptibility of 
Gd5.67Fe2C9 displays Curie-Weiss paramagnetism 
with μeff = 7.96μB/Gd-atom, a value similar to that 
of free Gd  ions with configuration 4f (see Fig. 
5). At T ≈ 25 K the Gd moments order ferromag-

netically. Electrical resistivity measurements of a 
bulk piece shows a decrease of ρ(Τ )  (ρ

B

3+ 7 

0 ≈ 
5.7 mΩ cm, ρ(300 K) = 3.2 mΩ cm) with increas-
ing temperature.  

X-ray absorption spectra at the Fe-K threshold 
resemble those of Dy15Fe8C26 indicating an oxida-
tion state close to +2 for Fe (see Fig. 6).  
 
 
Conclusions 
 
The crystal structures of Dy15Fe8C26 and 
Gd0.67Gd5Fe2C9 contain complex anions with small 
coordination numbers and low oxidation states of 
the iron atoms. The structural motives, e.g., tetra-
hedral and trigonal planar anionic units, in these 
compounds resemble those commonly found in 
carbometalates. Dy15Fe8C26 and Gd0.67Gd5Fe2C9 
are first examples of compounds in which tetrahe-
dral and trigonal planar units coexist in one crystal 
structure. Though our first results on the chemical 
bonding in these compounds indicate a close rela-
tionship to carbometalates [1] some unique aspects 
arising from the presence of C2 units are of great 
interest and call for further detailed studies. 
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Fig. 10: The crystal structure of Gd

 
 
Fig. 11: a) Octahedral channel of C atoms from C2-pairs 
enclosing Gd atoms in view along [100]. Their positions 
obtained from the single crystal structure refinement are 
best described by split atoms. b) Observed electron density 
maps of the modulated atoms from powder refinement 
(green dot indicates the position of modulated Gd atom) 
and c) modulation for these atoms. 

0.67Gd5Fe2C9 viewed 
along [010]. Octahedral channels (grey polyhedra, running 
along [010] by sharing common triangular faces) are 
formed by C2-units of neighbouring complex anions: tetra-
hedral chains Fe(C )2 4/2 (ball and stick representation) and 
trigonal planar FeC(C2) groups inside double chains 
formed from tricapped trigonal prisms of Gd (light red).
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Concerning Carbo Compounds: On the Nature of C2 Units 

Introduction 
 
Initially, our studies on rare earth carbometalates 
of transition metals, RxMyCz, were focused on 
compounds with monoatomic C units only. In the 
course of our extended studies of these systems we 
came across with novel compounds like La7Os4C9 
containing monoatomic and diatomic C2 units in 
their crystal structures [1]. This immediately raises 
the question about the chemical bonding in these 
units, and their possible classification in terms of 
simple model systems, i.e., C2

2–, C2
4–, C2

6–.  
For this purpose we have chosen to utilize meth-

ods based on complete position space partitioning 
as the QTAIM (quantum theory of atoms in mole-
cules) method [2] and the ELI-D (electron local-
izability indicator) partitioning. The underlying 
scalar fields, the electron density and ELI-D [3-6] 
are physically meaningful quantities, which de-
scribe certain aspects of the electronic behavior in 
position space. They do no explicitly depend on 
orbitals and basis sets and can, therefore, be evalu-
ated with any kind of basis set (e.g. Gaussian type 
of basis sets for molecules, plane wave basis sets 
for solids) at any reasonable level of theory (un-
correlated or correlated). For the present case, the 
results have been obtained on the basis of the elec-
tronic structure given by the LMTO-ASA method 
using DFT/LDA. 

On the other hand, for the characterization of the 
diatomic units in terms of a bond order, which is 
most commonly interpreted in terms of MO the-
ory, a COHP analysis is performed as well. 

In position space the situation is the following: 
A suitable way to define bond orders is to employ 
the delocalization index between two QTAIM 
basins. Unfortunately, this quantity which depends 
on the same-spin pair density is yet too compli-
cated to be calculated for solids. The raw ELI-D 
bond basin populations are not directly related to 
the formal bond order derived from the difference 
between the number of occupied bonding and 
antibonding MOs. It was shown that usage of a 
suitable reference system may yield effective bond 
orders which are consistent with interatomic force 

constants from lattice dynamical models fitted to 
experimental vibrational spectra [7]. Here, we first 
of all focus on CaC2 (tetragonal modification) as 
the prototype compound for a C2

2– unit. 
 
 
C2 in CaC2
 
The crystal structure of CaC2 in its tetragonal 
modification is easily described as body centred 
arrangement of Ca atoms and C2 units in parallel 
orientation. 

Taking into account the MO diagram of C2
2– 

with discrete orbitals σs, σ*s, σp, πp, with only 
the latter one being two-fold degenerate, the ob-
tained DOS exhibits a remarkably simple structure 
(Fig. 1a).  

At best three different regions (A, B, C) can be 
identified with B and C already slightly merged. 
For these regions the partial electron density and 

Frank R. Wagner, Enkhtsetseg Dashjav, Bambar Davaasuren, Guido Kreiner,  
Walter Schnelle, and Rüdiger Kniep 

Fig. 1: Tetragonal CaC2. (a)  total DOS and (b) COHP(C–C). 
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the corresponding pELI-D contributions have been 
calculated. For comparison the COHP curve for in-
teractions C–C has been calculated as well (Fig. 1b). 

The obtained partial electron density and pELI-
D diagrams can nicely be compared (Fig. 2). It can 
easily be seen that DOS part A yields C–C bonding 
contributions spatially concentrated in the inter-
nuclear region. From the large deviation from 
sphericity of the electron density around each C 
core a strong s–p mixing of this nominal C(s)–C(s) 
band (2e–/f.u.) can be inferred. For DOS part B 
(2 e–/f.u.) the same process leads to the lone-pair 
type region displayed by pELI-D instead of simply 
the σ*s antibonding orbitals. Consistent herewith, 
DOS part B has a low weight in COHP(C–C) dis-
playing only tiny antibonding contributions. DOS 
part B yields spatially less concentrated contribu-
tions compared to part A, although both contain 
the same number of electrons. This becomes clear 
by taking into account the different characteristics 
of the DOS contributions: one diatomic region for 
part A vs. two monoatomic regions for part B. The 
majority of electrons (6e–/f.u.) are contained in 
DOS part C. It displays strong contributions in the 
internuclear and the lone-pair region. No further 
features, e.g., π-type contributions which would 
lead to ring-shaped pELI-D contributions, have 
been resolved. Although it cannot be excluded that 
such features might indeed be resolved with a 
suitably chosen energy window in DOS part C, it 
would still be of minor interest, since no such 
topological feature is present in (total) ELI-D. 
Primarily those pELI-D features are meaningful 
that survive in ELI-D. All three diagrams sum up 
to yield the valence electrons’ pELI-distribution. It 
displays the C–C internuclear attractor and two 
lone-pair type attractors at the bond-opposed side 
seen for ELI-D as well. The lone-pair type regions 
of the C2 unit may serve as e–-donors for the Ca 
atoms.  

The extent and the polarity of such interactions 
can be determined from the ELI-D/QTAIM inter-
section procedure (Fig. 3): the ELI-D lone-pair 
type basin of the C2 units is intersected by the 
QTAIM atoms being displayed in Fig. 3a. As can 
be seen from Fig. 3b the lone pair type basin is 
intersected by five QTAIM Ca atoms in total: one 
on the C–C bond-opposed side, and four atoms 
surrounding the bond midpoint. The ELI-D attrac-
tor is located well inside the QTAIM carbon atom 
(Fig. 3a) which already signals that the lone-pair 
type basin mainly belongs to the C atom. 

Fig. 2: CaC2. Color-coded partial electron densities (left 
column) and corresponding pELI-D contributions (right 
column) for (a) and (b) DOS part A, (c) and (d) DOS part 
B, (e) and (f) DOS part C, (g) and (h) all valence electrons. 
Colored spheres indicate Ca (red) and C (black). For DOS 
parts see Fig. 1. 
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More quantitatively, integration of the electron 
density in these separate sub-basins yields that 
95% (2.99 e–) of the 3.13e– of the lone-pair type 
basin belong to the QTAIM C atom. The bond-
opposed Ca atom obtains 0.05e–, the other four Ca 
atoms in total 0.08e–. Thus, from this point of 
view, these ELI-D basins can well be classified to 
represent lone pairs rather than C–Ca bonds.  

In a similar way, the extent of participation of 
the four lateral Ca neighbors in the C–C bond 
basin can be evaluated. In total, only 2% of the 
electronic basin population are contained in four 
Ca QTAIM atoms. 

From the QTAIM partitioning effective atomic 
charges can be obtained. The QTAIM Ca atoms 
display an electronic population of 18.58e– 
(Ca1.4+), the QTAIM C atoms 6.71e– leading to a 
formulation according to C2

1.4–.  
From the ELI-D partitioning of space the total 

number of electrons for the C2 unit in CaC2 is 
calculated yielding 2 × 2.11e– (C core) + 2 × 
3.13e– (lone pair) + 3.26e– (bond) = 13.7e–. The 
conceptually missing 0.3e– are found in the Ca 3rd 
shell which is a known chemical bonding effect. 
This shows that even for this quite ionic case, the 
electron counting for the C2 unit using the ELI-D 
basin populations still misses part of the electrons 
compared to the formal electronic book keeping in 
the oxidation number procedure.  
 
 
 

C2 in La7Os4C9
 
The crystal structure of this compound [1] is built 
from polymeric units 1

∞ [Os4(C2)2C5] running along 
[101] of the monoclinic unit cell with the La spe-
cies in-between (Fig. 4). The polymer is composed 
of alternating Os(C2)C2 and OsC3 units with the 
transition metal in distorted trigonal planar coordi-
nation. The C–C distance (131 pm) within the C2 
units is slightly shorter than the value of a com-
mon double bond. 

The total density of states reveals five separated 
DOS regions, A1, B1, A2, B2, and C (Fig. 5a). 
From the local DOS projections (Fig. 5b) and 
COHP(C–C) diagrams (Fig 5c) it is evident that 
regions A1, A2 and C contain electron density 
associated with the C2 units, while regions B1 and 
B2 are related to the monoatomic C species and 
will not be discussed here.  

The partial density and pELI-D contributions for 
A1, A2 and C are displayed in Fig. 6. Similar to 
CaC2 the energetically lowest DOS part A1 with 
4e–/f.u. describes C–C bonds with strong mixing 
of C(p) functions into the nominal σs orbitals. This 
results in a high accumulation of charge density in 
the internuclear region and a local maximum of the 
corresponding pELI-D distribution at the bond 
midpoint. DOS part A2 (4e–/f.u.) contains the 
nominal σ*s states. As in CaC2, sizable s–p mixing 
leads to the creation of a lone-pair type region. 
However, this situation holds only for that carbon 
atom C(Os) of the C2 unit which is coordinated to 
an Os atom. For the other carbon atom C(La) that 

Fig. 3: CaC2. Slices display color-coded ELI-D values 
according to color map; light brown ELI-D isosurfaces 
represent ELI-D 1.60-localization domains for C–C bond 
and C2 lone-pair type basins. (a) QTAIM basins of Ca (half 
cut by unit cell edge) and C atoms; (b) ELI-D/QTAIM 
intersection of a carbon lone-pair type basin. Red intersec-
tions belong to Ca QTAIM atoms. The grey translucent 
region belongs to the C QTAIM atom 

 

Fig. 4: La7Os4C9. Crystal structure viewed along [010] 
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is coordinated by La atoms exclusively a lone-
pair type region is created as well, but by states 
at higher energies, i.e., DOS part C. The latter 
contains the majority of the valence electrons 
(65e–/f.u. out of 89e–/f.u.) and yields not only 
C–C πp type interactions, but also metal–metal 
interactions the most prominent of which turned 
out to be of multicenter type Os–La [1]. In the 
valence electron pELI-D (Fig. 6h) and in (total) 
ELI-D (Fig. 7a-c) the described chemical features 
of ELI-D can be seen. The fact, that the two lone-
pair type regions of the C2 units are built from 
energetically different parts of the DOS points to 
significantly different bonding interactions C–La 
and C–Os. This is further evaluated using the ELI-
D/QTAIM intersection procedure. 

 

In Fig. 7a the QTAIM basins of the C2 unit and 
its neighboring metal atoms within the plane are 
presented. The QTAIM basin of carbon atom 
C(La) is exclusively connected to three La atoms 
within the plane, while atom C(Os) is connected to 
two QTAIM La atoms and additionally to one 
QTAIM Os atom in an end-on position. Approxi-
mately above and below the bond midpoint two 
further QTAIM La atoms have contact with both 
QTAIM carbon atoms. The top surfaces of the 
latter have been removed in Fig. 7a to allow a 
better view on the ELI-D distribution inside. The 
result of the intersection procedure for the lone-
pair type ELI-D basins is shown in Fig. 7b.  

Integration of the electron density inside the dis-
played separate parts of the corresponding ELI-D 
basin yields two chemically distinct pictures for 
the lone-pair type ELI-D basins. The one being 
exclusively intersected by La atoms displays an 
electronic population of 3.9e– of which 94% are 
contained inside the QTAIM carbon atom. The 
remaining 5% are contained within the five inter-
secting QTAIM La atoms. Similarly, the electronic 
population of the other lone-pair type ELI-D basin 
is 3.9e–. Hereof, 85% are contained within the 
QTAIM carbon atom. The attached Os atom cuts 
out 11% of the basin population, the remaining 4% 
belong to four attached QTAIM La atoms. 

Fig. 5: La7Os4C9. (a) total DOS, (b ) local DOS projections 
and (c) COHP(C–C). 

Fig. 6: La7Os4C9. Color-coded partial electron densities 
(left column) and corresponding pELI-D contributions 
(right column) for (a) and (b) DOS part A1, (c) and (d) 
DOS part A2, (e) and (f) DOS part C, (g) and (h) all va-
lence electrons. For DOS parts see Fig. 5. 
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Thus, the carbon lone-pair type ELI-D basin 
pointing to La atoms can be considered a “true 
lone pair” with negligible intersections by other 
atoms (1% per La on average). The other C lone-
pair type basin pointing to an Os atom displays a 
significant intersection (11%) by the QTAIM Os 
atom. Consequently, it is no longer to be consid-
ered a lone pair, but a feature of a polar donor–
acceptor interaction. This result is consistent with 
our earlier conclusions (based on COHP analyses) 
about the different extent of the covalent interac-
tion between carbon and transition metal atoms 
compared to carbon and rare-earth metal atoms in 
rare earth carbometalates [8]. 

As a consequence of the different behavior of 
their “lone pairs”, the carbon atoms of the C2 unit 
turn out to be quite different as well. Although the 
QTAIM carbon atom C(Os) has “lost” part of its 
lone-pair population, it displays the higher 
QTAIM basin population of 7.2e– compared to 
6.7e– for C(La). The reason is the very different 
partitioning of the bond basin population of 2.6e–, 
out of which C(Os) obtains 1.7e– while C(La) 
obtains only 0.9e–. For the QTAIM atom C(Os) the 
“loss” of 0.3e– from the lone-pair basin is over-
compensated by a gain of 0.8e– due to the bond 
basin partitioning. The emerging picture is in ac-
cord with the well accepted Dewar-Chatt-
Duncanson concept in the framework of MO the-
ory for the chemical bonding of CO (isoelectronic 
to C2

2–) to an electron-rich transition metal. The σ-
donor functionality of the coordinated carbon atom 
is accompanied by a π-acceptor capability, which 
leads to a “back-donation” of charge density and a 
weakening of the C–O bond due to occupation of 
antibonding orbitals. Interestingly, in the present 
case the net charge effect of the charge back-
donation is stronger than that of the donation, and 
the metal-coordinating C atom displays the higher 
electronic population.  

In summary, the C2 unit is found to consist of 
substantially distinct QTAIM atoms, C1.2– and 
C0.7–, which display polar homoatomic bonding 
with a bond basin population of 2.6e–. Only one of 
the two bond-opposed “lone-pair” type basins can 
really be considered a lone pair, while the other 
one forms a polar donor–acceptor bond with one 
Os atom. For an even further investigation of the 
bonding mechanism in position space the above 
mentioned delocalization indices would be very 
useful, but are still not available for crystalline 
compounds. 
 
 
A chance for a classification? 
 
From the QTAIM partitioning an effective elec-
tronic charge according to C2

1.9– is obtained for the 
C2 units in La7Os4C9. Although it might be tempt-
ing to take the next higher integer value, i.e. C2

2–, 
for the formal charge assignment it should be done 
with caution. The reference compound CaC2 yields 
C2

1.4– units from the QTAIM partitioning. A classi-
fication of these C2 species according to formal 
C2

2– can be regarded as a linear scaling (an arbi-

Fig. 7: La7Os4C9. Analysis of C2 units: (a) QTAIM basins 
for local environment, (b) ELI-D/QTAIM intersection of C 
lone pair type basins (green part belongs to QTAIM Os, 
red parts belong to QTAIM La atoms), (c) ELI-D/QTAIM 
intersection of the C–C internuclear basin. 
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trary assumption) of the effective charge –1.4 by a 
factor of 2/1.4 = 1.43. Using this scale factor, ob-
tained on the basis of an arbitrary assumption, for 
the C2 species in La7Os4C9 yields a scaled value of 
–2.7 for the effective charge –1.9, which is still 
closer to C2

2– than to C2
4–.  

On the other hand, a different way of electron 
counting from position space partitioning can be 
performed using ELI-D basin populations and 
attributing these to one atom completely. Counting 
the total number of electrons for the C2 species in 
La7Os4C9 according to 2 × 2.13e– (C core) + 2 × 
3.92e– (lone pair) + 2.56e– (bond) = 14.7e– reveals 
an excess population of 1.0e– over the reference 
C2

2– unit in CaC2. Even if one neglects that for 
participation of transition metal atoms a higher 
charge transfer into the metal’s penultimate shell 
than in the CaC2 case would not be unexpected, 
this result clearly rules out the classical C2

2– sce-
nario in La7Os4C9. 

This demonstrates the difficulty to obtain from 
“true” charge values the conceptual, formal ones 
[9]. At least to date there is no fundamental pre-
scription of how to achieve it.  

The same is true for the bond order. Since it 
represents no quantum mechanical observable, 
different definitions are possible and do exist. 

In MO theory the simplest definition of a bond 
order between atoms X just employs the sum of 
X–X bonding minus the sum of X–X antibonding 
orbitals. According to this, in the isolated C2

2– 
(isoelectronic to N2) unit no antibonding π∗ orbi-
tals are occupied, while in the isolated C2

4– 
(isoelectronic to O2) half of the antibonding π* 
orbitals are occupied. In both molecules the σp and 
πp orbitals are fully occupied yielding formal bond 
orders of 3 and 2 for C2

2– and C2
4–, respectively. 

For the C2 units in La7Os4C9 the COHP(C–C) 
curves for the σp and the two πp interactions indi-
cate a roughly 75% occupation of σ bonding levels 

and about 10% population of antibonding 
π∗ orbitals yielding a formal bond order of about 
2.5.  

From the ELI-D partitioning there are found 
0.8e– more in the C2 lone-pair type basins and 
0.6e– less in the C–C bonding basin compared to 
CaC2. Calculating a type of effective bond order 
from the ratio between the bond basin populations 
of the reference and the actual C2 unit (similar as 
in [7]) yields 3 × 2.56 / 3.25 = 2.4 which is 
roughly the same as obtained from COHP analysis. 
Thus, although there is only one lone pair type of 
attractor for each C atom of the C2 species as in 
CaC2, the C2 species in La7Os4C9 displays an ef-
fective bond order between that of C2

2– and C2
4–. 

Based on all these findings a classification of the 
present C2 units is not attempted. Further system-
atic work on compounds containing C2 units is 
necessary in order to establish a meaningful classi-
fication scheme. 
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Sr2Ni3 – A Strontium Subnickelide ?  

The chemistry of ternary and higher nitridometa-
lates is a long-running research project at our insti-
tute [1,2]. In the previous scientific report we pre-
sented results on compounds in the system Sr-Ni-
C-N [1]. To investigate the phase formation in this 
quaternary system pelletized mixtures of the ele-
ments and binary alkaline-earth nitrides were pref-
erentially used. Our current investigations on the N 
species in these quaternary nitridometalates by use 
of 15N-MAS-NMR spectroscopy necessitate the 
absolute absence of elemental Ni in the samples, a 
requirement not completely fulfilled by the current 
methods of synthesis. Therefore, alternate routes of 
preparation were investigated, one of them employ-
ing intermetallic compounds as starting materials. 

The binary system Sr-Ni was first investigated in 
1966 [3]. According to this study, SrNi is the only 
intermediate phase [4] (X-ray diffraction pattern 
indexed with a hexagonal unit cell, a = 332 pm, c 
= 701 pm [3]; no further structural information). 
Thus, SrNi might have been an ideal starting mate-
rial for the synthesis of strontium nitridometalates.  

From our first DTA experiments (Fig. 1) the ex-
istence of SrNi (melting point 860°C, incongruent, 
[3]) could not be confirmed. Instead, a new phase 
(Sr2Ni3, P m13  (Nr. 164), a = 412.617(1) pm, c = 
868.567(1) pm) was obtained. In addition, the 
investigations did not give any evidence towards 

the existence of further intermediate phases in the 
binary system up to now. Literature data [3,4] as 
well as our preliminary results are summarized in 
figure 2.  
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Fig. 1: Difference thermal analysis (DTA) of a sample of 
nominal composition SrNi. 

Fig. 2: The binary system Sr-Ni: Summary of literature 
data [3,4] and our preliminary results (red). 
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For the preparation of Sr2Ni3 elemental strontium 
and nickel are mixed in the molar ratio 2:3, pellet-
ized, sealed in a niobium tube under argon, and 
heated in a high-frequency furnace at 1300 °C for 
10 minutes. Subsequent annealing at 600°C for 
48 hrs results in single phase samples with a metal-
lic luster. Microprobe investigations of a polished 
sample of nominal composition SrNi prepared in 
the same manner showed homogeneous regions 
with molar ratio Sr:Ni = 2:3 besides strontium-rich 
regions at the grain boundaries. DTA measurements 
yield 709 °C for the eutectic temperature and 
941 °C for the peritectic decomposition of Sr2Ni3.  

Sr2Ni3 is a metallic phase showing Pauli-
paramagnetism. XAS investigations on Sr2Ni3 
(Fig. 3) indicate a particular valence state for Ni, 
clearly different from characteristic Ni0, NiI, or 
NiII states. Further discussions on the electronic 
structure of Sr2Ni3 are presented below.  

The crystal structure of Sr2Ni3 (P m13  (Nr. 164), 
a = 412.617(1) pm, c = 868.567(1) pm, Fig. 4) 
was solved from synchrotron diffraction powder 
data and represents a new structure type.  



 

 

The dominant structural motif consists of corru-
gated Ni layers (Fig. 5), which are separated along 
[001] by planar double layers of strontium. The 
degree of the corrugation corresponding to the dis-
placement of Nit from z = 0 was determined as 36 
pm. The designation Nio and Nit refers to the octa-
hedral and tetrahedral strontium coordination of the 
nickel species within the respective voids of the hcp 
strontium arrangement. The complete coordination 
sphere around Nio is built up by 6 Sr and 6 Nit; Nit 
is surrounded by 3 Nio, 3 Nit and 4 Sr, whereas Sr 
features 3 Nio, 4 Nit and 9 Sr as nearest neighbors.  

Distances Ni–Ni (241-249 pm) and Sr–Sr 
(413 pm within layers, 446 pm between layers) in 
Sr2Ni3 correspond well with values from the ele-
ments (Ni: 244 pm [5], Sr: 430 pm [6]); distances 
Sr-Ni range between 282 pm and 342 pm.  

An alternate description of the crystal structure 
of Sr2Ni3 is based on the hexagonal close packed 
arrangement of the strontium atoms. The mode of 
occupation of tetrahedral and octahedral voids by 
nickel is schematically shown in Fig. 6 combined 
with related situations in other compounds. 

The largest topological similarity with Sr2Ni3 is 
observed for Al3Ni2 [7]: both phases crystallize in 
the space group P m13  and are isopunctual with-
out being strictly isotypic. The differences in the 
atomic positions are listed in Table 1.  

Fig. 3: X-ray absorption (XAS) spectra at the Ni K-edge of 
Sr3Ni2 and reference compounds containing Ni0, NiI, and 
NiII, respectively. 

Fig. 4: Crystal structure of Sr2Ni3. Atoms located outside 
the unit cell are represented as transparent spheres. Tetra-
hedral and octahedral coordination of nickel by strontium 
(Nit and Nio, respectively) is emphasized. 

 
Fig. 5: Corrugated Ni layer in the crystal structure of 
Sr2Ni3, top: view along [001], bottom: side view of the 
section highlighted in grey. 

Wyckoff Sr2Ni3 Al3Ni2

2d Sr, z = 0.7171(1) Al, z = 0.648 
1a Nio Alo

2d Nit, z =0.0420(1) Nit, z = 0.149 

Table 1: Comparison of atomic positions in the crystal 
structures of Sr2Ni3 and Al3Ni2 [7]. 

Fig. 6: Occupation of tetrahedral (t) and octahedral (o) 
voids in the crystal structures of Sr2Ni3, Al3Ni2, and Sr2N, 
respectively. Empty voids are represented by . 
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The QTAIM Sr atoms in Sr2N form a double 
layer of mutually touching Sr QTAIM basins (Fig. 
9 bottom). The QTAIM N atoms are found to be 
separated from each other. Similarly in Sr2Ni3 only 
the QTAIM Sr atoms of neighbouring double lay-
ers touch each other. Their contact in [001] direc-
tion is inhibited by the Ni layers. In these, the 
QTAIM basins of Nio species (green in Fig. 9 top) 
are only in contact with the Nit species (blue in 
Fig. 9 top).  

The bonding for the peculiar inter-layer-type Sr–
Sr contact was analyzed employing ELI-D (Fig. 
10). The unification of the 1st to 4th shell ELI-D 
basin set yields the Sr core superbasin. The elec-
tronic populations (1.7 for both) for these super-
basins are almost identical, and the sizes (Sr2Ni3: 
14.7 × 106 pm3 and Sr2N: 16.5 × 106 pm3) are very 
similar in Sr2Ni3 and Sr2N. Inside the Sr–Sr inter-

Fig. 7: Topological comparison of the crystal structures of 
Al3Ni2 (top) and Sr2Ni3 (bottom). Δzx corresponds to the 
interlayer distance between filled double layers. 

Fig. 8: Topological comparison of the crystal structures of 
Sr2Ni3 (top) and Sr2N (bottom). 
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The Sr atoms given by the QTAIM method carry 
a positive charge of +0.8 and +1.2 for Sr2Ni3 and 
Sr2N, respectively. Thus the Ni and the N atoms 
display the negative charges as expected from the 
electronegativity scale [10] (ENSr = 0.95, ENNi = 
1.91, ENN = 3.04). The volume demand of the Sr 
atoms is similar in both compounds with values of 
36 × 106 pm3 in Sr2Ni3 and 34 × 106 pm3 in Sr2N.  

As shown in Fig. 7, the distance between the 
double layers in Sr2Ni3 (ΔzSr = 0.434) is consid-
erably larger than in Al3Ni2 (ΔzAl = 0.296); the 
small interlayer distance (ΔzAl) of the occupied 
double layers in the crystal structure of Al3Ni2 leads 
to an enlargement of the coordination sphere of Ni 
in Al3Ni2 from tetrahedral to CN(Ni) = 5.  

The electronic structure of Sr2Ni3 was calculated 
at the DFT/LDA level of theory employing the 
FPLO program system. A chemical bonding analy-
sis has been carried out in position space on the 
basis of topological analyses (utilizing the program 
DGrid) of the electron density (Quantum theory of 
atoms in molecules, QTAIM method), which yields 
uniquely defined atomic regions, and on the basis of 
the electron localizability indicator ELI-D [8], lead-
ing to uniquely defined bonding regions. Due to the 
striking similarity of their crystal structures (Fig. 8), 
the results for Sr2Ni3 are compared with those of 
Sr2N, which have already been published earlier [9]. 



 

 

layer region a band of higher localizability with 
ELI-D attractors is found in both compounds. 
While the volume demand of the corresponding 
basin sets is rather similar (Sr2Ni3: 37.8 × 106 pm3 
and Sr2N: 31.3 × 106 pm3) in both compounds, the 
electronic population is twice as large (Sr2Ni3: 
1.4 e–, Sr2N: 0.7 e–) in Sr2Ni3. This is due to the 
less ionic Sr–Ni bonding compared with Sr–N, 
which is also indicated by separate multicenter Sr–
Ni bonding features (Fig. 10 top) visualized as 
separate 1.02-localization domains pointing from 
the Ni atoms towards the ELI-D attractors of the 
Sr interlayer band.  

Taking into account the structural similarities, 
the physical properties and the electronic structure 
calculations, Sr2Ni3 may be regarded as a sub-
nickelide in a similar sense as discussed for the 
subnitride Sr2N [11], as well as for the mixed-
valency subnitrides Sr4N3 [12] and (Ca7N4)Mx 
[13]. From the point of view of electron counting 
and charge balancing of chemical formulae the 
subvalent state of the alkaline earth components in 

these nitrides was best described as AE1.5+. Ap-
plied to the intermetallic compound Sr2Ni3 this 
ionic picture would lead to (Sr1.5+)2(Ni–)3. The 
significance of this mode of electron counting will 
also be a subject of our future research on this 
class of compounds. 

Fig. 9: QTAIM basins for Sr2Ni3 (top) and Sr2N (bot
Sr basins (red), N basins (green), Nio basins (pale green),
Ni t basins (blue). 

Fig. 10: ELI-D diagrams for Sr2Ni3 (top) and Sr2N (bot-
tom): Sr (yellow), Ni (red), N (green). Sr2Ni3: 1.02-
localization domains of ELI-D display the interlayer Sr–Sr 
and a separate multicenter Ni–Sr bonding feature. Sr2N: 
1.12-localization domains of ELI-D displaying the inter-
layer Sr–Sr bonding. 

tom):
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The crystal structures of intermetallic compounds 
are often described in a traditional crystal-
chemical manner as being built of structural seg-
ments having different dimensionality and perio-
dicity, such as atomic chains (1D, one-periodic) or 
columns (3D, one-periodic), layers (2D, two-
periodic) or slabs (3D, two-periodic), clusters (3D, 
zero-periodic) or frameworks (3D, three-periodic). 
For the majority of inorganic compounds such an 
interpretation is based on the understanding of 
atomic interactions which, in general, are different 
within and between the structural segments. In 
case of intermetallic compounds the selection of 
these structural segments is not obvious. They are 
mainly defined by geometrical factors, like axis 
ratio (e.g., layers are often perpendicular to the 
shortest lattice parameter), or from the analysis of 
the shortest (homoatomic or homodesmic) dis-
tances, as for boron layers in aluminium diboride 
Al0.9B2 and its derivatives. 

The analysis of the chemical bonding in real 
space developed at the MPI CPfS (cf. chapter 
Theoretical aspects of electron localizability) 
opens new opportunities in understanding and de-
scription of intermetallic compounds. Several ex-

Here, we present examples for which the conse-
quent application of the electron localizability ap-
proach paves the way for a shift of paradigm in the 
understanding of the known structural patterns or 
of the well known intermetallic phases. 
Electronic structure calculations were carried out 
using the program package TB-LMTO-ASA [1]. 
Details of the calculations are described in the 
original publications. The electron localizability 
indicator (ELI, ϒ ) [2] was evaluated in the ELI-D 
representation according to Refs. [3,4]. To this 
end, an ELI-D module was implemented into the 
TB–LMTO–ASA [1] program package. It allows 

the calculation of the partial ELI-D contributions 
from different energy ranges in the electronic den-
sity of states (DOS). For isolated atoms, relativis-
tic ZORA calculations were performed with the 
ADF code [5] using the TZ2P basis set. ELI-D and 
electron density were analyzed using the program 
Basin [6] with consecutive integration of the elec-
tron density in basins. These basins are bound by 
zero-flux surfaces in the ELI-D or electron density 
gradient field. In case of ELI-D such a treatment 
resembles the procedure proposed by F. R. W. 
Bader for the electron density [7].  
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amples are discussed in the chapters The Nature of
Sr2Ni3 – a Strontium Subnickelide?Laves Phases and

Representatives of the structure types YCrB4 and
Y2ReB6 are known as crystal-chemical derivatives
of the structural motif of aluminium diboride.
While in Al0.9B2 boron atoms form planar layers of
regular hexagons, in the prototype structures of
YCrB4 and Y2ReB6 they are arranged in planar
nets of edge-condensed penta-, hexa- and hepta-
gons (Fig. 1, top). The metal atoms are located be-
tween the boron layers (yttrium – in front of boron
heptagons, transition metals – in front of boron
pentagons). In this way these structural patterns
are interpreted as layered segments (two-
dimensional) suggesting that the atomic interac-
tions between and within the layers are different.
However, the discovery of the compound
Mg2Rh1 xBB6+2x and the analysis of the chemical
bonding [8] raised first doubts in such an interpre-
tation. It was found, that the rhodium atoms are
partially replaced by boron pairs which clearly in-
terconnect the boron nets to a 3D framework.
Thus, electronically and chemically, rhodium at-
oms and boron pairs should play a similar role [8].
The direct confirmation of the special behavior of
the transition metals in the YCrB4 derivatives was
obtained by the analysis of the chemical bonding
in TmAlB4 [9] and in the new series of compounds
RERhB4 (RE = Y, Dy – Lu) [10].  

–



 
The distribution of ELI (originally, the results on 

the electron localization function were published 
[9]) reveals maxima within the boron nets as fin-
gerprints of direct (covalent) bonding. The 
maxima are located between the neighbouring bo-
ron atoms, and their electron populations are 1.5 - 
2.5 per bond. This suggests the formation of two-
electron–two-centre bonds within the boron nets. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 1: Crystal structure of TmAlB4 (YCrB4 structure type): 
(top) traditional interpretation as a stacking of planar bo-
ron layers with the metal atoms located in-between; (mid-
dle) isosurface of ELI-D (ϒ D = 1.65), visualizing two-
center bonds between the boron atoms as well as between 
the aluminium and boron atoms;(bottom) quantum chemi-
cal interpretation as a 3D aluminium-boron network with 
Tm atoms in the cages. 
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In addition, maxima of ELI-D were found between
the boron atoms of the pentagonal rings and the
aluminium atoms (Fig. 1, middle), revealing a
similar character of the atomic interactions within
and between the planar boron nets. These findings
profoundly change  understanding of the crystal
structure of TmAlB4: The original picture of an ar-
rangement of distinct layers needs to be modified
to one with a three-dimensional framework formed
by covalently bonded boron and aluminium atoms
with Tm atoms trapped in the cages of the frame-
work (Fig. 1, bottom). 

The formation of additional Al-B bonds explains
the relative stability of the structural segments in-
cluding the pentagonal boron rings and allows to
understand the local disorder in the crystal struc-
ture which is manifested in form of micro-
twinning (~1 vol. %) found by precise crystal
structure determination. The local disorder leads to
the appearance of new atomic environments for
Tm and causes complex magnetic ordering behav-
ior (several magnetic anomalies have been ob-
served at low temperatures) which otherwise could
not be understood on the basis of a completely or-
dered crystal structure with one crystallographic
position for the thulium atoms [9]. 

The findings on TmAlB B4 raised the question
whether the formation of the three-dimensional
network is a special feature of this particular com-
pound, or a general tendency among the represen-
tatives of the YCrB4 type. Further analysis was
performed on the series of new compounds
RERhB4 (RE = Y, Dy – Lu), with emphasis on the
Y and Yb representatives [10].  

In order to shed light on the character of the in-
teraction between the boron substructure and the
metal species in the crystal structures of YRhB4
and YbRhBB4 the charges of the QTAIM (Quantum
Theory of Atoms in Molecules) atoms were calcu-
lated by integration of the total electron density
within the atomic basins obtained by the topologi-
cal analysis of the electronic density. Whereas the
rare-earth metals clearly serve as cations (Y
and Yb ), the Rh (Rh ) behaves more similar
to boron (calculated charges are between B  and
B ). Already the fact that the charge transfer
from rhodium to the boron network is around zero
suggests covalent bonding in this region in agree-
ment with the small electronegativity difference
between boron and rhodium. In the topology of
ELI-D, this interaction is manifested not by forma-
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Fig. 2: Electron localizability indicator in YRhB4 (YCrB4 
structure type): (top) isosurface of ELI-D (ϒ D = 1.73), 
visualizing two-center bonds between the boron atoms in 
the planar nets; (middle) ELI-D distribution in the (001) 
plane; (bottom) ELI-D distribution in the plane at x = ¾. 
The structuring of the penultimate shells of yttrium and 
rhodium indicates their participation at the interactions in 
the valence region forming the 3D [RhBB4] polyanion. 
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tion of a designated ELI-D attractor, as usually
done in the ELI representation, but in the structur-
ing of the penultimate shell (Fig. 2, middle and
bottom) [11,12]. A merely ‘flat’ region of ELI-D is
observed on the Rh-B contacts at the positions
where separated attractors may be expected, as it
was found between the Al and B positions in
TmAlB4B . This observation is in agreement with the
previous bonding analyses for the intermetallic
rhodium compounds RhBi4 [13], Rh3Bi14,
RhBi12Br2 [14], Rh4Ga21 and Rh3Ga16 [15], where
either less pronounced attractors or mere structur-
ing of the penultimate Rh shell were found as fin-
gerprints for the Rh-Bi or Rh-Ga interactions. The

direct boron-boron bonds are clearly visualized by
ELI-D (Fig. 2, top).  

Thus, YRhB4 and YbRhB4 can be described as a
covalently bonded 3D polyanion containing planar
nets of threefold bonded boron atoms intercon-
nected by rhodium atoms with the Y or Yb cations
captured in the cavities of the polyanion. Such an
electronic structure of the polyanionic network ap-
pears to be very stable: the boron-boron distances
do not vary noticeably for different RE compo-
nents. However, there is no correlation between
the B–B bond length and the respective electron
population of the according basin in the ELI repre-
sentation. 

The heavier homologues of boron—aluminium
and gallium—rarely form intermetallic compounds
which are isotypic with the boron representatives.
Rather, they often result in compounds with a
similar topology of the lattice. In particular, the
compounds with high Ga (Al) content are often
interpreted as layered. This applies to the represen-
tatives of the structure type CeFe2Al8. The ortho-
rhombic crystal structure has one relatively short
lattice parameter and is traditionally described
with two different types of flat layers perpendicu-
lar to [001]. In case of the recently investigated
compounds EuT2Ga8 (T = Co, Rh, Ir), one layer
contains only gallium atoms, the second one is oc-
cupied by gallium, rhodium and europium (Fig.
3, top).  

Striking features of the ELI-D diagram are the
spherical regions of high ELI-D values around the
atomic nuclei, highlighting the atomic shell struc-
ture, as well as the ELI-D maxima between the Ga
atoms forming pentagonal prisms centered by the
Eu atoms. The latter can be seen as a signature of
the covalent bonding between the Ga atoms, simi-
lar to the boron-boron bonds in TmAlB4 or
RERhB4 above.  

Analogous to the boron compounds, the penul-
timate ELI-D shells of Rh (fourth shell) and Eu
(fifth shell) are structured (Eu – strongly, Rh –
less), i.e., they deviate from spherical symmetry
which is characteristic for non-interacting isolated
atoms. This was quantified by the structuring in-
dex ε (ε is the difference between the highest ELI-
D value in the examined shell and the ELI-D value
at which the localization domain is without a
‘hole’ [12]). The respective indices for ELI-D are
ε_Rh = 0.04 (fourth shell, average for two atoms)
and ε_Eu = 0.40 (5th shell) compared to an average



 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Crystal structure and bonding in EuRh2Ga8: (top) 
atomic layers and shortest Ga-Ga (green) and Rh-Ga 
(pink) contacts in projection along [001]; (middle) elec-
tronic DOS with partial contributions of atomic states; 
(bottom) ELI-D distribution along the lines given in red in 
the top figure – total ELI-D (black) with partial contribu-
tions of different energy regions of the DOS. The latter 
visualize the contributions of the electrons of the penulti-
mate shells of Eu and Rh in the boding interactions in the 
valence region. 
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ε_Ga = 0.015 for the third shells of the Ga atoms.
Structuring of the inner ELI-D shells is shown to
be an indication for their participation in the bond-
ing [11,12].  

ELI-D points to the presence of attractors in the
vicinity of the Rh and Ga atoms. Either ring-
shaped localization domains are observed, or the
attractors are located within the gallium shell
around the rhodium atoms. The localization do-
mains for these attractors are grouped around the
Ga atoms. Additional ELI-D attractors are found
between the Ga atoms forming pentagonal prisms.
Altogether, the Rh and Ga atoms form a network
polyanion with (possibly) polar covalent bonds.
The polar character of these bonds is characterized
by the charge transfer between the QTAIM Rh and
Ga atoms. Europium species are located in the
cavities of the polyanion. The integration of the
electron density within the four inner ELI-D shells
of the Eu species (atomic core) yields a charge
transfer of 1.6 electrons to the Rh-Ga network and
reveals an ionic interaction between the europium
cation and the [Rh2Ga8] polyanion. However, the
observed charge transfer is less than the 1.9 elec-
trons in the valence shell determined from the ELI-
D distribution for a free Eu atom. This, together
with the structuring of the fifth ELI-D shell of Eu
in EuRh2Ga8, points towards an additional bonding
interaction between Eu and the Rh-Ga network. A
more detailed analysis of this interaction is con-
ducted by means of the partial ELI-D contribu-
tions.  

ELI-D can be seen—in a simplistic view—as a
charge needed to form a fixed fraction of an elec-
tron pair. It is given by the product of the electron
density and the volume required by that pair frac-
tion (so called pair-volume function) [16]. Now,
the charge can be decomposed into contributions,
for instance from states belonging to a certain
energy range in the electronic DOS. The product
of such density contributions and the correspond-
ing pair-volume function yields the contribution of
the particular energy range to the total ELI-D, the
so-called partial ELI-D [12,17]. Of course, in this
representation the sum of all partial ELI-D contri-
butions must yield the total ELI-D, in the same
way as the sum of all partial electron density con-
tributions must result in the total electron density.
Thus, such a decomposition of ELI-D into contri-
butions is exact and consistent.  



 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 4: o-Co4Al13 - from an approximant to a cage com-
pound: (top) atomic layers along [100] and the shortest 
Co-Al contacts; (middle, upper part) ELI distribution be-
tween the layers visualizing the covalently bonded Co-Al 
3D framework; (middle, lower part) ELI distribution at y . 
0.75 revealing formation of the covalently bonded Co-Al-
Co groups; (bottom) clathrate-like organization of the crys-
tal structure as obtained from the bonding analysis. 
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For the analysis the contributions of three differ-
ent regions were computed, –11 eV ≤ E ≤ –5 eV, –
5 eV ≤ E ≤ –1 eV, and –1 eV ≤ E ≤ EF, respec-
tively (cf. electronic DOS in Fig. 3, middle). The
states from the lowest (valence) energy range
(contributions of Ga atomic states) participate in
ELI-D mainly (around 50%) between the Ga at-
oms as well as in the outer regions of the Ga
prisms. The partial ELI-D contributions from the
second energy range (atomic Rh(d) and Ga(p) lev-
els) indicate that the ELI-D maxima between Rh
and Ga result to a large extent from the interaction
between these atomic levels (around 50% partici-
pation, cf. line Eu – attractor of the Ga6-Ga7 bond
in Fig. 3, bottom). The partial ELI-D computed
from the states within the highest energy range
(1 eV below the Fermi level) nicely confirms that
the structuring of the fifth Eu shell is due to the f
states. In addition, it reveals the clear participation
of the Eu( f )  states in the bonding interaction to-
wards the Rh or Ga atoms of the equatorial ring of
the coordination sphere of Eu (Fig. 3, bottom, Eu-
Ga4 line). Thus, both lines above visualize the in-
teraction between Eu and the [Rh2Ga8] polyanion.
In both cases, the contributions of the highest en-
ergy range of the DOS to the ELI-D in the bonding
region are remarkably large: in case of the Eu –
Ga4 line, the contribution is around 17%, in case
of the line Eu – attractor Ga6-Ga7 it is 12%. 

In total, despite the pronounced layered appear-
ance of the crystal structure, the chemical bonding
analysis for EuRh2Ga8 reveals the formation of a
3D [Rh2Ga8] polyanion by Ga-Ga and polar Rh-Ga
bonds. Europium shows two types of interactions
with the polyanion. The first one is more of ionic
nature with a charge transfer from europium to the
Ga-Ga bonds in the first coordination shell. The
second type is caused by participation of the elec-
trons of the fifth shell of europium in the bonding
(mainly in the equatorial plane of the coordination
sphere, layer two above with mixed occupation). 

The compound o-Co4Al13 attracts special atten-
tion because of its structural features. Although its
unit cell is relatively small in comparison with
other representatives of the complex metallic alloy
phases family (CMA, cf. chapter Complex Metallic
Alloys), the crystal structure possesses all charac-
teristics of a CMA: large number of atoms in the
unit cell, local atomic disorder, and atomic ar-
rangements with pseudo-pentagonal symmetry [18].
The crystal structure of o-Co4Al13 is traditionally



 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 5: 27Al NMR spectroscopic evidence of two different 
kinds of Al atoms in o-Co4Al13. The majority signal A re-
flects the Al framework atoms, the minority signal B repre-
sents the Co-Al-Co groups. The shift of the signal B by ro-
tation of the single crystal around [001] (right) and 
constant behaviour by rotation around [100] (left) are in 
agreement with the orientation of the Co-Al-Co group 
along [100]. 
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interpreted as comprising atomic layers perpen-
dicular to [100]. Due to the (pseudo) penta- and
decagonal arrangements of the atoms within these
layers, o-Co4Al13 is considered as one of the sim-
plest approximants to the decagonal quasicrystals.  

For detailed structural investigation and meas-
urements of physical properties, high-quality sin-
gle crystals of o-Co4Al13 were prepared by Bridg-
man and Czochralski methods in the groups of
Prof. P. Gille (LMU, München) and Dr. M. Feuer-
bacher (FZ Jülich) within the European Network
of Excellence ‘Complex Metallic Alloys’. A high-
resolution investigation of the crystal structure was
performed at the MPI CPfS using X-ray diffraction
data set with 2θ < 123° (AgKα radiation). All co-
balt positions were found to be fully occupied,
whereas the aluminium sites revealed positional
disorder in distinct regions of the crystal structure.
Resolving this disorder yielded three equivalent
models all of which represent distortion variants of
the pseudo-pentagonal columnar structural units
characteristic for this group of CMA [19]. 

The analysis of the chemical bonding in the or-
dered models by means of the electron localizabil-
ity indicator led to a highly unexpected result.
Numerous directed (covalent) Co-Al and Al-Al
bonds were found within the atomic layers per-
pendicular to [100] as well as in-between the lay-
ers (Fig. 4 top and middle) revealing the formation
of a 3D framework, contrary to the traditional con-
sideration in terms of atomic layers. In addition, in
the elongated cavities parallel to [100], isolated
three-atomic groups Co-Al-Co were found. From
the topology of ELI-D, the atomic interactions
within the group (directed, covalent) differ from
those between the group and the atoms of the
framework (non-directed, ionic). This unusual fea-
ture reveals a surprising analogy between o-
Co4Al13 and intermetallic clathrates (cf. chapter
Intermetallic Clathrates Revisited). Their crystal
structures also exhibit covalently bonded 3D net-
works with filler atoms in the cavities, interacting
ionically with the host framework. 

Despite the complexity of the crystal structure
the NMR spectroscopic experiments (Fig. 5) con-
firmed the results of the bonding analysis and
strongly supported the unique bonding situation of
Al in nearly linear Co-Al-Co groups [20]. 

In addition, the developed bonding model was
supported by the results of measurements of the
electrical conductivity and specific heat on ori-

ented single crystals conducted in cooperation with
the group of Prof. J. Dolinšek (JSI, Ljubljana)
[21]. Structure investigations of the (100) surface
of a single crystal of o-Co4Al13 by STM are in full
agreement with the conclusions of the bonding
analysis. They were performed in the group of
Prof. J.-M. Dubois (CNRS, Nancy) [22].   

In conclusion, applying the quantum theoretical
analysis of chemical bonding within the electron
localizability approach on intermetallic com-
pounds led to a substantial or complete revision of
the understanding of their structural features. The
representatives of the structure type YCrB4, tradi-
tionally viewed as layered compounds are shown
to form 3D covalently bonded frameworks
(TmAlB4). The electrons of the penultimate shells
of the transition metal atoms play an important
role in the stabilization of the 3D polyanionic
frameworks (YRhB4). The rare-earth metals do not
only feature cationic counterparts to the frame-
work polyanions, but also exhibit partially cova-
lent interactions employing the electrons of the
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penultimate shells. Such a new view on bonding
interactions leads to a shift of paradigm in under-
standing of the crystal structures and opens new
opportunities for the interpretation of the physical
properties.  
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Abrupt Fermi-Surface Change at the Quantum Critical Point in 
YbRh2Si2 

Introduction 
 

Continuous phase transitions at zero tempera-
ture, referred to as quantum phase transitions or 
quantum critical points (QCP), and their conse-
quences for the physical properties at finite tem-
peratures have attracted considerable attention in 
recent years [1]. For so-called unconventional 
QCPs, a breakdown of the local Kondo energy 
scale and, correspondingly, a drastic change of the 
Fermi surface topology are expected along a cross-
over line T*, concomitant to the localization of the 
f electrons on the magnetic side of the QCP [2]. 
The “Kondo breakdown” scenario seems to be 
realized for the heavy-fermion compound 
YbRh2Si2 whose low-temperature properties close 
to the QCP have extensively been studied within 
the last years. As shown in Fig. 1, the system or-
ders antiferromagnetically at an extremely low 
temperature TN = 70 mK. This order can be sup-
pressed by the application of tiny magnetic fields 
Bc ≈ 60 mT and Bc ≈ 700 mT perpendicular and 
parallel to the tetragonal c axis, respectively [3]. 
For larger fields, a heavy Landau-Fermi-liquid 
(LFL) regime emerges below TLFL. On the other 
hand, strong deviations from ordinary LFL behav-
ior in large regions of the T-B phase diagram are 
observed in a number of properties. For instance, 
the Sommerfeld coefficient of the electronic spe-
cific heat shows a divergent behavior at the critical 
field, while the resistivity is linear in temperature 
[4]. Clear non-Fermi-liquid (NFL) behavior was 
recently inferred from far-infrared optical conduc-
tivity experiments down to T = 0.4 K [5]. Further-
more, the temperature dependence of the Grün-
eisen parameter disagrees with theoretical predic-
tions for a conventional QCP [6].  
A new crossover energy scale, T*(B), was detected 
in a number of transport and thermodynamic prop-
erties (cf. Fig. 1) in agreement with the predictions 
of the above-mentioned “Kondo breakdown” sce-
nario. In particular, Hall-effect measurements in-
dicated an abrupt jump of the Fermi surface at the 
QCP in YbRh2Si2 [7]. Subsequent magnetization 

and magnetostriction measurements confirmed 
T*(B) to be an additional energy scale disparate 
from both TN(B) and TLFL(B), cf. Fig. 1 [8]. The 
ESR results also show a crossover behavior, as 
inferred from the evolution of the g factor and the 
ESR linewidth [9]. While in the paramagnetic LFL 
regime heavy quasi-particles with strong f charac-
ter form a large Fermi surface, the 4f states are 
assumed to fully localize on the low-field side of 
the QCP resulting in a small Fermi surface. 
Information on the evolution of the Fermi surface 
in YbRh2Si2 may be drawn from de Haas - van 
Alphen experiments [10] and angle-resolved 
photoemission spectroscopy [11]. However, the 
former experiments were restricted to high fields, 
B >> Bc, and the latter to high temperatures,  
T >> TN. This motivated further studies on the Hall 
effect and the thermopower of new, high-quality 
YbRh2Si2 samples as presented in the following. 
For YbRh2Si2, the normal contribution to the Hall 
coefficient was shown to be dominant at low tem-
peratures. Hence, it provides a direct measure of 
the charge-carrier density [12]. The diffusion part 
of the thermopower in heavy-fermion systems is 
proportional to the energy derivative of the density 
of states (DOS) of the heavy quasiparticles at the 
Fermi energy.  

Stefanie Hartmann, Sven Friedemann, Christoph Geibel, Cornelius Krellner, Niels Oeschler,  
Silke Paschen1, Jörg Sichelschmidt, Steffen Wirth, Jan Wykhoff, and Frank Steglich 

 
Fig. 1: T–B phase diagram of YbRh2Si2, according to [8]. 
The magnetic field B is applied perpendicular to the c axis. 
TN and TLFL are deduced from resistivity data, T* from 
magnetostriction. 
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Hall effect measurements 
 
Detailed Hall effect measurements have been re-
peated in a new low-temperature setup with im-
proved resolution on new single crystals. In par-
ticular, two magnetic fields were generated by a 
vector magnet, simultaneously probing the Hall 
voltage and tuning the system through the quan-
tum critical regime. The current was injected par-
allel to the tetragonal basal plane, and the mag-
netic field B1 inducing the Hall voltage Vxy was 
applied along the crystallographic c axis. The Hall 
resistivity was obtained from the asymmetric com-
ponent of the field-inversed Hall voltage. A longi-
tudinal field B2 is applied parallel to the current to 
tune the underlying ground state while generating 
essentially no Hall response. The field B1 should 
only probe the linear Hall response and thus has to 
be small compared with the characteristic tuning 
fields. Taking advantage of the anisotropy allows 
us to apply fields along the magnetically hard c 
axis which are about a factor of 10 higher than 
within the basal plane. 

The results of the isothermal crossed-field meas-
urements at low temperatures are presented in 
Fig. 2. At all temperatures, a pronounced crossover 
from a zero-field value to the substantially reduced 
high-field value is observed. As the temperature is 
raised, the inflection point of the crossover struc-
ture moves toward larger fields. At the same time, 
the crossover broadens. Following the procedure 
described in [8] the data were fitted by an empiri-

cal formula taking into account an appropriate 
background contribution. This function simulates a 
step-like shape of the field-dependent Hall coeffi-
cient. It includes the absolute values at B = 0, RH

0, 
and at higher fields, RH

∞, the sharpness of the cross-
over as well as the field of the inflection point, B0. 
The position of the inflection point corresponds to 
the T*(B) line deduced from magnetic and transport 
properties. The jump height (RH

0-RH
∞) decreases for 

decreasing T, yet remains finite for T → 0. Fur-
thermore, the width of the crossover is proportional 
to temperature. Consequently, in the zero-
temperature extrapolation, the Hall coefficient ex-
hibits a discontinuous jump at the critical field.  

These results confirm the previous interpretation 
of the Hall effect data in [8]. However, due to an 
improved resolution and extended temperature and 
field ranges, the zero-field extrapolation could be 
performed with higher accuracy. The Hall effect as 
well as magnetoresistance measurements provide 
strong support to the local “Kondo breakdown” 
scenario being realized in YbRh2Si2. 
 
 
Thermopower measurements 
 
By means of a new low-T thermal transport set-up 
that utilizes a “one heater-two thermometers” tech-
nique the available temperature range has been 
extended down to 30 mK [13]. Excellent agree-
ment of the new thermopower S(T) measurements 
between 30 mK and 6 K compared to previous 
results is obtained in the overlap range 1.8 - 6 K.  
The thermopower of YbRh2Si2 exhibits strongly 
enhanced, negative values below room tempera-
ture. A broad minimum around 80 K (not shown) 
is attributed to a combination of Kondo scattering 
and crystal electric field effects [14,15]. The nega-
tive sign is typically observed in Yb-based heavy-
fermion system with a narrow Kondo resonance 
peak slightly below the Fermi energy. In Fig. 3 the 
thermopower of YbRh2Si2 is plotted as  
–S(T)/T vs. log T for selected fields. In zero fields, 
|S|/T exhibits a logarithmic increase over one dec-
ade in temperature between 1 K and 0.1 K [16]. It 
passes over a maximum around Tmax ≈ 0.1 K with 
strongly enhanced values of 15 µV/K2, before it 
decreases and changes sign at T0 ≈ 30 mK, cf. inset 

f figure 3. In contrast to specific heat, cp(T), and 
resistivity, ρ (T), results [4], no signature of the 
antiferromagnetic phase transition at TN = 70 mK 

 

o

Fig. 2: Hall coefficient RH of YbRh2Si2 vs. B1 for tempera-
tures 20 mK and 65 mK. Solid lines represent best fits to the 
data with the empirical crossover formula  
RH = RH

∞+mB2 - (RH
∞ + mB2 - RH

0)/(1-(B2/B0)p) which allows 
to extract the position of the crossover B0 as well as its 
width.  
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is observed in the thermopower data. For all fields 
below the critical field, an almost identical behav-
ior is found. At higher fields B > Bc, the low-T 
behavior changes drastically, cf. in Fig. 3 for B = 
0.1, 0.4 and 1 T. Here, the thermopower remains 
negative even in the zero-temperature limit and is 
proportional to T below TLFL, which corresponds 
to a saturation of S(T)/T=α.  

The observed behavior of S(T) with large, con-
stant values α is characteristic for a heavy LFL 
state, in agreement with previous cp(T)/T and ρ (T) 
results. The range with constant S(T)/T is enlarged 
upon increasing field and concomitantly, the abso-
lute value of α decreases. The NFL-LFL crossover 
temperature TLFL fully coincides with the one de-
rived from resistivity measurements on the same 
sample with the same contact geometry [16]. The 
thermopower results on YbRh2Si2 are thus in good 
agreement with the established phase diagram 
[4,8]. 

The logarithmic increase of |S|/T in zero field sig-
nals non-Fermi liquid behavior. This agrees with 
specific heat results that showed a similar behavior 
in a comparable temperature range [3,1 ]. In fact, 
theoretical calculations within the two-dimensional 
spin-density wave scenario yielded a logarithmic 
temperature dependence for both quantities in the 
non-Fermi liquid regime [1 ]. Almost the same 
temperature dependence is expected for the “Kondo 
breakdown” scenario [16].  

The evolution of the thermopower with field is 
not continuous. Rather, a distinct change in the 
low-T behavior is observed when crossing the 
critical field Bc. To illustrate this, Fig. 4 shows a 
blow-up of the T-B phase diagram around the criti-
cal point. The temperatures of the sign change in 
S(T), T0, and of the maximum in S(T)/T, Tmax, are 
plotted together with the antiferromagnetic order-
ing temperature, TN, determined from ρ (T) meas-
urements, and the crossover temperatures TLFL and 
T* . TN is continuously suppressed to zero at Bc = 
64 mT, beyond which field the LFL phase 
emerges. By contrast, T0 and Tmax are field inde-
pendent below Bc within experimental resolution, 
but vanish abruptly upon crossing the T*  line. In 
view of the fact that neither T0 nor Tmax do follow 
the field dependence of TN, they can, conse-
quently, not be related to the magnetic ordering in 
YbRh2Si2. In the zero-temperature limit, S(T)/T 
exhibits a negative sign on the paramagnetic side 
of the QCP, whereas it is positive on the magnetic 
side. Since the thermopower reflects the energy 
dependence of the heavy quasi-particle DOS at the 
Fermi energy, the sudden sign change of S(T→0) 
upon increasing the magnetic field beyond Bc re-
flects a dramatic change of the topology of the 
renormalized Fermi surface when crossing the 
field-induced QCP. These observations support the 
above conclusion from Hall-effect results. The 

 
Fig. 3: Negative thermopower divided by T, -S(T)/T, of 
YbRh2Si2 in different magnetic fields on a logarithmic T 
scale. The dashed lines indicate a constant -S/T for B>Bc 
characteristic of LFL behavior. The NFL-LFL crossover 
temperatures, TLFL, are marked by arrows. Inset: Low-
temperature part of S(T) on a linear T scale. A sign change 
from negative to positive appears near T0 = 30 mK for B = 
0 T and 50 mT. The dashed lines represent fits to the data 
according to S = αT.  

Fig. 4: Detailed phase diagram of YbRh2Si2 around the 
QCP. The field dependence of the antiferromagnetic order-
ing temperature TN is compared to the temperatures of the 
sign change T0 and of the maximum Tmax in -S(T)/T. TN was 
derived from ρ(T) results on the same sample. The NFL-
LFL crossover temperature TLFL was obtained either from 
ρ(T) (onset of Δρ  ∝ T2, open circles) or from S(T) meas-
urements (onset of S ∝ T, stars). TN(B) and TLFL(B) ex-
trapolate to a critical field Bc ≈ 64mT. The dotted lines are 
guides to the eye. The crossover line T*(B) was taken from 
[8] and scaled to Bc of the particular sample.  
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latter reveal a jump in the Hall coefficient 
RH(T→0) in the zero-temperature limit and, thus, a 
jump in the Fermi volume at the QCP with a local-
ization of the 4f states on the low-field side [8]. 
The positive sign of S(T) of YbRh2Si2 in the "lo-
calized" regime for B < Bc is in agreement with the 
findings for the non-magnetic counterpart 
LuRh2Si2 [14]. The field-induced sign change of 
S(T→0) at Bc, as inferred from Figs. 2 and 3, pro-
vides convincing evidence of a Fermi surface re-
construction, consistent with a break-down of the 
effective Kondo scale at the antiferromagnetic 
QCP in YbRh2Si2. 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
A new energy scale, T*(B), which adds to the well 
established TN(B) and TLFL(B) scales was detected 
in YbRh2Si2 by means of thermodynamic and 
transport properties. All three scales merge at Bc, 
the critical field of the antiferromagnetic ordering. 

 
step-like crossover at T*(B), which becomes a 
discontinuous jump as T→0. This implies a drastic 
change of the effective charge-carrier density at 
the QCP.  

The low-temperature thermopower reveals a 
sudden sign change at the critical field Bc in the 
zero-temperature limit, which supports the recon-
struction of the Fermi surface at the QCP in 
YbRh2Si2.  

The transport and thermotransport results pre-
sented here reveal strong evidence for the break-
down of the local Kondo scale at the QCP. At the 
paramagnetic side, the Fermi surface contains 
composite quasi-particles, whose f contribution 
seems to localize on the magnetic ground-state 
side of the QCP. 
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Detaching the Antiferromagnetic Quantum Critical Point from the 
Fermi Surface Reconstruction in YbRh2Si2 

 
 
A continuous phase transition driven to zero tem-
perature by the application of a non-thermal pa-
rameter terminates in a quantum critical point 
(QCP). At present, two main theoretical ap-
proaches are available to describe the anti-
ferromagnetic (AF) QCP in heavy-fermion (HF) 
systems. The conventional one is based on the 
quantum generalization of finite temperature phase 
transitions and reproduces the physical properties 
in many cases [1-5]. More recent unconventional 
models introduce an additional energy scale T* 
(along with the magnetic one TN) at which the 
Kondo effect breaks down, giving rise to more 
drastic effects [6-8]. YRh2Si2 is a prototypical 
member of a limited group of materials which fall 
into the latter category [5, 9-11]. In this system, T* 
and TN merge at the magnetic field (H) induced 
QCP. Here, we study the evolution of T*(H), 
TN(H) and the quantum criticality in YbRh2Si2 un-
der chemical pressure. Surprisingly, for positive 
pressure these energy scales intersect whereas 
negative pressure induces their separation leaving 
an intermediate spin-liquid type ground state over 
an extended field range, in contrast to the narrow 
region expected at a single QCP. This may suggest 
a new quantum phase arising from the interplay of 
the Kondo breakdown and the AF QCP. 

In HF systems, the Kondo effect leads to the 
formation of composite quasiparticles of the f and 
conduction-electron states with largely renormali-
zed masses forming a Landau Fermi liquid (FL) 
ground state in the paramagnetic regime well be-
low the Kondo temperature TK. These quasi-
particles are assumed to stay intact at the QCP in 
the conventional models in which magnetic order 
arises through a spin-density-wave (SDW) instabi-
lity. However, the observation of magnetic corre-
lations in CeCu5.9Au0.1 being of local character 
[10] prompted a series of theoretical descriptions 
which discard this basic assumption. Rather, they 
focus on the breakdown of the Kondo effect which 
causes the f states to become localised and de-
coupled from the conduction-band states at the 

QCP where one expects the Fermi surface (FS) to 
be reconstructed [7]. Consequently, a new energy 
scale T* is predicted to exist reflecting the finite 
temperature crossover of the FS volume. This pic-
ture has been scrutinized in tetragonal YbRh2Si2 
(TK ≈ 25 K [12]), a stoichiometric and very clean 
HF metal which appears to be ideally suited for 
this kind of study [11,12]: AF order sets in at a 
very low temperature TN = 0.07 K and can easily 
be suppressed by μ0HN = 60 mT (H ⊥ c, with c the 
magnetically hard axis). Hall-effect experiments 
[13] have detected a rapid change of the Hall coef-
ficient along a line T*(H) with the width of this 
crossover extrapolating to zero for T → 0. This 
was considered as evidence for an abrupt change 
of the FS volume indicating a correspondence be-
tween T*(H) and the Kondo breakdown energy 
scale. Subsequent thermodynamic and transport 
investigations confirmed T*(H) to be a new energy 
scale [14]. 

Sven Friedemann, Manuel Brando, Philipp Gegenwart1, Christoph Geibel, Cornelius Krellner,  
Niels Oeschler, Tanja Westerkamp, Steffen Wirth, and Frank Steglich 

 

Fig. 1: Equivalence of external and chemical pressure. The 
Néel temperature TN of YbRh2Si2 under pressure is taken 
from Ref. 18 in good agreement with data from Ref. 19. For 
pressures above 1.5 GPa a second transition is observed at 
TL. The transition temperatures in Yb(Rh1–xMx)2Si2 with Ir 
and Co substitution [20] are plotted on the pressure axis 
based on the measured lattice parameters and using the 
bulk modulus of YbRh2Si2 [21]. The pressure dependence of 
TN for 6%Ir was shifted by -0.06 GPa, the chemical pres-
sure introduced by the substitution [22]. 
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In particular, the ac susceptibility χ'(T) turned out 
to display a pronounced maximum at T* which can 
well be distinguished from the sharp signature at 
TN. The magnetoresistance exhibits a step-like 

crossover similar to the Hall coefficient. In fact, 
recent calculations for a Kondo lattice predict such 
a feature for both transport properties [15]. Fur-
thermore, the magnetization shows a smeared kink 
at T*(H) between two almost linear regimes with 
different slopes [14]. 

 

Fig. 2: Evolution of the T-H phase diagram of YbRh2Si2 
under negative and positive chemical pressure. Open cir-
cles represent the position of T*(H) determined from the 
maximum of the ac susceptibility χ'(T). The crossover tem-
perature to the Landau Fermi liquid state, TFL, was de-
duced from the onset of the quadratic temperature 
dependence in the electrical resistivity ρ ( T). In the phase 
diagram of Yb(Rh0.94Ir0.06)2Si2 (upper panel) the dotted line 
renders the phase boundary of the antiferromagnetically 
ordered state estimated from that of YbRh2Si2 by scaling 
both axes with a = TN(6%Ir) / TN(YbRh2Si2) ≈ 0.29. For 
Yb(Rh0.93Co0.07)2Si2 (lower panel), the Néel temperature TN 
was determined from ρ ( T). The lower transition at TL as 
derived from χ' bifurcates in finite fields. Data for pure 
YbRh2Si2 are reproduced from Ref. 14. Lines are guides to 
the eye. 

The FS reconstruction may also occur away 
from the AF QCP as observed in CeIn3 and 
CeRh1–xCoxIn5 [16,17]. It is therefore very import-
ant to understand the interplay between the phe-
nolmena assigned to the Kondo breakdown and the 
magnetic order. We address this issue by investi-
gating YbRh2Si2 under positive and negative 
chemical pressure which was realized by partial 
isoelectronic substitution of smaller Co or larger Ir 
for Rh, respectively. The equivalence between ex-
ternal and chemical pressure is suggested from the 
plots in Fig. 1: The transition temperatures ob-
tained with both methods match very well. In Yb-
systems, pressure yields a stabilization of magnet-
ism, in particular an increase of TN [23]. On the 
other hand, negative pressure, corresponding to a 
lattice expansion, reduces TN.  

The T-H phase diagrams of Yb(Rh0.94Ir0.06)2Si2 
and Yb(Rh0.93Co0.07)2Si2 (labeled 6%Ir and 7%Co 
in the following) are compared to that of YbRh2Si2 
in Fig. 2. This set emphasizes the evolution of the 
various energy scales. Firstly, the magnetic one 
follows the expected pressure dependence: For 
6%Ir, TN is suppressed below 20 mK, whereas in 
the case of 7%Co TN is enhanced to 0.41 K. Sec-
ondly, the energy scale T*(H) does virtually not 
change its position in the T-H phase diagram. Con-
sequently, T*(H) is separated from TN(H) in 6%Ir, 
while they intersect in 7%Co. Finally, at fields 
above the respective critical fields H* (for 6%Ir) 
and HN (for 7%Co), at which T*(H) and TN(H) 
vanish, the FL phase forms below TFL(H). 
These findings were mainly deduced from the 
temperature-dependent ac susceptibility χ '(T)  
depicted in Fig. 3. For 6%Ir, no signature of 
magnetic order is observed as the zero-field curve 
increases monotonically with decreasing T. An 
antiferromagnetically ordered state is anticipated 
at even lower temperatures. On the other hand, 
χ'(T) of 7%Co exhibits a sharp kink at TN = 0.41 K 
and a cusp at TL = 0.06 K, the critical temperature 
of a second, presumably also AF, transition. In 
external fields, these two transitions are shifted to 
lower temperatures with the lower one bifurcating 
(see Fig. 2, lower case). For 6%Ir and 7%Co, a 
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Fig. 4: Signatures of T*(H) in magnetoresistance and 
magnetization. Field dependence of (a) magnetoresistance 
for Yb(Rh0.94Ir0. 6)2Si2, Yb(Rh0.93Co0.07)2Si2 and YbRh2Si2 at 
0.5 K and (b)  = M + χ'H for the former two at 0.05 K. 
For the case of YbRh2Si2 , the curve at TN is shown to 
avoid an interference of T*  and TN. In (b) solid lines repre-
sent fits of the empirical function ∫0H A1 - (A1 + A2) / (1 + 
(H' / H)p) dH' from which the crossover field H0 (marked by 
arrows) was obtained [14]. Both the inflection points of the 
magnetoresistance (also marked) and the -crossover at 
H0 are assigned to T* (H) [14]. The different trend of the 
crossover field as a function of chemical pressure in mag-
netoresistance and magnetization is a result of the different 
temperatures. maximum in χ'(T) assigned to T*(H) is observed 

above 45 mT and 55 mT, respectively. In an 
increasing field, this maximum shifts to higher 
temperatures. Remarkably, for 7%Co the maxi-
mum appears both below TN at small fields, and 
above TN at fields of 150 mT and higher. This 
clearly illustrates that the energy scales, TN(H) and 
T*(H), indeed intersect. 

In Fig. 4, we compare the signatures of T*(H) in 
magnetoresistance as well as in magnetization for 
stoichiometric YbRh2Si2, 7%Co, and 6%Ir. At 
0.5 K, the magnetoresistance curves of these three 
samples exhibit an almost identical, step-like 
crossover. In particular, the inflection point as-
signed to T*(H) [14] is nearly unchanged by 
chemical pressure resembling the results from sus-
ceptibility and magnetization (discussed below). In 
the case of 7%Co this holds true above TN, 
whereas at lower temperatures the inflection point 
is locked to the AF phase boundary (not shown). 
The width of the crossover at T*(H)  in magne-
toresistance as well as in magnetization appears to 
follow the unique behavior of YbRh2Si2 in the 
temperature range above TN. For YbRh2Si2 and 
6%Ir, these widths vanish within the experimental 
resolution for T → 0, implying a jump at zero 
temperature [14]. 

We have analyzed the magnetization M as out-
lined in Ref. 14 as M~  = M + ∂M/∂H · H = M + 
χ'H. In Fig. 4(b), we focus on data at lowest tem-
peratures, which unambiguously prove the exis-
tence of the T* anomaly also within the AF phase 
of 7%Co. M~  (H) exhibits a broadened kink at 
T*(H) between two linear regimes with different 
slopes [14]. In addition to, but clearly distinct 
from, this kink at T*(H), a small peak is observed 
at 220 mT for 7%Co, which is related to the criti-
cal field HN. Therefore, our magnetization and 
susceptibility results on 7%Co yield striking evi-
dence for the crossover at T*(H) to also occur in-
side the AF ordered phase. A re-examination of 
existing magnetization data [24] confirms this 
finding for YbRh2Si2 under external pressure, sup-
porting the equivalence to chemical pressure. In 
order to check for possible disorder effects, a 
comprehensive study of YbRh2Si2 under hydro-
static pressure is in preparation.  

Exactly such an intersection of TN(H) and T*(H), 
as observed for 7%Co, was predicted by Si et al. 
[6] for the Kondo lattice in the presence of three 
dimensional (3D) critical fluctuations. As a result, 

Fig. 3: Signatures of the energy scales T*  (H)  and TN(H) 
in the susceptibility. Temperature dependent ac suscepti-
bility χ' of Yb(Rh0.94Ir0.06)2Si2 (a) and Yb(Rh0.93Co0.07)2Si2 
(b) at selected magnetic fields H ⊥ c. Black arrows indi-
cate the temperatures of the maxima assigned to T* . For 
the 7%Co sample the onset of antiferromagnetic ordering 
in χ'(T) is marked by the black line. A second transition 
at TL is reflected as a peak in χ', marked by a green ar-
row. 

0
M~

M~

M~
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the AF QCP is expected to be described by the 
SDW theory. This is well supported by the field 
dependence of the Néel temperature in the vicinity 
of HN (not shown). Moreover, Ref. [6] predicts that 
critical fluctuations ought to be 2D once TN(H) and 
T*(H) merge at the same QCP, as observed for 
pure YbRh2Si2 [13,14]. Note in this respect that – 
despite equivalent influences of chemical and ex-
ternal pressure on TN - some slight effect of disor-
der on the dimensionality of the critical fluctuations 
cannot be completely ruled out. 

We now turn to the interesting case of 6%Ir 
where, according to our results, the critical fields 
HN and H* appear to become separated from each 
other (Fig. 2(a)). The resistivity vs. temperature 
curves measured in various fields are shown in 
Fig. 5(a). In zero field ρ(T) is quasi-linear below 
1 K with a slight upward curvature at the lowest 
temperatures. In small external fields, this curva-
ture is reduced yielding the steepest curve at 50 
mT. At larger fields, a T 2 -dependence is observed 
(cf. lines in Fig. 5(a)) which indicates that a FL 
ground state forms below TFL. With increasing 

field TFL rises. An important finding of this study 
is that TFL extrapolates to zero at the critical field 
H* of the T* line, rather than at HN (cf. Fig. 5(c)). 
Thus, neither the crossover at  T*(H) nor that at 
TFL(H) seems to be linked to the critical field μ0HN 
≈ 15 mT of the antiferro-magnetically ordered 
phase. 

The A coefficient in the FL regime, being pro-
portional to the effective quasiparticle-quasi-
particle scattering cross section, strongly increases 
towards low fields (Fig. 5(b)). It follows a (H – 
Hc

A)–1 divergence with a critical field of μ0Hc
A = 

30(5) mT being in the vicinity of H*. This fact 
provides evidence for the presence of a QCP con-
nected with the vanishing energy scale T*. Further 
support for a QCP at H* stems from the analysis of 
the resistivity exponent n in (ρ(T) – ρ0) ∝ Tn, dis-
played in Fig. 5(c) as a colored contour plot. The 
blue region (n = 2) reflects the FL behavior. De-
viations from this are ascribed to the quantum 
criticality [11]: In fact, the red region (n = 1) is 
clearly linked to T* and well separated from the 
critical field of the AF order. To underline that the 
QCP at H* cannot be of magnetic origin, we per-
formed χ' measurements on a sample with 17% Ir 
substitution and, although here no AF order is ex-
pected at all, the T*(H) line is still at the same po-
sition in the phase diagram [20]. This suggests a 
separation of the AF QCP from the Kondo-
breakdown QCP. In the intermediate field range, 
the local f moments are expected to be neither 
Kondo screened nor antiferromagnetically ordered. 
This highlights a new metallic ''spin-liquid`` (SL)-
type ground state that has to be explored in more 
detail. We note that similar behavior was observed 
for Yb0.95La0.05Rh2Si2, where ρ(T) is linear for 
fields up to 40 mT, and neither a magnetically or-
dered nor a FL ground state was found [25]. The 
existence of a SL phase in a Kondo lattice has 
been speculated [8,26], but the conditions under 
which it might be realized remain uncertain. None-
theless, the experimental evidence of such a new, 
non-magnetic ground state is fascinating and will 
certainly motivate future experimental and theo-
retical studies. 

Fig. 5: Signatures of FL and NFL behavior in the tempera-
ture dependence of the resistivity of Yb(Rh0.94Ir0.06)2Si2. (a) 
ρ (T) of 6%Ir at selected magnetic fields. Lines indicate FL 
behavior, i.e. fits to ρ (T) = ρ0 + ATn with n = 2 and ρ0 the 
residual resistivity, for temperatures below TFL (marked by 
arrows). In (b) the field dependence of A = (ρ (T) – ρ0) / Tn

in the FL-regime is shown. The red line corresponds to 
A(H) ∝ (H – Hc

A)-1 yielding a critical field of μ0Hc
A = 

30(5) mT. (c) Color-coded representation of the resistivity 
exponent calculated as n = dlog (ρ (T) – ρ0) / dlog T. The 
energy scales TN, T* and TFL are reproduced from Fig. 
1(a). The red dot on the abscissa depicts Hc

A. 

In Fig. 6 the evolution of the two different QCPs 
as a function of Ir/Co substitution is displayed. 
Here, data for Yb(Rh1–xMx)2Si2 with 2.5% Ir and 
3% Co have been included. The following main 
results can be deduced from this figure: (i) The AF 
state is stabilized through the application of posi-
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tive chemical pressure, as expected. (ii) The posi-
tion of the suggested breakdown of the Kondo ef-
fect manifesting itself as a FS reconstruction 
depends only weakly on chemical pressure, al-
though the Kondo effect itself is known to be 
strongly pressure dependent. (iii) For positive 
pressure, the AF QCP at HN is located in the re-
gime with intact Kondo screening (HN > H*) 
where the SDW theory is expected to be applicable 
in accordance with our observations. (iv) For nega-
tive chemical pressure, on the other hand, HN is 
separated from H* towards lower fields with an 
intermediate SL-type ground state emerging. Ob-
viously, here, AF order and the FL ground state 
are not connected by a single QCP, but are sepa-
rated by a SL, i.e. a NFL range as previously ob-
served in MnSi [27] and, perhaps, in β-YbAlB4 
[28,29].  

The results and their interpretation presented in 
this paper pose a formidable challenge for those 
theories describing a Kondo breakdown near AF 
QCPs in Kondo lattices. It remains to be explored 
under which conditions AF ordering and the FS 
reconstruction may eventually become separated 
as we have found for YbRh2Si2 with Ir substi-
tution. The nature of the emerging SL-type ground 
state will have to be unraveled by future experi-
mental and theoretical studies.  

At the same time, it needs to be understood why 
in pure YbRh2Si2, the AF QCP is ”locked-in” by 
the Kondo breakdown. In the framework of the lo-

cal critical scenario a coincidence of the two oc-
curs as a natural consequence of reduced dimen-
sionality of the AF quantum critical fluctuations, 
whereas the intersection observed in 7%Co is pre-
dicted in the 3D case [6]. 

Fig. 6: Experimental phase diagram in the zero tempera-
ture limit. The zero-temperature phase diagram depicts the 
extrapolated critical fields of the various energy scales. 
The red line represents the critical field of T*(H) and the 
blue line the antiferromagnetic critical field HN. The region 
situated between the FL and the AF phase  is a phase which 
resembles a spin liquid. 
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Coexistence or competition of superconductivity 
and magnetic order remains an important issue in 
condensed matter physics, especially in strongly 
correlated electron or heavy-fermion systems. 
While conventional superconductivity is generally 
incompatible with magnetism, the magnetic 4f 
elements play a crucial role in heavy-fermion su-
perconductors and are absolutely indispensable for 
the appearance of unconventional supercon-
ductivity. Instead of phonons the spin excitations 
are thought to be involved in the mechanism of 
Cooper pair formation. The situation seems to be 
similar to the high-temperature cuprate supercon-
ductors where a spin excitation resonance in the 
superconducting state has been observed. How-
ever, due to the enhanced superconducting Tc of 
order one hundred Kelvin in the cuprate supercon-
ductors and the associated large energies, experi-
ments are quite often hampered by phonons and 
other excitations in the energy range of interest. 
This inhibits an unambiguous detailed observation 
of the spin excitations below Tc. Here we show 
that a clear spin excitation resonance is present in 
the superconducting state of the prototypical 
heavy-fermion compound CeCu2Si2, for the first 
time observed at an incommensurate wave vector 
in a heavy-fermion superconductor. As a conse-
quence of the low superconducting Tc phonon 
processes do not significantly contribute to the ex-
citation spectrum. Our results demonstrate that the 
spin excitations are highly relevant for the super-
conducting pairing in CeCu2Si2. In contrast to the 
cuprates with quasi two-dimensional electronic 
structure, the observation of the spin excitation 
resonance in CeCu2Si2 with a three-dimensional 
structure suggests that the appearance of a spin 
resonance is a general feature of unconventional 
superconductivity. 

Many open questions still persist concerning the 
interplay of superconductivity and antiferro-
magnetism in the tetragonal heavy-fermion com-
pound CeCu2Si2. Sensitively depending on the 
stoichiometry in the homogeneity range and on the 
growing conditions, CeCu2Si2 exhibits different 
ground states: It shows either antiferromagnetism 

(A-type), superconductivity (S-type), or a ground 
state in which the two compete with each other 
without coexistence (A/S-type) [1]. The nature of 
the antiferromagnetic order was found to be an in-
commensurate spin-density wave [2]. At T = 
50 mK, well below TN ≈ 800 mK, A-type CeCu2Si2 
exhibits an ordered magnetic moment μord ≈ 0.1 μB 
and a propagation vector τ ≈ (0.215 0.215 0.53), 
the latter being temperature dependent and deter-
mined by the nesting of the Fermi surface. Differ-
ent neutron scattering and muon-spin rotation ex-
periments on A/S-type crystals indicate that super-
conductivity and antiferromagnetism do not coex-
ist on a microscopic scale, rather a separation be-
tween superconducting and magnetic volumes 
takes place [3,4].  

Paramagnon-mediated Superconductivity in CeCu2Si2

B

Therefore, inelastic neutron scattering measure-
ments on S-type CeCu2Si2 were performed on the 
cold-neutron triple-axis spectrometers PANDA at 
the new Munich research reactor FRM-II and IN12 
at the high-flux reactor of the Institut Laue-
Langevin in Grenoble/France. For all experiments 
the S-type CeCu2Si2 single crystal (m ≈ 2 g) was 
mounted with the [1 1 0] axis vertical on a copper 
pin attached to the mixing chamber of a dilution re-
frigerator. The setup results in a [110]-[001] scatter-
ing plane. Data were taken at temperatures between 
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Fig. 1: Specific heat C of S-type CeCu2Si2 plotted as C/T 
versus temperature T in zero magnetic field B = 0 and a
magnetic field B = 2 T applied along  [1 1 0] .



T = 60 mK and 1 K and in magnetic fields up to B = 
2.5 T applied along the vertical [1 1 0] axis. 

The S-type single crystal was characterized by 
bulk measurements, namely heat capacity and ac 
susceptibility. The heat capacity was measured us-
ing a compensated heat-pulse technique with 
background heating [6]. The ac susceptibility was 
obtained by means of a homemade susceptibility 
setup which allowed data recording simultaneous 
to the neutron scattering experiment, i.e., while 
taking neutron data. As shown in Fig. 1 the spe-
cific heat, plotted as C/T vs. T, exhibits a pro-
nounced maximum indicating the onset of super-
conductivity at Tc = 0.6 K. The shape of the anom-
aly at Tc in comparison to heat capacity measure-
ments on other CeCu2Si2 samples and its complete 
suppression in a magnetic field of B = 2 T clearly 
show that this is a transition into the superconduct-
ing state. The superconducting nature of this phase 
transition is further confirmed by susceptibility 
measurements (not shown). 

Elastic neutron scattering measurements featured 
no resolution-limited magnetic Bragg peaks in S-
type CeCu2Si2 [5]. This is in accordance with 
thermodynamic measurements where no magnetic 
transition was detected. However, at positions 
where magnetic satellite peaks are observed in A-
type CeCu2Si2 [2], e.g. at Q ≈ (0.22 0.22 1.46), the 
S-type crystal exhibits quite weak and broad mag-
netic correlation peaks at low temperatures as can 
be seen in Fig. 2 [5]. These peaks were found to be 

purely elastic within the energy resolution of 55-
60 μeV. However, their line width in q space is 
considerably broadened corresponding to a corre-
lation length of 50-60 Å. It is worth noting that 
this correlation length is comparable to the super-
conducting coherence length of about 100 Å [7]. 
These short-range magnetic correlations do not 
vanish at Tc = 0.6 K, but are still present above Tc 
and disappear at T ≈ 0.8 K.  

Inelastic neutron scattering to study the magnetic 
response focused around the nesting wave vector 
in the system, Q = QAF = (0.215 0.215 1.458). Fig. 
3(a) displays energy scans at this QAF position and 
at a general position Q = Qarb = (0.1 0.1 1.6), 
where no correlation peaks emerge, but which has 
the same |Q|. Both data sets were recorded at T = 
0.07 K, i.e., in the superconducting state. At the 
general Qarb position only the incoherent elastic 
background contribution with instrument resolu-
tion is seen, while no magnetic intensity could be 

Fig. 3: Energy scans (neutron intensity S = S  + Sela qe/ine, mag

 
 

versus energy transfer hω) in S-type CeCu2Si2 at Q = QAF
= (0.215 0.215 1.458) in (a) the superconducting state at T 
= 0.07 K, B = 0 and in (b) the normal state at T = 0.8 and 
1.7 K, B = 0 and T = 0.07 K, B = 2 T. For comparison the 
magnetic response at an arbitrary, general Q position Q = 
Qarb = (0.1 0.1 1.6) at T = 0.07 K, B = 0 is also plotted in 
(a). Solid lines represent fits to the data (see text) 
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Fig. 2: Short-range magnetic correlations in S-type
CeCu2Si2 at B = 0 measured at hω = 0. Rocking scan
(neutron counts versus sample rotation ω) across Q ≈
(0.22 0.22 1.46) at T = 0.05 K and 0.8 K [5]. . 



detected. In contrast, at QAF the response shows a 
strong inelastic signal (“spin resonance” peak). 
The missing spectral weight at lower energies is a 
first indication for a magnetic excitation gap in the 
superconducting state. The data can be described 
by a quasielastic Lorentzian line with a spin exci-
tation gap hωgap ≈  0.2 meV and with a density of 
states in accord with the electronic gap of a super-
conductor (solid line in Fig. 3(a)). Setting hωgap 
equal to the superconducting gap 2Δ0, one obtains 
2Δ0/kBTB c ≈ 3.9, close to the value that was pre-
dicted for a weak-coupling d-wave superconductor 
[8]. To unambiguously relate the inelastic mag-
netic excitation to the superconducting state it was 
necessary to perform additional measurements in 
the normal state, i.e., above Tc at zero magnetic 
field and above Bc2B  at lowest temperatures.  

Energy scans recorded at QAF in the normal state 
are shown in Fig. 3(b). Surprisingly, independent 
of how the normal state is reached, i.e., above Tc at 
T = 0.8 K and B = 0 or above BBc2 at T = 0.07 K and 
B = 2 T, the magnetic response is quite identical 
and appears to be quasielastic. The fits to the qua-
sielastic magnetic response with a Lorentzian line 
shape give a good description of the data as seen in 
Fig. 3(b). At higher temperature in zero magnetic 
field the magnetic response weakens in intensity 
and broadens considerably. Starting from Γ = 0.32 
meV at T = 0.8 K the line width of the quasielastic 
response at QAF increases to Γ = 0.47 meV at T = 
1.7 K. This considerable slowing down of the re-
sponse when lowering the temperature indicates 
the vicinity of S-type CeCu2Si2 to a quantum phase 
transition with an adjacent magnetically ordered 
phase. However, a critical slowing down has only 
been observed in magnetically ordered A-type 
CeCu2Si2 [9]. 
The fact that the magnetic excitation gap disap-
pears not only in the paramagnetic state above Tc 
where also the magnetic short-range correlations 
vanish, but also above BBc2 at low temperatures 
where these magnetic correlations still persist, 
gives clear evidence that the spin resonance is di-
rectly related to the superconducting state. The fact 
that a spin resonance occurs at QAF points directly 
to a dx2-y2-wave symmetry of the superconducting 
gap function in CeCu2Si2 as recent theoretical cal-
culations indicate [10]. Several superconductors 
with strong electronic correlations show a spin 
resonance in their magnetic excitation spectrum in 
the superconducting state, namely the high-

temperature cuprate superconductors [11] and the 
heavy-fermion superconductors UPd2Al3 [12,13] 
and CeCoIn5 [14]. In all of them a d-wave symme-
try of the superconducting gap is discussed. 

The interrelation between the spin excitation and 
the charge properties being responsible for super-
conductivity, can be understood since the cerium 
4f electrons carrying the magnetism, are located at 
the Fermi surface and therefore, are also involved 
in the formation of the superconducting Cooper 
pairs. Hence, inelastic neutron scattering can give 
direct information about the superconducting gap 
properties. A similar temperature evolution of the 
spin resonance energy as in CeCu2Si2 has been re-
ported in UPd2Al3 [15], while in contrast the varia-
tion of the resonance peak with temperature in 
CeCoIn5 [14] is much weaker than expected from 
BCS theory. 

We now turn to the momentum dependence of 
the magnetic response around QAF in the super-
conducting state. Fig. 4 displays Q scans along 

Fig. 4: Wave vector Q dependence of the magnetic re-
sponse around QAF in S-type CeCu2Si2 in the superconduct-
ing state at T = 0.06 K for different energy transfers hω. 
The scans are shifted by 100 counts with respect to each 
other. Inset: Dispersion of the magnetic excitation around 
QAF at T = 0.06 K as a result of the fits to the Q scans. 
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(h h 1.458) across QAF recorded at different energy 
transfers hω and at T = 0.06 K. The single peak 
seen at hω ≈ 0.2 meV splits upon increasing en-
ergy transfer into two peaks which move further 
apart from each other and broaden in Q along with 
an overall decrease in intensity. Hence, the spin 
resonance observed in CeCu2Si2 at QAF and hω ≈ 
0.2 meV is not a single point in Q-ω space, but the 
origin of a damped propagating mode. It is un-
known why the corresponding peak intensities dif-
fer considerably. Effects of the instrumental reso-
lution can be ruled out as possible origin. Fits with 
two peaks of Gaussian line shape (solid lines) 
yield a good description of the data. As a result the 
peak positions for different hω have been drawn in 
the inset of Fig. 4. A strong upward dispersion of 
the spin resonance mode is visible which appears 
to be linear in Q. From a combined linear fit to 
both branches the velocity of the mode has been 
determined to v = (4.44 ± 0.86) meVÅ. Our find-
ings of a strong in-plane dispersion of the reso-
nance mode is in line with calculations yielding a 
considerable dispersion in-plane while the disper-
sion along c* is very flat [10]. In comparison, 
UPd2Al3 also exhibits a dispersive spin excitation 
starting at the spin resonance with an upward dis-
persion with a slightly higher in-plane mode veloc-
ity [16]. However, the situation in the cuprate su-
perconductors is more complex with an hour-glass 
like dispersion of the resonance mode [17-20]. 

Although CeCu2Si2 shares a lot of similarities 
with other heavy-fermion superconductors, some 
striking differences between the systems are ap-
parent. The most prominent one is the Q position 
of the spin resonance. In UPd2Al3 and CeCoIn5 it 
occurs at commensurate positions, Q = (0 0 ½) and 
(½ ½ ½), respectively [14,16]. In contrast, in S-
type CeCu2Si2 the spin resonance is seen at the 
nesting wave vector of the system which is in-
commensurate. Furthermore, unlike CeCoIn5 the 
spin excitation gap in CeCu2Si2 and UPd2Al3 do 
follow the expected BCS form. While UPd2Al3 be-
comes superconducting within an antiferromag-
netically ordered state with coexistence of both 
phenomena, superconductivity and long-range an-
tiferromagnetism exclude each other in CeCu2Si2. 
The slowing down of the magnetic response at 
QAF in the normal state of CeCu2Si2 together with 
the spin excitation mode with upward dispersion 
strongly suggest that antiferromagnetic para-
magnons are directly involved in the supercon-

ducting pairing mechanism. These paramagnons, 
propagating from QAF, slow down in the normal 
state when lowering the temperature. However, 
they do not become critical which would lead to an 
antiferromagnetically ordered state as in A-type 
CeCu2Si2 [2], but become gapped upon entering 
the superconducting state and result in the ob-
served spin resonance mode. We conclude by stat-
ing that our inelastic neutron scattering data pro-
vide convincing experimental evidence for para-
magnon-mediated superconductivity as first pro-
posed for heavy-fermion superconductors by 
Scalapino et al. [21] and subsequently by Mathur 
et al. [22] for the pressure-induced superconductor 
CePd2Si2. 
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We investigated the vortex dynamics in the non-
centrosymmetric superconductor Li2Pt3B in the 
0.1 K  ≤ T ≤ 2.8 K temperature range. Two differ-
ent logarithmic creep regimes in the decay of the 
remanent magnetization from the Bean critical 
state have been observed. In the first regime, the 
creep rate is extraordinarily small, indicating the 
existence of a new, very effective pinning mecha-
nism.  At a certain time, a vortex avalanche occurs 
that increases the logarithmic creep rate by a factor 
of about 5 to 10, depending on the temperature. 
This may indicate that certain barriers against flux 
motion are present and can be opened under in-
creased pressure exerted by the vortices. 

The occurrence of superconductivity in com-
pounds with non-centrosymmetric crystal struc-
tures has recently attracted considerable attention. 
Besides various other systems, superconductivity 
has also been reported in the ternary boride com-
pounds Li2Pd3B and Li2Pt3B which have super-
conducting critical temperatures of 7-8 K and 
2.4 K, respectively [1,2]. These two isostructural 
compounds crystallize in a structure consisting of 
distorted boron centered octahedra of BPd6 or BPt6 
in an approximately cubic arrangement with an 
inter-penetrating lithium formation [3]. Both sub-
structures, hence the composite crystal structure, 
lack inversion symmetry. Several unusual proper-
ties appear in non-centrosymmetric superconduc-
tors depending on various factors, particularly the 
specific form of the spin-orbit coupling in such 
systems as well as the pairing symmetry [4-6]. In 
contrast to the strongly correlated non-centro-
symmetric heavy fermion superconductors CePt3Si 
[7], CeRhSi3 [8], and UIr [9] for which supercon-
ductivity is associated with a magnetic quantum 
phase transition, there is no evidence of magnetic 
order or strong electronic correlations in either 
Li2Pd3B or Li2Pt3B. Measurements of the London 
penetration depth suggest that Li2Pd3B has a full 
quasiparticle gap in the superconducting phase, 

while for Li2Pt3B, the data indicate line nodes in 
the energy gap [10]. NMR measurements [11] 
suggest that Li2Pd3B is a spin singlet, s-wave su-
perconductor. By contrast, in Li2Pt3B, the spin 
susceptibility measured by the Knight shift re-
mains unchanged across the superconducting tran-
sition temperature. Moreover, the spin-lattice re-
laxation rate 1/T1 shows no coherence peak below 
Tc, decreasing as T 3  with decreasing temperature, 
consistent with line nodes in the superconducting 
gap. Here, we investigate a further intriguing 
property of the unconventional superconductor 
Li2Pt3B, observed in the vortex dynamics. We 
demonstrate that the behavior of the flux creep is 
very unusual, displaying at short times extremely 
small creep rates, followed by a faster avalanche-
like escape of magnetic flux. 

Samples of Li2Pt3B used in this experiment were 
synthesized in an arc furnace utilizing a two-step 
process similar to that outlined in the work of 
Badica et al. [2]. An initial binary sample of BPt3 
was grown using Pt of purity 99.99 % and B of 
purity 99.999 %. In the final step of the sample 
growth, an excess amount of Li was added in order 
to account for losses during arc melting, giving a 
Li to BPt3 ratio of 2.2:1. The crystal structure was 
verified via powder X-ray diffraction measure-
ments. No impurity or binary phases were de-
tected. 

Prior to the magnetic relaxation measurements, 
the Li2Pt3B sample was characterized by means of 
measurements of electrical resistivity ρ, magneti-
zation M, and specific heat C. All three measure-
ments yielded a value of the superconducting criti-
cal temperature Tc = 3.0 K. This value is signifi-
cantly higher than the values reported in the litera-
ture, the highest of which being Tc = 2.4 K [2]. 
Evidently, the value of Tc is rather sensitive to the 
composition of the sample, which could be a fur-
ther indication that Cooper pairing is, indeed, un-
conventional in this compound. 

Vortex Avalanches in the Non-centrosymmetric Superconductor 
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The temperature dependence of the specific heat 
was measured using a quasi-adiabatic heat pulse 
method in a 3He cryostat in the temperature range 
0.6 K ≤ T ≤ 20 K and in magnetic fields up to 
H ≈ 4 T.  The specific heat in the normal state 
could be described by the expression 
C(T) = Ce(T) + Cl(T), where Ce(T)=γ T is the elec-
tronic contribution and Cl(T) = β T 3  is the lattice 
term. The best fit to the data yields γ = 
7.0 mJ/(mol K2) for the electronic specific heat 
coefficient and ΘD = 203 K for the Debye tempera-
ture, in good agreement with the values γ = 
7.0 mJ/(mol K2) and ΘD = 228 K reported by Ta-
keya et al. [12]. A relatively sharp jump in the 
specific heat, ΔC = 15 mJ/(mol K), was observed 
at the transition into the superconducting state, 
yielding a ratio ΔC / ( γ Tc ) = 1.2, larger than the  
0.8 value reported by Takeya et al. [12] but 
smaller than the weak coupling BCS value of 1.43. 
Below Tc, Ce(T) ~ T 2 , consistent with the behavior 
reported previously [12] and in contrast to the 
exponential T-dependence expected for a BCS 
superconductor. The upper critical field, Hc2(T), 
determined from the C(T) measurements, increases 
linearly with decreasing temperature from Tc to 
T = 0.6 K and extrapolates linearly to a value of 
Hc2(0) ≈ 1.5 T at T = 0 K. 

We also characterized the superconducting tran-
sition of the sample by means of ac magnetic sus-
ceptibility measurements in a low ac field of 
H = 3 mOe and at a frequency of f = 80 Hz. This 
measurement was done with the sample situated 
inside a custom-built mixing chamber of a dilution 
refrigerator, using an inductance bridge with a 

SQUID as a null detector [13]. The midpoint of the 
superconducting transition for this sample is at 
Tc = 3.07 K and the transition width Δ Tc = 
240 mK. The data are displayed in Fig.1. In the 
inset of Fig. 1, we show the low temperature part 
of the electrical resistivity, ρ(T), measured using a 
standard four-wires arrangement in a 3He cryostat. 
ρ(T) displays a sharp phase transition into the su-
perconducting state with a transition width of 
Δ Tc = 55 mK.  ρ(T) reaches zero at T  = 3.05 K, in 
very good agreement with the susceptibility data. 
In the normal state, the ρ(T) measurement revealed 
typical metallic behavior. 

The investigation of vortex dynamics was per-
formed in the 0.1 K – 2.8 K temperature range. 
Isothermal relaxation curves of the remanent mag-
netization Mrem were taken after cycling the speci-
men in an external dc magnetic field H. Vortices 
were introduced into the sample at a slow rate in 
order to avoid eddy current heating. After waiting 
for several minutes, the magnetic field was re-
duced to zero and the relaxation of the metastable 
magnetization recorded with a digital flux counter 
for several hours. The sample was prepared in the 
form of a thin slice, and the magnetic field was 
applied along the longest direction. At the lowest 
temperature of our investigation, T = 0.1 K, we 
determined the field corresponding to the Bean 
critical state, Hs, as the field where the remanent 
magnetization saturates as function of the external 
magnetic field. For this sample, we find Hs = 
200 Oe at T = 0.1 K (cf. inset of Fig. 2). At higher 
temperatures the sample will be in the critical state 

 
Fig. 1: Real part of the ac magnetic susceptibility, χ’, as a 
function of temperature across the superconducting phase 
transition. Inset: electrical resistivity, ρ, as function of tem-
perature. 
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Fig. 2: Temperature dependence of the remanent magneti-
zation Mrem. The dotted line is a parabolic fit to the data. 
Inset: Mrem as function of the external magnetic field at 
constant temperature, T=0.1 K. The dotted line is a guide 
to the eye. 
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already for smaller external fields as Hs decreases 
upon increasing T. In the main part of Fig. 2, we 
show values of the remanent magnetization ob-
tained after cycling the sample in a field of H = 
300 Oe as a function of temperature. Mrem de-
creases monotonically upon increasing the tem-
perature with the experimental data well fitted by a 
parabola (dashed line in Fig. 2) which reaches zero 
at around T ≈ 3.1 K. This is in excellent agreement 
with the value of Tc yielded by specific heat, ac 
susceptibility and electrical resistivity measure-
ments. 

A typical decay of the remanent magnetization 
from the critical Bean state at T = 400 mK is 
shown in Fig. 3. In this case, the creep was re-
corded for about 18000 s. At this time, the sample 
was heated above Tc in order to obtain the total 
value of the remanent magnetization as a sum of 
the amount decayed in the first 18000 s plus the 
quantity expelled on crossing Tc. This value is then 
used to normalize the creep rate. In the inset, the 
same data are displayed on an expanded scale. We 
can clearly distinguish two different logarithmic 
creep regimes. For 50 s < t < 2400 s, we observe a 
clear logarithmic relaxation law with an extremely 
low relaxation rate, S = ∂ ln M / ∂ ln t = 8.3 × 10–4. 
At around t = 2400 s, a sudden, strong increase of 
the relaxation rate occurs, following also a loga-
rithmic law, but with a rate about a factor of four 

larger, S = 3.1 × 10–3. Indeed, an avalanche-like 
escape of vortices occurs around t = 2400 s, indi-
cating a rather complex relaxation process. Vor-
tices escaping the sample apparently need a con-
siderable amount of time to overcome a certain 
barrier. We observed this type of regime change at 
all temperatures (see Fig. 4), except for relaxations 
below T = 400 mK and above T = 2 K. To our 
knowledge, this phenomenon of avalanches in the 
slow decay of vortices toward equilibrium has 
never been observed before in any superconductor, 
conventional or unconventional. This unexpected 
result points to new vortex physics in this non-
centrosymmetric superconductor. The normalized 
temperature dependence of the relaxation rate, 
corresponding to the creep before the avalanches 
occur, is depicted in Fig. 5. In the upper panel, the 
rates are given in a double- logarithmic plot while, 
on the lower one, on linear scales. These rates are 
lower by a factor of five even than the very weak 
creep rates observed in PrOs4Sb12 [14], a super-
conductor that violates time reversal symmetry. As 
discussed by Sigrist and Agterberg [15], the lack 
of time reversal symmetry in such superconductors 
allows for the formation of flux-flow barriers 
formed by fractional vortices on domain walls of 
the superconductor that can prevent the motion of 
normal vortices. It is important to remark that 
almost the same anomalously weak creep rates as 

 

Fig. 3: A typical relaxation curve exemplified for T = 400 mK. The magnetic flux is measured as it is expelled out of the 
sample at constant temperature. After a certain time (marked by arrows in the figure), the sample is gradually heated and 
driven into the normal state. Inset: Two relaxation regimes are visible on an expanded scale. 
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in Li2Pt3Si have been observed for another non-
centrosymmetric superconductor, CePt3Si [16]. 
The investigated CePt3Si sample was a high-
quality single crystal which showed 13 % twinning 
in single-crystal X-ray diffraction.  
We can speculate that the extremely slow motion 
of flux lines in Li2Pt3B could be caused by a new 
mechanism as recently proposed by Iniotakis et al. 
[17]. In many cases for non-centrosymmetric ma-
terials, the absence of an inversion center allows 
for the twinning of the crystal. These authors have 
shown theoretically, that a phase which violates 
time reversal symmetry can also be realized at 
interfaces separating crystalline twin domains of 
opposite spin-orbit coupling. In this case, flux 
lines with fractional flux quanta could exist on 
such interfaces and turn twin boundaries into 
strong barriers impeding flux creep. Within this 
model, vortex avalanches could be expected when 
such a fence opens due to excessive pressure of 
normal vortices. This is possible, if the vortex 
density increases to a level such that fractional 
vortices can no longer exist and the vortex pinning 
mechanism of twin boundaries fails. In the frame 
of this scenario, we can interpret the temperature 
window in which the avalanche effect has been 
observed in the following way. At temperatures 
below T = 400 mK, vortices move so slowly that 
the time necessary to build up the vortex density 
necessary to break a barrier, exceeds the observa-
tion time. For temperatures above T = 2 K, on the 
other hand, the overall density of vortices is 
strongly reduced (see Fig. 2), so that it becomes 
more difficult to reach the density required for 
demolishing barriers. 

However, one cannot rule out other scenarios 
which would account for the anomalous behavior 
discovered in this non-centrosymmetric supercon-
ductor, namely the strongest pinning ever observed 
followed by sudden avalanches.  
In conclusion, we have observed in Li2Pt3B strong 
avalanches in the relaxation of the remanent mag-
netization. Prior to the avalanches, vortices move 
toward equilibrium for several hours with an ex-
traordinarily slow creep rate, indicating that a new 
type of pinning is effective in this non-
centrosymmetric superconductor. This type of 
pinning is different from the conventional pinning 
by defects, since it is effective only at low vortex 
densities. If the density of vortices leaving the 
sample increases close to the barrier which keeps 
them from moving, an avalanche occurs followed 
by creep rates that are about 5 to 10 times faster. 
This type of creep behavior has never been ob-
served before. 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 4: Sequence of isothermal relaxation curves. Two 
relaxations regimes can be observed at intermediate tem-
peratures as explained in the text. 

 
Fig. 5: The temperature dependence of the initial decay 
rate  S = ∂ ln M / ∂ ln t  in a double logarithmic (upper 
panel) and a linear plot (lower panel). 
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Tuning the Electronic Properties of Metal Rich-Borides 

Introduction 
 
The physical properties of transition-metal-rich 
intermetallic compounds are often governed by the 
nature of the major constituent. In many cases the 
crystal structure of these compounds is dominated 
by units already present in the elemental struc-
tures. In fact, already filling up their interstitial 
sites to certain limits by light and small elements 
like carbon, nitrogen or boron can be regarded in 
many cases as an approach towards compound 
formation which takes place once individual solid 
solution threshold concentrations are passed.  

In all respects, the archetypal metallurgical and 
technologically most important system represents 
the iron-rich part of the iron-carbon system. De-
pending on additional metal alloying partners, 
temperature, as well as thermal and mechanical 
history, carbon-stabilized intermetallic phases nu-
cleate, form, precipitate, disperse or dissolve. 
These alloy micro-constituents play a significant 
role influencing the properties of cast iron and 
steels in which they are contained and thus, they 
have been the topic of structural and thermody-
namic investigations ever since the importance of 
the microstructure of these iron-based alloys has 
been realized. In the course of a detailed analysis 
of carbide phases found in stainless steels, West-
gren [1] recognized already in 1928 that these 
transition-metal-rich phases by no means have 
simple stoichiometric proportions and display 
rather complex atomic arrangements, as it is the 
case (besides several others) for M23C6 carbides. 
This class of compounds which derives from the 
binary cubic compound Cr26C6 [2] shows a wide 
composition range with respect to constituting 
metals as well as stabilizing elements.   

At the same time it was also recognized in the 
course of the metallurgical investigations and 
through advancements of cast iron that additions 
of non-transition-metals (like Mg, Al, Sn, Zn or 
rare-earth (RE) metals) can induce certain graphite 
precipitation in rather specific ways. On the other 
hand, depending on the added metal A, detailed 

analyses revealed the formation of new phases 
with the composition AT3C (transition-metal T) 
[3,4]. They crystallize with comparatively simple 
structures which are compatible with the close 
packed fcc arrangement of metals. As side prod-
ucts in these metallurgical processes they influence 
in a detrimental way, or even inhibit graphitiza-
tion. Astonishingly, the peculiar atomic arrange-
ments in these phases can be related to a classical 
intermetallic structure type, namely the AuCu3 
type as well as to oxides, specifically the 
perovskite CaTiO3. Here, we can think of a quasi 
anti-arrangement in which the light element (O) 
and transition metal (Ti) positions are exchanged.  

Besides the metallurgical implications these 
phases also have a history of interest concerning 
their structural chemistry as well as inherent 
physical properties. For example, it has been 
known for a long time that carbon can be com-
pletely replaced by boron under equilibrium condi-
tions in both of these compound classes by pro-
gressing from the early transition metals to cobalt 
and nickel. In case of crystal structures of the 
Cr23C6 type additional stabilizing atomic species 
have to be accommodated on a special lattice posi-
tion (see below) [4,5].   

In this respect, nickel-based phases have been 
investigated for possible use as binder materials 
for refractory and hard boron-rich compounds as 
well as utilization of their intrinsic hardness for 
wear-resistant coatings. Furthermore, in these tran-
sition-metal metalloid systems the formation of 
metastable phases and metallic glasses can be ob-
served as function of applied cooling rates [6].  
The soft magnetic properties particularly found in 
ferrous amorphous boron-containing alloys have 
led to significant applications as electro-magnetic 
materials. Utilization of partial crystallization of 
amorphous precursor alloys with appropriate com-
positions has been found to represent a promising 
preparation route towards nanocomposites with 
superior characteristics comprising ultra-small 
crystalline grains in a residual amorphous matrix. 
Here, detailed knowledge of the multi-step crystal-
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Walter Schnelle, Wilder Carrillo-Cabrera, Gudrun Auffermann, Miriam Schmitt, 
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lization processes involved are of significant inter-
est since nucleation of additional phases usually 
has a detrimental influence on the properties [7]. 
In many cases, the analysis of such secondary 
crystallization products revealed the formation of 
compounds with the Cr23C6 type of structure.  

Since many of these multi-component systems 
contain zirconium and also lanthanide metals, a 
detailed analysis of the physical properties of pos-
sible boundary phases is desirable. For this pur-
pose we have investigated a series of RE2Ni21B6 
compounds [8]. To study the magnetic properties 
of these nickel-rich phases we have undertaken a 
joint experimental and theoretical approach. Here, 
we confined ourselves to compounds with non- 
magnetic stabilizers RE = Y, Lu together with Zr. 
We also explored the influence of transition-metal 
additions like Co and Cu on the magnetic proper-
ties. 

Recently, the AuCu3/anti-perovskite related 
phases attracted much attention due to discovery 
of superconductivity in the compound MgNi3C 
[10]. This is a rather remarkable behavior since the 
substantial Ni content can be expected to result in 
a large and strong competition between magnetic 
and superconducting electronic ground states [11]. 
Therefore, intermetallic anti-perovskites which are 
closely related to MgNi3C are subject of investiga-
tions, both in the search for new superconductors 
and in the pursuit of better understanding of the 
interplay between superconductivity and magnet-
ism. To this end, boron-containing anti-perovskites 
may be good candidates. Therefore, we recently 
started a concerted theoretical and experimental 
study [9] in the systems REPd3B. This material 
contains non-magnetic Pd as transition metal and 
thus should show less tendency towards ferromag-
netism. Moreover, a variety of electronic structures 
has been found while changing the boron content 
and the RE metal from La to Lu.  

Here we would like to demonstrate how the elec-
tronic structure can be tuned in these compounds. 
We have exemplarily chosen one member of each 

EuPd3B

Ternary Boride Lu2–xNi21B6  
 
Lu2–xNi21B6 crystallizes with the Cr23C6 type of 
structure (space group Fm 3 m, Fig.1) [2]. B atoms 
occupy the 24(e) position of C atoms, while Ni at-
oms are situated in the three crystallographic sites 
(Cr1 on 4(a), Cr2 on 32(f) and Cr3 on 48(h)) that 
are occupied by Cr atoms in the prototype. In ter-
nary Lu2–xNi21B6, a partial occupancy of the 8(c) 
position (occupied by a Cr atom in the binary pro-
totype) by the structure-stabilizing element Lu is 
observed. Refinement of single crystal X-ray dif-
fraction data and wave-length dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (WDXS) analysis gave a composi-
tion Lu1.65Ni21B6.  
The polyhedra of Ni atoms form columns consist-
ing of tetragonal antiprisms [BNi24Ni34] (filled by 
B atoms) and empty cubes [ Ni28] parallel to the 
4-fold axes, which are separated by Ni-centered 
cubooctahedra [Ni1Ni312]. This particular ar-
rangement of metal clusters forms a superstructure 
which can be related to the AuCu3 structure type. 
Boron atoms in the structures of binary borides 
crystallizing in the CuAl2 type also have tetragonal 
antiprismatic coordination (e.g., Ni2B) [12]. Lu 
resides at the center of a Friauf polyhedron formed 
by Ni atoms [LuNi24Ni312].  
The electronic density of states (DOS) calculated 
for the ideal composition Lu2Ni21B6 is dominated 
by Ni states at the Fermi level (EF), where only 
Ni1 (at the center of the cubooctahedron 
[Ni1Ni312]) significantly contributes. Calculations 
in the LSDA approach reveal no significant polari-
zation of the electrons. Only for the Ni1 species a 
small, but significant induced moment of ≈ 0.2 μB 
is calculated (with ≈ 0.03 μ

B

BB for Ni2 and ≈ 0.05 μB 
for Ni3). This results in a predicted total moment 

B

 

Bx. Our tuning results in band magnetism in 
Lu2–xNi21–yCoyB6 and a valance change of Eu in 
EuPd3BxB  as a function of boron content. We com-
pare theoretical results with the experimental find-
ings and discuss the challenging task of quantita-
tively determining the content of the light element 
boron in these metal-rich compounds. Fig. 1: Crystal structure of Lu2–xNi21BB6.  
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of ≈ 1 μB/f.u. However, measurements of the mag-
netic susceptibility as a function of temperature 
χ(T) of a single phase sample (Fig. 2) gave no in-
dication of ordered magnetism in Lu1.65Ni21B6. 
χ(T) can be fitted by a modified Curie law χ(T) = 
χ0 + C/T including a rather large temperature inde-
pendent contribution of χ0 = 1.7×10 emu/mol, and 
μ

-3 

eff = 1.5 μB/f.u. This is actually very close to the 
calculated ordered moment of ≈ 1 μB/f.u  that cor-
responds to 1.73 μB/f.u for μeff.  

Inspection of the partial DOS suggests that EF 
can be shifted by hole doping (3.5 holes) into a re-
gion of enhanced partial Ni1 and Ni3 DOS (Fig. 3) 
resulting in an energy gain from magnetic ex-
change splitting in Lu2Ni21B6. 

Calculations were carried out in the virtual crys-
tal approach (VCA) with all Ni sites doped equiva-
lently. The results indicated increased moments of 
Ni1 (≈ 0.48 μB) and Ni3 (≈ 0.13 μB BB) but hardly any 
influence on the Ni2 (~ 0.02 μB) position. A total 
moment of ≈ 2.14 μ

B

B/f.u. is predicted. Indeed, 
upon substitution of Co for Ni in the compound 
Lu1.62Ni17.5Co3.5B6  a ferromagnetic ground state is 
experimentally observed with TC = 71 K ≈ θP and a 
paramagnetic moment of μeff  = 5.8 μB/f.u. 

Lu1.62Ni17.5Co3.5B6 shows soft magnetic behavior 
with nearly no hysteresis (Fig. 4).  

From the magnetization isotherm taken at 1.8 K 
a saturation magnetization of 2.5 μB/f.u. can be de-
duced which corresponds to a small moment of 
0.12 μ

B

BB per transition metal in this compound 
(compared with 0.61 μB and 1.72 μB BB in the elemen-
tal metals Ni and Co, respectively).  
 
 
Chemistry and Physics of EuPd3BBx  
 
The binary non-magnetic compound EuPd3 (Au-
Cu3 type of structure, space group Pm 3 m) was 
found to exhibit a narrow range of homogeneity at 
950°C. It can be best rationalized by the chemical 
composition EuxPd4–x (0.90 < x < 1.01) with lattice 
parameter of the primitive unit cell aP = 4.0800 Å 
at the Eu-rich and aP = 4.1025 Å at the Pd-rich 
boundary. From WDXS analyses the homogeneity 
range of the binary phase can be described assum-
ing a statistical mixture of excess Eu or Pd atoms 
on both crystallographic 1(a) and 3(c) sites of the 
cubic AuCu3 prototype. The solubility of boron 
and its influence on the crystal structure has been 
studied by means of WDXS, X-ray powder dif-
fraction, wet chemical analysis and theoretical 
methods. While the octahedral void at the center of 
the [ Pd6] octahedron in EuPd3 is empty, it gets 
gradually filled with boron in EuPd3Bx, leading to 
the anti-perovskite arrangement type of the [BPd6] 
framework in which the large electropositive Eu 
metal atoms are embedded (Fig. 8a).  

Theoretical calculations based on the coherent 
potential approach (CPA) reveal that the 1(b) posi-
tion at the octahedron center is indeed the most fa-
vorable one [9]. This results in a structure with sig-
nificantly lower total energy compared to alter-

 
Fig. 2: Magnetic susceptibility of Lu1.65Ni21B6. 
 

 
Fig. 3: Partial DOS of Lu2Ni21B6. 

 
Fig. 4: Magnetization of Lu1.62Ni17.5Co3.5B6 at 1.8 K.  
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native positions as, e.g., 3(d) (suggested in litera-
ture) at the unit cell edge midpoints. With this ex-
perimental and theoretical initial information the 
focus has now been on the following interrelated 
issues: i) comparison of theoretical and experimen-
tal studies of the evolution of lattice dimension 
upon boron insertion and ii) assignment of the ef-
fect of europium valence transitions on the crystal 
structure. In Fig. 5 we show the calculated lattice 
parameter as a function of boron content in 
REPd3Bx (RE = Eu, Lu). LuPd3B

The limit of boron solubility in EuPd3 is reached 
close to x = 0.55. In case of GdPd3Bx we observed 
a simple expansion of the anti-perovskite type of 
structure and thus can deduce the mere lattice ef-
fect of boron on the REPd3 structure. In contrast, 
in EuPd3Bx the slope increases at x = 0.2 compared 
to GdPd3BBx with x > 0.2. This hints to an addi-
tional mechanism at work connected with the elec-
tronic structure of Eu. It is well known that RE 
metals mostly favor a trivalent state in solids.  

Bx was chosen as 
reference, since the 4f electron shell of Lu is full, 
so that in this case no particular behavior due the f 
electrons is expected. The lattice parameter smooth-
ly increases, and its evolution is approximately lin-
ear within the range 0.3 < x < 1, without saturation 
for high x. In contrast, calculations show a jump in 
Eu valence from Eu  to Eu  which is also reflected 
in the discontinuity of the lattice parameter.  

3+ 2+

From experimental investigations several impor-
tant results have to be taken into account, i) only a 
limited solubility of boron is observed in EuPd3, ii) 
the lattice expansion upon boron uptake displays a 
discontinuity, iii) the crystal structure is modified, 
and iv) the magnetic properties change dramati-
cally. They all can be explained by the fact that 
boron insertion in the [ Pd6] octahedron not only 
simply expands the lattice but also significantly 
influences the electronic structure. In Fig. 6 we 
compare the experimentally observed lattice ex-
pansion of EuPd3B

However, Eu has also been found in divalent state 
or even in more complicated configurations such 
as mixed or intermediate valences. The valence of 
the RE metals depends therefore on the fine tuning 
between the energy of interaction between local-
ized f electrons and the cohesive energy of more 
delocalized electrons participating in the conduc-
tion bands of the metal. An anomaly in the unit 
cell volume of the compound relative to the lan-
thanide contraction rule for trivalent ions (in our 
case Gd) often points to an unusual valence state. 
This change in valence of Eu as a function of bo-
ron has been studied theoretically. It also has a sig-
nificant influence on the crystal lattice since the 
ionic radius of the Eu2+ species is larger than that 
of Eu3+ and thus, gives rise to a change in slope of 
the lattice parameter increase.   

Our LSDA+U calculations clearly indicate a 
sudden increase of the unit cell volume at a boron 
fraction of x = 0.2 followed by smooth lattice ex-
pansion and thus, strongly point towards an atypi-
cal behavior of the EuPd3B

Bx and the reference system 
GdPd3Bx with boron content x. A change of slope 
for the Eu compound (at x = 0.2) is clearly dis-
cernable, while for the Gd compound the lattice 
parameter linearly increases up to a boron fraction 
limit x ≈ 0.45. 

Bx model compound (see 
Fig. 5). It has to be kept in mind that the theoreti-
cal formalism applied here is based on the hy-
pothesis of a homogeneous and unique valence for 
the RE metal and is not appropriate to deal with 

 
 

Fig. 6: Experimentally observed expansion of the primitive 
unit cell parameter aP in REPd3Bx (RE = Eu, Gd) vs boron 
content x. 

Fig. 5: Calculated lattice parameters of REPd3BBx (RE= Eu, 
Lu) as a function of boron content x.  
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mixed or valence fluctuating states. Therefore, the 
calculations give us the most stable among differ-
ent integer valence states. The fact that Eu adopts 
an unusual valence state in EuPd3BxB  has also been 
observed experimentally by X-ray absorption 
spectroscopy (XAS) as can be seen in Fig. 7. 
There, the absorption spectra near the Eu LIII edge 
are presented. We perceive the dominant contribu-
tion of the 4f 6  state (Eu3+) and —depending on 
the boron fraction x— the gradual appearance of a 
second maximum on the low-energy side of the Eu 
LIII edge that indicates the contributions of 4f 7  
(Eu2+) states. This is also reflected in magnetic 
susceptibility measurements. We observe Eu3+ 
with a nonmagnetic ground state 7F0 in nominal 
EuPd3, whereas the susceptibility strongly in-
creases with boron contents x > 0.26 indicating an 
increasing Eu2+ (8S7/2) concentration. 

Earlier Mössbauer effect investigations also in-
dicated an unusual Eu valence in a sample with a 
nominal EuPd3B composition [13]. Samples pre-
pared with this particular composition were found 
to contain significant amounts of the binary com-
pound EuBB6.  

Another remarkable phenomenon is related to 
the appearance of the divalent Eu, namely a subtle 
but significant modification of the crystal struc-
ture. Compounds with a boron content x > 0.35 
crystallize with a supercell 2aP × 2aP × 2aP (space 
group Fm 3 m) with an ordered rock-salt-type ar-
rangement of empty [ Pd6] and filled [BPd6] octa-
hedra. This situation is reminiscent of the crystal 
structure of ordered double perovskites A2MM´X6 
where the ordering of octahedral-site cations M 
and M´ doubles the unit cell of the simple, undis-
torted AMX3 perovskite. Such a structural rear-
rangement can be rationalized in a chemical com-

position Eu2Pd6Bx and gives rise to weak addi-
tional superlattice reflections in powder XRD and 
electron diffraction. The latter is shown in Fig. 8b. 
Interestingly, no such structural modification is 
observed for the GdPd3Bx compounds. 
 
 
Determination of the Boron Content in Borides 
 
Boron analyses and, more broadly, light element 
determination by microprobe WDXS is challeng-
ing due to the general issue that the measured in-
tensities are related to the mass concentration. 
Also, the small energy of their X-ray lines gives 
rise to a strong influence of absorption effects. So, 
almost the complete detected intensity originates 
from the uppermost surface layer and, as a conse-
quence, the intensity is strongly influenced by the 
quality of the local area that is probed by the elec-
tron beam. High-quality finishing during the met-
allographic preparation is recommended since also 
nano-surface layers may significantly alter the in-
tensity. Additionally, it has been shown that en-
ergy and shape of the light-element X-ray lines are 
influenced significantly by the local environment 
and bonding situation of the light element. Thus, 
reference material and sample should be very simi-
lar in this respect.  

The measurements (in a CAMECA SX 100 unit) 
on the GdPd3Bx and EuPd3Bx compounds were 
performed up to the maximal boron solubility (Fig. 
6). This corresponds to a maximal content of ap-
proximately only 1 wt.% boron. For both systems 
the REPd3 phase was used as standard material for 
the rare-earth element and Pd. The intensities of 
the RE Lα line (Eu Lα: 5846 eV; Gd Lα: 6057 eV) 
and the Pd Lα line (2839 eV) were measured. The 
monochromator crystals LPC3, LPET (Penta-
erythritol, d = 0.87 nm) and LiF (d = 0.4 nm) were 
used for the B, Pd and RE lines. Pd3B was used as 
standard for the B Kα line. The matrix correction 
model according to Pouchou and Pichoir [14] was 
applied to calculate the chemical composition. Dif-
ferent conditions have been applied for the meas-
urement of the X-ray line of the heavy elements 
and boron. An acceleration voltage of 25 kV and a 
current of 20 nA results in count rates of 
~ 10000 cps and 5000 cps for the Pd and the RE 
line, respectively. The boron line was measured by 
the area intensity method. Here, we applied 7 kV, 
100 nA and a very long dwell time of 30 seconds 

 
Fig. 7: Eu LIII XAS spectra of EuPd3Bx and effective va-
lence of Eu atoms. 
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to master the small intensities. Additionally, the 
REPd3 standards gave the possibility to determine 
the background intensity at the energy of the B Kα 
line. As an example, the results of the samples with 
very small B content are given: GdPd3BB0.08: Gd = 
32.7(4) wt.% / Pd = 67.0(4) wt.% / B = 0.20(3) wt.%, 
analytical total Σ = 99.8 wt.%; EuPd3B0.09B : Eu = 
32.16(8) wt.% / Pd = 67.8(2) wt.% / B = 0.19(2) wt.%, 
analytical total Σ = 100.1 wt.%. 

Both results agree well with the nominal boron 
content of 0.18 wt.% and 0.21 wt.% for GdPd3BB0.08 
and EuPd3B 0.09, respectively.  
 
 
Conclusion 
 
Based on a concerted theoretical and experimental 
study of the two model systems Lu2–xNi21B6 and 
EuPd3BBx we demonstrate how electronic structure 
calculation combined with suitable experiments 
help to elucidate the underlying chemical physics. 
Motivated by the DOS at EF of Lu2Ni21B6 we were 
able to tune the magnetic properties by hole dop-
ing via Co substitution. A ferromagnetic ground 
state is observed for Lu1.62Ni17.5Co3.5B6 which 
shows soft magnetic behavior with nearly no hys-
teresis. For EuPd3BxB  we observe Eu3+ with a non-
magnetic ground state in nominal EuPd3, whereas 
the susceptibility strongly increases with boron 
contents x > 0.26. The latter indicates an increas-
ing Eu2+ concentration which is as well detected 
by Eu LIII XAS spectroscopy. LSDA+U calcula-
tions show a jump in Eu valence from Eu3+ to Eu2+ 
which is also reflected in the discontinuity of the 
calculated lattice parameter. Indeed, we can clearly 

discern a change of slope of the lattice parameter 
as a function of boron content x for the Eu com-
pound (at x = 0.2). The boron content can be quan-
titatively determined by electron probe micro-
analysis of high-quality finished metallographic 
samples in combination with optimized reference 
compounds. 
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Complex Metallic Alloys 
Guido Kreiner, Horst Borrmann, Ulrich Burkhardt, Wilder Carrillo-Cabrera, Christian Kudla,  
Julien Pierre Amelie Makongo, Yurii Prots, and Marek Mihalkovic1

Introduction At the MPI for Chemical Physics of Solids in 
Dresden CMAs are studied with focus on struc-
ture, formation, thermodynamic stability, physical 
properties, and chemical bonding—see Scientific 
Report Paradigm Shift in Interpretation of Inter-
metallic Compounds by Analysis of Chemical 
Bonding. Special emphasis is put on the develop-
ment of novel catalysts and thermoelectric materi-
als based on CMAs. The main objective of our 
work, described here, is to understand disorder 
phenomena in CMAs and their influence on phase 
stability. 

 
The Network [1] of Excellence Complex Metallic 
Alloys (NoE CMA) is funded by the European 
Commission within the 6th Framework Pro-
gramme Nanosciences-Materials-Processes. Es-
tablished in July 2005, it consists of 22 partners in 
12 European countries including the Max Planck 
Society. The main objective of the NoE CMA is to 
form an integrated body dedicated to the intelli-
gent search for new metallic materials and their 
development towards technological applicability. 
The collaboration between the NoE CMA partners 
lead to the creation of a European Centre for Me-
tallic Alloys and Compounds (C-MAC) in Septem-
ber 2008 [1]. 

 
 
ζ-Mg64Pd17: Complexity arising from giant unit 
cells, orientational disorder and planar faults 
 CMAs are intermetallic compounds, which are 

characterized by giant unit cells containing up to 
thousands of atoms or in case of quasicrystals by an 
infinite number of atoms. Early examples of CMAs 
are known since the beginning of the last century 
but have been considered as rare and special cases 
of intermetallic compounds. Recent phase diagram 
studies using state of the art techniques have shown 
that CMAs occur frequently not only in multinary 
but also in binary systems. Since the phase diagram 
studies are tedious, expensive and time consuming, 
special attention has been paid primarily to Al and 
Mg based systems [2,3] promising the design of 
advanced light metal intermetallics. 

Phase stabilities are determined experimentally by 
exploring the temperature-composition parameter 
space at finite temperatures. This is state-of-the 
art, however, phase diagrams containing a large 
number of CMAs within a small temperature-
composition range are challenging. An extreme 
example is the Mg-Pd phase diagram with the 
following intermediate phases [4-6]: β-Mg6Pd, 
γ-Mg57Pd13, ε-Mg306Pd77, ζ-Mg64Pd17, η-Mg3Pd, 

 

A large number of CMAs exhibit homogeneity 
ranges up to several atomic percent. Even those 
CMAs with narrow homogeneity ranges have 
turned out to be non-stoichiometric phases with 
intrinsic disorder in many cases, which implies 
that an ordered crystal structure is unstable in the 
experimental accessible phase field. Put differ-
ently, entropic contributions play an important role 
for phase formation and stabilization at higher 
temperatures. Structure determination of disor-
dered CMAs is in many cases a formidable task. It 
comprises the investigation of long and short range 
order as a function of composition and temperature 
as well as structural defects as function of the his-
tory of materials. Fig. 1:  The Mg-rich part of the Mg-Pd phase diagram [4,5]. 
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Fig. 2: Crystal structures of Mg-Pd phases close to 80 at.% Mg; (a) bcc packing of MIs in γ-Mg57Pd13 at 81 at.% Mg; (b) 
intergrowth structure of bcc and hexagonal primitive packed slabs of MIs in ε-Mg306Pd77 at 80 at.% Mg, and (c) idealized 
hexagonal primitive packing of MIs in ζ-Mg64Pd17 at 79 at.% Mg. 

θ-Mg5Pd2, ι-Mg2Pd, κ-MgPd, λ-Mg0.9Pd1.1, μ-
Mg3Pd5, ν-MgPd2, and ξ-MgPd3. The Mg-rich part 
of the Mg-Pd phase diagram is shown in Fig. 1. 
The liquidus curve, the phase fields and hetero-
genous equilibria have been determined by ana-
lysing several hundred samples of different 
composition and thermal history. 

The phases γ-Mg57Pd13 (cP160), ε-Mg306Pd77 
(oC1532), and ζ-Mg64Pd17 (oF1944) form in the 
narrow composition range from 82 to 79 at.% Mg. 
They belong to the class of CMAs with Mackay 
icosahedra (MIs) as fundamental structural units 
(Fig. 2). The MI has icosahedral symmetry 
and 55 atoms, here with a composition of 
Mg42Pd13. The crystal structure of the γ-phase can 
be described as a cubic body centred packing of 
such MIs and the structure of the ε-phase as an 
intergrowth of bcc and hexagonal primitive packed 
slabs of MIs. Therefore, it was expected to find a 
hexagonal primitive packing of MIs in the crystal 
structure of the ζ-phase with a ≈ 28.05 Å and c ≈ 
27.95 Å as shown in Fig. 2c. Single crystals of the 
ζ-phase could be obtained by the melt centrifuga-
tion method close to 79 at.% Mg and 580 °C. X-ray 
single crystal structure refinement using the hex-
agonal primitive model in space group P6/mmm 
did not converge to an acceptable R factor. A TEM 
study was carried out [4] since it was not possible 
to determine the space group symmetry unambigu-
ous from the X-ray data due to pseudo-symmetry 
and high defect density (see below). A TEM image 
(Fig. 3a) from the specimen shown in Fig. 3(b) 
reveals a high density of planar faults by the dark 
and bright stripes. A HRTEM image (Fig. 3c) par-

allel to [001]H shows these planar faults in a higher 
resolution. The defects are created by three differ-
ent 120° rotational nano-twin domains. 
 

 

Fig. 3: (a) TEM image of ζ-Mg64Pd17 (Philips CM20 micro-
scope) showing planar faults as defects; (b) single crystal 
of ζ-Mg64Pd17 obtained by the melt centrifugation method; 
(c) HRTEM image (Technai 10) parallel to [001]H/O show-
ing nano-twinning; the different domains are labeled by 
numbers at the bottom. 
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Similar defects could be observed in all speci-
mens obtained by the melt-centrifugation technique 
as well as in smaller crystals, which were obtained 
by solidification of the melt and subsequent heat 
treatment. SAED patterns obtained from Focused 
Ion Beam (FIB) cuts supplies evidence of an ortho-
rhombic symmetry. As an example a SAED pattern 
of one isolated domain is shown in Fig. 4a along 
[001]H/O. The pattern has mm point symmetry, 
whereas the pattern (Fig. 4b) obtained from thicker 
slices show the twinned structure. The symmetry of 
a full set of zones is in agreement with space groups 
Fmmm, Fmm2, and F222. The HRTEM image in 
Fig. 4c obtained from a single domain oriented 
along the pseudo-hexagonal direction [001]  zone 
finally reveals the orthorhombic pseudo-hexagonal 
packing of Mackay icosahedra.

H/O

 The unit cell pa-
rameters obtained from X-ray powder diffraction 
using an internal standard are a = 48.573(6) Å, b = 
28.053(4) Å, c = 27.986(5) Å. 

The crystal structure refinement was then carried 
out with space group symmetry Fmmm. Starting 
from the pseudo-hexagonal structural model, the 
data were refined in such a way to fit the electron 
density as best as possible and to minimize the R 
values. This was possible by introducing mixed 
occupied sites, partial occupied sites, and some 
split atom positions. The crystallographic sites 
were then carefully inspected using criteria like 
interatomic distances and characteristic site occu-
pations for the Mackay icosahedra as well as for 
coordination type polyhedra. It was possible to 
obtain a reliable structural model despite the high 
density of planar faults. 

The crystal structure of the ζ-phase can be de-
scribed as a packing of three crystallographic dif-
ferent distorted rhombic icosidodecahedra (RIs) as 
shown in Fig. 5a. Two kinds of these shells—in 
total 75% of the RIs—enclose Mackay icosahedra 
PdMg12@Mg30Pd12 with  point symmetry. 
The remaining RIs are filled with 
PdMg12@Mg34Pd12 units with 6/mmm point sym-
metry displaying in Fig. 5b split atom positions for 
the inner icosahedron. Two different orientations 
of PdMg12—both with a two-fold axis oriented 
along [001]H/O—have equal probability as shown 
in Fig. 5c,d. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: The crystal structure of orthorhombic ζ-Mg64Pd17; 
(a) packing of distorted rhombic icosidodecahedra (RIs); ¾ 
of RIs are filled with MIs Mg42Pd13; (b) ¼ of RIs are filled 
by PdMg12@Mg34Pd12 units displaying split atom positions 
for the inner icosahedron; (c) and (d) two different orienta-
tions of the inner icosahedron PdMg12; two-fold axes of the 
inner icosahedra are oriented along [001]H/O. 

Fig. 4: (a) SAED pattern of one domain of ζ-Mg64Pd17 
along [001]H/O revealing mm symmetry; (b) pseudo-
hexagonal pattern due to overlapping of 120° rotational 
twin domains, labelled 1, 2 and 3. (c) HRTEM image of 
domain 2 revealing a pseudo-hexagonal packing of MIs. 
(d) FIB cut. 
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To study the orientational disorder in the ζ-phase 
in more detail, we have performed molecular dy-
namic calculations (MD) based on pair potentials 
(Fig. 6). They have been obtained by fitting energy 
and forces for Mg-rich Mg-Pd compounds against 
data obtained from first principle calculations 
using the VASP [7-12] program. In case of nearest 
neighbor contacts Mg-Pd and Mg-Mg interactions 
are energetically favored, whereas Pd-Pd contacts 
are high in energy. Therefore, one can expect that 
the local structure is governed by Mg-Pd and Mg-
Mg interactions. On the other hand Pd-Pd nearest 
neighbor interactions should be avoided in the 
structures of Mg-rich compounds, however, they 
should play an important role in the next nearest 
shell at about 5 Å.  

The results of the molecular dynamic (MD) cal-
culations as shown in Fig. 7 have been obtained by 
time-averaging atomic trajectories in MD simula-
tions at 800 K and 300 K over 2 and 3 nanosec-
onds simulation times, respectively. The species in 
Fig. 7 are not distinguished. The color scale ap-
plies to occupation probabilities 0.1-1.0 (red 
maximal), whereas grayscale applies to the prob-
ability interval 0-0.1. The structure of ζ-Mg64Pd17 
is viewed parallel to the pseudo-hexagonal direc-
tion and the thickness of the slice is 7 Å. All atoms 
except the icosahedron inside the Mg34Pd12 cage 
vibrate around equilibrium positions, as expected. 
However, the icosahedron shows continuous fea-
tures, due to its special degrees of freedom. A 5-

fold axis of the icosahedron aligns with the 6-fold 
axis of the cage at low temperature. At elevated 
temperatures, the icosahedron can flip over such 
that a 2-fold axis is aligned with the 6-fold axis of 
the cage, as found experimentally. Such a configu-
rational/vibrational degree of freedom of the inner 
icosahedron is an intriguing phenomenon, peculiar 
to the intermetallic compounds. Here, it is caused 
by the fact that Mackay icosahedra in these Mg-
rich Mg-Pd alloys form networks, that are eventu-
ally non-icosahedral in sense that the point sym-
metry of the lattice they occupy is not a subgroup 
of the icosahedral point group, exhibited locally by 
the Mackay icosahedra. This gives rise to the for-
mation of the hexagonal cage with 6-fold symme-
try, accomodating an icosahedron of 12 Mg around 
a Pd atom. 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6: Pair potentials Pd-Pd, Mg-Pd and Mg-Mg obtained 
by fitting energies and forces to VASP data of Mg-rich Mg-
Pd compounds. 

Fig. 7: MD simulations for ζ-Mg64Pd17 at (a) 800 K over 2 
and (b) 300 K over 3 nanoseconds simulation time; the 
structure of ζ-Mg64Pd17 is viewed parallel to the pseudo-
hexagonal axis and the thickness of the slice is 7 Å. The 
color scale applies to occupation probabilities 0.1-1.0 (red 
maximal), whereas grayscale applies to the probability 
interval 0-0.1. 
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Modeling and structure prediction for γ’-
Ag9Mg37

 
At low temperatures phase diagrams are difficult 
to investigate because no thermodynamic equilib-
rium state can be reached within an acceptable 

proximate crystal structure using first principles 
and pair potential studies has proven to be very 
helpful to find the ground state structure.  

At the same time they provide clues to under-
stand how a particular structure is stabilized. Valu-
able information can be obtained on the influence 
of the structural vacancies and substitutional dis-
order on the phase stability. Quite often this in-
formation allows to predict the stability of ternary 
extensions and therefore to speed up laboratory 
work. There is even progress in structure predic-
tion of CMAs using simulated annealing tech-
niques. The latter approach still depends on em-
pirical knowledge of the unit cell volume and high 
quality pair potentials. 

The Ag-Mg system [13-18] contains four com-
plex metallic alloy phases: ε-Ag7Mg26 (cF264), ε’-
Ag17Mg54 (oI142), γ- and γ’-Ag9Mg37 (hP92). The 
Mg-rich part of the phase diagram is shown in Fig. 
8. The γ-phase forms at 80.3(1) at.% in a peritec-
toid reaction at 471 °C with no perceptible homo-
geneity range. The crystal structure as shown in 

14.4117(9) Å) can be described as a network of 
vertex connected and interpenetrating icosahedra. 

The empty space of this network (grey shaded area 
in Fig. 9a) is occupied by a chain of CN9, CN12, 
and CN15 polyhedra. The sequence of polyhedra 
is random in case of the γ-phase but has a finite 
correlation length, i.e., there are local rules how to 
stack the polyhedra. 

DSC measurements indicate a phase transition at 
273 °C. To predict the crystal structure of the low 
temperature γ’-phase (space group P63, a = 
12.490(1) Å, c = 14.448(1) Å) a simulated anneal-
ing approach using pair potentials has been cho-
sen. The pair potentials for Mg-rich Ag-Mg com-
pounds are shown in Fig. 10. The Ag-Mg and Mg-
Mg interactions are attractive for nearest neighbor 
contacts but highly damped beyond the second 
shell. A striking feature of the Ag-Ag pair poten-
tial is its high energy at low distances in combina-
tion with a strongly oscillating behavior up to 
14 Å. Therefore, the local structure is governed by 
Ag-Mg and Mg-Mg interactions, whereas the me-
dium range is mainly determined by Ag-Ag inter-
actions.  

Simulated annealing was done using an Adap-
tive Metropolis Monte Carlo Algorithm [19]. The 
simulation box contained a random mixture of 18 
Ag and 74 Mg atoms with dimensions according to 
the unit cell parameters of γ’-Ag9Mg37. MD runs 
were carried out for an interval from 430 °C to 

 

 

Fig. 8: The Mg-rich part of the Ag-Mg phase diagram [12]. 

Fig. 9: Crystal structure of high temperature γ- and low 
temperature γ’-Ag9Mg37; (a) the backbone of both crystal 
structures is a network of vertex connected and interpene-
trating icosahedra; (b) in case of the γ-phase the remaining 
space (grey area) is occupied by a polyhedral chain of 
CN9, CN12, and CN15; here, the sequence is random but 
has a finite correlation length; (c) in case of γ’-phase the 
chain is composed of CN9 and CN12 polyhedra commen-
surable with the periodicity of the backbone; (d) a stacking 
sequence with CN15, CN12, CN12 is only slightly higher in 
energy than that of (c). 
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time. Here, modelling, i.e., starting from an ap-

Fig. 9a (space group P63/m, a = 12.4852(8) Å, c = 



780 °C in steps of 50 °C, i.e., enclosing the tem-
perature of the peritectoid formation of γ-
Ag9Mg37. A typical run is shown in Fig. 11. After 
a small number of cycles an ordered crystal struc-
ture appears at low temperature. An amorphous 
phase and a mixture of β-AgMg and Mg have been 
obtained by quenching the simulation at 780 °C 
and 630 °C, respectively. Please note that the for-
mation of γ-Ag9Mg37 is suppressed by using only 
one unit cell. 

The crystal structure is closely related to that of 
γ-Ag9Mg37. However, the chain is now composed 
of CN9 and CN12 polyhedra and is commensura-
ble with the periodicity of the backbone structure. 
The partial pair distribution functions for this 
structure are overlaid in Fig. 10. All distances 
between atoms correlate well with the local min-
ima of the respective pair potentials. 

The crystal structure of γ’-Ag9Mg37 is a stable 
ground state structure according to VASP compu-
tations and fits well the experimental powder pat-
tern. The convex hull of the phase diagram is 
shown in Fig. 12. γ’-Ag9Mg37 is -0.4 meV/atom 
below the tie line of the neighboring phases Mg 
and Ag15Mg51, the latter an ordered variant of ε-
Ag7Mg26. 

 

To understand the driving force for the phase 
transition exhaustive computations were done by 
Metropolis Monte Carlo using pair potentials. In a 
first step all possible configurations of the CN9, 
CN12 and the CN15 polyhedra, which fit the local 
stacking rules of the high temperature phase, were 
tested. Only two kinds of local rules survived the 
energy criteria. They are shown in Fig. 9c,d. The 
alternate stacking of CN9 and CN12 corresponds 
to the solution found by simulated annealing, i.e., 
Ag9Mg37 at 80.4 at.% Mg. The other type corre-
sponds to the sequence CN15-CN12-CN12 and 
has with Ag9Mg36.5 at 80.2 at.% a slightly lower 
content of Mg. The energy of the structure is only 
4 meV/atom above the tie line. It turned out that 
the energy of all intermediate structures containing 
both types of local stacking (superstructures) fol-
lows a linear behaviour as shown in Fig. 13. By 
folding back the 2c superstructure of Ag9Mg36.75 at 
80.3 at.% onto one unit cell one obtains a similar 
electron density as found for the disordered high 
temperature phase (refined composition 
Ag9Mg36.81(6)). The stability of the disordered 
phase can now be explained by configurational 
entropy contributions. The CN15 polyhedron al-
lows to distribute two silver atoms on three Mg 
sites of nearly equal energy. In addition super-
structures with different correlations, e.g., an or-

Fig. 10: Pair potentials for Ag-Ag, Ag-Mg and Mg-Mg 
obtained from VASP data; the partial pair distribution 
functions of γ’-Ag9Mg37 are overlaid. 

 

Fig. 11: Simulated annealing using an Adaptive Metropolis 
Monte Carlo Algorithm. The simulation box contained a 
mixture 18 Ag and 74 Mg with dimension according the 
unit cell parameters of γ’-Ag9Mg37. 

 

Fig. 12: Convex hull of the Ag-Mg system obtained from 
VASP data. 
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thorhombic primitive superstructure of Ag9Mg37 as 
shown in Fig. 13, between the polyhedral chains 
are possible. Due to the very small energy differ-
ences between the models from 80.2 to 80.4 at.% 
Mg—an interval within the error margin of the 
chemical analysis—one can assume that full equi-
librium at low temperature is difficult to obtain. 
This is in agreement with our observation that 
good samples of γ’-Ag9Mg37 could only be ob-
tained by melt spinning and subsequent long time 
annealing.  
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Fig. 13: Part of the convex hull close to γ’-Ag9Mg37. (a) 
alternate stacking of CN9 and CN12 as found in the ground 
state structure; close to the tie line is an orthorhombic 
superstructure; (b) stacking of CN15, CN12 and CN12 in 
the structure of Ag9Mg36.5; the CN15 polyhedron allows 
configurational disorder by distributing 2 Ag on 3 Mg sites; 
(c) dashed line corresponds to enthalpy of formation for 
superstructures containing both stacking sequences; an 
example at Ag9Mg36.75 is shown as an intergrowth of (a) 
and (b). 
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The Nature of Laves Phases 

Introduction 
 
The inter-institutional research initiative called 
“The Nature of Laves Phases” is a co-operation of 
four Max Planck institutes [1] with a strong inter-
disciplinary character. The Laves phases, which 
form the largest group of intermetallic compounds, 
are chosen as model systems for the experimental 
and theoretical investigations. 

The research group for Microstructure Physics 
(D. Raabe, F. Stein, M. Palm) at the MPI für Ei-
senforschung GmbH in Düsseldorf puts its empha-
sis on understanding phase equilibria in binary and 
ternary systems and on the mechanical behavior of 
alloys. The project of the research field Physical-
Chemical Metallurgy (E. J. Mittemeijer, A. 
Leineweber) at the MPI für Metallforschung, 
Stuttgart, is concerned with defect structures and 
phase transformations while the group for Prepa-
rative Solid State Chemistry (M. Jansen, D. 
Fischer) at the MPI für Festkörperforschung, 
Stuttgart, characterizes the crystallographic and 
electronic structure of metastable Laves phases. In 
Dresden at the MPI für Chemische Physik fester 
Stoffe, Laves phases are studied with respect to 
their formation, thermodynamic stability, chemical 
bonding and physical properties. 

Here, we report exemplarily on three coopera-
tions: (i) an investigation of the phenomenon of 
preferential site occupation of ternary Laves 
phases; (ii) the magnetic phase diagram of the 
Laves phase Nb1–yFe2+y; (iii) a study of chemical 
bonding. Details on the work, where Dresden has 
made contributions, are given in the following 
articles: site occupation reversal in the C14 Laves 
Phase Nb(Cr1–xCox)2 [2,3]; the chemical bonding 
in Laves phases revised [4,5]; unusual mechanical 
behavior of the intermetallic phase Nb2Co7 [6-9]; 
defect softening of NbFe2 and NbCo2 [10]; phase 
stability, structure and disorder of Co-Nb Laves 
phases [11-15]; ternary Laves phases [16-17]; 
the magnetic phase diagram of the Laves phase 
Nb1–yFe2+y [18,19]; quantum critical phenomena in 
NbFe2 [18,20]. 

Site occupation reversal in the C14 Laves phase 
Nb(Cr1–xCox)2

 
Many intermetallic compounds form broad com-
positional homogeneity ranges. Except for very 
simple crystal structures an element can occupy 
more than one crystallographic site. The distribu-
tion of the atoms of that element among different 
sites depends on temperature and composition. For 
a given composition one can distinguish three 
types of distribution: (i) random site occupation, 
(ii) ordered structures and (iii) preferential site 
occupation. The first case is characterized by the 
absence of short range order. In the second case 
there is short range order which is determined by 
the long range order of the crystal structure. In the 
third case the short range order is not determined 
by the long range order of the crystal structure, but 
depends on local interactions with a limited corre-
lation length. To understand the phenomenon of 
preferential site occupation, it is essential to de-
velop a proper description of phase stability. 

An important example is ternary Laves phases 
of C14 structure type with the general formula 
A(B'1–xB''x)2. Here, the usually smaller B atoms 
occupy the Wyckoff positions 2a and 6h of the 
space group P63/mmc. Experimental studies of 
ternary phase diagrams containing a C14 Laves 
phase along the section AB'2-AB''2 have shown 
considerable homogeneity ranges for many systems. 
Thus far, only a few studies on C14 A(B'1–xB''x)2 
compounds dealt with the distribution of the B 
atoms among the two possible crystallographic 
positions. In case of Ti(Fe1–xAlx)2 [21] with 
0 ≤ x ≤ 0.165 at 1000 °C, the Al atoms preferen-
tially occupy the 2a site. For Zr(V1–xCox)2 [22] 
with 0.2 ≤ x ≤ 0.7 and Ti(Mn1–xAlx)2 [23] with 
0 ≤ x ≤ 0.67 at 1000 °C the situation is more com-
plex. Here, the respective minority component 
preferentially occupies the 6h site. As an example 
in Zr(V1–xCox)2, at low Co content (x = 0.2), the Co 
atoms prefer the 6h site, whereas at high Co con-
tent (x = 0.7) the 6h site is favored by the V atoms. 
This phenomenon is known as site-occupation 
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reversal and was first observed by Faller et al. [22] 
in the above mentioned C14 Zr(V1–xCox)2 phase. A 
series of Nb/Cr/Co alloys was prepared from high-
purity starting materials by arc-melting and subse-
quent heat treatment at 1100 °C for 30 days. After 
annealing, the samples were quenched in water.  

In order to study the site occupations in the C14 
crystal structure of Nb(Cr1–xCox)2 a statistical me-
chanical method based on first-principles total 
energy calculations is devised. In this approach the 
internal energy contributions are treated at a higher 
accuracy level, while the configurational phase 
space is much smaller in comparison to the more 
common Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics 
approaches. 

The content of a unit cell of the Nb(Cr1–xCox)2 
Laves phase can be denoted as Nb4Cr8–NCoN. For a 
given N between 2 and 6, we have considered all 
possible ways of distributing these N Co atoms 
over the 2a and 6h sites, assuming that the disor-
dered crystal is represented by a canonical ensem-

ble of crystals each having one of the above con-
figurations as its unit cell. Only Co concentrations 
of x = N/8 can be studied by using this method. 
The idea is to compute the corresponding partition 
function ZN for each N. Once ZN is obtained, the 
thermal average of any physical quantity can be 
calculated by standard statistical mechanics rules. 
We performed first-principles total energy calcula-
tions only for those configurations that are sym-
metrically inequivalent. If there are M symmetri-
cally inequivalent configurations each with multi-
plicity g, the partition function can be written in 
terms of these M different energy levels: 
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Here, p denotes the number of Co atoms occupy-
ing the 2a sites (p can be 0, 1 or 2) in a  
configuration indexed by σ. EN,p;σ is the total en-
ergy of configuration σ computed by a first-
principles scheme. The occupation of 2a sites by 
Co atoms for a given N at a temperature T is then 
obtained from: 
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For calculating nCo
(6h), replace p by (N-p) in the 

above expression.  
The results as obtained from metallographic ex-

aminations, quantitative chemical analyses and X-
ray powder diffraction studies show that the com-
pound Nb(Cr1–xCox)2 crystallizes with MgZn2 
(C14) structure type with a broad homogeneity 
range of 0.127(3) ≤ x ≤ 0.937(8) at 1100 °C. The 
width of the C14/C15 two-phase fields is about 
2 at.% and 1 at.% for the Cr-rich and the Co-rich 
side, respectively. Due to the extremely small two-
phase fields, the phases C14 and C15 cannot be 
distinguished unambiguously by usual optical 
microscopy but applying differential interference 
contrast (DIC) after etching (Fig. 1). A comparison 
with an EBSD phase map obtained from a polished 
surface of the same sample shows that the rough 
surfaces of the etched sample correspond to the 
C14 phase. 

In experiment, both a and c lattice parameters of 
the hexagonal C14 unit cell decrease with increas-
ing Co content, however, the c parameter with a 
steeper downward slope. The c/a ratio decreases 
with increasing Co content until a minimum is 
reached at the composition Nb(Cr0.2Co0.8). It then 
increases until the Co content is maximal at the 

Fig. 1: (a) BSE image of a sample at the composition 
Nb33.3Cr60.0Co6.7. WDXS line scan is overlaid. The Co-rich 
phase is C14. (b) Optical micrograph (DIC) of the same 
sample after etching. Rough surfaces correspond to the 
C14 phase. The inset shows an EBSD phase map. Red and 
green color indicate C14 and C15 Laves phases, respec-
tively. 
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phase boundary (Fig. 2). The c/a ratio for the ter-
minal phases C14 NbCr2 and C14 NbCo2 have 
been optimized by first-principles calculations 
because both phases are only stable as C15 struc-
ture type. 

The results of the single crystal structure refine-
ments for various compositions reveal substantial 
deviations from the idealized C14 crystal structure: 
(i) the networks of the smaller Cr or Co atoms and 
the Nb atoms are distorted; (ii) there is Cr/Co sub-
stitutional disorder at 2a and 6h Wyckoff sites 
with preferential occupation of the respective mi-
nority component at the 2a site. The refinements 
clearly reveal a composition dependence of the site 
preference, including evidence for a site occupa-
tion reversal. In the case of the Cr-rich crystal 
(x = 0.33), Co atoms prefer the M2 (2a) site, 
whereas in the Co-rich crystals (x = 0.67 and 0.80), 
the M2 (2a) site is preferred by Cr atoms. In other 
words, the minority component prefers the 2a site. 
The crystal with x = 0.50 exhibits no preference of 
Cr/Co for either of the sites. The experimental re-
sults for the site occupation of Co at 2a and 6h sites 
are shown in Fig. 3a along with values obtained 
from the statistical mechanics approach. In addi-
tion, similar data for Zr(V1–xCox)2  are shown in 
Fig. 3b with the experimental data taken from [22]. 

Although we only employed a simple statistical 
mechanical method, the computed values are seen 
to capture the observed trend, namely, composi-
tion-dependent site occupation reversal, for both 
systems. For Nb(Cr1–xCox)2, the 6h Co occupation 

is linearly dependent on Co concentration; the best 
line through the computed values coincides well 
with the line through the four experimental points. 
Regarding the 2a occupation, computed values 
suggest that above some critical Co concentration 
(possibly somewhat higher than 50%), the occupa-
tion of the 2a sites remains unchanged. However, 
experimental data do not show such saturation 
behaviour. 

 

In the case of Zr(V1–xCox)2, the behaviour is 
much simpler. According to the available experi-
mental data, the Co occupations of both the 2a and 
6h sites follow straight lines. This development is 
well reproduced by the calculations, although the 
slopes of the curves slightly differ. Here, the calcu-
lations do not indicate a saturation of the 2a occu-
pation as found for Nb(Cr1–xCox)2. 
 
 

Fig. 2:  Experimental determined axis ratio c/a for C14 
Nb(Cr1-xCox) versus x. The values for C14 NbCr2 and C14 
NbCo2 have been calculated by first-principle electronic 
structure calculations. 

 

Fig. 3: Computed (open symbols) and experimental (filled 
symbols) Co occupations of the 2a and 6h site versus Co 
content x (a) for Nb(Cr1–xCox)2 and (b) for Zr(V1–xCox)2. 
The dashed lines indicate a random distribution. Error 
bars smaller than size of symbols. 

Hj 
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Magnetic Phase Diagram of the C14 Laves 
Phase Nb1–yFe2+y

 
The C14 Laves phase system Nb1–yFe2+y exhibits 
three magnetically ordered low-temperature states 
within a narrow composition range at ambient 
pressure. At slightly off-stoichiometric composi-
tions, both towards the iron-rich and the niobium-
rich side, it has been reported to be ferromagnetic 
(FM), with composition-dependent, low transition 
temperatures TC of the order of tens of Kelvin. At 
and very close to the stoichiometric composition, 
NbFe2 assumes antiferromagnetic or spin density 
wave (SDW) order below a second transition tem-
perature TN ~ 20 K [24,25]. The easy accessibility 
of these ordered states in a nearly stoichiometric 
compound presents a number of interesting oppor-
tunities to study quantum phase transitions and 
quantum criticality in a transition metal compound 
[26]. 

Past studies of the Nb1–yFe2+y system have ex-
plored the composition-temperature phase diagram 
in polycrystals by magnetic measurements and by 
nuclear magnetic resonance [24,25]. While in 
broad agreement, these studies differ in their clas-
sification of the slightly niobium-rich region of the 
phase diagram. The former (Ref. 24) describes the 
region around y ≈ –0.01 as paramagnetic down to 
2 K, whereas the latter (Ref. 25) reports a mixed 
(FM and SDW) phase. Further microscopic probes 
have been Mössbauer spectroscopy, muon spin 
relaxation (μsr) and neutron scattering studies. 
While μsr has shown evidence of static moments 
in stoichiometric NbFe2, neutron scattering ex-
periments have not revealed any information about 
the nature of this magnetic order in NbFe2 until 
now. 

Here, we re-examine the magnetic phase dia-
gram of Nb1–yFe2+y in well-characterized high-
quality samples. We aim to address key questions 
raised by earlier studies: (i) Does both FM phases 
previously observed, truly belong to the C14 phase 
of Nb1–yFe2+y or is the ferromagnetism due to the 
presence of a FM second phase [27,28]; and (ii) 
does the antiferromagnetism disappear in slightly 
Nb-rich samples? 

Since C14 Nb1–yFe2+y crystallizes in a broad ho-
mogeneity range from 27.4 to 36.3 at.% Nb at 
1100 ºC, and because the magnetic properties are 
very sensitive to y, it is important to verify not 
only the structure but also the final composition. 

We therefore decided to prepare samples in the 
range of 26 to 40 at.% Nb, covering the whole 
homogeneity range of the C14 phase, accompanied  
by characterization with X-ray powder diffraction, 
metallographic analysis, and wavelength and en-
ergy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (WDXS and 
EDXS). Pellets with a mass of 2 g were prepared 
by arc melting from pure niobium (H. C. Starck, 
granules, 99.9%) and iron (Chempur, foil, 
99.997%) on a water-cooled copper hearth in an 
argon atmosphere. In order to assure homogeneity, 
the pellets were turned over and melted several 
times. The pellets were subsequently enclosed in 
weld-sealed niobium ampoules which were in turn 
jacketed in quartz tubes, and annealed at 1100 ºC 
for three weeks. A phase of Ti2Ni structure type is 
present in almost all investigated samples as impu-
rity (see optical micrograph in Fig. 4). According 
to EDXS analysis this phase is richer in Nb com-
pared to the Laves phase. Its probable composition 
is Nb3Fe2. The actual composition of this phase 
could not be accurately determined due to its small 
grain size. After having cut the samples into hori-
zontal slices, we ground and polished them care-
fully and examined the surface with a high resolu-
tion optical microscope. The inset in Fig. 4 shows 
the optical micrograph taken from one of the upper 
slices. The Nb3Fe2 phase can be clearly seen near 
the C14 NbFe2 grain boundaries, its grains have 
dimensions of about 50 μm. Afterwards, we meas-
ured the AC-magnetic susceptibility at low mag-

 
Fig. 4: AC-magnetic susceptibility of samples cut from the 
upper and middle slice of a pellet of a NbFe2 polycrystal. 
The measurements performed at low magnetic field (100 
Oe) allow to detect the presence of FM phases at TC ≈ 80 K 
in the upper slide sample in addition to the expected SDW 
peak (TN  ≈ 10 K). Comparing this measurement with the 
picture shown in the inset (the scale length  is 100 μm), we 
deduce that the FM signal at TC  ≈ 80 K is caused by the 
second phase present around the NbFe2 grain boundaries. 
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netic fields (H ≤ 250 Oe) of samples extracted 
from the upper and the middle slice (Fig. 4): In the 
upper slice, we observed a FM signal with a transi-
tion temperature TC ≈ 80 K, in addition to the ex-
pected SDW peak at TN ≈ 10 K. In the middle slice, 
only the SDW signature is present. Comparing 
these measurements with the metallographic analy-
sis, we conclude that the Nb3Fe2 phase is responsi-
ble for the FM part of the signal. 

 

The inset of Fig. 6 shows the average volume 
per atom of the C14 structure versus the nominal 
(solid line) and WDXS (dashed line) Nb content. 
In the range from 28 to 34 at.% Nb, a linear de-
pendence of the atomic volume on composition 
determined by WDXS according to Vegard's vol-
ume rule is observed. Around the upper border of 
the homogeneity range the sample composition 
could not be determined accurately by WDXS, 
probably because of the large amount of the sec-
ond phase. Using the relation 
 
Vatom (Å3) = 12.0103 + 0.04024·x (at.% NbWDXS) 
 
we can determine the composition of a sample by 
measuring the unit cell parameters, which is espe-
cially useful to detect small differences in compo-
sition that are difficult to observe using WDXS. 
The estimated standard deviation of the WDXS 
measurements is of the order of 0.1 at.% limiting 
the accuracy on y to ~0.003. In addition, a small 
systematic error of about 0.2 at.% cannot be ruled 
out. However, the latter error shifts only the abso-
lute value without changing the shape of the phase 
diagram (see below). 

We focus our attention now on a very Nb-rich 
sample y = –0.035, as well as on one very rich in 
Fe with y = +0.04. They are still in the C14 homo-
geneity range and the amount of the Nb3Fe2 phase 
appears to be negligible. Fig. 5 shows the DC 
magnetic susceptibility of the two samples meas-
ured at 50 Oe. Clear jumps in magnetization are 
observed at T ≈ 72 K and T ≈ 14.5 K for the Fe-
rich and the Nb-rich sample respectively. When 
increasing the external field, the transition tem-
perature remains practically constant, suggesting 
that the ferromagnetism is not a consequence of 
the second phase.  

In addition, hysteresis signatures are evident in 
both samples, as shown in the inset of the same 
figure. Although in both samples the remanent 
magnetization is very small, in the order of 10–2 μB 
per atom, the coercive fields are quite large: 
200 Oe and 700 Oe. Our results confirm that both 
Nb- and Fe-rich Nb1–yFe2+y are FM with two dif-
ferent ferromagnetically ordered states [19]. 
We propose a refined version of the magnetic 
phase diagram for Nb1–yFe2+y as stable at 1100 °C 
(Fig. 6), obtained by combining thermodynamic 
and transport measurements (not shown here) 
discussed in the references [18-20,29]. Dashed 
lines indicate the likely limits of the FM and SDW 
state. For |y| ≥ 0.02, distinct FM phases have been 
observed at low temperature. Our data confirm that 

 

Fig. 5: Temperature dependence of the DC-magnetic sus-
ceptibility of Nb1–yFe2+y samples with y =+0.04 and y = 
–0.035. Inset: Hysteretic magnetization curves for the same 
samples. The Nb-rich sample shows a larger coercive field 
and smaller remanent magnetization. 

Fig. 6: Magnetic phase diagram: By adjusting the precise 
composition within a narrow homogeneity range, NbFe2 
can be tuned from ferromagnetism (FM) (y > 0.01) via an 
intermediate spin-density-wave (SDW) modulated state to a 
quantum critical point (QCP) (y ≈ –0.015). The precise 
composition has been determined from their unit cell pa-
rameters (from X-ray powder diffraction), which were 
compared against a scale drawn up by measuring the 
composition of a large number of samples covering the full 
homogeneity range using wavelength-dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (WDXS) (inset). 
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the FM features do not originate from an impurity 
phase, but are intrinsic to the C14 Laves phase 
Nb1–yFe2+y., A distinct non-FM phase has been 
observed between the FM phases: susceptibility, 
magnetization, resistivity and heat capacity results, 
many of which are similar to observations in well-
known spin-helical compounds MnAu2 [30], 
Y2Fe17 [31] and MnSi, suggest that the magnetic 
order assumes the form of a SDW, possibly a long 
wavelength helical or spiral state with an ordering 
wave vector of about 0.05 Å–1 for NbFe2 [18]. On 
the Fe-rich side, we believe that the SDW state 
wave vector q ≠ 0 connects continuously to the 
FM state (q = 0) at a point, which is located around 
y = +0.02 [32]. Until the precise nature of the 
SDW state can be observed using a microscopic 
probe, ideally neutron scattering, this scenario 
remains strongly hypothetical. By reducing the Fe 
content (for small negative y), the SDW state can 
be suppressed completely, leading to a magnetic 
quantum critical point (QCP) and leaving a small 
paramagnetic region around y ≈ –0.015. Here, 
magnetic fluctuations dominate the temperature 
dependence of resistivity and specific heat. A de-
tailed study of the quantum criticality in Nb-rich 
samples has been published elsewhere [18]. 

 

 
 
Chemical bonding in Laves phases 
 

 
 
 B

tor for formation of the main structural pattern of 
the Laves phases and its variation in different crys-
tal-structure types. Recent analysis of the available 
information reveals that neither rule is obeyed 
[33], particularly, the radius ratio which varies 
between 1.05 and 1.70 for the known Laves 
phases. Already this finding alone suggests that 
chemical bonding effects may play an important 
role so that the tabulated values of atomic radii 
become effectively modified in the distinct com-
pound as a result of chemical interactions and, 
thus, cannot be used directly as a parameter of a 
field for the description of the chemical bonding. 
The idea, as originally put forth in 1983 [34], is to 
investigate the compounds for which chemical 
bonding effects are expected to be minimal. Good 
candidates for this purpose are the Laves phases 
formed between the alkali metals. There are three 
known examples - KNa2, CsNa2 and CsK2, all 
forming in the hexagonal C14 structure. As a first 
step towards a more comprehensive study, here we 
focus on the Cs-K system [4,5]. 

The two compounds existing in the K-Cs system, 
the C14 Laves phase CsK2 and the hexagonal 
Cs6K7, are studied by first-principles electronic 
structure calculations. Atom volumina and charge 
transfer analyses carried out within the framework 
of the quantum theory of atoms in molecules 
(QTAIM) suggest that already in alkali-metal-only 
compounds, where there is only one valence elec-
tron per atom, chemical bonding effects should be 
taken into account, and that the formation of the 
Laves phases KNa2, CsNa2 and CsK2

 
may not be 

explained on grounds of purely geometrical factors.  

 

Fig. 7: QTAIM charge transfer vs electronegativity differ-
ence between the components A and B in selected Laves 
phases. 

Fig. 8: Isosurface of ELI (yellow) in BaNa2 revealing the 
four- (A2B2) and five-centre (A2B3) bonding. 
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Two rules, one geometric, other electronic, are
discussed in regard to stability of Laves phases.
The geometric rule gives sphere radii ratio of rA/rB

= √(3/2) ~ 1.225 as the most suitable one. The
electronic rule suggests the valence electron con-
centration (electrons per atom) as responsible fac-



Stability of the structural patterns of Laves 
phases suggests a common driving force to realize 
the closest packing motif with different chemical 
elements. In order to evaluate the role of the 
charge transfer as a possible driving force, we 
investigated the atomic charges by means of the 
QTAIM in several Laves phases of the main group 
elements and transition metals. 

The analysis of the relation between the normal-
ized charge transfer and the electronegativity dif-
ference (Fig. 7) shows that, despite a relatively 
strong scattering of the data, the expected but not 
obvious general trend of charge transfer increases 
with the increasing electronegativity difference 
between A and B components. The best fits were 
obtained for the Sanderson’s and Allred’s electro-
negativities provided the zero charge transfer oc-
curs for zero electronegativity difference, and 
maximal charge transfer is limited to unity at the 
maximal electronegativity difference. The trend 
observed indicate that the charge transfer contrib-
utes to the stabilization of the structural pattern of 
the most Laves phases investigated here beside 
BaNa2. In this compound the stabilizing role is 
obviously played by the multi-centre non-polar 
covalent bonding, as it was shown by applying the 
electron localizability indicator (see Scientific 
Report New Developments in Electron Localizabil-
ity, ELI, Fig. 8). 
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Intermetallic Clathrates Revisited 

Numerous investigations of new intermetallic 
clathrates have been undertaken during the past 
years. Most of these research activities have been 
promoted in particular by the growing demand for 
thermoelectric materials [1]. However, it was more 
and more realized that the reported physical prop-
erties measured on bulk samples can differ sub-
stantially from the intrinsic properties of homoge-
neous samples with specific composition. Espe-
cially the role of vacancies in the clathrate frame-
works is commonly overlooked in the interpreta-
tion of X-ray diffraction results. Depending on the 
vacancy concentration, however, compounds of 
similar composition can show either n-type or p-
type conduction, even metallic or semiconducting 
properties. Crystallographically, they can form 
different superstructures with characteristic defect 
ordering. A reliable knowledge of these properties 
is decisive for the applicability of a thermoelectric 
material as much as for the understanding of com-
plex structure-property relations. In order to meet 
the required standard of investigations, the thor-
ough characterization of clathrates developed into 
a joint field of cross-disciplinary research at our 
institute. During the last two years our main em-
phasis was the development of new preparation 
routes for intermetallic compounds in general, and 
for intermetallic clathrates in particular. 
 
 
The first boron containing clathrate 
 

 

 
 

Michael Baitinger, Umut Aydemir, Bodo Böhme, Horst Borrmann, Ulrich Burkhardt,  
Wilder Carrillo-Cabrera, Arnold Guloy1, Frank Haarmann, Walter Jung2, Kirill Kovnir3,  
Lien Nguyen Thi Kim, Reiner Ramlau, Walter Schnelle, Ulrich Schwarz, Andrei Shevelkov4,  
Zhongjia Tang1, Igor Veremchuk, Julia Zaikina3, and Yuri Grin  

 
Fig. 1: Crystal structure of K7B

B

7Si39 along [100]. Green: 
(Si + B) at site 16i, red: Si at 24k and 6c sites, blue: K at 
2a und 6d sites. Dodecahedra are drawn in blue, tetra-
kaidekahedra in grey. 

 

According to the observed lattice parameters, 
K7BB7Si39 represents the boron-rich border of a 
narrow homogeneity range towards a higher Si : B 
ratio. K7B7Si39 forms well-shaped crystals (Fig. 2). 
This is unusual since silicon clathrates are nor-
mally obtained as fine, polycrystalline powders by 
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rate structure was achieved only recently for the 
first time [4]. K7BB7Si39 is the first borosilicide with 
a clathrate-type crystal structure (Fig. 1) featuring 
the smallest lattice parameter ever observed for 
clathrate-I compounds based on group 14 elements 
(a = 9.952(1) Å, space group Pm3̄n). This result 
came as a surprise because borosilicides typically 
form different kinds of structure types containing 
interconnected B12 icosahedral clusters. The dis-
tinct contraction of the framework in boron con-
taining clathrates is of special interest for the 
preparation of clathrate compounds with smaller 
metal cations (such as rare earth elements) which 
have been only rarely obtained up to now. 

The four-bonded host framework of the clathrate-I 
structure can entirely be formed with the valence
electrons of group 14 elements. In the binary sili-
con clathrates M8–xSi46, the additional valence
electrons of the guest metal atoms occupy anti-
bonding states and the compounds show metallic 
behavior. Semiconducting clathrates have often 
been obtained by partial substitution of group 14
atoms in the host framework by trivalent group 13
atoms, e.g., in Rb8Ga8Si38

 [2] or in Eu8Ga16Ge30

[3]. However, the substitution by boron in a clath-



thermal decomposition or oxidation of reactive 
educts. The presence of boron in the clathrate 
phase was qualitatively established by EDXS in-
vestigations, while silicon and potassium were 
quantified close to the expected ratio. Micro-
crystallites representing the clathrate phase were 
additionally analysed by EELS. The experimental 
spectrum (Fig. 3) agrees well with that simulated 
for the composition K7B7Si39. 

The composition K7BB7Si39 was established by 
structure determination of single-crystal X-ray dif-
fraction data (21526 measured, 1845 independent 
reflections). The structure refinement reveals a full 
occupation of the potassium position at the crystal-
lographic site 6d whereas the position 2a is half-
filled with one K atom. The framework sites 6c and 
24k are fully occupied by Si atoms, while the silicon 
atoms on site 16i are partially substituted by 6.8(3) 
boron atoms. In total, this results in the composition 
K7.04(2)B6.8(3)B Si39.2(3), or, in idealized form, K7BB7Si39. 
The pure phase is diamagnetic with a weak tem-

perature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility 
(χ(300 K) ≈ –250·10  emu/mol). The electrical 
resistivity is relatively large at room temperature 
(ρ(300) = 3 mΩ m) and increases with decreasing 
temperature. These observations are characteristic 
for a heavily doped semiconductor. The observed 
electronic transport properties agree with the long 
relaxation time found in NMR experiments. The 
equilibrium magnetization in B-NMR experiments 
is achieved after 60 s which is clearly longer than 
the typical relaxation time for a material with metal-
lic conductivity. This supports the results of the 
crystal structure determination which gave equal 
numbers of boron and potassium atoms. This allows 
K

–6

11

7B7

 
Fig. 2: SEM image of K7B7Si39 crystals. 

B Si39 to be interpreted as a Zintl phase. 
 
 
Clathrates containing transition metal elements 
 
In contrast to the silicon based compounds, clath-
rates of the heavier group 14 elements Ge and Sn 
may contain voids, , in the framework of cova-
lently bonded atoms. In this case, the valence elec-
trons of the guest metal atoms are formally trans-
ferred to threefold bonded anions (3b)Ge– or 
(3b)Sn–, surrounding the voids. In the compound 
K8Ge44 2, for example, two defects and eight 
(3b)Ge anions per unit cell are formed correspond-
ing to the valence electrons of 8 K atoms [5]. Thus, 
the charge balance can be written as 
[K+]8[(3b)Ge-]8[(4b)Ge0]36. In the clathrate-I 
phases of the system Ba-Ni-Ge, substitution atoms 
and defects occur together in the same compound. 
Therefore, the determination of the chemical com-
position is considerably aggravated. This system 
was chosen as a model compound within the 
European Network of Excellence CMA to reinves-
tigate in detail the relation between physical prop-
erties, chemical composition and crystal structure. 
The homogeneity range was determined to be 
Ba8NixGe41.8+Δy (0.6 < x ≤ 4.2; |Δy| < 1) and its 
structure characterized (space group Pm3̄n, a = 
10.657(1) - 10.681(1) Å). The homogeneity range 
was confirmed by EDX and EELS. The chemical 
composition can be derived from an idealized 
Zintl-Phase of composition Ba8Ge42 4 in which 
the structure defects  can successively be filled 
by Ni atoms. Samples with composition 
Ba8Ni3.5Ge42 (a = 10.681(1) Å) were prepared 
from the melt at 1113(5) K. For lower Ni contents 
(0 < x ≤ 0.6) a 2 × 2 × 2 super cells (space group 

 
Fig. 3: EEL spectrum of K7B7Si39. Crystallite in [111] 
orientation, boron K edge at 188 eV. 
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Ia3̄d, a = 21.307(2) Å) were obtained indicating a 
solid solution of Ni into the binary Ba8Ge43 3. 

DC resistivity measurements of samples with 
composition Ba8Ni4.0Ge42 exhibit semiconducting 
behavior, while samples with other compositions 
can be classified as “bad metals” (dρ/dT > 0). 
Samples with lower Ni content than Ba8Ni4.0Ge42 
show n-type, samples with higher Ni content p-
type conduction (Fig. 4). 

New type - I clathrates with group 9 and 10 ele-
ments were synthesized, namely Ba8CoGe43–x 2+x 
(Pm3̄n, a = 10.670(1) Å), Ba8RhGe43–x 2+x (Pm3̄n, 
a = 10.688(1) - 10.698(1) Å), Ba8Rh2Si44 (Pm3̄n, 
a = 10.347(1) Å) and Ba8NixSi46–x (2.4 ≤ x ≤ 3.7;  
Pm3̄n, a = 10.290(1) Å - 10.301(1) Å). The huge 
variety of compositions which can be achieved in 
transition-metal substituted clathrates will be used 
to tune the charge carrier concentration and hence, 
the thermoelectric activity. These experiments are 
important to improve the applicability of clathrates 
as thermoelectric materials.  
 
 
A clathrate III compound with unusually high 
thermal stability 
 
A necessary precondition for thermoelectric heat 
conversion is the thermal stability of the material 
at operating temperature. In fact, the application 
range covered by commercial thermoelectric mate-
rials is already restricted to temperatures below 
300 °C. The new clathrate III, Si130P42Te21, was 
synthesized from the elements (P42/mnm a = 
19.2632(3) Å, c = 10.0706(2) Å) as a single phase 
and exhibits the highest thermal stability ever re-
ported for this class of materials (~ 1240 °C under 
vacuum, 1230 °C in air) [6]. This opens new per-
spectives for the preparation of clathrate-based 

materials for high-temperature applications. Single 
crystal X-ray diffraction and solid state 31P-NMR 
revealed a non-random distribution of phosphorus 
atoms over the framework positions. The composi-
tion of this novel clathrate is in accordance with 
the Zintl rule, and was confirmed by wavelength 
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (WDXS) as well as 
the semiconducting transport behavior. 
So far, Cs30Na(1.33x–10)Sn(172–x)

 [7] and Si130P42Te21 
are the only examples for intermetallic clathrate III 
compounds the crystal structures of which are 
derived from the bromine hydrate 
[(Br2)20 10](H2O)172 (Fig. 5).  
 
 
Metastable clathrates obtained by oxidation 
reactions 
 
A novel low-temperature method for the prepara-
tion of clathrates, the oxidation of reactive precur-
sor compounds, was recently developed at our 
institute. The new element modification 
Ge(cF136) with a clathrate-II-type crystal struc-
ture was synthesized by the protic oxidation of 
Na12Ge17 at 300 °C in an ionic liquid of 
DTAC/AlCl3

 [8]. The acidic protons are delivered 
by the β-H-acidic agent DTAC which undergoes a 
Hofmann elimination under the conditions of the 
reaction. By means of a similar preparation 
method, the new binary K8.6(4)Ge136 (Fd3̄m, a = 
15.302(1) Å) has been synthesized [9]. The precur-
sor K4Ge9 was oxidized in the ionic liquid 
DTAC/AlCl3 at 300 °C to an X-ray amorphous 
product. Crystalline samples of K8.6(4)Ge136 were 
obtained after subsequent annealing of the crude 

 

 
Fig. 5: Polyhedral packing in the clathrate III structure of 
Si130P42Te21 with condensed 20-, 24- and 26-vertex cages. 

Fig. 4: Lattice parameters and electrical conductivity 
within the homogeneity range Ba8Ni4.2–xGe41.8+Δy. 
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Fig. 8: Schematic experimental setup for the oxidation of 
precursor compounds with gaseous HCl. 

product in Ar at 370 °C (Fig. 6). The composition 
was determined from X-ray powder diffraction and 
confirmed by EDXS analysis either on clathrate 
crystallites in a transmission electron microscope, 
or on bulk material in a scanning electron micro-
scope. In the clathrate II structure of K8.6(4)Ge136, 
the K atoms preferably occupy the larger Ge28 
cages rather than the Ge20 cages (Fig. 7). 
K8.6(4)Ge136 is the first example of a clathrate-II 
crystal structure containing K atoms. The 
compound is metastable and was found to decom-
pose exothermically at 471 °C. 

The deeper understanding of the heterogeneous 
character of the oxidation led to a further devel-
opment of the synthesis method and the controlled 
oxidation of precursor compounds with oxidizing 
gases, e.g., HCl: 
M4Si4 + HCl    M8–xSi46 + MCl + H2

The preparation route can be varied by the choice 
of the HCl source, e.g., gaseous HCl can be pro-
duced by dissociation of NH4Cl. The precursor 
compound and NH4Cl have to be placed in sepa-
rate vessels (Fig. 8). For the first time, the type-I 
clathrates Na6.2Si46 (Pm3̄n, a = 10.199(1) Å) and 
K7Si46 (Pm3̄n, a = 10.278(1) Å) have been ob-
tained with a distinctly reduced occupancy of cage 
atom positions (Fig. 9). [10] The synthesis method 
could be extended to clathrates containing alkaline 
earth metals such as Na2Ba6Si46

 (Pm3̄n, a = 
10.281(1) Å) [11] and Ba6Si46 (Pm3̄n, a = 
10.274(1) Å). Especially the synthesis of Ba6Si46 is 
remarkable because Ba/Si clathrates were exclu-
sively produced by high pressure preparation 
methods up to now [12].  

Further optimization of the synthesis conditions in 
the Na / Si system led to a considerable reduction of 
the sodium content. The latter was determined from 
crystal structure refinement. (Tab. 1). 

These results indicate that it might even be fea-
sible to prepare a new silicon allotrope Si(cP46) 
with empty clathrate-I structure by the oxidation 
method. This method provides a general prepara-
tion route which is scalable and allows the synthe-
sis of large amounts of crystalline powders with 
standard laboratory equipment. Densification 
techniques of the reaction products are under in-
vestigation.  

Fig. 6: X-ray powder diffraction pattern of K8.6(4)Ge136: 
experimental data (top) and the difference curve (bottom). 
Crystalline α-Ge was found as a minor phase (~4 mass-%). 

 
Fig. 7: Crystal structure of the type-II clathrate K8.6(4)Ge136. 
Ge20 polyhedra are shown blue, E24 polyhedra (open) are 
filled by K atoms (golden). 

Table 1: Type-I clathrate NaxSi46 obtained from oxidation 
reactions 

a / Å Refined composition 
Na6.2Si46 10.199(1) 
Na4.5Si46 10.200(1) 
Na3.9Si46 10.193(1) 
Na1.7Si46 10.175(1) 
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Vacancy ordering in K8Sn44 2 
 
The type-I clathrates M8Sn44 2 (M = K, Rb, Cs) 
are Zintl phases stabilized by the formation of 
vacancies in the covalent framework [13-16]. The 
real structure of clathrates and especially the or-
dering of defects is not yet reported in the current 
literature. The formation of superlattices was in-
vestigated by extended single crystal analyses of 
Rb8Sn44 2 and Cs8Sn44 2 (Pm3̄n; cP54  Ia3̄d; 
cI432; 2 × 2 × 2 super cell) [17-18]. The homo-
logue compound K8Sn44 2 forms peritectically at 
390 °C from K8–xSn25 and melt. For this com-
pound, a primitive unit cell could be verified from 
single crystal data at room temperature and at 
100 K [19]. However, the X-ray powder pattern 
could never be indexed completely by assuming a 
cubic unit cell. Recently, a reinvestigation of 
K8Sn44 2 by electron microscopy using SAED 
revealed the existence of a large orthorhombic 
polymorph with the unit cell dimensions 2a × 2a × 
4a (Fig. 10) which is in agreement with the low 
intensity reflections observed in XRPD-patterns 
(Fig. 11). Because the formation of super cells 
depends always on the annealing temperature, 
similar unit cells might be also found for 
Rb8Sn44 2 and Cs8Sn44 2.  
 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 11: X-ray powder pattern of K8Sn44 2, indexed with a 
orthorhombic unit cell. 

Conclusion 
 
As a result of extensive investigations in the past, 
intermetallic clathrates and their crystal structures 
were generally supposed to be well understood. 
However, detailed new insight reveals a subtle 
dependence of crystal structure, local atomic or-
dering, and hence, related physical properties on 
the precise chemical composition and preparation 
conditions. With the development of novel synthe-
sis methods, clathrates with new chemical compo-
sitions can be obtained, which have not been ac-
cessible by traditional preparation methods. This 
opens new prospects to adjust the charge carrier 
concentration which is decisive for an optimization 
of thermoelectric properties. 
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Fig. 10: SAED image of K8Sn44 2 along [100]. Vacancy 

orthorhombic unit cell (dimensions 2a × 2a × 4a) marked 
in green. The cubic subcell with space group Pm3̄n is 
marked in red. 
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Frameworks of elemental germanium 
 

New Silicon and Germanium Frameworks by High-Pressure Synthesis
Ulrich Schwarz, Ulrich Burkhardt, Michael Hanfland1, Katrin Meier, Carola J. Müller,  
Walter Schnelle, and Aron Wosylus 

 

 

Fig. 1: Crystal structure of Ge(hR8). Crystallographically 
different germanium atoms are indicated by red (Ge1) and 
blue (Ge2) spheres, respectively. 

 
Fig. 2: Pressure-induced changes of interatomic distances 
in Ge(hR8). The dotted line indicates the distances in 
diamond-type germanium.  
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The elements germanium and silicon can adopt
several three-dimensional open framework struc-
tures at ambient condition. Recently, the novel 
clathrate-type element modification Ge(cF136)
was synthesized by mild oxidation of Zintl phases
[1]. The open framework nature of the new allo-
trope and the four-bonded character of the germa-
nium atoms motivated an investigation of the pres-
sure-induced structural changes of this unique
atomic arrangement.  

In-situ X-ray diffraction experiments with the
diamond anvil cell technique were realized in-
house and at a synchrotron source (ESRF) reveal-
ing a continuous compression of Ge(cF136) be-
tween ambient pressure and 12.7 GPa. Additional
diffraction lines indicate the onset of a transforma-
tion into the new phase above 7.6 GPa before an-
other allotrope, the well known β-Sn-type Ge(tI4), 
starts to form at 8.3(5) GPa. In the direction of 
decreasing pressures, the new modification is ob-
tained at 6 GPa [2]. 

The crystal structure of the new allotrope 
Ge(hR8) can be described as a three-dimensional 
(3D) network formed by two crystallographically

different types of four-bonded germanium atoms 
(Fig. 1). However, the apparent resemblance of the 
species is destroyed by pressure variation. Upon 
compression, the distances between the Ge1 atoms 
show a significantly stronger shortening than the 
other contacts (Fig. 2).  

This experimental finding implies an alternative 
description of the crystal structure organisation. 
The atoms Ge2 form helices in direction of the 
crystallographic c axis, a partial structure which is 
similar to 1D building units in elemental α-
selenium and α-tellurium, Se(hR3) and Te(hR3). 
These one-dimensional segments are intercon-
nected by Ge2−Ge2 contacts into a 3D host 
framework which encloses channels oriented along 
the c axis. The other type of germanium atoms 
occupies the resulting tubular voids forming chains 
as guests, with alternating short and long intera-
tomic distances.  

In order to investigate the special partitioning of 
the crystal structure with quantum chemical meth-
ods, chemical bonding was analyzed by means of 
the electron localizability indicator [2]. Each short 
Ge−Ge contact exhibits an attractor in ELI evi-
dencing four covalent bonds for both types of Ge 
atoms (Fig. 3). In contrast to other element modifi-



the description implying low-dimensional building 
units, the compression of the modification 
Ge(tP12) is significantly higher perpendicular to 
the helices than parallel to the spiral direction.  
 
 
Anionic frameworks of silicon and germanium 
 

 

 
Fig. 4: Crystal structure of the metastable modification 
Ge(tP12). Crystallographically different germanium atoms 
are indicated by dark red and blue spheres, respectively.  
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Fig. 3: Isosurfaces of the electron localizability indicator 
of Ge(hR8) revealing the four-bonded character of both
types of germanium atoms [2]. 

cations with a similar structural host−guest organi-
sation, the interactions within and between the 
partial structures of Ge(hR8) are equivalent [2]. 
The bonds connecting atoms of the network with 
atoms in the channels stabilize a normal periodic 
arrangement in Ge(hR8) while assemblies like K-
III [3] or Sb-II [4] exhibit dissimilar identity peri-
ods of host and guest partial structures.  

The covalent bonding in germanium allotropes 
impedes structural transformations at ambient 
temperature. Thus, the phase formation becomes 
controlled kinetically and upon pressure decrease 
to ambient conditions, germanium can form the 
metastable modification Ge(tP12), which also 
comprises two different types of four-bonded at-
oms (Fig. 4). The refinement of the positional 
parameters based on single-crystal X-ray diffrac-
tion intensities reveals interatomic distances 
d(Ge−Ge) covering a range from 248.07(8) pm to 
250.53(6) pm [5]. They are significantly longer 
than d(Ge−Ge) of 245 pm in the stable diamond-
type modification.  

The 3D atomic arrangement contains helical 
chains (Fig. 4) which are similar to those observed 
in the recently solved high-pressure crystal struc-
ture of the element modification S(tI16) [6]. In 
Ge(tP12), four of these 1D segments are intercon-
nected by bridging Ge1 atoms. In agreement with 

Strongly polar intermetallic compounds with sili-
con or germanium as a majority component form a 
diversity of frameworks. These binary phases con-
stitute a class of fascinating materials with respect
to electron counting schemes and physical proper-
ties. Several of these compounds feature thermo-
electric or superconducting behaviour. The occur-
rence of these effects is often discussed in the
context of interactions between network and filler
atoms [7, 8].  

Structural patterns of mainly four-bonding net-
work atoms which are electron-precise according 
to the 8−N rule and the Zintl concept normally 
show semiconducting behaviour. In clathrate-type
structures of germanium or tin, electrons donated
by the cationic metals are accommodated in elec-
tron pairs around defects [9] or the charge is com-
pensated by replacement of group 14 elements 
with group 13 atoms in the framework [10]. By 
contrast, silicon networks like those in compounds
M8−xSi46 (M = Na, K; Ba) may hold a surplus of 
electrons and exhibit metallic conductivity [11]. 



 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 5: Crystal structure of the high-pressure phases MSi6 
(M = Eu, Ca, Sr). Three crystallographically different sili-
con atoms form a three-dimensional network of four-bonded 
atoms (blue spheres). The metal atoms (red spheres) centre 
large voids.  
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In high-pressure high-temperature experiments 
performed with the aim to synthesize multinary 
silicon-rich cage compounds, the extreme condi-
tions are realized with an octahedral multianvil 
device in combination with a hydraulic press. 
Pressure and temperature calibration is performed 
prior to the experiments.  

A new structural pattern is observed for compo-
sitions close to EuSi6 [12]. More systematic inves-
tigations reveal that the stability field can be ex-
tended to EuSi6−x Gax.  In the Eu−Si system, the 
formation of EuSi6 has a low-pressure limit of 
8(1) GPa. Subsequent high-pressure experiments 
with a mixture Ca−Si and Sr−Si evidence the for-
mation of the isotypic compounds CaSi6 above 
10 GPa and SrSi6 above 6 GPa [13,14].  

In order to analyze the homogeneity ranges of 
the binary compounds MSi6, we prepared three 
samples in each silicon-rich part of the phase dia-
grams. In case of silicon-poorer compositions like 
1:5, we observe phases like MSi2 together with 
MSi6, for 1:6 we find pure MSi6. In the silicon-
richer mixtures, e.g., 1:12, MSi6 is accompanied by 
elemental silicon. Moreover, the refined lattice 
parameters of each hexasilicide are found to be 
equal within three standard deviations at different 
compositions. These findings evidence constant 
compositions MSi6 and exclude a significant ho-
mogeneity range with respect to defects in the 
silicon framework or in the metal partial structure. 

The crystal structure of the high-pressure phases 
MSi6 (M = Eu; Ca, Sr) is shown in Fig. 5. The 
atomic patterns which are isotypic to EuGa2±xGe4±x 
[15,16] comprise 3D frameworks of four-bonded 
silicon atoms (4b)Si0. The electropositive metal 
atoms are located in large voids of this partial 
structure. 

Upon heating at ambient pressure, exothermic, 
monotropic decompositions of the phases MSi6 
(M = Eu; Ca, Sr) into MSi2 and Si indicate a me-
tastable character at ambient conditions. Decom-
position at low temperatures is prevented by the 
covalent bonding in the frameworks providing a 
sufficiently high energy barrier.  

Regarding physical properties of EuSi6, the mag-
netic susceptibility data (Fig. 6) indicate a Curie 
behaviour except at low temperatures (upper left 
inset of Fig. 6). The effective magnetic moment 
µeff = 8.09 µB obtained by a fit to the χ(T) data at 
temperatures above 20 K is consistent with the 
S

B

8
7/2 multiplet of europium with configuration 4f   7

(Eu , µ2+
free = 7.94 µBB). The magnetic behaviour is 

quite complex at low temperatures. The Weiss 
parameter θ = −1.6 K is negative and small indi-
cating antiferromagnetic interactions. A kink at 
TN = 11.2 K indicates an ordering of the europium 
4f moments. This anomaly of χ(T) is followed by 
further discontinuities at lower temperatures.  

Since europium is in the oxidation state +2, the 
phases MSi6 hold an excess of two electrons per 
formula unit: M 2+[(4b)Si0]6·2e−. Accordingly, the 
resistivity ρ(T) of EuSi6 increases linearly with 
temperature for T > 50 K indicating a metal-type 
conductivity (lower right inset of Fig. 6). The ab-
solute value of 1 mΩ cm at T = 300 K is above the 
classical limit for metallic conduction and classi-

Fig. 6: Inverse magnetic susceptibility of EuSi6 as a func-
tion of temperature (red symbols).The black line shows the 
Curie-Weiss fit. The inset upper left displays the suscepti-
bility for different fields at temperatures below 16 K.  



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Conclusion 
 
High-pressure high-temperature conditions stabi-
lize a diversity of silicon and germanium structural 
patterns which are until now inaccessible at ambi-
ent pressure. The synthesis of several new binary 
silicon and germanium phases justifies further 
experiments to explore the potential of this method 

tions elements and hitherto unknown compositions 
in the binary phase diagrams. The metastable char-
acter in combination with often extraordinary 
bonding features of these atomic motifs motivates 
an ongoing systematic research for novel and 
technologically useful combinations of physical 
properties in this class of materials.  
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Fig. 7: Crystal structure of the high-pressure phases REGe5
(RE = Nd, Gd, Sm, Ce). Germanium atoms in the corru-
gated sheets are displayed as blue spheres, eightfold coor-
dinated Ge as red spheres, and the rare-earth metal is 
shown in white.  

fies EuSi6 as a bad metal. The discontinuous
change of slope around 11 K is attributed to the
magnetic ordering of the europium 4f 

7 ions.  
The synthesis of a series of compounds with

composition MSi6 initiated a methodical study of 
the potential of chemical reactions at extreme con-
ditions in stabilizing binary silicon- or germanium-
rich compounds. Treatment of germanium-rich
mixtures of the rare-earth metals Nd, Gd, Sm or
Ce at extreme conditions evidences the formation 
of compounds REGe5. The crystal structure is
isotypic to recently characterized LaGe5 [17] and
comprises two types of germanium atoms (Fig. 7). 
One species forms corrugated nets, and between
these two-dimensional building units rare-earth
metal atoms are located in large cages. A second 
type of eightfold coordinated germanium atoms 
occupies smaller voids in the centre of a distorted 
germanium cube.  

to realize new atomic arrangements of post-transi-
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Magnetotransport in Heavy Fermion Metals CeMIn5 (M = Co, Ir) 

Introduction 
 
An essential ingredient in heavy fermion physics is 
the Kondo effect which screens the local moments 
and accounts for the formation of heavy quasi-
particles. Competing with this effect is the Ruder-
man-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction 
that favors magnetic order. If the latter can con-
tinuously be driven to zero temperature by an ex-
ternal control parameter, a quantum phase tran-
sition is induced which can evoke fascinating, yet 
often poorly understood phenomena. Of particular 
interest are systems in which unconventional su-
perconductivity is observed in the vicinity of such 
a quantum critical point (QCP). In these cases 
Cooper pair formation could be facilitated by the 
presence of (antiferro-)magnetic fluctuations [1] 
rather than by phononic coupling modes as in the 
conventional BCS superconductors. Here, the Ce-
MIn5 systems (M = Co, Ir) have proven to provide 
an excellent playground for a detailed inves-
tigation of the above-mentioned interrelation. Both 
materials exhibit a superconducting ground state 
(CeCoIn5 features the highest ambient pressure su-
perconducting transition temperature TC = 2.3 K of 
all Ce-based compounds known to date) the un-
conventional nature of which has manifested itself 
in a number of properties [2]. The existence of 
strong antiferromagnetic (AFM) fluctuations has 
been shown by nuclear quadrupole resonance 
(NQR) measurements but finds its most prominent 
display by the realization of an AFM ground state 
in CeRhIn5. Notably, the latter compound super-
conducts under pressure p ≥ 0.5 GPa where the 
magnetic ordering temperature TN also starts to de-
crease [3]. In addition, some analogy between the 
CeMIn5 systems and the cuprate high temperature 
superconductors was proposed [4].  

We conducted highly sensitive measurements of 
the low-temperature magnetotransport in order to 
elucidate on these issues. Hall measurements have 
proven particularly useful for the study of the 
Fermi surface evolution of heavy fermion metals 
close to a QCP [5]. The quantum spin fluctuations 
appear to significantly influence the CeCoIn5 Hall 

response in a narrow low temperature range at am-
bient pressure, an effect which is gradually sup-
pressed by applied pressure. In addition, these 
measurements indicate a dissociation of the quan-
tum (Hqc) and superconducting critical field Hc2. In 
CeIrIn5 we find experimental signatures of the 
presence of a precursor state that envelops the su-
perconducting region which may imply that the 
formation of the superconductivity is preceded by 
an electronic state hitherto unexplored in this class 
of materials. The influence of AFM fluctuations is 
apparent by the observation of two distinct scatter-
ing times in these systems, in similarity to obser-
vations in the superconducting cuprates. Although 
the existence of two scattering times in heavy-
fermion systems remains to be investigated in ade-
quate detail, this scenario might well be applicable 
to other systems. 

 
 
Experimental Details 
 
Measurements of the Hall effect and magneto-
resistance (MR) are conducted on single crystal-
line samples of CeCoIn5 and CeIrIn5 within the 
temperature range 0.05 K ≤ T ≤ 2.5 K in the form 
of isothermal field sweeps. The magnetic field (of 
up to 15 T) is applied parallel to the crystallo-
graphic c axes, and the Hall voltage is extracted as 
the asymmetric component under magnetic field 
reversal. Low-temperature transformers are used in 
conjunction with low-noise voltage preamplifiers 
to enable an effective resolution of better than 
±0.01 nV. For measurements under pressure p ≤ 
1.2 GPa, the samples were mounted in a piston 
cylinder-type pressure cell using fluorinert 75 as 
the pressure transmitting medium. 
 
 
CeCoIn5
 
In our previous scientific report some preliminary 
results of ambient pressure Hall effect meas-
urements were already presented [6]. We have ex-
tended these measurements to include pressure 
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studies up to 1.2 GPa [7]. This allows an unambi-
guous identification of the peak feature observed 
in the Hall coefficient RH = ∂ρxy/∂H at low-
pressure, Fig. 1. The application of pressure drives 
Cerium from the usual magnetic Ce3+ state towards 
the non-magnetic Ce4+ one. Hence, the AFM spin 
fluctuations are suppressed and Landau Fermi liq-
uid (LFL) behavior is recovered. This mechanism 
also manifests itself by an initial increase of TC(p) 
with a maximum TC at 1.3 GPa. Results for the 
non-magnetic reference compound LaCoIn5 agree 
with those of the Ce compound under high pres-
sure, i.e., in the LFL regime. Consequently, the 
peak feature can be assigned to deviations from 
LFL behavior, caused by AFM spin fluctuations. 
Such a Hall peak feature was very recently also 
observed in the cuprate superconductors and inter-
preted in terms of critical fluctuations [8]. 

As the temperature dependence of the peak in 
RH tracks the crossover from non-Fermi liquid 
(NFL) to LFL behavior, it can be used to construct 
an H–T phase diagram, Fig. 2. Here, ρxy(H) values 
that are influenced by the proximity to super-
conductivity are not evaluated (hatched area). The 
field values at which the peak in RH(H) is observed 
has been marked by Hd. These data compare nicely 
to results from MR measurements [9]. Most im-
portantly, if Hd(T) is extrapolated to T→0 by a 
simple power law, we find μ0Hd(0) ≈ 4.1 T. For T 
> 0.26 K, a field scaling can be applied such that a 
universal peak feature in RH is observed. The field 
values Hmin of the peak obtained from this scaling 

again coincide with reported results [9] and extra-
polate to 4.0 T, see Fig. 4(b), a fact that supports 
our scaling.  

The pressure evolution of RH, combined with the 
value of RH corresponding to the expected LFL 
value at the lowest T, and the comparison of the 
field Hd(T) at which the peak is found to the 
known phase diagram at p = 0, suggest that this 
feature is related to the crossover from NFL to 
LFL behavior. Thus, our data support the idea of a 

Fig. 1: Hall resistivity ρxy and the Hall coefficient RH = ∂ρxy/∂H for selected temperatures and pressures. A peak feature is 
clearly recognizable in RH(H) at intermediate temperature which can be suppressed by the application of pressure. 

Fig. 2: Low temperature phase diagram of CeCoIn5 as ob-
tained from Hall measurements. The hatched area marks 
the H range within which SC influences the slope of ρxy(H)
[▫ mark onset of non-zero ρxy(H)]. The values Hd(T) repre-
sent the fields at which a peak in RH can directly be ob-
served. A power law fit extrapolates to 4.1 T at T = 0 
(dashed line). (b) Temperature dependence of the scaling 
field Hmin used to collapse the peak features observed at 
different T into a single one. A fit (dashed line) again ex-
trapolates to 4.0 T at T = 0. These values agree well with 
MR data (green crosses) taken from Ref. [9]. 
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field-tuned QCP in CeCoIn5 which is not exactly 
located at the upper critical field of super-
conductivity, Hc2. Rather it is within the field 
range of superconductivity which appears to mask 
an AFM ordered state generating this QCP. We 
believe that this disparity does not necessarily rule 
out the possibility of the AFM spin fluctuations 
being involved in the formation of d-wave super-
conductivity, even if they do not become critical 
right at Hc2. We note that the above mentioned fre-
quent observation of unconventional superconduc-
tivity in the vicinity of a QCP in fact supports a 
disparity of the critical fields.  
 
 
CeIrIn5
 
Figure 3 summarizes the phase diagram of CeIrIn5 
as determined from our magnetotransport meas-
urements [10]. Two distinguishable crossover lines 
in this phase diagram are clearly related to a mag-
netic instability at about 25 T: (i) The LFL to NFL 
crossover, as determined by deviations from Koh-
ler’s scaling rule and (ii) the onset of a coherent 
Kondo scattering regime, as determined from a 
crossover in the sign of the MR at Hcoh. The LFL–
NFL crossover is seen to be in good agreement 
with prior reports and a linear extrapolation indeed 
intercepts the magnetic field axis at about 25 T. 
Though the functional form of the coherent to in-
coherent Kondo regime is non-trivial, a crossing 
between these two lines is unlikely, and the Kondo 
coherence would also be expected to vanish at the 
magnetic instability. 

A striking result from the analysis of our mag-
netotransport data pertains to the observation of a 
precursor state to superconductivity in CeIrIn5. 
This state, which is seen as a curve that envelops 
Hc2 in Fig. 3, was inferred from the field-
dependence of the Hall angle θH. Though rarely 
utilized as a means of investigating heavy-fermion 
systems, prior work in the superconducting cu-
prates has demonstrated that its cotangent cotθH = 
ρxx /ρxy is a quantity of fundamental interest as it is 
primarily a measure of the charge carrier mobility. 
A quadratic temperature dependence of cot θH was 
observed in the cuprates which appeared to be in-
dependent of the charge carrier density and the ex-
tent of impurity substitution [11]. Since the resis-
tivity ρx x is linear in T, this T 2  dependence of 
cotθH is thought to be a manifestation of the fact 

that there are two distinct scattering rates which 
independently influence the resistivity and the Hall 
effect (τ tr and τ H , respectively). Moreover, devia-
tions from the T 2  behavior of cotθH were inter-
preted in terms of the onset of the pseudogap state 
in the cuprates. Our measurement protocol (we 
conduct isothermal field sweeps) enables us to in-
vestigate the magnetic field dependence of this 
quantity in detail, and cotθH is seen to have an H–1 
dependence within a substantial region of the H–T 
phase space. In the vicinity of the superconducting 
regime, systematic deviations from this H –1 de-
pendence are seen (starting at a critical field  ), 
the field and temperature dependence of which is 
exhibited in Fig. 3. Our measurements clearly in-
dicate the existence of a pseudogap-like precursor 
state to superconductivity in CeIrIn5, a phenome-
non which may be generic to many other heavy-
fermion superconductors as well. Interestingly, the 
critical field of this precursor state scales onto Hc2, 
implying that both of them might arise from the 
same underlying physical mechanism [10]. 

The presence of this precursor state appears to 
crucially influence the normal-state magneto-
transport in CeIrIn5. Moreover, it seems to influ-
ence τ tr and τ H  in a disparate fashion. This is 
clearly borne out by two key experimental obser-
vations: Firstly, contrary to a prior report [12], 
the modified Kohler’s scaling (which relates the 
MR to the Hall angle) breaks down within the 
precursor state. Secondly, a model-dependent 

 
Fig. 3: Low temperature phase diagram of CeIrIn5. The 
regions of Landau Fermi liquid (FL) and superconducting 
(SC) behavior are marked. Deviations from Kohler’s rule 
are interpreted as non-Fermi liquid behavior (NFL), the 
onset of Kondo coherence at Hcoh is inferred from MR. The 
existence of a precursor state to SC below H* is concluded 
from an analysis of the Hall angle.  
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single parameter scaling of magnetotransport 
quantities—using the demarcation H *  (T ) of the 
precursor state—is seen to be applicable only for 
the Hall angle [13]. We showed that the normal-
ized Hall angle cotθH(H) /cotθH(H *) scales very 
well as a function of the normalized field (H /H * ) 
[13]. The fact that neither the resistivity nor the 
Hall effect individually exhibit this scaling implies 
that the precursor state preferentially influences 
the Hall channel. This scaling clearly demonstrates 
that the precursor state in CeIrIn5 represents a fun-
damental energy scale of the system; in addition to 
the well recognized energy scales corresponding to 
the crystal electric field, the intersite coupling and 
the single-ion Kondo effect. It also re-emphasizes 
the presence of two distinct scattering times in 
these systems, in similarity to observations in the 
superconducting cuprates. Although the existence 
of two scattering times in heavy-fermion systems 
remains to be investigated in adequate detail, this 
scenario might well be applicable to other systems. 

Our essential observations of an H– 1 dependence 
of the Hall angle (which in turn is used to demar-
cate the precursor state) and of two distinct scatter-
ing times can be adequately described by two theo-
ries which have been extensively used earlier in 
the cuprates. The spin-charge-separation scenario 
developed by Anderson [14] postulates the forma-
tion of two different quasiparticles each of which 
is associated with the spin and charge degrees of 
freedom. The two different scattering times then 
correspond to dissimilar scattering events usually 
associated with these two different kinds of qua-
siparticles. On the other hand, the nearly anti-
ferromagnetic Fermi liquid (NAFFL) scenario [15] 
postulates the modification of scattering rates 
along different regions of the Fermi surface. This 
is accomplished by the formation of so-called hot 
spots which represent regions of the Fermi surface 
where it intersects the AFM Brillouin zone and 
where scattering becomes singular. Thus, all the 
transport coefficients are renormalized with re-
spect to the anisotropy associated with the differ-
ent regions of the Fermi surface. Interestingly, 
both of these scenarios can explain the observed 
H– 1 dependence of the Hall angle. While the spin-
charge separation scenario cannot be ruled out, the 
NAFFL picture is a particularly attractive one here 
as the crucial influence of AFM spin fluctuations 
in determining the electronic ground state is also 

seen in very recent magnetotransport investiga-
tions on Cd substituted CeCoIn5 samples. 

Two of our key observations—a pseudogap-like 
precursor state and the existence of two distinct 
scattering times—are reminiscent of the behavior 
in the cuprates. They are consistent with a scenario 
in which incipient antiferromagnetic fluctuations 
crucially influence the magnetotransport in these 
two disparate classes of systems by modifying the 
electron scattering rates along different parts of the 
Fermi surface. The phenomenon of unconventional 
superconductivity in the heavy-fermion systems, 
the high-Tc cuprates, and maybe even the newly 
discovered iron-oxypnictides can thus possibly be 
placed on a universal platform: the nature and 
properties of the electronic ground state are dic-
tated by magnetic fluctuations.  
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Origin of the Smeared Ferromagnetic Quantum Phase Transition in
CePd1–xRhx: Evidence of a Kondo-Cluster-Glass State 

During the last four decades one of the most 
studied topics in condensed matter physics is the 
behavior of strongly-correlated-electron metals on 
the border between their ferro- (FM) or anti-
ferromagnetically (AFM) ordered phase and the 
paramagnetic (PM) one at temperatures close to 
zero. The reason for this is the observed ano-
malous behavior which deviates from the standard 
theory of metals, the Fermi-liquid (FL) theory 
[1,2]. Moreover, the discovery of unconventional 
superconductivity [3] in this region of the 
magnetic phase diagram in some heavy-fermion 
(HF) compounds has strongly increased the 
number of systems that have been put under 
investigation: Among them, Ce- and Yb-based f-
electron Kondo-lattice (KL) systems have shown 
the most drastic forms of non-Fermi-liquid (NFL) 
behavior [2]. In these materials, the ground state 
sensitively depends on the balance between two 
competing interactions, which are both determined 
by the strength of the 4f-conduction electron 
hybridization J: Whereas the Kondo interaction 
leads to a screening of the local moments below a 
Kondo temperature TK, resulting in a paramagnetic 
ground state with itinerant 4f-electrons, the 
indirect exchange coupling (RKKY interaction) 
can mediate long-range magnetic ordering [4]. 
One of the explanations for such NFL phenomena 
is the presence of a quantum critical point (QCP) 
at a particular Jc: If the transition temperature TC 
of the long-range magnetic order is continuously 
shifted to zero by an external parameter x(J), e.g. 
pressure, magnetic field or chemical substitution, a 
2nd order quantum phase transition (QPT) takes 
place at xc(Jc) and T = 0, to which a QCP is 
associated. Here, the typical length and time scales 
of order parameter fluctuations diverge when 
approaching the transition point. These 
fluctuations are believed to be responsible for the 
observed NFL corrections to the FL prediction for 
the heat capacity C/T(T) = const., magnetic 
susceptibility χ(T) = const., electrical resistivity 
ρ(T) ~ T2  etc. [1,2]. QCPs are not the only 
mechanism to provide NFL behavior. If the 

magnetic order changes from long-range  to short-
range and disorder comes into play, spatial regions 
(also called “rare regions”) can show local 
magnetic order, although the bulk system is in a 
PM state [5]. The order parameter fluctuations of 
these regions can become strong enough to destroy 
the QPT and give rise to NFL behavior [6-8]. 
Here, the length scale of order parameter 
fluctuations becomes finite, while the time scale 
still diverges. As consequence, e. g. in the Griffiths 
phase scenario, power-law corrections, C/T(T) ~ 
χ(T) ~ Tλ −1, with λ < 1, are expected in a broad 
region across the QCP and not only at the QCP 
itself. The global phase transition is then smeared, 
as observed in doped FM materials, as , e. g., the 
itinerant Zr1–xNbxZn2 [9] or the 5f-based HF 
system URh1–xRuxGe [10]. 

We have chosen to investigate the FM system 
CePd1–xRhx mainly for the following two reasons: 
i) There is a large number of  intensively 
investigated AF-QCPs, while appropriate KL 
candidates for the study of FM-QCPs are 
extremely rare, and ii) the control parameter x in 
this case is a particular one: In fact, the chemical 
substitution of the Ce-ligand Pd with Rh induces 
not just a volume effect (chemical pressure), but, 
more importantly, it increases locally the 
hybridization strength J of the 4f electrons, leading 
to a strong enhancement of TK. Simultaneously, 
disorder is introduced in the system. That makes 
CePd1–xRhx a unique system. Its behavior is quite 
different from that observed in many other 
disordered NFL systems, where the Ce valence 
remains nearly trivalent and where an exotic 
percolative cluster scenario has been proposed 
[11]. Moreover, in many Ce-based ferromagnets 
the increase of the Kondo interaction with pressure 
tends to stabilize an AF ground state before the 
QCP is reached [12,13] (CePt might be an 
exception [14]). There are also theoretical reasons: 
Recent studies have suggested that the suppression 
of itinerant ferromagnetism in clean systems, in 
contrast to antiferromagnetism, always ends at a 
classical critical point (at finite T), where a 1st 
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order phase transition occurs [15,16]. Pure FM 
transition-metal compounds display indeed 1st 
order QPTs [17-19]. For KL systems, it is 
questionable whether all QCPs can be described in 
an itinerant scenario [20]. Thus, a detailed 
investigation of suitable FM systems close to their 
instability is highly desirable. As will be explained 
in the following, this choice led us to the discovery 
of a novel kind of ground state at the FM-QPT, the 
Kondo-cluster-glass state. 

The growth of the CePd1–xRhx crystals and all 
the measurements presented here have been 
carried out at the MPI CPfS. Previous reports on 
polycrystals have shown that the system evolves 
from a FM ground state in CePd with TC = 6.6 K to 
a non-magnetic intermediate-valence (IV) state in 
CeRh [21,22] (see also Scientific Report 
2003/2005, page 153). The whole series 
crystallizes in the orthorhombic CrB structure. The 
observed decrease of TC over more than two 
decades in temperature, down to 25 mK at x = 
0.87, is presently the best known example for the 
continuous disappearance of FM order in any KL 
system (see Fig. 1). Evidence for the FM nature of 
the ordered state stems from the T dependence of 
the ac susceptibility χac, which shows sharp 
maxima for all investigated samples [22]. Our new 
results on single crystals match very well with 
those on polycrystals, as shown in Fig. 1 [22-24]. 
The competition between FM order and, with 
increasing Rh content, growing Kondo screening 
leads to a continuous decrease of TC. Furthermore, 
the smaller Rh causes a volume compression of the 

compounds  unit cell and changes the electronic 
structure. Most interestingly, the curvature of the 
phase boundary TC changes from negative for x < 
0.6 to positive for x ≥ 0.6, displaying a long tail 
towards higher Rh contents. In this concentration 
range, TK ≈ θp/2 (θp: PM Weiss temperature) 
strongly increases with x; a similar result can be 
inferred from the evolution of the lattice 
parameters as a function of x, which change slope 
at x > 0.7 [22]. Specific-heat measurements have 
proved the existence of NFL behavior for 
concentrations close to xc = 0.85 [24]. At x = 0.85 a 
logarithmic increase of the specific-heat 
coefficient γ = ΔC(T)/T, down to the lowest 
temperature of 80 mK, was observed. Samples 
with higher Rh content showed a power-law T-
dependence, with exponents λ = 0.6 and 0.67 for x 
= 0.87 and 0.9, respectively. For x = 0.8, the 
magnetic entropy increment ΔS is less than 
0.4Rln2 up to 6 K. With increasing Rh content this 
value becomes drastically reduced. Similar 
exponents have been found in the T-dependent ac 
susceptibility [25]. An analysis of the entropy and 
the slope of χac(T) at 2 K revealed some fraction of 
still unscreened magnetic moments, even at high x 
where the average TK is already above 50 K. Thus, 
a broad distribution of local TK values with a tail 
down to the lowest T is realized in this system 
[24]. The shape of the T-x phase diagram and the 
evolution of TK in CePd1–xRhx raise questions 
concerning the mechanism behind the suppression 
of FM order and the presence of a QPT at xc. 

 
Fig. 1: Magnetic phase diagram of CePd1-xRhx: Compo-
sition dependence of the ordering (freezing) temperature TC
(TC*) deduced from different measurement techniques. The 
inset shows the TC(x) values observed in the ac 
susceptibility for x > 0.7 in poly- and single crystals. 

To study the dynamic processes in the region 
close to xc, the low-T χac was measured down to 
20 mK at various frequencies in the range 0.6 ≤ x 
≤ 0.9. Poly- and single crystals show the same 
behavior. The x = 0.6 sample clearly shows a FM 
phase transition at TC = 2.4 K; the x = 0.9 one does 
not show any ordering down to 20 mK. The 
pronounced χac(T) maxima of samples with 
concentrations in between exhibit a frequency 
dependence similar to that observed in spin-glass 
freezing: e. g., the χac(T) signal of a single crystal 
with x = 0.8 shows a pronounced cusp in its real 
part χ'(T) and a corresponding inflection point in 
the imaginary part χ''(T) (Fig. 2). Both signals 
display a clear frequency dependence at the 
temperature of the χ' cusp, labeled TC*, in order to 
distinguish it from the Curie temperature TC found 
at lower x. Another indication for spin-glass-like 
behavior is the extreme sensitivity of χ'(TC*) to a 
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superposed static magnetic field. Only 15 mT are 
sufficient to suppress the absolute value to 3/5 of 
the signal in zero field. However, examining the 
relative temperature shift per decade in frequency 
vs. x (inset of Fig. 2), we find that this shift of 
about 3 to 10% per decade is considerably larger 
than in canonical metallic spin glasses which 
exhibit only 1 to 2%. It is similar in magnitude to 
the one observed in insulating spin glasses, but 
well below the value of about 28 % observed in a 
superparamagnet [26]. Remarkably, the maximum 
expected in the specific heat C(T) at a temperature 
somewhat higher than TC* has been observed for x  
= 0.8 at T ≈ TC*, but not for x ≥ 0.85, where C/T 
diverges without any sign of transition [24]. 

The frequency dependence of χac(T) provides 
evidence for the existence of clusters in the 
system. The change of the magnitude of the shift 
suggests that the properties of the clusters, e. g., 
their size and/or coupling strength, vary with the 
Rh content. In fact, in this regime of the phase 
diagram a rapid change of TK was observed [22]. 
Very likely, the random distribution of Rh and Pd 
ligands creates regions with different local TK 
values, due to differences in J: While Pd nearest 
neighbors tend to stabilize the Ce-moment, Rh 
ligands seem to screen it. The strength of the 
Kondo screening on a given Ce site thus depends 
on the local environment. This is in agreement 
with the analysis of C(T) [24]. Since the Kondo 
interaction is rather extended across the lattice, this 
effect has to be interpreted in a different way than 
percolation effects caused by the dilution of 

magnetic moments. For 0.8 ≤ x ≤ 0.87, the 
dimensionless Sommerfeld-Wilson ratio Rw = 
(χa/χ0) / (γa/γ0) gives values between 20 and 30, the 
square root of which is an estimation of the typical 
number of spins in each cluster [27]: We have 
about 5 spins per cluster, in agreement with the 
small entropy at low temperatures [24]. 

Fig. 2: Ac susceptibility of a single crystal (x = 0.8) for 3 
selected frequencies in a modulation field of 11 μT. Inset: 
Relative temperature shift of the maximum in χ’(T) per 
frequency decade as function of x. 

Fig. 3: Dc magnetization M vs. T in a constant field of 
5 mT. FC and ZFC data on single crystals with 0.6 ≤ x ≤ 
0.82 are show. The onset of the clusters formation is 
marked by the arrow. Inset: low-T data for x = 0.7 at B = 
1 mT; the arrow indicates the clusters freezing at  TC*. 

To confirm the existence of freezing clusters, dc 
magnetization was measured as a function of 
temperature on single crystals. The inset of Fig. 3 
shows the results of field-cooled (FC) and zero-
field-cooled (ZFC) measurements for x = 0.7 and 
B = 1 mT. Below the freezing temperature, a clear 
deviation is observed between FC and ZFC: while 
the FC curve saturates below TC*, the ZFC one 
exhibits a cusp at TC*. This demonstrates the 
irreversibility of the freezing process in agreement 
with our χac(T) results. Remarkably, a small 
difference between the FC and ZFC curves exists 
also at much higher temperatures (cf. the main part 
of Fig. 3). We associate the temperature below 
which this irreversibility is observed with Tcluster, i. 
e., the characteristic temperature for the formation 
of short-range order in clusters.  With increasing x, 
the low-T magnetization decreases by several 
orders of magnitude, indicative of a drastic 
reduction of the average moment per Ce-site and 
consistent with the strong reduction of the 
magnetic entropy at low temperatures [24]. 

As discussed in the introduction, there is a 
fundamental difference between the NFL behavior 
given by long-range and short-range order fluctua-
tions. The presence of clusters and the power-law 
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corrections to the heat capacity [24] and 
susceptibility [25,28] indicate that the expected 
QPT at xc is replaced by disordered phases, possibly 
like the Griffiths one. 

The coefficient of volume thermal expansion, 
β(T) = V– 1(dV/dT) (V: sample volume), is a highly 
sensitive probe of quantum critical behavior in HF 
systems, since it is more singular than the specific 
heat C(T) when approaching a QCP [29,30]. 
Consequently, the Grüneisen ratio Γ ~ β / C must 
diverge as T goes to zero at any HF QCP, as 
recently found for several KL systems exhibiting 
an AFM QCP [20]. Furthermore, the critical 
exponent in Γ(T) provides important information 
on the nature of the underlying QCP [29]. Fig. 4a 
shows β(Τ) of polycrystalline CePd1–xRhx with 0.8 
≤ x ≤ 0.95 plotted as β(T)/T vs. log T [30]. In 
agreement with C(T)/T and χac(T) results the 
minimum at T ≈ 0.25 K in β(T)/T marks the 
magnetic transition for x = 0.8. With increasing x, 
β(T)/T shows no sign of phase transitions for x = 
0.87 and 0.9, but rather diverges on cooling to 
0.1 K. Note that for these concentrations β(T) is 
negative and that for x = 0.9 the divergence is even 
larger than for x = 0.87, with absolute values 
comparable to those found in HF metals close to a 
QCP [20]. For the x = 0.95 sample, β(T)/T is 
always positive, as expected for paramagnetic Ce 
systems, with smaller absolute values. These 
results are in contrast to those of C(T) measure-
ments for 0.8 ≤ x ≤ 0.95, which clearly show a 
continuous decrease of the C(T)/T values with 
increasing x, as expected when approaching the IV 
regime [24]. Analyzing the dimensionless Grün-
eisen ratio, defined as  Γ = Vmβ /kTC, where Vm and 

kT denote the molar volume and isothermal 
compressibility, respectively, we find a striking 
deviation from the predicted scaling results for a 
QCP [29]: At x = 0.87, i.e., very close to the Rh-
concentration for which the anomaly in χac(T) 
disappears, a nearly equal power-law behavior has 
been found for C(T)/T and β(T)/T, leaving a 
virtually temperature independent Grüneisen ratio 
(see Fig. 4b). Thus, a QCP scenario can be 
discarded. Interestingly, in the paramagnetic 
regime, x ≥ 0.9, |Γ(T)| strongly increases on cooling 
in an almost logarithmic fashion but seems to 
saturate at the lowest temperatures. Fig. 4: a) Volume thermal expansion  β (T)  of CePd1-xRhx

polycrystals plotted as β/T vs. logT. a) Dimensionless 
Grüneisen ratio Γ = Vmβ /kT C vs. logT [30]. 

The negative Grüneisen ratio for x = 0.87 and 
0.9 indicates an unusual volume dependence close 
to the disappearance of order. For paramagnetic Ce 
systems, a positive Γ, as observed for x = 0.95, is 
expected, since the Kondo interaction, being the 
dominant energy scale, increases under hydrostatic 
pressure. On the other hand, a negative sign is 
usually associated with magnetic ordering due to 
the RKKY interaction, which decreases under 
hydrostatic pressure. Since Γ < 0 even in the 
paramagnetic regime, our data suggest the 
presence of magnetic correlations in addition to 
the Kondo effect and provide evidence for the 
formation of frozen clusters in the region where 
Tc(x) shows a tail. 

Fig. 5 sketches different magnetic states which 
are passed on cooling. At temperatures high 
enough to overcome the Kondo screening, fluctu-
ating magnetic moments exist on every Ce site, 
indicated by the small red arrows (frame a). Below 
the average Kondo temperature <TK>, an in-
creasing number of f-moments becomes screened, 
as represented by the gray arrows (frame b). 
However, due to the statistical distribution of Rh 
dopands on the Pd site and the strong dependence 
of the local Kondo temperature on the number of 
nearest neighbors, there remain regions where the 
Kondo scale has not yet been reached. Inside these 
regions, the f-moments are still unscreened 
(indicated in red). At even lower temperatures, T < 
Tcluster ,  these moments form clusters with 
predominantly FM coupling of the moments. In 
frame (c), the large red arrows represent the total 
magnetic moment of each cluster. Within this 
temperature regime, the clusters are fluctuating 
independently. On further cooling below TC*, 
random freezing of the cluster moments sets in, 
leaving a static spin configuration as displayed in 
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frame (d). As the broad distribution of local Kondo 
temperatures is responsible for the cluster 
formation, we propose to call the low-T state in 
CePd1–xRhx a "Kondo-cluster glass". 

To conclude, the lack of a divergence of the 
Grüneisen ratio in CePd1–xRhx is incompatible with 
the predictions of Ref. 29 for a QCP. This raises 
the question about the origin of the pronounced 
NFL behavior found in this system. Whereas weak 
power-law divergences in the specific-heat coeffi-
cient may be considered as being due to a single-
ion effect originating in the broad distribution of 
local Kondo temperatures [24], the observed 
negative sign of the Grüneisen ratio strongly 
points to a cooperative effect. The detailed investi-
gation of magnetic properties close to the 
disappearance of magnetic order reveals the 
formation of a "Kondo-cluster-glass" state, where 
the clusters result from regions of low local Kondo 
temperatures. NFL effects in the specific heat, 
susceptibility and magnetization are then 
compatible with the quantum Griffiths phase 
scenario [32]. 
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Low-Valency Nitridocobaltates of Alkaline-Earth Elements and  
Related Compounds 

Introduction 
 
Nitridometalates of the transition elements – a 
long running research project at our institute [1-3] 
– reveal a wide spectrum of novel crystal struc-
tures. They display interesting physical properties 
due to the high polarizability of the nitride ion and 
the low oxidation states of the transition metals. 
Nitridocobaltates and –nickelates have exclusively 
low-valence states (Co~I, Ni0,I) and linear coordi-
nation of Co and Ni by nitrogen. Reports on higher 
oxidation states of Co and Ni (Ca3CoIIIN3 [4] and 
Sr2NiIIN2 [5]) were corrected after reinvestigation 
([3,6,7] and this work). 

 

 
Preparation 
 
The synthesis of low-valency nitridocobaltates and 
nitridonickelates is done from appropriate mix-
tures of the binary alkaline-earth nitrides and the 
corresponding transition elements at temperatures 
between 750° C and 1100° C. Due to the air and 
moisture sensitivity of starting materials and reac-
tion products, all manipulations have to be per-
formed under inert conditions. 

Based on our recent interests in carbometalates 
[11], we also investigated the effect of carbon ad-
ditives to selected nitridometalate systems.  

As already shown [3,6], the formation of cyano-
nitrido-metalates such as Sr2[NNi(CN)] takes 
place preferably in reducing atmospheres. Nitri-
dometalate-carbodiimides are formed from mix-
tures of alkaline-earth metals, transition elements, 
and carbon at temperatures between 700 °C and 
1150 °C under oxidizing (nitrogen-rich) condi-
tions. 

 
 

Peter Höhn, Joanna K. Bendyna, Alim Ormeci, Walter Schnelle, and Rüdiger Kniep 

 
Fig. 1: Structural motifs of complex nitridocobaltate and 
nitridonickelate anions in alkaline-earth compounds: 
dumbbells [M IN2]5– (left), infinite chains [M1

2
∞

IN2–] (cen-
ter), layers [M∞

0,I
2N3

4–] (right). 

Fig. 2: Crystal structure of AE5[CoIN2]2. Dumbbells 
[CoIN2]5– in nearly parallel arrangement forming layers 
parallel (001) interconnected by AE species. By this, slabs 
of binary double layers (AE5N4) are formed which are part 
of distorted edge sharing octahedra NAE5Co 
(blue/turquoise). In the crystal structure of BaCa4[CoN2]2 
Ba (*) takes the position which is in square planar coordi-
nation by N, whereas the coordination sphere of the other 
AE species (Ca) resembles a distorted tetrahedron. 
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Three different motifs of complex nitridocobal-
tate and –nickelate anions are known up to now 
from alkaline-earth compounds (Fig. 1): isolated 
dumbbells [M IN2]5– (e.g. Ca5[CoIN2]2 [8]), 1D 
infinite chains [M1

∞
IN2–] in various conformations 

(e.g. Ba8[NiIN]6N [9]), and 2D layers [M2
∞

0,I
3N2

4–] 
(Ba2[Ni0,I

3N2] [2, 10]). 



Nitridocobaltates 

 

 

 
 
 

Ca5[CoN2]2 nicely exemplifies the problems asso-
ciated with the synthesis of nitridometalates: In 
1993 the X-ray powder pattern and the lattice pa-
rameters of an alleged compound “Ca3CoIIIN3” 
were reported [4], its composition being assigned in 
analogy to other AE3[MN3] phases (e.g. Ba3[FeN3] 
[14]) published at that time. However, the X-ray 
powder pattern of “Ca3CoIIIN3” perfectly fits the 
pattern of Ca5[CoIN2]2 by assigning the additional 
reflections in the pattern to CaO [15] (Fig. 3). 

 

Ba9Ca[Co2N3]3 [7] represents the first example 
in nitridometalate crystal chemistry for the forma-
tion of ordered chain fragments [M2N3].  

 
 
 

Fig. 3: Comparison of the X-ray powder patterns (from top 
to bottom) of Ca5[CoIN2]2 (observed), Ca5[CoIN2]2 (calcu-
lated), CaO, and “Ca3CoIIIN3”. 

Fig. 4: The hierarchical construction of the crystal struc-
ture of Ba9Ca[Co2N3]3 (Ba: red, Ca: orange, Co: tur-
quoise, N: green) is based on NCa6 octahedra (top left) 
which are connected by [Co2N3] units (top right) forming 
large cubes (center). The barium species (red spheres / red 
squares) complete the octahedral coordination of N, 
thereby forming a slightly distorted cubic primitive ar-
rangement of Ba. The trigonal unit cell (black, bottom) 
generates three interpenetrating sets of equivalent cubes 
(red, green, blue). 
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The crystal structure of Ba9Ca[Co2N3]3 (trigonal, 
P m13  (No. 162), a = 9.7725(12) Å, c = 
7.0063(11) Å, Z = 1) represents a novel structure 
type containing linear oligomers [Co2N3]. In addi-
tion to the rendering given in Fig. 4, the structure 
may be described as a defect perovskite ABO3 = 
A9B9O27 = Ba9(CaCo62)(N918). According to es-
tablished electron counting rules (Ba2+, Ca2+, N3–), 
the oxidation number of Co is calculated to +1.17; 
the cause for this comparatively high value is still 
unclear. Chemical analyses present no indications 
of impurity effects. The investigation of the physic-
cal properties is currently underway. 

Ca5[CoIN2]2 [7,8], Sr5[CoIN2]2 [7], and
BaCa4[CoIN2]2 [7,12] are members of a novel
series of isotypic nitridocobaltates AE5[CoIN2]2

(P4/ncc (No. 130)) containing linear [CoIN2]5–

units; the crystal structures (Fig. 2) are isotypic to
the nitridocuprate BaCa4[CuN2]2 [13]. 



Nitridometalate Carbodiimides 

 

 
In the carbon containing systems, two different 
structure types of nitridometalate carbodiimides 
were identified under oxidizing (nitrogen-rich) 
conditions: 

Sr6[MIN2]2[CN2] (M = Co [7,16], Ni [17]) crys-
tallizes tetragonal in space group I4/mmm (No. 
139). The unique feature of the crystal structure 
(Fig. 5) is the mutual occupancy of the dumbbell 
positions with [MN2]5– units (d(M–N) = 1.81 Å) 
and smaller [CN2]2– units (d(C–N) = 1.23 Å).  

No ordering of the dumbbell species in the 
crystal structure of Sr6[M IN2]2[CN2] (M = Co, Ni) 
is evident; the refinement of the X-ray single 
crystal diffraction data clearly indicates a mixed 
occupancy [MN2]/[CN2] (Fig. 6) in the approxi-
mate ratio 2:1, which would be consistent with 
established counting rules Sr2+

6[M IN2]5–
2 [CN2]2–. 

The extent of a possible solid solution series 
Sr6[MN2]2–x[CN2]1+x is the topic of future re-
search. 

(Sr6N)[MIN2][CN2]2 (M = Fe [7,19], Co [7,20], 
Ni [17]) crystallizes in space group P21212 (No. 
18) and contains nitridometalate dumbbells 
[MN2]5–, carbodiimide units [CN2]2–, and nitride 
ions N3– in an ordered arrangement. The crystal 

structure (Fig. 7) can be described as an array of 
rocksalt-like columns Sr6N7 linked via common 
corners and connected by [CN2]2– and [MN2]5– 
units bridging the structural channels running 
along [001] within the rocksalt-like column ar-
rangement. 
 
 
On the Dimensionality of Complex Anions 
 
The nitridometalates and nitridometalate car-
bodiimides presented in this report contain com-
plex anions in the form of either dumbbells or 
short linear chain fragments (Fig. 8). M species are 
two-fold (linearly) coordinated by nitrogen. The 
coordination spheres around N are completed to 
(more or less distorted) octahedra by contacts to 
AE cations. 

 

Fig. 5: Crystal structures of Sr6[MIN2]2[CN2] (left: (I), M = 
Co [7,16], Ni [17]) and Sr2[Ni0(CN)N] [3,6] (right: (II). 
Both crystal structures are based on the Na2[HgO2] struc-
ture type [18]; the doubling of the unit cell of 
Sr2[Ni0(CN)N] (prepared under reducing conditions, space 
group Pnma (No. 62)) is due to the ordered distribution of 
the nitride and cyanide ions: aI ≈ ½ aII ≈ bII, cI ≈ cII. 

Fig. 6: Detail of the electron density distribution in the 
crystal structure of Sr6[MIN2]2[CN2]. The assignment of the 
N species of the different dumbbells [MN2]5- and [CN2]2- is 
emphasized. 

 
Fig. 7: Crystal structure of (Sr6N)[MIN2][CN2]2 (M = Fe 
[7,19], Co [7,20], Ni [17]). NaCl-like columns Sr6N7 (grey) 
are connected by [CN2]2– and [MN2]5– dumbbells. 
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The average bond lengths in the dumbbells 
[MN2]5– (d(Co-N) = 1.82 Å and d(Ni-N) = 1.81 Å) 
and in the chain fragment [Co2N3]x– (d(Co-N) = 
1.76 Å) are in the same range as observed in the 
already known compounds containing infinite ni-
tridometalate chains and layers (d(Co-N) = 1.75 – 
1.82 Å, d(Ni-N) = 1.77 – 1.82 Å).  

Depending on the ratio AE:M, alkaline-earth ni-
tridocobaltates and nitridonickelates contain com-
plex anions of varying dimensionality (Tab. 1). As 
the coordination spheres of M (CN = 2) and N (CN 
= 6) hold for all the compounds under considera-
tion, a preliminary rule may be stated: “The higher 
the ratio AE:M, the lower the dimensionality of 
the complex nitridometalate anion.” This rule has 
to be checked during future work and by taking 
into consideration the existence of nitridometalate 
nitrides, such as Ba8[NiN]6N [ ].  

 

Table 1: Dimensionality of complex anions in alkaline 
earth nitridocobaltates and -nickelates. 

 

 

Physical Properties Investigations 
 
Magnetic susceptibility measurements (Fig. 9) pre-
sent information on the configuration of the d elec-
tron shell of the transition metals. For the isotypic 
compounds AE5[CoN2]2 (AE5 = Ca5, BaCa4) a 

paramagnetic effective moment corresponding to a 
state S = 1 and thus the d 8 configuration of CoI can 
be assessed. Antiferromagnetic ordering transi-
tions are visible at low temperatures. The same 
spin state of Co is observed in Sr6[CoN2][CN2]2 
while the Ni isotype with S = ½ moments (d 9 con-
figuration) corresponds to NiI.  

Additionally, resistivity measurements have 
been performed to characterize some of the nitri-
docobaltate and nitridonickelate compounds: 
Ca5[CoN2]2, BaCa4[CoN2]2 and Sr2[Ni(CN)N] are 
insulators, Ba9Ca[Co2N3]3 is a semiconductor, and 
(Sr6N)[CoN2][CN2]2 shows metallic behavior. 

X-ray absorption spectroscopy experiments 
(XAS, Fig. 10) were performed to obtain further 
information on the valence states of the transition 
metals. The XAS spectra of the nitridocobaltates 
show similar shapes, although the data for 
Ba9Ca[Co2N3] exhibit a small shift to higher ener-
gies and therefore rather support a structure model 
for Co with an oxidation state slightly different 
from +I as indicated in the charge balanced ionic 
formula (Ba2+)9(Ca2+)[(Co1.17+)2(N3–)3]3. XAS 
spectra of both strontium nitridonickelate-
carbodiimides clearly show a similar behavior; 
compared to Sr[NNi0(CN)] and Ba2[Ni0,I

2N3] there 
is a small but significant shift to higher energies.  

Fig. 8: Completed coordination spheres around a dumbbell 
[MN2]5– (left: AE5[CoN2]2, Sr6[MN2]2[CN2], and 
(Sr6N)[MN2][CN2 ]2) and a chain fragment [Co2N3]x– 
(right: Ba9Ca[Co2N3]3). 

Fig. 9: Magnetic susceptibility data of selected nitridoco-
baltates and –nickelates. Symbols: χ(T) for a field of 1 T; 
lines: 1/χ(T) for a field of 7 T, corrected for ferromagnetic 
impurities. 
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Electronic Structure Calculations on 
AE5[CoIN2]2

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 10: XAS spectra of nitridocobaltates (top) and nitri-
donickelates (bottom) together with selected reference 
compounds. 

 
Fig. 11: Models for potential ordering of Co spins in the 
crystal structure of AE5[CoN2]2 according to group-
subgroup relations. Large spheres: zCo = 0.25; small 
spheres: zCo = 0.75; red: no ordering of spins; blue/yellow: 
ordering of spins. Only that part of the symmetry tree is 
shown which allows ordering in the corresponding highest 
symmetry for each ordering variant. The indicated sub-
group unit cells do not necessarily coincide with the stan-
dard setting. 

 
Fig. 12: AFM model with lowest energy for BaCa4[CoN2]2. 
The two-dimensional projection of the unit cell in the Co 
layers is indicated by dotted black lines. Purple (turquoise) 
sticks denote the shortest (second shortest) Co-Co interac-
tions. Blue and yellow circles represent Co atoms with up 
and down spins, respectively. N is represented by green 
circles, Ba and Ca are omitted for clarity. 
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All LSDA calculations result in band gaps of 
about 0.4-0.5 eV, while the nonmagnetic calcula-
tion gives metallic DOS. Calculated band gaps 
increase to ~0.68 eV in LSDA+U calculations 
where U is taken as 6 eV. With regard to total 
energies, AFM arrangements are found to have 
lower total energies than ferromagnetic (FM) or 
nonmagnetic cases. The model with the lowest 
energy for BaCa4[CoN2]2 is shown in Figure 12, 
and belongs to space group P21cn (No. 33) as 

In order to investigate the nature of the
antiferromagnetic ordering in BaCa4[CoN2]2 and 
Ca5[CoN2]2 (Fig. 9), first-principles electronic
structure calculations were performed using the
full-potential all-electron code FPLO [24]. Both,
the local spin density approximation (LSDA) and 
the LSDA+U scheme with the atomic-limit version
of the double-counting correction were used to 
account for exchange and correlation effects. 

No structural phase transitions were observed in
the low-temperature X-ray diffraction investiga-
tions, which means that only ordering models
without changes in the crystal structure had to be
considered. Taking into account the group-
subgroup relations (Fig. 11), all potential anti-
ferromagnetic (AFM) ordering models for Co in
the crystal structures of Ca5[CoN2]2 and 
BaCa4[CoN2]2 were identified and subsequently
calculated.  



 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
Future Perspectives 
 
The crystal chemistry of nitridonickelates and ni-
tridocobaltates of alkaline earth metals and related 
nitridometalate carbodiimides has been extended 
towards alkaline-earth rich phases, which contain 
complex anions in the form of linear dumbbells 
[MIN2]5– or oligomers [Co2N3]x–.  

Future research will be focused on similar low-
valency systems of the neighboring elements Mn, 
Fe, and Cu, respectively. 
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depicted in figure 11. For Ca5[CoN2]2 the lowest 
energy is obtained for the space group 24cP  (No. 
116). In the former (latter) model nearest neighbor 
Co atom pairs (Co dimers) are antiferromagneti-
cally (ferromagnetically) coupled. The total energy 
differences between the AFM and FM configure-
tions are mapped to a Heisenberg Hamiltonian. For 
BaCa4[CoN2]2 we found that all exchange integrals 
up to the fifth neighbors had AFM signs with a 
strong interlayer Co-Co coupling. The nearest and 
next-nearest neighbor J values are comparable to 
the strongest interlayer coupling, all three having 
values on the order of 20 K. The third (intralayer) 
and fifth (interlayer) nearest neighbor couplings 
have values around 8 K. 



Pd-Ga Intermetallic Compounds – A New Approach to  
Heterogeneous Hydrogenation Catalysts 

Introduction 
 
More than 90% of the chemicals in the world are 
produced utilizing catalysts [1]. Heterogeneous 
catalysis is of huge importance to fulfill raising 
demands, reduce the production costs and to mini-
mize the environmental impact. Novel, highly 
selective catalysts are required. A development 
based on sophisticated concepts, rather than on 
trial-and-error procedures, is expected to be cost 
and time efficient. 

crystal structures as catalysts. The latter leads to a 
uniform surrounding of the active sites, thus, the 
number of neighboring sites as well as the distance 
between them are known. By selecting intermetal-
lic compounds with suitable crystal and electronic 
structures, the active sites can be tailored to the 
needs of the reaction to be catalyzed [2]. 
 
 
Test Reaction 
 
A reaction, for which literature states that isolated 
active sites are needed [3], is the partial hydro-
genation of acetylene to ethylene in a large excess 
of ethylene: 

C2H2 + H2 → C2H4 
This heterogeneously catalyzed process is an im-
portant step in the purification of the ethylene feed 
for the production of polyethylene with an annual 

High selectivity is crucial since otherwise valu-
able ethylene is lost by total hydrogenation. At the 
same time the concentration of acetylene has to be 
reduced from ~ 1% to the low ppm level to prevent 
poisoning of the subsequently employed polymeri-
zation catalyst. 

Marc Armbrüster, Kirill Kovnir, Matthias Friedrich, Friederike C. Jentoft1, Axel Knop-Gericke1, 
Robert Schlögl1, Detre Teschner1, Tavetomir V. Venkov1, and Yuri Grin 

Fig. 1: Crystal structures of Pd3Ga7, PdGa and Pd2Ga. In all structures, the Pd atoms possess fewer Pd neighbors than in
elemental Pd, achieving active-site isolation on different levels. 
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Supported bimetallic catalysts are widely used in 
industrial processes, but are complex to prepare 
and characterize. Challenges are achieving a uni-
form particle composition and controlling strong 
metal-support interactions which influence the 
nature of the active sites. Furthermore, the active 
metals in these catalysts may be present as ele-
ments, disordered alloys, intermetallic compounds, 
and other compounds – such as oxides – or a mix-
ture of all aforementioned. 

As a result, it is close to impossible in these 
cases – at least very hard – to extract correlations 
between, e.g., the crystal structure of the active 
phase and the observed selectivity in bimetallic 
catalysts, which may be of conceptual importance. 

To circumvent these complications, our rational 
approach is based on using single phase, stable and 
unsupported intermetallic compounds with ordered 

industrial output of more than 50 ×106 t. 

Typical Pd-based catalysts used in industry show 
only a limited selectivity and long-term stability. 
Both restrictions can be assigned to large active-site 
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In situ investigations 
 
The local environment of active sites on the sur-
face of palladium catalysts can be probed by car-
bon monoxide adsorption using Fourier transform 
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). 

Adsorption of CO on PdGa at room temperature 
results in the appearance of only one sharp band at 
2047 cm–1 (Fig. 2). The signal disappears after 
short evacuation, and can be assigned to CO adsor-
bed on Pd in on-top position, since CO molecules 
adsorbed on two or more Pd atoms reveal signifi-
cantly higher stability compared to linearly adsor-
bed CO on Pd [9]. The shift to lower wavenumbers 
compared to CO on-top on metallic palladium 
(2080-2100 cm–1), expresses the altered adsorption 

properties due to the modification of the Pd elec-
tronic structure by the covalent bonding in PdGa. 
CO molecules adsorbed on adjacent surface atoms 
influence each other through dipole-dipole interac-
tions resulting in a coverage-dependent frequency 
shift. No such shift was observed for CO on PdGa. 
Together with the absence of additional signals, 
this is a clear indication that the adsorption sites in 
PdGa are really isolated. 

To verify the claimed structural stability – thus 
the active-site isolation – of the intermetallic com-
pounds under reaction conditions, in situ high-
pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
was performed at BESSY (line U49/2-PGM1). 
Furthermore, XPS under ultra high vacuum (UHV) 
conditions allowed to measure the variations in the 
electronic structure of the intermetallic compounds 
compared to elemental palladium. 

XPS measurements in UHV revealed a signifi-
cant shift of the Pd3d5/2 XPS signal to higher bind-
ing energy for the intermetallic compounds com-
pared to metallic Pd (Fig. 3). Also evident from 
the measurements is a strong modification of the 
valence band. Quantum chemical calculations 
suggest that the Pd d band is filled to a higher 

Fig. 2: FTIR spectra of CO adsorbed on PdGa at room 
temperature with increasing exposition times (a: immedi-
ately after introducing 50 mbar of CO; d: after 60 min). 
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ensembles, enabling different adsorption configura-
tions, leading not only to ethane, but to carbona-
ceous deposits, which deactivate the catalyst.
Moreover, the in situ formation of the very active
β-PdHx is a selectivity diminishing factor [4]. 

For the reasons above, isolation of the Pd atoms 
should improve the selectivity towards semi-
hydrogenation and the stability of the catalysts due
to suppressed carbon deposition. 

Applying our concept, the well-characterized in-
termetallic compounds Pd3Ga7, PdGa, and Pd2Ga 
(Fig. 1) were tested as unsupported catalysts for
the selective hydrogenation of acetylene in the
presence of large amounts of ethylene. All three
compounds posses a reduced number of Pd 
neighbors – compared to Pd metal – in the crystal
structure [6-8]. Moreover, they are characterized
by covalent bonding between the atoms according 
to quantum chemical calculations [2]. While the
isolation should lead to high selectivity, the cova-
lent bonding should prevent hydride formation and 
segregation, thus further increasing the selectivity
and stability of the catalyst. 

Currently, this active-site isolation is approached
by diluting Pd with catalytically inactive Ag in
disordered alloys [5]. While the selectivity is im-
proved, the long term stability is threatened by
segregation, leading to either large Pd ensembles 
or an inactive Ag surface. 



degree by the chemical bonding between Ga and 
Pd. Indeed, an increasing shift with decreasing Pd 
content is observed in XPS. 

In situ prompt gamma activation analysis 
(PGAA) is a recently developed technique detect-
ing and quantifying dissolved hydrogen atoms in 
catalysts in situ [10]. For PdGa the atomic H/Pd 
ratio reaches 0.010 in hydrogen atmosphere at 
room temperature and 0.012 in the H2/C2H2 feed at 
323 K. The two values are equal within the ex-

perimental error and indicate that no hydrogen is 
dissolved in the intermetallic compound since only 
adsorbed hydrogen contributes to the observed 
signal. In contrast to PdGa, elemental palladium 
readily absorbs hydrogen, forming β-PdH0.7 ac-
cording to the PGAA measurements. 

 

 

The stability of the intermetallic compounds was 
further investigated by in situ EXAFS to probe the 
structural short-range order and by in situ XRD to 
detect changes in the long-range order of the crys-
tal structures [11]. Combination of the in situ in-
vestigations clearly reveals: 

- the presence of only isolated active sites 
- the stability under in situ conditions 
- the absence of hydride formation 

 
 
Catalytic Properties 
 
While the covalent Pd-Ga interactions prevent the 
formation of active but unselective sub-surface 
hydrides, the stable isolation of the active sites 
should lead to increased selectivity and stability 
under reaction conditions. 

For the catalytic tests (Fig. 5), the acetylene con-
centration was chosen close to industrial condi-
tions, i.e. a molar ratio of 1:100 for acetylene to 
ethylene. While the 5 wt.%-Pd/Al2O3 reference 
catalyst deactivates strongly due to carbonaceous 
deposits, the intermetallic compounds reveal a 
remarkable long-term stability during 20 h on 
stream [12]. This can be attributed to the isolation 
of the active sites, which suppresses unfavorable 
side reactions and agglomeration. 

Fig. 3: Pd3d5/2 (a) and valence band (b) XP spectra of 
Pd3Ga7, PdGa, Pd2Ga, revealing the alterations in the 
electronic structure in comparison to elemental Pd. 

Fig. 4: Comparison of the Pd3d5/2 XP spectra of PdGa 
under in situ and UHV conditions shows the stability under 
reaction conditions. 
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In situ XPS measurements did not show the ap-
pearance of any additional components or signifi-
cant shifts of the Pd3d5/2 signals when applying 
reactive atmosphere and temperature (1.0 mbar of 
H2 + 0.1 mbar of C2H2 at 120 ºC, Fig. 4). Carbon 
and palladium depth profiles confirmed the ab-
sence of subsurface carbon-containing phases, 
distinguishing the intermetallic compounds further 
from metallic palladium catalysts. 



A comparison of the selectivities achieved by the 
different catalysts clearly demonstrates the conse-
quences of the active site isolation and the absence 
of hydride formation. In contrast to Pd/Al2O3, the 
Pd-Ga intermetallic compounds show considerably 
higher selectivity in the hydrogenation of acety-
lene to ethylene. The high selectivity observed for 
all intermetallic compounds indicates that not only 
the geometric site isolation is important to achieve 
superior catalytic properties. In addition, the modi-
fication of the electronic structure prevents hydride 
formation and segregation. 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
Applying a new and rational approach to well-
defined, stable and site-isolated catalysts, it was 
possible to identify Pd-Ga intermetallic com-
pounds as highly selective and long-term stable 
catalysts for the semi-hydrogenation of acetylene 
in the presence of ethylene. 

Quantum chemical calculations revealed the 
presence of covalent bonding, leading to high 
stability of the site isolation. In situ investigations 
by different methods proved the presence of only 
isolated active sites, high stability, and the absence 
of hydride formation. 

 

Since the observed catalytic properties in each 
case can be assigned to a specific intermetallic 
compound, further rational development is con-
ceivable. The results demonstrate that structurally 
well-defined intermetallic compounds possess high 
potential in heterogeneous catalysis and are prom-
ising candidates for industrial applications [13-14]. 
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Fig. 5: Acetylene conversion (a) and selectivity to ethylene 
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0.5% C2H2, 5% H2 and 50% C2H4 in helium, with a total 
flow of 30 ml/min. 
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Magnetic-Field Induced Crossover of Superconducting Percolation  
Regimes in the Layered Organic Mott System κ-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl 

Introduction 
 
Materials in which magnetic, correlated metallic 
and superconducting phases compete for stability 
often show an intrinsic tendency towards elec-
tronic phase separation, an effect which is inten-
sively discussed for the high-Tc cuprates and the 
manganites, see [1, 2] for reviews. Recently, also 
for quasi-two-dimensional organic conductors κ-
(BEDT-TTF)2X, where BEDT-TTF (or simply ET) 
is bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene and X 
stands for polymeric anions [3], an inhomogene-
ous coexistence of antiferromagnetic insulating 
and superconducting phases is observed when the 
material is located in the vicinity of the first-order 
metal-to-insulator transition (MIT). The latter can 
be tuned either by altering the chemical composi-
tion of the material or by applying pressure [4-6]. 
Pressure studies of the compound with X = 
Cu[N(CN)2]Cl (κ-Cl hereafter) revealed a first-
order MIT line TMI(p) [4,6] indicative of a band-
width-controlled Mott transition. The region of 
inhomogeneous phase coexistence in κ-Cl has 
been studied by simultaneous measurements of 1H-
NMR and ac-susceptibility [4], 13C-NMR [5], and 
resistivity [6]. Despite strong evidence for spa-
tially and statically coexisting phases, the question 
was raised whether the coexistence was of macro-
scopic or of mesoscopic type [4], for the details of 
spatial distribution, domain size, and stability of 
the inhomogeneous state are still under debate [7]. 
From resistance measurements, a percolative su-
perconducting phase was suggested where “tiny” 
superconducting domains are progressively in-
duced into the insulating host phase at small 
enough pressures [6]. The nature of the percolative 
phase itself, however, has not been explored in 
detail, yet. In contrast to κ-Cl, in partially deuter-
ated samples of the material with X = 
Cu[N(CN)2]Br (κ-Br) metallic and insulating do-
mains of macroscopic size (50 – 100 μm) were 
found in real-space imaging employing scanning 
microregion-infrared spectroscopy [7] below the 
critical temperature T0 of the first-order Mott tran-
sition.  

Fluctuation spectroscopy is a powerful tool to 
investigate the low-frequency dynamics of inter-
acting electron systems. We have applied this 
technique to bulk single crystals of the title organic 
charge-transfer salt aiming to investigate the per-
colative nature of the superconducting transition in 
pressurized κ-Cl. We find evidence for different 
percolation regimes when the superconducting 
transition is driven by a magnetic field. In the 
crossover region from “classical” behavior to a 
new type of percolation that is dominated by insta-
ble superconducting clusters or domains, the ac-
tion of an individual fluctuating entity is enhanced. 
This enables us to estimate a mesoscopic cluster 
volume in the order of a few hundred nm3. 
 
 
Experimental 
 
Single crystals of κ-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl with 
platelet-like and rod-like morphology were grown 
by electrochemical crystallization. In order to pro-
duce a small pressure, samples (denoted as κ-Cl* 
hereafter) have been embedded in a solvent-free 
epoxy, the slightly larger coefficient of thermal 
expansion of which results in a finite stress acting 
on the sample during cooldown. Although the 
exact pressure is not known a priori, the actual 
conditions have been found to be reproducible for 
different cooldowns. An effective pressure of 
~ 220 – 250 bar on our samples has been esti-
mated. Low-frequency resistance fluctuations have 
been measured by a standard bridge-circuit ac 
technique [8] in a five- or six-terminal (κ-Cl*) or 
four-terminal (κ-Cl) setup. The output signal of a 
lock-in amplifier (SR830) operating at a driving 
frequency f0 of typically 517 Hz was processed by 
a spectrum analyzer (HP35660A). Care was taken 
to exclude that spurious noise sources contributed 
to the results. 

Jens Müller, Jens Brandenburg, and John A. Schlueter1 
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Results and Discussion 
 
Figure 1 compares the temperature dependence of 
the resistivity of κ-Cl* with that of the resistance 
of κ-Cl located at different positions in the tem-
perature-pressure phase diagram (see inset). 
Because of the stress acting on the sample κ-Cl* 
embedded in epoxy, it exhibits a semiconducting 
(insulating) behavior down to about 46 K. At 
lower temperature the resistivity shows a pro-
nounced minimum following the transition into the 
metallic phase. The S-shaped transition line of the 
MIT (see inset) is crossed again leading once more 
to insulating behavior below about 22 K, where a 
kink in the resistivity curve is observed. Upon 
further cooling, the sample undergoes an insulator-
to-superconductor transition at Tc = 13 K (mid-
point of the transition). The transition is rather 
broad due to the inhomogeneous nature of the 
coexistence region. The resistivity drops within 
ΔTc = 1.9 K from 90 % to 10 % of its normal-state 
value. Although the transition temperatures for the 
present sample are somewhat higher, the observed 
behavior is in good agreement with the phase dia-
gram determined from isobaric temperature and 
isothermal pressure sweeps by Kagawa et al. [6]. 
The reference samples κ-Cl showed the expected 
semiconducting behavior down to low temperatures. 
A typical noise power spectral density (PSD) of κ-
Cl* taken at T = 90 K is shown in Fig. 2 (right 
inset). At all temperatures above Tc we observe a 
noise spectrum of generic 1/f α -type with 0.9 < α < 
1.1. The main panel presents the normalized noise 

SR/R2(T) taken at 1 Hz. We apply a phenomenol-
ogical random fluctuation model introduced by 
Dutta, Dimon, and Horn (DDH) [9] based on the 
assumption that 1/f spectra are created by the su-
perposition of a large number of random and inde-
pendent switching entities called ”fluctuators”, 
which are assumed to linearly couple to the resis-
tance of the sample: 

S( f )∝ τ(E)
τ(E)2 4π 2 f 2 +1

D(E)dE∫ .                 (1) 

Each fluctuator is characterized by a thermally 
activated time constant τ = τ0 exp(E/kBT), where 
τ0 is a characteristic attempt time of the order of an 
inverse phonon frequency, E the activation energy 
of the process and kB Boltzmann’s constant. D(E) 
represents a certain distribution of activation ener-
gies that is deduced from the application of the 
DDH model to the temperature dependent noise 
SR(T) (details of the analysis will be published 
elsewhere). The resulting D(E) (left inset of Fig. 2) 
exhibits a pronounced, roughly Gaussian peak at 
an energy of ~ 250 meV. This energy is known as 
the signature of the orientational degrees of free-
dom of the ET molecules’ terminal ethylene moie-
ties undergoing a glasslike transition at around 
70 K [3,10], which corresponds to a certain degree 
of disorder. The peak energy agrees well with 
values of 224 − 232 meV reported in the literature, 
see [3]. This demonstrates that fluctuation spec-
troscopy provides a promising novel access to the 
microscopic transitions and dynamical molecular 
properties of the investigated materials.  

 
Fig. 1: Resistivity (resistance) of two samples of κ-
(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl. Inset shows the experimentally ob-
tained phase diagram. Arrows indicate the positions of the 
samples measured at ambient conditions (κ-Cl) and at a 
finite pressure (κ-Cl*). 

Fig. 2: Temperature dependence of the normalized resis-
tance noise at 1 Hz of κ-Cl*. Arrows indicate the super-
conducting transition (onset of Tc) and the temperature of 
re-entering the insulating phase. Right inset: PSD of the 
resistance noise at 90 K in a log-log plot. The line is a 
linear fit yielding SR ∝ 1/f1.09. Left inset: energy distribu-
tion D(E) extracted from the DDH model, see text. 
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Upon further cooling the sample, the normalized 
noise power decreases again, before a small but 
distinct step-like increase in SR/R2 is observed at 
22 K (see arrow in Fig. 2), which coincides with a 
kink in the resistivity (see Fig. 1 and text above). 
This feature is most likely due to the crossing of the 
MIT line when reentering the insulating state. In the 
following we will focus on the transition into the 
superconducting state which goes along with a sub-
stantial rise of the noise level. We interpret its more 
than two-orders-of-magnitude increase as a result of 
the percolative nature of the superconducting transi-
tion in this sample. Similar behavior has been ob-
served for many high-Tc-cuprate samples, see, e.g., 
[11], and references therein. Qualitatively, in 
strongly disordered conductors, the resistance fluc-
tuations are determined not by the entire volume of 
the conductor but rather by an essentially smaller 
volume leading to a large noise level. We now ap-
ply ideas of percolation theory and treat the coexis-
tence region close to the MIT as a mixture of super-
conducting and non-superconducting (normal or 
insulating) phases, i.e., a lattice of resistors with a 
temperature-dependent fraction p that is short-
circuited, simulating the superconducting links. For 
instance, one can think of a network of p Josephson-
coupled junctions formed by connections between 
superconducting grains or clusters. A wide distribu-
tion of junction critical currents ic(T) means that at a 
given macroscopic current I, the local current i can 
be either larger or smaller than ic which determines 
whether the junction is superconducting or resistive. 
In this “classical” percolation model [12], the noise 
level is determined by fluctuating (non-super-
conducting) resistors ri + Δri(t), i.e., resistive junc-
tions. With decreasing temperature, p increases 
and hence, the noisy volume contributing to the 
macroscopic resistance fluctuations R + ΔR(t) 
shrinks, which in turn leads to a divergence of the 
spectral density of fractional resistance fluctua-
tions when approaching the percolation threshold 
pc from above, in agreement with our observations 
shown in Fig. 2. 

In the present materials, even when homogene-
ous, it is known that the effect of fluctuations is 
strongly enhanced in increasing magnetic fields 
[3]. Consequently, we have studied the percolation 
effects at the superconducting transition in more 
detail by performing isothermal noise measure-
ments in magnetic fields applied perpendicular to 
the planes. The magnitude of the resistance noise 

at T = 5 K strongly depends on the magnetic field 
with a pronounced peak at B = 2 T, see Fig. 3(a) .  

Percolation theory predicts power-law scaling 
behavior in the variable (p – pc), which very often 
cannot be determined accurately. Thus, it is more 
convenient [11] to consider a scaling law SR/R2 ∝ 
Rlrs, where lrs is the resistor-superconductor (RS) 
network scaling exponent. Surprisingly, as shown 
in Fig. 4(a), the transition is not just dominated by 
a single scaling law but rather by two percolation 
regimes (different slopes lrs) with an apparent 
discontinuity corresponding to the peak in the 
noise level. Deep in the superconducting phase 
(low fields), the scaling follows the prediction for 
a “classical” RS network in 3D of lrs = 0.9 ± 0.3 
[12], whereas the slope when approaching super-
conductivity from above (high fields) is signifi-
cantly larger. The slope we observe is close to the 
characteristic exponent of lrs = 2.74 for the so-
called p model in 3D [12,13], which has first been 
observed for thin-film high-Tc superconductors. p 
noise leads to a new class of universal scaling 
exponents. In the above-described picture it corre-
sponds to a random switching (on-off) of super-
conducting links in the RS network, i.e., spontane-
ous fluctuations Δp(t) of p(T) leading to fluctua-
tions in the macroscopic resistance, which may be 
due to time-dependent perturbations of the Joseph-
son coupling energy between superconducting 
clusters. When approaching Tc(B) from high tem-
peratures, percolation due to instable supercon-
ducting clusters or domains switching back and 

Fig. 3: (a) SR(B, T = 5 K) at 1 Hz for different cooling 
rates. (b) Magnetosresistance at 5 K and (c) phase dia-
gram with the onset and midpoint of the superconducting 
transition at various fields. Dark and light gray lines indi-
cate different scaling regimes (see text and Fig. 4), the 
cross shows the maximum noise level, and the black line 
indicates the regime in which the noise deviates from 1/f 
behavior. 
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forth dominates over the noise due to the resistive 
parts of the sample. At a field of 2 T, which is just 
below the midpoint of the resistive transition, see 
Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), the noise peaks and shows a 
crossover to a “classical” percolation regime 
dominated by the change in the fraction of super-
conducting domains.  

Figure 4(b) shows the PSDs as f × SR vs f at vari-
ous fields in the vicinity of 2 T, where the noise 
peaks. In this narrow field range we observe clear 
deviations from 1/f-type behavior which in this 
representation appears as a constant background. 
Obviously, under certain conditions (“noise win-
dow”) the spectra are resolved into Lorentzian con-
tributions 

SR ( f ) = 4(ΔR)2

(τ1 + τ 2)[(τ1
−1 + τ 2

−2 )2 + (2πf )2]
                 (2) 

representing a random telegraph signal between 
“high” and “low” resistance levels in the time 
domain [14]. Here τi denote the characteristic life-
times for the high and low states. Lines in Fig. 4(b) 
are fits to a 1/f background plus Eq. (2) showing 
that an individual fluctuator dominates the noise. 

The inset of Fig. 4 reveals a clear shift of the peak 
frequency fp = (1/2π)(τ1

-1 + τ2
-1) to higher values 

with increasing magnetic field. One may assume a 
thermally activated behavior, for which the energy 
barrier at a given temperature depends on mag-
netic field: fp = τ0

-1exp[–(E + mB)/kBT]. Here, E 
denotes the energy barrier at zero field and mB the 
magnetic energy. We find a value of E ~ 3.45 meV 
from the fit to our data; see inset of Fig. 4. Consid-
ering the fluctuating entity as a cluster that 
switches between the superconducting and normal 
state, we compare this energy to the condensation 
energy density VsBcth

2/2μ0, where Bcth is the ther-
modynamic critical field and μ0 the free space 
permeability. This approach yields a rough esti-
mate for the fluctuating sample volume of Vs ~ 340 
nm3. An alternative explanation would be that in 
an already superconducting cluster the vortices 
become temporarily pinned and unpinned, possibly 
going along with switching between vortex solid 
and liquid states. Assuming that in such a case mB 
may simply be compared to the pinning energy we 
find a value for Vs which is smaller but in the same 
order as the one above. Thus, in both cases the 
estimated volume indicates a mesoscopic rather 
than a macroscopic inhomogeneous state. 
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Fig. 4: (a) Scaling of the normalized noise SR/R2 versus 
the resistance R, for the data in Fig. 3. (b) PSD in the 
vicinity of the maximum noise level as f × SR vs f. Lines 
are fits to Eq. (2) plus a 1/f background term. The inset 
shows the shift of the peak frequency fp with applied mag-
netic field B. 
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Quadrupole Coupling – the Key to NMR Spectroscopy of  
Intermetallic Compounds 

 
Introduction 

 
In order to understand the chemical bonding of 

intermetallic compounds, the characterization of 
structural details is highly important. Since struc-
tural disorder is frequently observed in inter-
metallic compounds, strategies and tools have to 
be developed which compensate the restrictions of 
diffraction methods. Nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR) spectroscopy as a local probe has been 
shown to be highly suited for the investigation of 
disordered materials as electrically non-conducting 
glasses [1]. However, for samples showing metal-
lic conductivity several NMR relevant couplings 
arise [2] and strategies, being suitable for glasses, 
can not be used without further modification. The 
di- and tetragallides of the alkaline earth metals 
and NaGa4 were chosen as model compounds to 
explore reliable quantities of NMR experiments of 
metallic materials. These compounds have simple 
crystal structures with one or two chemically non-
equivalent sites and should not feature structural 
disorder. Hence, changes of the chemical bonding 
situation can be studied in two series of isotypic 
compounds. 

 
Model compounds: di- and tetragallides 
 
The digallides of Sr and Ba crystallize in the AlB2 
type of structure [3]. Planar honeycomb like nets 
are formed by three bonded atoms Ga(3b) (Fig. 1, 
left). CaGa2 crystallizes in the CaIn2 type of struc-
ture with puckered nets of Ga(3b +1b) atoms [4, 
5]. The tetragallides MGa4 with M = Na, Sr, and 
Ba crystallize in the BaAl4 type of structure. The 
3D framework is built by four- and five bonded 
atoms Ga(4b) and Ga(5b) (Fig. 1, right) [3,6]. 
CaGa4 crystallizes in a monoclinic distorted vari-
ant of the BaAl4 type of structure [4]. 

69;71Ga NMR spectroscopy has been chosen for 
our systematic investigation of Ga in various envi-
ronments with different cations.  Both Ga isotopes 
possess a nuclear spin of I = 3/2 and are therefore 
subject to magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole 
couplings. The magnetic dipole couplings result 
from the interaction of the nuclear magnetic dipole 
moment of the observed nuclei with the magnetic 
field caused by the environment. For the investi-
gated compounds this results mainly in a shift of 
the NMR signal depending on the orientation of 
the crystallites with respect to the external mag-

Frank Haarmann, Thorsten Goebel, Peter Jeglič1, Katrin Koch, Oliver Pecher, Helge Rosner,  
and Yuri Grin 

Fig. 1: The digallides MGa2 with M = Sr and Ba crystallize in the AlB2 type of structure (left), the tetragallides MGa4 with M  
= Na, Sr, and Ba adopt a BaAl4 type of structure (right). Three-, four- and five-bonded Ga atoms are marked by Ga(3b), 
Ga(4b), and Ga(5b).   
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netic field used for the experiment. The electric 
quadrupole coupling results from the interaction of 
the nuclear quadrupole moment with the electric 
field gradient (EFG). It causes characteristic line 
shapes of the NMR signals for randomly oriented 
crystallites. For single crystals and oriented pow-
ders a variation of the resonance frequencies de-
pending on the orientation of the EFG with respect 
to the external magnetic field is observed.  

The 71Ga NMR signals of the main transition of 
the di- and tetragallides are presented in Fig. 2. 
The line shape of the signals proves clearly, that 
the signals are dominated by quadrupole coupling. 
Careful line shape analysis was used to determine 
the shift and quadruplole coupling parameters. For 
the digallides MGa2 with M = Ca, Sr, and Ba a 
single NMR signal is observed as expected for the 
one crystallographic Ga site in the crystal structure 
(Fig. 2, right). The two crystallographic non-
equivalent sites of Ga(4b) and Ga(5b) are resolved 
for the investigated tetragallides. An assignment of 
the signals is complicated by the fact that the mul-
tiplicity of both sites is equal and therefore the 
signal intensity can not be used as a criterion. Fur-
thermore, measurements of the relative signal in-
tensities of nuclei with a quadrupole moment are 

challenging especially if the signals cover a large 
frequency range [7]. Thus other criteria for signal 
assignment such as signal shift and / or quadrupole 
couplings have to be used.   

The NMR signal shift of materials possessing 
metallic conductivity is realized by various 
mechanisms [2]. The nuclear magnetic moment 
can interact with the magnetic field at the nuclear 
site caused by electron motion and electron spin. 
The former is the so-called chemical shielding and 
the latter the Knight shift. In non-magnetic metal-
lic compounds the NMR signal shift is often 
dominated by the Knight shift being in first ap-
proximation proportional to the density of states of 
the s-like conduction electrons (s-DOS(EF)). An 
assignment of the signals based on the s-DOS(EF) 
of the Ga atoms of the tetragallides is shown in 
Fig. 2. The NMR signal shift as a function of the 
s-DOS(EF) is depicted in Fig. 3. An almost linear 
relation as expected from theory is observed [2]. 
The deviation of the data points from the dotted 
line indicates the contributions of chemical shield-
ing. At present stage no quantum mechanical pro-
grams are available to handle the NMR signal shift 
for metallic conductors. The signals of Ga(3b), 
Ga(3b+1b) and Ga(5b) overlap and are at low fre-
quencies, while the signals of Ga(4b) are at high 
frequencies. Due to the overlap of the frequency 
ranges an assignment on the basis of the shift in-

  

Fig. 2: 71Ga NMR signals of the di- and tetragallides of the 
alkaline earth metals and NaGa4 right and left, respec-
tively. Assignment of the four and five bonded Ga(4b) and 
Ga(5b) atoms is indicated. 

Fig. 3:  NMR signal shift as a function of the s-like conduc-
tion electron density of states s-DOS(EF) for di- and tetra-
gallides. Squares refer to CaGa2 (green) and CaGa4 (red 
and blue). The dashed line represents the linear behaviour 
predicted by theory [2]. 
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formation seems to be ambiguous. Nevertheless, 
the relative shifts of two signals within a single 
compound can be estimated using the s-DOS(EF). 

In contrast to the signal shift, quadrupole cou-
pling is a well established quantity being accessi-
ble with quantum mechanical programs like FPLO 
and WIEN2k [8, 9]. A comparison of experimental 
results and quantum mechanically calculated val-
ues is depicted in Fig. 4. The agreement of the re-
sults is remarkable allowing an unambiguous as-
signment of the signals for the tetragallides. This 
assignment is in agreement with that based on the 
s-DOS(EF) contributions of the Ga atoms. The de-
viation of the EFG obtained from NMR experi-
ments and quantum mechanical calculations for 
SrGa2 is beyond the confidence interval of ± 15 %. 
This challenges the model of the crystal structure 
of SrGa2. 

 

Fig. 4:  Anisotropy function  vs. the main component of the 
electric field gradient VZZ  for di- and tetragallides. 

An analysis of the contributions to the EFG 
shows that it is dominated by the local electrons of 
the observed atom. Contributions of other atoms 
are negligible. Further analysis of the orbital char-
acters of the local electrons causing the EFG 
proves that for the Ga compounds the p-like elec-
trons dominate the anisotropy of the charge distri-
bution. The so-called anisotropy function (Δn(p)) 
which correlates the occupation of the different ml-
states of the p-like electrons with the main contri-
bution of the electric field gradient (VZZ) is shown 
in Fig. 5. A linear dependence of Δn(p) with VZZ 
indicates the direct correlation between these 
quantities. Deviations from the linear dependency 
point out contributions of electrons with different 
orbital character. The positive sign of the anisot-

ropy function corresponds to an oblate-like elec-
tron density distribution. This is in agreement with 
the expected charge distribution of the digallides. 
The negative sign of VZZ for the tetragallides indi-
cates a cigar-like electron density distribution of 
the Ga atoms. 
 
 
Details for SrGa2 and BaGa2  
 
The deviation of VZZ of SrGa2 determined by 
quantum mechanical calculations and NMR ex-
periments challenges the structure model [5]. Sin-
gle crystal X-ray diffraction experiments also indi-
cate an unresolved structural feature of unusual 
anisotropic displacement of the Ga atoms [5,10].  
Quantum mechanical calculations using the CaIn2 
type of structure prove that a puckering of the Ga 
layers by ± 0.125 Å is energetically favourable 
compared to plane layers in the AlB2 type of struc-
ture (Fig. 6). Considering such a shift of the Ga 
atoms for the quantum mechanical calculation of 
the EFG, good agreement with the values of the 
NMR experiment is obtained (Fig. 6, inset). Inter-
estingly, a similar shift of the Ga atoms does not 
significantly change the value of VZZ for BaGa2 
(Fig. 6, inset). Nevertheless, also in BaGa2 a puck-
ering of the Ga layers is expected for energetic 
reasons. This is supported by the results of the X-
ray diffraction data.  

 

Fig. 5: Absolute values of the main component VZZ of the 
EFG of di- and tetragallides obtained by quantum me-
chanical calculations and NMR experiments. 
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Substitution of cations: CaxSr1–xGa4  

 
To study the influence of the cations on the local 
bonding situation of the Ga atoms, a solid solution 
CaxSr1–xGa4 with 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 was investigated. 

A systematic change of the 69;71Ga NMR signal 
line shape of regular powder with randomly ori-
ented crystallites proves the influence of the 
cations on the bonding situations of the Ga atoms. 
To enhance the resolution of the NMR experiment 
the crystallites were aligned in the magnetic field. 
Especially for small amounts of Sr substitution by 
Ca additional signal contributions become visible 
(Fig. 7). The dependence of the line shape on the 
magnetic field and the isotope evidences that the 
additional signal is due to a change of the quadru-
pole coupling. The substitution of Sr by Ca results 
in a decrease for Ga(4b) and in an increase of the 
anisotropy of the charge distribution for Ga(5b). 
The same tendency is obtained by quantum mech-
anical calculations of the EFG. With increasing 
number of Ca atoms in the environment of the Ga 
atoms a larger change of the EFG is observed in 
these calculations. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
The investigation of the di- and tetragallides 
clearly shows that quadrupole coupling represents 
the reliable information about the nature of inter-

metallic compounds. The combination of NMR 
spectroscopy and quantum mechanical calculations 
provides insights in the local atomic arrangement 
and the chemical bonding. Thus, for SrGa2 and 
BaGa2 a puckering of the Ga layers was identified. 
In addition, a gradual modification of the anisot-
ropy of the electron density distribution of the Ga 
atoms is revealed by a change of the quadrupole 
coupling of the tetragallides MGa4 with M = Na, 
Ca, Sr, and Ba.  
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New Optical Devices for Major Advances in X-ray Diffraction 

One of the most fascinating developments in the 
field of X-ray diffraction has been driven by the 
general availability of a broad range of optical de-
vices for X-rays. It has become difficult to select a 
suitable device for a particular application even for 
experts in the field. There are mono- and poly-
capillaries which may be shaped in specific ways 
as one large group, and mirrors which mainly rep-
resent a large variety of artificial crystals as multi-
layered structures, i.e. multilayer optics. While 
these types of devices have become more gener-
ally available within the last decade, monochroma-
tors based on well-defined single crystals have al-
ready been in use for a long time. Nevertheless, 
there are still options for further improvements in 
order to enhance the quality or to open new ex-
perimental opportunities. In this contribution own 
efforts to apply multilayer-based mirrors or single-
crystal monochromators with rather high-energetic 
X-rays will be described, and even a combination 
of both types of devices has been configured. 

The main goal was to achieve ‘better’ diffraction 
data at high diffraction angles but with a generally 
available laboratory instrument. In order to reach 
high resolution (large sinθ/λ) it is necessary to use 
short wavelength (high-energetic) X-rays. Com-
monly available are molybdenum or silver targets, 
where molybdenum is more generally used while a 
silver source better suits our particular needs, e.g. 
absorption and extinction problems with intermet-
allic compounds. Tab. 1 compiles selected parame-
ters for the most intense of the characteristic X-ray 
emission lines for molybdenum and silver. 

 
 
Table 1: Characteristic X-ray emission lines of molybde-
num and silver.  

  Kα2 Kα1 Kβ3 Kβ1 Kβ2

 E [keV] 17.374 17.479 19.590 19.608 19.965
Mo λ [Å] 0.7136 0.7093 0.6329 0.6323 0.6210
 Irel. 52 100 8 15 3

 E [keV] 21.990 22.163 24.912 24.942 25.456
Ag λ [Å] 0.5638 0.5594 0.4977 0.4971 0.4870
 Irel. 53 100 9 16 4

Despite the relatively small difference in wave-
length, silver radiation allows to collect data to 
much higher resolution and thus collect much more 
data as compared to molybdenum radiation (Tab. 
2). For a number of reasons it was desirable to use a 
single wavelength beam. The elimination of over-
lapping problems are most important when the dis-

with related problems with integration of intensities. 
The actual intensity ratio of Kα1 to Kα2 is easily 
changed in quite a wide range, however, this fact is 
very rarely taken into account. Based on the values 
compiled in Tab. 2 few options were evaluated. The 
most intense Kα line consists of two quite narrow 
contributions, Kα1 and Kα2, at an intensity ratio of 
about 2 : 1. In addition the X-ray target provides Kβ 
contributions at slightly higher energies. For silver 
as well as  molybdenum the ‘Kβ line’ contains three 
distinct contributions, where Kβ1 and Kβ3 are very 
close in energy, while Kβ2 is more separated from 
the former two. Intensity of Kβ1 and Kβ3  together is 
about 20% of Kα1 while Kβ2 is only 10% as com-
pared to the main Kβ contribution. This typical in-
tensity distribution is the reason why Kα radiation is 
almost exclusively used in diffraction experiments. 
When it comes to true monochromatization  the 
situation is not so clear any more. Typical crystal 
monochromators using the Ge(111) reflection do 
not allow to completely separate Kα1 from Kα2 for 
molybdenum, not to mention silver radiation. In or-
der to leave any usable intensity, about 10% of Kα2 

are retained. Obviously, monochromatization is 
only possible at the expense of loosing most of the 

Horst Borrmann 

Table 2: Comparison of selected angular ranges and re-
spective resolution limits for Mo Kα and Ag Kα radiation. 
2θ = 150 – 160° is the technically achievable limit.  

Mo Kα  
2θ [°] 55 100 153 
sinθ/λ [Å–1] 0.65 1.08 1.37 
d [Å] 0.77 0.46 0.37 

Ag Kα 
2θ [°] 42.8 74.6 100 120 138 150 
sinθ/λ [Å–1] 0.65 1.08 1.37 1.54 1.67 1.72 
d [Å] 0.77 0.46 0.37 0.32 0.30 0.29 
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persion of  Kα1 and Kα2 becomes significant, along 



 

 

available intensity. In case it would be possible to 
use a device which retains most of the available Kβ  
intensity, a setup such as this could provide a 
monochromatic beam with reasonable intensity. 
Based on these ideas various options were carefully 
evaluated, however, efforts quite soon focused on 
multilayer-based mirrors. Although such mirrors 
were already commonly in use with longer wave-
length radiation, there was very little experience in 
particular with silver radiation. The short wave-
length with the associated very small total reflection 
angle puts very high demand on the fabrication of 
the multilayer. In close cooperation with Rigaku In-
novative Technologies, née Osmic, a mirror setup 
for Ag Kα radiation was designed and fabricated. In 
connection with the small focus  (100 μm) of a ro-
tating anode source the setup provided a very well 
defined beam which gave exceptionally good data 
with single-crystal diffraction. As expected there 
was still room for further improvements, a main one 
came from the fact that the alignment of the optics 
needs to be done at the level of one tens of a mi-
cron. This could not be reached with mechanical set 
screws which had to be replaced by specific motor-
driven devices. After this modified setup had 
proven excellent long-term stability, a mirror setup 
for Ag Kβ radiation was designed. Here the close 
interplay of experimental experience with real de-
vices and high-level modeling on the other side 
turned out to be most important. In the final device 
mirror setups for Kα and Kβ contributions are 
mounted in the same housing (Fig. 1). After careful 
alignment the particular wavelength is selected by 
moving the front aperture to the proper position 
(Fig. 2).  

First experiments indicate further improvements 
of the Kα setup with respect to the prototype. 
Clearly, the Kα arrangement may be considered as 
high-intensity option while the Kβ part offers high 
resolution. As the development of this truly new op-
tical device was purely experimental indeed, addi-
tional experiments were driven towards improve-
ment of single crystal monochromators. Using the 
Ge(220) reflection in a Johansson-type setup allows 
clear separation of Kα1 and Kα2 for molybdenum 
but even for silver radiation. The basic setup is well 
established in X-ray powder diffraction, however, 
for single crystal experiments the line-shaped beam 
as obtained is not usable. Since cutting down the 
beam by a slit system largely reduces intensity, a 
dedicated single-bounce mirror was designed in co-
operation with AXO Dresden GmbH. In this setup 
again all mechanical tools needed for alignment 
have to be upgraded in order to reach the necessary 
precision more easily.  

Thus far, for both basic monochromating ar-
rangements usable devices have been reached. A 
careful evaluation will display which design is best 
suited for any particular experiment. 

Especially the rotating anode – multilayer setup 
has allowed to collect high-quality data sets for a 
decisive number of crystals and to tackle some very 
demanding problems. In general terms one major 
advantage comes from the fact that data with very 
high resolution (large diffraction angles) are ob-
tained (Fig. 3). While in general ten observations 
per refined structural parameter are considered ade-
quate (see requirements for IUCr journals), data sets 
providing around 100 observations per parameter 
have routinely been obtained (compare Tab. 3). An 

Fig. 1: Multilayer optics for Ag Kα (orange) and Ag Kβ 
(violet) radiation. Four mirrors are arranged side by side, 
one pair is optimized for one particular wavelength each. 
Insert shows both beams leaving the optics; an additional 
aperture allows for particular selection. 

Fig. 2: Assembled mirrors in housing. The two rod-like mo-
tors allow for precise alignment, the motor in rectangular 
box drives aperture for wavelength selection. 
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improvement by one order of magnitude may cer-
tainly be considered most significant. In course of 
particular structure refinements the increased num-
ber of observed structure factors has a number of 
advantages. Firstly, correlations are considerably 
reduced or even become negligible, which is always 
very important when partial or mixed occupancies, 
disorder or pseudo-symmetry are involved. For 
highly symmetric structures along with quite small 
unit cells the number of observable intensities is no-
toriously small. Most structures studied at the insti-
tute belong to this category. Finally, at high resolu-
tion diffraction intensities are originating from 
scattering at the core electrons of the atoms. Ac-
cordingly there is no influence from the particular 
bonding situation and these intensities are very 
characteristic for the particular atoms. On this basis 
high-resolution data allow to distinguish more 
clearly atom types, but also to provide the basis for 
detailed charge density studies. Following, a num-
ber of examples show the wide applicability and 
usefulness of the instrument. 

It was possible to prove that human otoconia are 
true single crystals (see “Biomimetic Morphogenesis 
and Structure of Calcite Statoliths (Otoconia): An 
Approach towards Deeper Understanding of a Bio-
Sensor and its Function”). Due to the highly brilliant 
beam proper intensities are obtained for these very 
small crystals (5 – 10 μm). This is even more re-
markable as the calcite material contains only light 
elements which are interacting only very weakly 
with the quite hard radiation. The successful struc-
ture refinement confirmed absence of twinning, 
which is quite common in rhombohedral structures.  
 
For a series of digallides composition dependent 
changes of the structure could be studied in more 
detail. Partial occupancies at cationic sites along 
with the development of additional structural fea-
tures were analyzed to high resolution and com-
bined with solid-state NMR experiments (see 
“Quadrupole Coupling – the Key to NMR Spectros-
copy of Intermetallic Compounds”, [ ]).  
 
The complex intermetallic compound Co4Al13 was 
reinvestigated. Vastly improved data quality facili-
tated a much more accurate structural model along 
with a detailed bonding analysis (see “Shift of Para-
digms in Understanding of Intermetallic Compounds 
by Analysis of Chemical Bonding within the Electron 
Localizability Approach”). 
 
In a series of Skutterudite-type compounds high-
resolution data have provided the basis for detailed 
analysis of mixed occupancies and disorder. Given 
suitable crystal quality high-quality data were ob-
tained in all cases (Tab. 3). Short wavelength along 
with small crystal size made treatment of absorption 
effects quite easy,  despite rather high  absorption 
coefficients due to heavy elements forming the 
compounds  
 
Various clathrate-type compounds have success-
fully been investigated. Mixed occupancies at dis-
tinct levels (Si/P or Si/B) have been resolved, but 
also partial occupancies sometimes including va-
cancies (see “Intermetallic Clathrates Revisited” and 
[4, 5]).  However, it also became clear that crystal 
quality is still an issue, as expected. As quality of 
clathrate crystals is notoriously quite low, in few 
cases not all structural details could be analyzed due 
to data limitations. 
 

Fig. 3: Typical diffraction image obtained with a single crys-
tal applying Ag Kα radiation after multilayer optics. Clear 
Bragg peaks are still observable at 2θ ≈ 155° to the left.   

Table 3: Skutterudite-type compounds.  
Cubic, a ≈ 9.5 Å, no. refined parameters ≤ 27. 

compound dmin.[Å] no. refl. ind. refl. Rint.[%] 

BaPd4Sb6Sn6 0.32 15078 2413 2.58 
BaPt4Sb6Sn6 0.30 12274 2869 4.28 
SrPt4Sb6Sn6 0.30 12139 2875 2.34 
CaPt4Sb5.5Sn6.5 0.30 11036 2862 3.11 
LaPt4Sb6Sn6 0.30 12477 2846 2.46 
CePt4Sb6Sn6 0.32 10904 2381 3.54 
PrPt4Sb6Sn6 0.32 9914 2383 2.11 
SmPt4Sb6Sn6 0.30 12462 2851 4.56 
EuPt4Sb6Sn6 0.32 21802 2383 3.26 
YbPt4Sb5.5Sn6.5 0.30 13160 2838 2.90 
YbCoPt3Sb6Sn6 0.31 10289 2560 2.60 
SnPt4Sb5.5Sn6.5 [ ] 0.32 9685 2385 2.16 
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Within a Special Priority Program of DFG (SPP 
1178) charge density analyses of vanadium borides 
have been tackled. These experiments are most de-
manding as quite contrary criteria need to be satis-
fied. Since crystals of these hard materials are noto-
riously suffering from extinction effects, crystals 
should be very small. On the other hand data of the 
highest quality may not be obtained for exceedingly 
small crystals. Accordingly a lot of optimization 
needed and still needs to be done. Nevertheless, first 
results on both compounds VB and VB2 are most 

 
The highly brilliant and well defined beam allows 
for an exceptionally good signal-to-noise ratio and 
low background, too. This way the setup is very 
well suited to study phenomena where very strong 
and weak intensities need to be simultaneously ob-
served. Along this line, superstructures, modulated 
structures and diffuse scattering have been studied 
(Fig. 4). 
 

 
Fig. 4: Typical image obtained for a single crystal in the sys-
tem Gd/B/Si. Very pronounced diffuse scattering is observed; 
special measures were taken to reduce intensity of sharp 
Bragg peaks. 

 
 
 
 
 

The focus in this contribution until now has been 
solely on the conditioning of the primary beam. 
With respect to final data quality, of course, the de-
tector system is also of particular importance. De-
tails of the detector system, but also concerning go-
niometer and X-ray source are not within the scope 
of this article. Clearly all components of the ex-
perimental setup need to match in a perfect way, in 
order to achieve best possible results. The develop-
ment of the beam conditioning system has already 
and will trigger further development of the entire 
setup. Beyond such improvements of the hardware, 
further improvements in software are equally im-
portant. However, it is already obvious that the cur-
rent status allows to consider even new experi-
ments. Much higher resolution due to a single 
wavelength will allow to study even very small 
powder samples. The possibility to detect also entire 
powder rings will provide a large advantage over 
one-dimensional detectors commonly used in pow-
der diffraction. Silver radiation is well suited to in-
vestigate the pair-distribution-function (PDF) which 
is gaining importance with respect to nano-materials 
or quasi-crystalline compounds.  

In conclusion, integration of a dedicated X-ray 
optics enabled vast improvements with diffraction 
experiments on a laboratory setup. Dramatic in-
crease in collected diffraction data allows for strik-
ing improvements in derived structural information, 
but also allows for a more detailed analysis of dis-
order, very small crystals, etc. Hence technological 
advances of basically a commercial device have in-
duced new opportunities for basic research. 
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promising. Clearly all enhancements reached in this 
most demanding field will be beneficial in most 
other experiments, too. 
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Towards Rare Earth (RE) Thio- and Selenoborates 

Introduction 

Borates represent a well known class of com-
pounds with a wide range of applications. Espe-
cially in the fields of optical materials, RE oxobo-
rates play a major role. Although a huge number of 
crystal structures of oxoborates is known, the crys-
tal chemistry of thio- and selenoborates is less 
investigated. So far, there is only one report on the 
crystal structure of a RE thioborate [1] but none on 
any selenoborate. The situation is schematically 
presented in Fig. 1.  

Our interests in the preparation and the crystal 
chemistry of RE compounds were initially focused 
on RE borophosphates [2]. The driving idea behind 
was the preparation of low-dimensional materials 
which might have interesting (RE-dominated) 
physical properties. Unfortunately, we did not 
succeed in these attempts, and we were not even 
able to prepare any RE borophosphate (with the 
exception of some Sc compounds). However, in 
our search for new and challenging RE containing 
systems we came across the RE thio- and seleno-
borates which, in fact, are nearly unexplored (see 
Fig. 1, outlined area). 

The synthesis of RE thio- and selenoborates 
from the elements (and/or binary compounds) is 
fairly problematic because of the high reactivity of 
the in situ formed boron chalcogenides towards 
most of the common container materials at ele-
vated temperatures. Fused silica tubes are attacked 
by boron chalcogenides at temperatures above 
400 °C (B/Si exchange). Carbon-coated silica 
tubes, often used for the synthesis of alkali and 
alkaline earth chalcogenoborates, are disadvanta-
geous with respect to longer reaction times and 
temperatures above 900 °C. For such kind of reac-
tions the vessels must be made of either boron 
nitride or glassy carbon. The chalcogenoborates of 
the heavier chalcogens are sensitive against oxida-
tion and hydrolysis and, hence, they have to be 
handled in an inert environment. Once the required 
laboratory equipment was arranged, we started to 
develop and investigate appropriate routes for the 
preparation of pure and crystalline RE thio- and 
selenoborates. 

 
Experimental 
 
The optimization of high temperature synthesis 
routes (beyond the melting points of the RE met-
als) led to the development of specially designed 
crucibles made of sintered boron nitride (without 
any binder component) which were enclosed in 
tantalum ampoules. These ampoules were placed 
in quartz glass reactors under flowing argon and 
heated in a tube furnace. Nevertheless, this equip-
ment has still some disadvantages caused by the 
reaction of the boron chalcogenide gas phase with 
tantalum at temperatures above 900 °C. However, 
a stable, protective layer of tantalum sulfide that 
prevents further reaction between the sample and 
the ampoule material can be generated by means 
of excess boron and chalcogen in the reaction 
mixture. For the time being, the maximum tem-
perature of this equipment is limited to 1150 °C. 
The development of closed (pressure-resistant) 
boron nitride lined reactors for even higher operat-
ing temperatures is in progress. 

In addition, we performed experiments under ex-
ternal pressure by means of a multianvil press as 
described in [3]. Hexagonal boron nitride is used 
as the crucible material, while the pressure trans-
mission is realized by MgO octahedra. No indica-
tion of a reaction between the container material 
and the sample was observed, and the reaction 
products could easily be removed from the cruci-
bles.  

Jens Hunger, Marija Borna, Susann Leipe, and Rüdiger Kniep 

 

Fig. 1: Numbers of known crystal structures of ternary 
chalcogenoborates (ICSD 2008-2). 
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Alternatively, we employed the hot isostatic 
pressing technique within an apparatus originally 
designed for spark plasma sintering [4]. Sintering 
dies and punches are made of graphite while dif-
ferent foil materials can be utilized to prevent 
reactions with the sample. 

It is known that RE polychalcogenides [5] and 
nitridoborates [6] can be obtained by metathesis 
reactions at moderate temperatures. Employing the 
same method we carried out similar experiments 
for the preparation of RE chalcogenoborates [7] 
which indeed appears to be a promising route. 

The reaction products were characterized by 
means of X-ray powder diffraction, scanning elec-
tron-microscopy, energy-dispersive X-ray spec-
troscopy (EDXS), chemical analysis (ICP-OES), 
thermal analysis (DTA), and single crystal X-ray 
structure analysis. 

Based on their melting points we subdivide the 
RE metals into the early ones, La-Eu, with melting 
points below 1100 °C and the late RE elements 
(Gd-Tm and Lu) with melting points higher than 
1300 °C. These two groups require different ex-
perimental designs for preparation of chalcogeno-
borates, and the results will, therefore, be pre-
sented separately.  
 
 
Thioborates of early RE metals 
 
The reactions can be performed in standard BN/Ta 
containers. For evaluation purposes the only 
known RE thioborate, EuBB2S4 [1], isotypic to 
SrB2S4 [8], was reinvestigated. Starting from the 
elements, the syntheses were successful, and the 
purity of the reaction products was higher than the 
values reported for the samples obtained in car-
bon-coated quartz glass ampoules. Attempts to 
grow single crystals by chemical transport reaction 
with iodine failed so far. 

Subsequently, the systems Nd–B–S, Pr–B–S, 
and Sm–B–S were investigated. At temperatures 
below the melting points of the respective RE 
metals, only binary phases as the major compo-
nents and small amounts of unknown phases (de-
pending on the composition, sample loading, and 
temperature) were formed. At temperatures above 
1040 °C and with high sample loadings or by ap-
plication of external pressure (3 GPa, 900 °C, 
30 min) nearly single phase samples of the RE 
thioborates, Nd[BS3] and Pr[BS3], were obtained. 

EDXS confirmed the presence of boron and a 
RE/S molar ratio of 1:3. 

The crystal structures of the mentioned RE3+ 
thioborates were solved from X-ray powder dif-
fraction data (Huber G670 Guinier-Camera 
equipped with a Ge monochromator) by direct 
space structure solution methods. Subsequently, 
the Rietveld refinement method was applied (Ta-
ble 1). The crystal structures were found to be 
isotypic.  

Table 1: Crystallographic data of RE[BS3] (RE = Nd, Pr). 

 Nd[BS3] Pr[BS3] 
Color light green emerald green 
a (Å) 7.48978(3) 7.56051(3) 
b (Å) 6.00836(2) 6.00847(2) 
c (Å) 8.86197(3) 8.89567(3) 

wRp
0.030 (Co Kα1) 0.061 (Cu Kα1) 0.060 (Cr Kα1) 

Rp
0.022 (Co Kα1) 
0.040 (Cr Kα1) 

0.040 (Cu Kα1) 
 

 

Fig. 2: Crystal structure of RE[BS3] (RE = Nd, Pr). 
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In the crystal structure of RE[BS3] (RE = Nd, Pr) 
(orthorhombic, Pna21, No. 33; Z = 4) the atoms 
occupy only general positions (Fig. 2). The sulfur 
atoms form the vertices of undulated kagome nets. 
Within these nets every second triangle is occu-
pied by boron and the large hexagons are centered 
by RE cations. The layers are stacked along [100] 
according to the sequence ABAB. 

The RE cations are surrounded by 8+1 sulfur 
species (distances Nd–S: 2.833 Å - 3.051 Å and 
3.293 Å; distances Pr–S: 2.833 Å - 3.094 Å and 
3.269 Å) which originate from six neighboring 
thioborate units. Three of these units act as biden-
tate ligands whereas the remaining three are in a 
monodentate function. The trigonal planar thiobo-
rate units (distances B–S: 1.933 Å- 2.149 Å) are 
surrounded by RE cations, three from the same 
kagome net (bidentate) and the other three from 
the two neighboring nets (monodentate). This 
situation reflects the significant difference to the 
crystal structure of λ-Nd[BO3] (Aragonite type) [9] 
in which the three out-of-net RE ions that contrib-
ute to the coordination sphere come from only one 
neighboring layer (Fig. 3). 

Attempts to grow single crystals of RE[BS3] by 
long-time annealing or by chemical transport reac-
tion were not successful, yet large single crystals 
of α-Nd2S3 with a new three-dimensional super-
structure were grown by the transport reactions. 

In the corresponding systems RE–B–Se and RE–
B–Te we could so far only obtain binary phases 
including a new cubic modification of Nd2Se3. 

Thioborates of late RE metals 
 
Due to the fact that the formation of RE chalco-
genoborates at autogenous pressure obviously 
takes place only above the melting point of the RE 
metal, the synthesis of these compounds with the 
late RE metals is rather a difficult task. Neverthe-
less, by use of our “conventional” preparation 
method, unknown crystalline phases in the system 
Lu–B–S were obtained, although not as single 
phase material. Purification of the samples by 
means of chemical transport reactions, using io-
dine as transporting agent, yielded single crystals 
of ε-Lu2S3 with a hitherto unknown three-
dimensional superstructure. In an effort to increase 
purity and crystallinity of these samples, reactions 
under hot isostatic pressure as well as high pres-
sure syntheses were performed. A series of high-
temperature high-pressure experiments was con-
ducted in the system Lu–B–S (T = 1400 °C, 
p = 3 GPa, 4.5 GPa and 6 GPa). As a first result, a 
new ternary phase was obtained. The reaction 
product obtained at 3 GPa (5 h) was suitable for 
solution and refinement of the crystal structure of 
Lu6BB3.33S14 (yellow) from X-ray powder diffrac-
tion data (STOE StadiP-MP) (Fig. 4). 

Lu6BB3.33S14 (hexagonal, space group P63, No. 
173; a = 9.21257(1) Å, c = 5.88680(2) Å; Z = 1) 
adopts the Ce6Al3.33S14 structure type [10] (Fig. 5). 
The boron atoms occupy two different sites with 
tetrahedral and trigonal planar coordination by 
sulfur. Isolated [BS4]  tetrahedra (distances B–S: 
1.946 Å and 1.857 Å), all pointing in the [001] 
direction, are stacked along the three-fold axis. 

5–

Fig. 3: Comparison of the environments of the [BS3]3– 
unit in RE[BS3] (RE = Nd, Pr) (left) with the coordination 
of [BO3]3– in λ-Nd[BO3] [9] (right). RE cations from the 
same and the neighboring kagome nets are shown in dark 
blue and light blue, respectively.  

Fig. 4: Rietveld refinement of Lu6BB 3.33S14 (wRp
 =0.029, R 

p
 = 0.019). 
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The [BS3]  triangles (distance B–S: 1.883 Å) in 
which boron atoms are slightly shifted out of the 
trigonal plane propagate along the 6

3–

3 axis.  
The sulfur ligands are coordinated by three RE 

cations. Altogether, the S-positions of the [BS3]3– 
units and those of the [BS4]5– tetrahedra that form 
a triangle parallel to (001), adopt the pattern of the 
oxygen atoms in the crystal structure of λ-
Nd[BO3]. On the other hand, the sulfur atoms 
located on the three-fold axis act as monodentate 
ligand towards the three neighboring RE cations. 

Lutetium is surrounded by two [BS3]3– and three 
[BS4]5– units resulting in an overall 6+1 coordina-
tion by sulfur (distances Lu–S: 2.624 Å -2.751 Å 
and 2.998 Å) thereby forming a mono-capped 
trigonal prism. 

In contrast to the Ce6Al3.33S14 structure, in which 
vacancies are located on the octahedrally coordi-
nated aluminum site, the vacancies in Lu6B3.33S14 

occur most likely on the tetrahedrally coordinated 
boron site. Therefore, the chemical formula can be 
written as Lu3[BS3][BB2/3S4].  

EDXS investigations confirmed the presence of 
boron and a Lu/S molar ratio of 3:7. 

 
Metathesis reactions 
 
The first attempts with metathesis reactions 
showed that reactions with the container material 
take place yielding in new quaternary sulfides, 
such as RE9AlSi3S21. Nevertheless, similar ex-
periments involving metathesis reactions  starting 
from different alkali chalcogenoborates, namely Li 

thio- and selenoborates [11-14] and RE chlorides 
at maximum temperatures of 800 °C, followed by 
vacuum sublimation of LiCl will be continued. 
The reaction products of this preparation route 
have to be investigated in more detail and further 
optimization of the reaction conditions is required.  
 
 
Conclusion 
 
After optimization of various preparation routes 
we succeeded in the synthesis of the RE3+ thiobo-
rates, Nd[BS3] and Pr[BS3], as well as the more 
intricate thioborate Lu

Fig. 5: Crystal structure of Lu6BB3.33S14, viewed along [001]. 
6B3.33S14. Their crystal struc-

tures were solved and refined from X-ray powder 
diffraction data. Metathesis reactions as well as 
reactions in hot isostatic pressing equipment ap-
pear to be promising routes for the preparation of 
other chalcogenoborates. Moreover, these reac-
tions may open the way for the preparation of RE 
selenoborates after optimization of the reaction 
conditions.  
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Nanometer-scale Phase Separation in Manganites 

Introduction 
 
Doped manganites have become very popular over 
the past 15 years since they not only exhibit rich 
physics and a number of extraordinary effects but 
may also provide many opportunities for applica-
tions [1]. The origin of the vast number of phe-
nomena stems from an interplay of lattice, charge, 
orbital and spin degrees of freedom which all take 
place at comparable energy scales [2]. This may, 
along with competing long-rang interactions, give 
rise to phase separation (PS) [3], a rather general 
concept in strongly correlated electron systems. In 
mixed-valent manganites of perovskite type AM-
nO3 (A–rare earth or doped divalent ion) such PS 
into insulating paramagnetic and conducting fer-
romagnetic regions has been observed by various 
experimental techniques, such as electron micros-
copy [4], scanning tunneling microscopy and spec-
troscopy (STM/S) [5,6], magnetic force 
microscopy [7] and photoelectron spectroscopy 
[8]. These experiments showed inhomogeneities of 
random shape on a length scale of several hundred 
nanometers. Furthermore, the PS persisted deep 
into the metallic low-temperature state in some of 
these manganites. However, computational studies 
on models of manganites considering double ex-
change, Jahn-Teller interaction and long-range 
Coulomb potential could show only regularly 
spaced nanometer-scale PS [9]. The random loca-
tion and shape of the clusters observed experimen-
tally [4–8] are conjectured to be caused by 
quenched disorder in the couplings induced by 
chemical substitution [10,11]. Recent STS studies 
combined with transmission electron microscopy 
[12] on A-site ordered and disordered thin films 
La0.75Ca0.25MnO3 showed that PS persists in the 
metallic state only in the disordered film. But this 
study does not address the question of PS at the 
metal-insulator transition temperature, TMI. Thus, 
the origin of the PS, the length scale involved, the 
role of quenched disorder originating from the 
random A-site substitution, and the temperature 
range at which PS occurs, remain strongly de-
bated. 

To address some of these issues experimentally, 
we carried out STM/S on Pr0.68Pb0.32MnO3 
(PPMO) single crystals. This compound has a tol-
erance factor of 0.97 and hence, minimum internal 
strain. Previously reported [5,6] STS measure-
ments on manganites observing PS were carried 
out on thin film samples where substrate induced 
strain and the granular structure are known extrin-
sic sources for PS [13,14]. Moreover, the STS 
measurements [5] on thin films of 
La0.73Ca0.27MnO3 on SrTiO3, showing coexistence 
of regions with metallic, insulating as well as in-
termediate conductivities, extending over several 
hundred nanometers, were obtained at a rather 
high bias voltage V = 3 V (much larger than the 
semiconducting gap of 0.2–0.3 V in manganites) 
and may not reflect the ground state properties. To 
overcome this, Becker et al. mapped the zero-bias 
conductance, G0 = dI/dV|V=0, of thin films 
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/MgO as a function of temperature 
T. However, they applied a threshold criterion to 
distinguish metallic and insulating regions [6]. 
Such a threshold criterion will not give an unam-
biguous evidence for the existence of PS because 
any statistical distribution of conductance, whose 
average value shifts with T, will seem to show PS 
[15]. Therefore, in order to provide clear evidence 
for PS, we analyze the entire distribution of G0 and 
its dependence on T. This approach gives direct 
information on the length scale of the inhomoge-
neities and the temperature range within which it 
appears. In order to ensure that our observations 
are not primarily driven by surface effects, we 
compare the STS results with macroscopic meas-
urements on the same single crystals. Our results 
are featured in a recent review [13]. 
 
Properties of Pr1–xPbxMnO3 manganites 
 
The preparation and properties of PPMO single 
crystals were reported in [16,17]. In Pr1–xPbxMnO3, 
the Curie temperature TC and TMI do not coincide, 
and metallic conductivity occurs in the para-
magnetic state in parts of the phase diagram 
[16,18], a phenomenon uncommon to mixed va-
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lence manganites. Fig. 1 shows the temperature 
dependence of magnetization (M) and resistivity 
(ρ) at selected magnetic fields of a PPMO sample. 
The magnetoresistance, [ρ(H)–ρ(0)]/ρ(0), is found 
to be about 90% close to TMI and at a field of 9 T. 
From the maximum change in slope of the M vs. T 
curve, TC ~ 210 K was estimated which is dis-
tinctly lower than the corresponding TMI ≈ 255 K. 
This kind of approach to estimate TC is supported 
by elaborate investigations [17] on a similar single 
crystal Pr0.7Pb0.3MnO3 in which the so-determined 
TC ~ 197 K agrees well with results from detailed 
static magnetization scaling analysis (TMI ≈ 235 K 
in this compound [16]). The scaling analysis near 
the critical temperature indicated in addition that 
the underlying magnetic transition is a conven-
tional one, with short-range Heisenberg-like criti-
cal exponents. This study emphasizes the presence 
of additional frustrated couplings which intercepts 
the formation of long-range order. Deviation of the 
susceptibility from the Curie-Weiss law above TC 
[16] and history-dependent transport properties 
[18] suggest the presence of small magnetic metal-
lic clusters above TC that form percolating metallic 
paths in the paramagnetic metallic state upon re-
ducing T. Note that evidence for the formation of 
localized ~1.2 nm magnetic clusters above TC in 
another mixed valent manganite has earlier been 
found by small-angle neutron scattering measure-
ments [19]. We also note the sharpness of the re-
sistive transition which can be inferred from the 
logarithmic derivative of the resistivity, 
(dρ/dT)/(ρ/T), cf. Fig. 1. Such a sharp metal-
insulator transition is indicative of a largely strain-
free sample [14]. 

Scanning tunneling spectroscopy 
 
For the tunneling studies a STM (Omicron 
Nanotechnology) under ultra high vacuum condi-
tions (p ≤ 10-10 mbar) was utilized at numerous 
fixed temperatures, 30 K ≤ T ≤ 300 K, mostly in 
the vicinity of TC and TMI. Since crystals with 
perovskite structure do not cleave easily, preparing 
a clean surface for STM studies is a challenge. Just 
before inserting the crystal into the UHV chamber, 
we scraped the surface inside isopropanol to rip off 
some part of it. This preparation gave locally 
cleaved surfaces on a length scale of micrometers. 
STM was conducted using tungsten tips, and typi-
cally 0.3 nA for the current set point and 0.8 V for 
the sample bias voltage, V. This implies that we 
probed the unoccupied density of states (DOS) of 
PPMO. In order to check on the quality of the tun-
neling contacts the dependence of the tunneling 
current I on relative tip-sample distance z was re-
peatedly measured throughout the experiments. 
The exponential dependence of I(z) yielded typical 
values of the effective work function Φ ~ 1.5 eV 
confirming excellent vacuum tunnel barriers. To-
pography often showed terraces with step heights 
(~0.4 nm) close to the unit cell extension which 
indicates a 〈100〉 surface of the pseudocubic 
perovskite crystal. 

To map the surface electronic state, we carried 
out thousands of STS measurements at 30 K ≤ T ≤ 
300 K and—for each T—at different locations on 
the sample surface. Typically, an area of 50 × 
50 nm2 with a lateral resolution of 1 nm (2500 pix-
els) was investigated. Tunneling current I and dif-
ferential conductance, G = dI/dV, were measured 
simultaneously while ramping V from –1 to +1 V. 
An average of 2500 G-V curves taken at represen-
tative T are shown in Fig. 2(a). At T < TMI ≈ 
255 K, the G-V curves display metallic behavior 
with a finite value of G0 signifying a finite DOS at 
the Fermi energy EF. In contrast, at 300 K the G-V 
curve around V = 0 is indicative of a semiconduct-
ing gap. The strong asymmetry of the G curves at 
T C TMI and their severe change beyond TMI point 
at a strongly modified DOS at TMI. 

For quantifying the STS results and their tem-
perature evolution, the local G0 is presented in 
color-coded conductance maps, Fig. 2(b)–(e), with 
the color scale covering 0 ≤ G0 ≤ 0.64 nS. These 

Fig. 1: Temperature dependence of magnetization (left 
scale) and resistivity (blue right scale) of Pr0.68Pb0.32MnO3 
single crystals measured at different magnetic fields. The 
red dashed line represents the logarithmic derivative of 
resistivity, (dρ/dT)/(ρ/T) at zero field (red right scale) indi-
cating both TMI and TC. 
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conductance maps represent slopes of individual 
I–V curves at V→0. The homogeneity of the local 



 

DOS at EF can be inferred from the corresponding 
histograms, Fig. 2(g)–(j), presenting the frequency 
of the observed G0 values within the conductance 
maps in the same color code. A sharp distribution 
of G0 at 30 K confirms a homogeneous electronic 
phase at low T < TC. Similarly, the conductance 
map at 300 K (in the insulating regime) is also 
highly homogeneous [Fig. 2(e)], with most of the 
G0 values very close to zero [Fig. 2(j) and inset].  

Observation of phase separation 
 
Interestingly, as T is raised through TC and ap-
proaches TMI ≈ 255 K inhomogeneities start to de-
velop at a length scale of 2–3 nm, as seen in Fig. 
2(c) and (d). A few of the I–V curves taken at T = 
199 K are shown in Fig. 2(f). These curves reveal 
both metallic and insulating behavior at different 
points on the surface. A bimodal distribution of G0 
at 199 K is clearly visible in Fig. 2(h), with two 
maxima in G0 frequency located at similar G0-
values as for low and high T, respectively. The in-
creasing weight at G0→0 while retaining a peak at 
G0 ≈ 0.3 nS provides a direct observation of coex-
isting insulating and conducting regions and 
hence, nanometer-scale PS as well as growth of 
the former with T. Importantly, unlike reported 
previously [5,6], this PS does not persist deep into 
the ferromagnetic state in this compound. At T < 
177 K, no indication of the insulating phase is 
found. Notably, this temperature coincides with 
the onset of constancy in (dρ/dT)/(ρ/T) below the 
dip near TC (red dashed line in Fig. 1).  

In Fig. 3, the G0 values (green crosses) of the 
main peak in the histograms are plotted in depend-
ence on temperature. This peak shifts to lower 
conductance values as T is increased and, impor-
tantly, an increasing weight at G0→0 is observed 
for T ≥ 199 K. The existence of a finite number of 
instances with G0 ≅ 0, i.e. of insulating areas, at 
and above 199 K is marked by blue triangles in 
Fig. 3. We observe a drastic change in the G0 dis-
tribution when cooling below 260 K: the conduct-
ing areas appear then to immediately dominate the 
histograms. This temperature coincides with the 
rapidly changing bulk property ρ(T) near TMI 
[Fig. 3] which indicates that our STS results are 
not dominated by surface effects. 

However, the distributions near TMI [cf. 
Fig. 2(h), (i)] are significantly broadened com-
pared to both, low T (30 K) and high T = 300 K > 
TMI. The sharp distribution at T = 300 K clearly 
indicates that these broad distributions of G0 at in-
termediate T reflect a sample property rather than 
an instrumental influence. The T dependences ob-
served in STS arise mainly from a strongly chang-
ing DOS of PPMO at these temperatures. This 
change of electronic properties can be explained 
by the release of lattice distortions around TMI, 
when immobilized polaronic carriers become suc-
cessively mobile producing spatially inhomogene-

Fig. 2: (a) G-V curves averaged over 50 × 50 nm2 at 30, 
199, 243 and 300 K indicating metallic (T < TMI ≈ 255 K) 
and insulating behavior. (b)–(e) Maps (50 × 50 nm2) of the 
local zero-bias conductance G0 for the same T, i.e. through 
TC and TMI. The color encodes the value of G0, see (b). (f) I-
V curves taken at different positions at 199 K. (g)–(j) His-
tograms of G0 for the maps (b)–(e) using the same color 
code. Inset to (j): zoom into the low G0 regime. 
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ous conductance distributions. The positive tem-
perature coefficient of resistance observed above 
TC can be explained by electronic transport 
through percolating metallic regions. Moreover, 
the inhomogeneities due to PS may directly influ-
ence the DOS on a local scale: the DOS of nano-
meter-size particles is known to be modified with 
respect to the bulk. 

By comparing topography and conductance 
maps taken over identical areas we could exclude 
that the PS is directly correlated with topography. 
Moreover, scans over areas of 20 × 20 nm2 with a 
lateral resolution of 0.4 nm exhibit similar sizes of 
the individual phases as in the case of 50 × 50 nm2 
scans. Non-identical trace and retrace maps reveal 
a slow glassy dynamics of the electronic states and 
confirm that the PS observed here is not due to 
static chemical disorder.  

Our findings are distinct from previous experi-
mental results where PS was seen on a (sub-) mi-
crometer scale and persisted deep into metallic 
regime. It remains an open question, whether the 
particular properties of PPMO with a metallic 
paramagnetic state for TC C T < TMI are responsi-
ble for the clear observation of nanometer-scale 
phase separation and its confinement to this tem-
perature range, and whether the result can be gen-
eralized to other mixed valence manganites. 
Further, the specific pattern of electronic inho-
mogeneity in the local surface DOS is certainly 
affected by unavoidable intrinsic disorder, induced 
by random chemical substitutions and/or surface 

effects. In addition, disorder effects due to size dif-
ferences between A-site Pr3+ and Pb2+ ions may 
play a role. However, the observed nanometer-
scale PS is not a simple and fixed result of static 
chemical disorder, as can be inferred from the ho-
mogeneity of the electronic properties deep in the 
metallic state (low T) as well as in the insulating 
one (300 K). Therefore, in order to resolve the 
relevance of disorder effects on PS and the associ-
ated length scale, similar spatially resolved STS 
studies on different manganites are called for.  
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Fig. 3: G0-value (×, green) of the main peak in the histo-
grams vs. T. Error bars indicate the spread for multiple 
STS measurements. Triangles (blue) mark the presence of a 
finite number of instances with G0 = 0, i.e. of insulating 
areas. ρ(T) is plotted (pink line, right scale) to show the 
agreement of surface and bulk measurements. 
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Chemical Transport and Electronic Properties of  
Europium Compounds with Complex Anions 

The focus of our recent studies was based on 
chemical transport behavior, crystal growth, crys-
tal structure, thermodynamic description and simu-
lation on rare-earth metal compounds with 
complex anions [1,2]. We paid special attention to 
the chemical transport of EuPnO4 (Pn = P, As, Sb) 
and the investigation of their physical properties 
depending on the participating complex anion.  

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

The transport experiments were carried out in 
evacuated quartz glass tubes, starting from micro-
crystalline powder materials. Single crystals of 
EuPO4 were grown by chemical vapor transport 
with PCl5 as transport agent in the temperature 
range of T2 = 1353 K to T1 = 1253 K [7]. EuAsO4 
crystals were grown by endothermic chemical 
transport reaction with a temperature gradient T2 = 
1353 K to T1 = 1243 K using TeCl4 as transport 
agent [1]. Crystals of EuSbO4 were obtained by an 
endothermic transport reaction from 1373 K to 
1223 K with TeCl4 as transport agent [2]. It was 
observed that the transport rate and crystal size de-
creases from the phosphate(V) to the anti-
monate(V). This fact is associated with the strong 

corrosion of the quartz glass tube, which increases 
significantly from the phosphate(V) to the anti-
monate(V). 

For thermodynamic description as well as model 
calculations, simulations and prediction of optimal 
transport conditions, it is necessary to know all 
condensed phases and all gaseous species present 
in the systems and their thermodynamic character-
istics. The program package TRAGMIN 5 [8] was 
used to describe the solid-phase/gaseous-phase 
equilibrium, the composition of the gaseous phase, 
as well as the temperature-dependent partial pres-
sure curve and the transport efficiency of various 
species. 

The calculations were performed for the chemi-
cal transport reactions of EuPO4 with PCl5 and 
EuSbO4 with TeCl4. The temperature gradient was 
equally chosen to that used in the experiment. The 
following solid phases were taken into account for 
both systems: Eu2O3, EuOCl and EuCl3. Addition-
ally, the specific compounds EuPO4 and P4O10 for 
the system EuPO4/PCl5 as well as EuSbO4, SbOCl, 
SbCl3, Sb2O3, Sb2O4 and Sb2O5 for the system 
EuSbO4/TeCl4 were considered. The species of the 
gaseous phase were determined with Knudsen cell 
mass spectrometry. Figure 1 shows the calculated 
composition of the gaseous phase of a EuPO4 
source, which is in equilibrium with PCl5 in the 
temperature range from 1253 K to 1353 K. The 
dominating gaseous species are POCl3(g), 
EuCl3(g), PCl3(g) and Cl2(g). PCl3(g) and Cl2(g) 
were formed through the thermal decomposition of 
PCl5. The partial pressures of PO2(g) (10–7.5 bar), 
PO(g) (10–8.5 bar) and O2(g) (10–10 bar) are smaller 
than 10–5 bar, which implies that these species do 
not have significant transport effects. By means of 
the calculated transport efficiency, the endother-
mic transport behaviour was described. The trans-
port reaction of EuPO4 takes place by consuming 
POCl3(g) and formation of POCl(g), Cl2(g) and 
EuCl3(g), whereas EuCl3(g) is the europium-
transporting species and phosphorous is basically 
transported by POCl(g). 

 

Sylvia Golbs, Raul Cardoso-Gil, Alim Ormeci, Rainer Pöttgen1, Falko Schappacher1,  
Marcus Schmidt, Walter Schnelle, and Yuri Grin 
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Within the row P-As-Sb the stability of the oxi-
dation state +5 decreases continuously. Thus,
pentavalent antimony compounds are less stable at
higher temperatures than their lower homologues.
There is also a recognizable trend in the electro-
negativity. According to Mulliken (ENP = 2.4,
ENAs = 2.3 and ENSb = 2.1) [3] and Pauling (ENP

= 2.2, ENAs = 2.2 and ENSb = 2.1) [4] the electro-
negativity decreases in the row P-As-Sb. It is 
known that the EuPnO4 compounds crystallize in
three different structure types. EuPO4 possesses
the monoclinic monazite-type crystal structure
(space group P21/n) [5], EuAsO4 forms the 
tetragonal xenotime-type structure (space group
I41/amd) [6]. The crystal structure of EuSbO4 was 
determined and refined in the space group P21/c
[2]. An important difference between these struc-
tures is the spatial isolation of [PO4]3- and [AsO4]3-

tetrahedra, whereas the [Sb2O2O4/2]3- octahedra are
chain-connected along b and c. 



The calculated gaseous phase composition of the 
system EuSbO4/TeCl4 in the temperature range 
from 1223 K to 1373 K is presented in Fig. 2. 
TeOCl2(g) and SbCl3(g) are the dominating spe-
cies in the gaseous phase. Due to the decomposi-
tion of the transport agent TeCl4 the partial 
pressure of TeCl2(g) and Cl2(g) is also relatively 
high. The partial pressure of the europium-
containing species EuCl3(g) of around 10-5 bar is 
just at the border of transport-efficiency. Thus, 
europium is transported by EuCl3(g), but with a 
much lower rate as in the case of EuPO4. Further-
more, SbCl3(g) should be the antimony-
transporting species. The transport efficiency of 
EuCl3(g) (Δ[pi /pL] = 0.00171) and SbCl3(g) 
(Δ[pi/pL] = 0.00173) are, as expected, nearly the 
same. Te(g), Te2(g), EuCl2(g) and SbOCl(g) with 
partial pressures lower than 10–5 bar do not influ-
ence the transport reaction. With the results of the 
calculated efficiency the observed endothermic 
transport behavior of EuSbO4 was described by the 
following equilibrium: 
EuSbO4(s) + 6 TeOCl2(g) ⇌ EuCl3(g) + SbCl3(g) 
+ TeCl2(g) + 5 TeO2(g) + 2 Cl2(g).  
This equation shows that the real transport agent is 
TeOCl2(g) and not, as presumed, TeCl4. TeOCl2(g) 
is formed by the simultaneous reaction: 
TeO2(g) + TeCl2(g) + Cl2(g) ⇌ 2 TeOCl2(g). 

The system EuAsO4/TeCl4 is similar to the anti-
mony system. The only difference in the case of 
EuAsO4 is that AsCl3(g) appears as the arsenic 
transporting species. 

The valence state of europium in the ternary 
compounds EuPnO4 (Pn = P, As, Sb) was deter-
mined using X-ray absorption near edge spectros-
copy (XANES) at the Eu LIII threshold. Eu2O3 was 
used as standard for energy calibration and to de-
termine the shift of the Eu LIII edge of each com-
pound. Figure 3 shows the normalized spectra of 
EuPnO4 (Pn = P, As, Sb) in comparison to the tri-
valent reference compound Eu2O3. All spectra are 
identified by a maximum of the absorption edge at 
6993(1) eV and the well-known single ‘white line’ 
structure, characteristic for europium in the 4f 6 
configuration (Eu3+). 

  
Fig. 2: Gaseous phase composition of EuSbO4 with TeCl4. Fig. 1: Gaseous phase composition of EuPO4 with PCl5. 
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The reliable determination of the specific heat 
posed a problem due to the small crystal sizes. 
Results obtained on samples of selected crystals 
with a total mass of ≈10 mg for each compound 
are given in Fig. 4. While the standard values of 
specific heat, entropy and enthalpy at 298.15 K are 
similar for EuAsO4 (So = 128.9(1.3) J mol–1 K–1) 
and EuSbO4 (So = 126.5(1.3) J mol–1 K–1), the 
corresponding values for EuPO4 (So = 
113.7(1.1) J mol–1 K–1) are lower. 



 
 

Differences in the elastic properties of the com-
pounds are visible in the specific heat at low tem-
peratures (Fig. 4. inset). While for the two higher 
homologues the Debye T3 law holds to ≈ 20 K, de-
viations become visible already above 10 K for 
EuPO4, indicating a more heterogeneous bonding 
situation for this structure. The low Debye tem-
perature ΘD (EuPO4: 495 K; cf. EuAsO4: 371 K 
and EuSbO4: 359 K) of EuPO4 indicates a gener-
ally rigid framework. No linear term or magnetic 
contributions are visible in the specific heat, in 
agreement with the fact that all three compounds 
are insulators with non-magnetic ground state. 
Temperature dependence of the magnetic suscep-
tibility reflects the non-magnetic 7F0 crystal field 
ground state and excited 7Fn (n = 1-6) states of the 
4f 6 configuration of Eu3+ in good agreement with 
the XANES results. The susceptibilities at 0 K are 
finite due to the Zeeman coupling of the ground 
state with the (first) excited level and largest for 
EuSbO4. The excess specific heat of EuAsO4 com-
pared to EuSbO4 in the range 80 K – 180 K (Fig. 
4) might be partially due to a Schottky anomaly 
resulting from a different energy splitting of the 
excited 7Fn levels in the two compounds. This 
variation in spin-orbit coupling of Eu may be 
caused by different coordination of Eu in these 
compounds. 

The 151Eu Mössbauer spectra of EuPnO4 (Pn = 
P, As, Sb) at 77 K are presented in Fig. 5 together 
with transmission integral fits. All three com-
pounds show single europium signals subject to 
weak quadrupole splitting, in agreement with the 

crystal structures. The isomer shifts are around 0 
mm/s as expected for trivalent europium. From the 
phosphate(V) to the antimonate(V) the isomer 
shifts vary from 0.16 to 0.86 mm/s, reflecting the 
different electronegativities of phosphorous, arse-
nic and antimony. The change in electro-negativity 
of the p element influences the electron density at 
the europium nuclei. A similar behavior is ob-
served in the series  
EuF3 (–0.59 mm/s) → EuCl3 (–0.42 mm/s) → 
EuBr3 (–0.06 mm/s) and EuOF (–0.72 mm/s) → 
EuOCl (–0.43 mm/s) → EuOBr (–0.29 mm/s) → 
EuOI (+0.02 mm/s) [9].  
Thus the highest electron density is observed at the 
europium nuclei of EuSbO4. The experimental line 
width shows the usual values for europium. 

The electronic structures of the three compounds 
are investigated by a full-potential local orbital 
method (FPLO [10]). The calculations carried out 
within the local spin density approximation 
(LSDA) yield metallic density of states (DOS), in 
clear contradiction to the experimental evidence. 
Therefore, the strong correlations among the Eu 4f 
electrons have to be taken into account via the 
LSDA+U approach, using U = 8 eV in the calcula-
tions. The DOS obtained for an antiferromagnetic 
(AFM) arrangement of Eu magnetic moments are 
shown in Fig. 6. Wide energy gaps are found for 
each compound, in good agreement with experi-
mental indications. Topo-logical analysis of elec-
tron localizability indicator (ELI) shows that 
mainly ionic bonding is operative in this group of 
compounds. 

Fig. 3: XAS spectra of EuPnO4 (Pn = P, As, Sb) at the Eu 
LIII edge. 

Fig. 4: Molar heat capacity Cp/T for EuPnO4 compounds. 
The inset shows the low-temperature data in a Cp/T vs. T2 
representation. 
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Conclusion 

 

 
The experimental results of the XAS and Möss-
bauer spectroscopy as well as the band gaps, cal-
culated from the density of states, show that the 
electronegativity of the complex anion decreases 
in the series from the phosphate and the arsenate to 
the antimonate. Thereby, the difference between 
EuPO4 and EuAsO4 is obviously smaller than be-
tween EuAsO4 and EuSbO4. This is in agreement 
with the trend of the electronegativity of the ele-
ments P, As and Sb. 
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Fig. 5: Experimental and simulated 151Eu Mössbauer spec-
tra of EuPnO4 (Pn = P, As, Sb) at 77 K.  

 

Fig. 6: The total (black lines) and Eu 4f DOS computed for 
EuPO4 (a), EuAsO4 (b) and EuSbO4 (c). LSDA+U approach 
is used with U = 8 eV. Eu spin magnetic moments are cou-
pled antiferromagnetically. 
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Competing Interactions in Low-Dimensional Spin 1/2 Systems 

Introduction 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
Frustrated Square Lattice Systems 
 
The spin-1/2 frustrated square lattice (FSL) is one 
of the simplest models giving rise to a spin liquid 
ground state. In this model, also known as the J1-J2 
model, magnetic moments on a square lattice are 
subjected to nearest-neighbor interaction J1 along 
the side of the square and next-nearest neighbor 
interaction J2 along the diagonal of the square (see 
Fig. 1). The FSL model is described by the frustra-
tion ratio α = J2/J1 (Fig. 1 and Ref. [1]). Extensive 
theoretical research on the FSL model has been 
performed in the past. Initially, the studies were 
focused on the antiferromagnetic (AFM) region 

 
 

(Fig. 1) includes three regions with different or-
dered phases: ferromagnet (FM, Q = (0,0)), Néel 
antiferromagnet (NAF, Q = (π,π)), and columnar 
antiferromagnet (CAF, Q = (0,π) or (π,0)). Classi-
cally, first-order phase transitions should occur at 
the NAF-CAF (α = 0.5) and the CAF-FM (α = 
–0.5) boundaries. However, quantum fluctuations 
destroy long-range ordering and cause the forma-
tion of critical regions with disordered ground 
states. In general, the ground state in the critical 
regions is referred to as a quantum spin-liquid re-
gime, but the particular nature of the spin-liquid 
phase is still under discussion.  

Despite numerous theoretical investigations, ex-
perimental realizations of the J1-J2 model are 
scarce. Layered vanadium oxides Li2VOXO4 
(X = Si,Ge) were the first examples of the FSL 
systems. Initially, these materials were ascribed 
close to the critical region (α~1) of the phase dia-
gram [6,7]. However, later studies established a 
different scenario for these systems, indicating that 
the Li2VOXO4 compounds fall deep into the CAF 
region with α >> 1 [8,9,10]. No compound close 
to the critical region α = 0.5 had been reported 
thus far. 

Helge Rosner, Miriam Schmitt, Oleg Janson, Alexander Tsirlin1, Deepa Kasinathan, Ulrike Nitzsche2, 
Klaus Koepernik2, Sylvia Golbs, Markus Schmidt, and Walter Schnelle 

 

Fig. 1: Phase diagram of the FSL model (see also [2]). 
Solid filling indicates the regions of long-range magnetic 
ordering (CAF, FM, NAF, see text), hatched filling de-
notes the critical regions. The positions of the compounds 
discussed in the text are marked together with those of the 
closely related compounds BaCdVO(PO4)2 [3] and 
PbZnVO(PO4)2 [4]. 
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Low-dimensional spin systems are very actively
studied subjects in solid state physics, since they
allow for the observation of numerous quantum
phenomena and to interpret these phenomena 
within relatively simple models, e.g., Ising or 
Heisenberg. An interesting phenomenon in spin
physics is the formation of a spin liquid – a 
strongly correlated ground state lacking long range
magnetic order. This ground state is usually related
to the electronic mechanism of superconductivity 
suggested for high-Tc cuprates. Spin liquids origi-
nate from quantum fluctuations that are particu-
larly strong in systems with reduced dimensional-
ity and low spin value. The fluctuations can be
further enhanced by introducing magnetic frustra-
tion which impedes long-range ordering of the 
system due to a high degree of degeneracy.  
On the other hand, many systems tend to avoid
degenerate ground states, for instance by lattice 
distortion, orbital ordering or a combination of
both. In our study, we present these phenomena – 
caused by competing interactions – for selected 
systems with a square lattice of spin 1/2 transition-
metal cations. 

J1,J2 > 0 [5] while the general case – arbitrary 
signs for J1 and J2 – was only considered quite 
recently [1]. The phase diagram of the model 



 
Below, we present magnetic properties of the 

novel compound PbVO3 [11] that exhibits a spin-
1/2 FSL. Our experimental and computational 
studies show that this compound lies close to the 
critical region of FSL and does not undergo long-
range magnetic ordering down to 1.8 K [12]. 
PbVO3 adopts a layered perovskite-type structure 
shown in Fig. 2. The structure combines the ab-
sence of an inversion center with a magnetic V4+ 
cation; therefore, PbVO3 also attracts considerable 
attention as a possible multiferroic material. 

Polycrystalline samples of PbVO3 were prepared 
by a high-temperature high-pressure technique and 
investigated via susceptibility and specific heat 
measurements. To evaluate the leading exchange 
couplings, the susceptibility data were fitted using 
the high-temperature series expansion (HTSE) for 
the FSL [9], resulting in J1~190K and a ratio 
α = J2/J1 = 0.38 in close vicinity to the critical 

region. This finding is consistent with the specific 
heat measurements that show no indication of 
magnetic ordering down to 1.8 K. 

 

Since experimental data for the current sample 
material provide only limited microscopic insight 
into the magnetic properties of PbVO3, we further 
support our study using computational techniques. 
Band structure calculations are known to be a 
useful tool to estimate exchange integrals and 
understand the properties of low-dimensional spin 
systems [8]. Scalar relativistic band structure cal-
culations were performed using the full-potential 
local-orbital scheme (FPLO) [13]. Combining a 
tight-binding (TB) model approach and the 
LSDA+U technique, we find J1 = 200 K and α = 
0.2...0.3 in good agreement with the experimental 
results. 

The applied techniques are demonstrated in 
more detail for another novel FSL compound fam-
ily A2CuMO6 (A = Sr, Ba; M = Te, W). The com-
pounds have a tetragonal crystal structure (see Fig. 
2) with isolated, planar CuO4 plaquettes inter-
linked to a two-dimensional network by MO6 oc-
tahedrons. The results of FPLO band structure 
calculations within the local density approximation 
(LDA) are shown in Fig. 3. An analysis of the 
electronic density of states (DOS) reveals that the 
magnetically relevant orbitals at the Fermi level 
originate predominantly from the Cu-O plaquette 
states of x2-y2 symmetry. The metallic behavior is 
a well known LDA shortcoming due to the under-
estimation of the electron correlations in this ap-
proximation. The correlations can be taken into 

Fig. 2: Crystal structures of PbVO3 (top) and the FSL 
model compounds A2CuMO6 (A = Sr, Ba; M = Te, W) 
(bottom). The magnetic CuO4 and VO5 units are indicated 
by the orange squares and green pyramids, respectively. 
The MO6 octahedra in A2CuMO6 are shown in green, the 
other cations are indicated by spheres. 

 

Fig. 3: Calculated band structure (left panel) as well as 
total and partial electronic density of states (right panel) 
for the compound Sr2CuTeO6. The antibonding band rele-
vant for the magnetism (shown in blue) originates pre-
dominantly from Cu-O plaquette states. 
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account by mapping a TB model for the relevant 
band (see Fig. 3) via a Hubbard model onto a 
Heisenberg model. This band exhibits dispersion 
in the tetragonal plane only, indicating a pro-
nounced two-dimensional character. The TB fit 
and the subsequent mapping reveal that the com-
pounds with M = W fall into the CAF region 
(α >> 1), whereas the M = Te systems belong to 
the NAF region (α << 1) like most of the undoped 
high temperature superconducting compounds 
(Fig. 1). Alternatively, the strong correlations can 
be taken into account explicitly in the band struc-
ture calculations within the LSDA+U approach. In 
good agreement with the TB-based results, these 
calculations confirm the assigned positions in the 
phase diagram. 

 

For all four compounds, polycrystalline samples 
were prepared and susceptibility measurements 
have been carried out (Fig. 4). All susceptibility 
curves show a pronounced maximum that is char-
acteristic for low-dimensional spin systems. To 
evaluate the magnetic couplings, the data can be 
fitted using the FSL HTSE. Due to an internal 
symmetry of the FSL Hamiltonian, the solutions 
for these fits are ambiguous, but one of the two 
solutions can be excluded in comparison with the 
calculational results. The other solution (Fig. 4) 
yields excellent agreement with the theoretical 
estimates for all four systems [14]. 
 
 
 
 

Magnetic Order Ruled by Orbital Order 
 
(CuCl)LaNb2O7
Initially, the compound (CuCl)LaNb2O7 was also 
considered as a realization of the FSL model. Ac-
cording to Ref. [15] the compound exhibits a lay-
ered tetragonal crystal structure (Fig. 5). 
(CuCl)LaNb2O7 exhibits quite low Curie-Weiss 

 
Δ ~ 26 K [16]. These data are inconsistent with the 
FSL model and with the results of our band struc-
ture calculations for the tetragonal structure, yield-
ing exchange interactions that exceed the meas-
ured  by  more than an order of magnitude. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Fig. 4: Measured susceptibility (colored squares) for the 
A2CuMO6 compounds together with numeric fits (full lines) 
of the HTSE for the J1-J2 model. The values for the result-
ing exchange parameters are given in the legend. 

Fig. 5: Regular (tetragonal) crystal structure of 
(CuCl)LaNb2O7: stacking of perovskite-type [LaNb2O7] 
blocks and rocksalt-type [CuCl] layers (left panel), the 
single [CuCl] layer (upper right panel), and the CuO2Cl4 
squeezed octahedron (bottom right panel). The regular 
structure of the [CuCl] layer gives rise to the frustrated J1–
J2 square lattice model, the structural distortion indicated 
by arrows leads to a quasi one-dimensional model with 
frustrating inter-chain couplings. 
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temperature θCW of about 10 K and a spin gap

A closer inspection of the calculated DOS based 
on the tetragonal crystal structure (Fig. 5) reveals 
an unusual occupation of the Cu 3  orbital 
and a resulting competition of two different orbital 
states. Therefore, we challenged the structural 
stability of the compound computationally, since 
lattice distortion towards a lower symmetry could 
lift the above mentioned near-degeneracy. Our 
total energy calculations provide strong indication 
for a structural distortion from a re-organization of 
the Cl atoms in the Cu-Cl plane (Fig. 5). The dis-
tortion leads to a reorientation of the magnetically 
active orbital and, in turn, to a completely different 
magnetic coupling regime. Instead of a two-
dimensional FSL model we suggest a quasi one-

223 rzd −

θCW



 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
CuSb2O6
Another closely related compound with respect to 
competing ground-state orbitals is the system 
CuSb2O6. Although the system exhibits a tetrago-
nal crystal structure [20] (Fig. 6), susceptibility 
[21] and neutron data [22] exhibit very pro-
nounced one-dimensional magnetism that can be 
well described by a nearest neighbor Heisenberg 
chain with an exchange of about 100 K. To inves-
tigate its microscopic origin, we carried out band 
structure calculation and analyzed the resulting 
band structure and orbital occupation [23]. Similar 
to (CuCl)LaNb2O7 and unlike the standard cuprate 
scenario, we find the 3  and 3  de-
rived states at the Fermi level. A TB analysis of 
both band complexes reveals that a half-filled, 
magnetically active orbital of 3z

22 yxd − 2
23 rzd −

2-r2 symmetry is 
consistent with the observed one-dimensionality, 
whereas the 3  states would lead to a three-
dimensional model with exchange constants of a 
few Kelvin conflicting the experimental results. 

Our subsequent LSDA+U calculations fully sup-
port the picture derived from the TB analysis. The 
strong electron correlations drive the system to an 
orbitally ordered (OO) ground state of 3  
symmetry (Fig. 7) which is energetically favored 
by about 110 meV compared to the 3  state. 

22 yxd −

223 rzd −

22 yxd −

 

The OO model obtains further confirmation from 
the calculation of the corresponding nearest 
neighbor coupling. We find an exchange constant 
of 140 K in good agreement with the measured 

Fig. 6: Tetragonal crystal structure of CuSb2O6. The almost 
regular CuO6 octahedra are colored in orange, the two 
crystallographic O sites in different shades of red, and Sb 
is presented by blue spheres. 

 
Fig. 7: Middle panel: The competition of in-plaquette and out-of-plaquette orbitals in LDA for CuSb2O6. Both orbitals are 
partially occupied and comprise the Fermi surface. Right panel: Standard picture of high Tc cuprates with the inclusion of 
strong Coulomb correlations U. The plaquette orbitals remain half-filled and thereby would lead to 3D magnetic order. 
Left panel: Unique orbital ordering in CuSb2O6 leading to a pronounced one-dimensional magnetic behavior. 
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dimensional scenario of chains that exhibit size-
able frustrating inter-chain interactions [17]. Due
to the new orientation of the magnetically active
orbital (Fig. 5), the leading exchange integral is
reduced by almost an order of magnitude and is
now in line with the measured θCW. Our suggested
distortion scenario is consistent with recent NMR
measurements and neutron as well as electron
diffraction data [16,18,19]. 



  

value of about 100 K [21]. Further experiments 
using X-ray absorption spectroscopy and electron 
spin resonance measurements on single crystals to 
confirm the peculiar OO of CuSb2O6 more directly 
are under way. 
 
Cs2AgF4
Finally, we studied the square lattice compound 
Cs2AgF4 where the combination of distortion and 
strong correlation drive an OO ground state that 
surprisingly leads to a  FM order. The originally 
published tetragonal crystal structure of Cs2AgF4 
[24] is shown in Fig. 8. Recently, inelastic neutron 
measurements revealed an OO ground state for 
this compound [25] (Fig. 9) that is inconsistent 
with the tetragonal symmetry. A new refinement 
of the crystal structure from neutron data resulted 
in a distortion of the F partial structure (Fig. 8), 
reducing the symmetry to orthorhombic with al-
most identical in-plane lattice parameters. On the 
other hand, the new refinement did not provide a 
significant improvement of the corresponding 
reliability factor R. 

Our band structure calculations for both the 
tetragonal and the orthorhombic symmetry reveal 
an interesting interplay of distortion and strong 
electron correlation that fully describes the ob-
served OO FM ground state [26]. As for the previ-
ous compounds, LDA calculations result in a com-
petition of orbitals with x2-y2 and 3z2-r2 symmetry. 
The distortion of the F partial structure, however, 

is energetically favored even neglecting the strong 
correlations. On the other hand, the corresponding 
energy gain would be far too small to explain the 
stability of this distortion at room temperature. In 
addition, without an explicit treatment of the Cou-
lomb repulsion the ground state should be domi-
nated by AFM exchange. Including the correla-
tions in the LSDA+U approach results in a large 
energy gain for the OO state (Fig. 9) of about 
200 meV (corresponding to about 2300 K). The 
resulting exchange coupling of –4.5 meV is in 
perfect agreement with the experimental findings 
of –3.8 to –5 meV. Thus, our study indicates that, 
the peculiar interplay of lattice distortion and 
strong correlation is crucial to understand the OO 
FM ground state in Cs2AgF4.
 
 
Conclusion 
 
In our study we have demonstrated that low di-
mensional spin 1/2 systems can exhibit a large 
variety of magnetic ground states, even if the un-
derlying crystal lattice is the same. This different 
behavior is generated by a complex interplay of 
magnetic, orbital and lattice degrees of freedom. 
To elucidate this complex situation, the combina-
tion of theoretical electronic structure calculations, 
thermodynamic and spectroscopic measurements 
is a very powerful tool for a deep microscopic 
understanding. 

Fig. 8: Tetragonal (left panel) and orthorhombic (right 
panel) crystal structure of Cs2AgF4, The original AgF4 
plaquettes with Ag (red sphere) in the center and F at the 
corner (blue) are shown in brown. A distortion of the F 
sublattice, indicated by arrows, leads to orthorhombic 
symmetry with a pseudo-tetragonal lattice. 

Fig. 9: Left panel: Itinerant scenario for the tetragonal 
Cs2AgF4 with both eg orbitals partially occupied. Right 
panel: Orbitally ordered scenario wherein the distortions 
along with the exchange lower one of the eg orbitals, leav-
ing half filled only the plaquette orbitals shown. 
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Frustrated Magnetism in Vanadium Oxides

Burkhard Schmidt, Tetsuya Takimoto, Peter Thalmeier, and Victor Yushankhai

In magnetically frustrated compounds the pairwise
exchange interactions of spins cannot all be mini-
mized simultaneously in any microscopic moment
configuration. This dilemma may already arise in
the case of nearest neighbor interactions when the
property of geometric frustration inheres in the lat-
tice like in, e.g. trigonal, Kagomé, checkerboard or
pyrochlore type lattices [1, 2]. In these cases the
fundamental building blocks like triangles, plaque-
ttes or tetrahedrons share common sites such that
there is no unique state that minimizes all bond
energies to nearest neighbor sites. Consequently,
there will be many states which have approximately
equally low energies, i.e., frustration leads to a large
degeneracy of low lying states. This entails large
quantum fluctuations which may prevent the ap-
pearance of magnetic order.

Frustration can also arise through the competition
of longer range interactions even in simple struc-
tures like the two-dimensional (2D) square lattice.
At low temperatures there are basically two alter-
natives: quantum fluctuations may select one of the
degenerate states as the true magnetic state (‘order
by disorder’) or they may lead to an ordered quan-
tum phase with a new type of order parameter that
is of the ‘hidden order’ type, i. e., it does not display
a macroscopic modulation of the spin density.

In this report we first discuss the effects of frus-
tration in the local moment J1-J2 model on the 2D
square lattice. Here, we use both exact diagonaliza-
tion for finite clusters, the finite temperature Lanc-
zos method (FTLM), as well as analytical spin wave
methods. In particular, the high field magnetization
and magnetocaloric effect in the various phases are
investigated which are relevant for a class of layered
vanadium oxide compounds. In addition, a theory
for the itinerant frustrated 3d- heavy fermion com-
pound LiV2O4 will be discussed. It is based on
ab-initio LDA calculations and the self-consistent
renormalization (SCR) approach. It will be used
to explain inelastic neutron scattering results which
give direct insight into the origin of frustration in
this compound.

Fig. 1: Phases of the spin-1/2 2D square lattice J1-J2 model
as function of φ or J2/J1. The FM, NAF and CAF order
(arrows) have wave vectors Q = (0,0), (1,1) and (1,0) or
(0,1) (in units of π/a) respectively. The grey sectors (J2/J1
values indicated on the outside) represent the stacked-dimer
phase (right sector) and the spin-nematic phase (left sec-
tor). The dotted line corresponds to experimental values
ΘCW = (J1+J2)/kB for the Zn compound [10] with two pos-
sible phases at φ+ (CAF) and φ− (NAF). Full circles refer
to CAF phases determined by neutron scattering [11] (From
Ref. [4]).

Frustrated J1-J2 magnetism on the square lattice

The idea of a possible RVB state in the cuprates
has led to a search for quantum spin liquids in 2D
antiferromagnetic S = 1/2 compounds. In reality,
most of them exhibit an ordered state with either
magnetic or exotic hidden order. In particular, the
nearest-neighbor Heisenberg model on a square lat-
tice has an antiferromagnetic ground state, the Néel
state. A more general case is the 2D J1-J2 model
[3, 4, 5, 6] with an additional next-nearest-neighbor
exchange interaction J2. Such a model has a con-
trol parameter J2/J1 which may destabilize the Néel
state of the J2 = 0 Heisenberg model. This leads to
various other magnetically ordered or hidden order
states comprising a rich phase diagram in the J1-J2
plane (Fig. 1). Such states also have an interest-
ing behaviour in an external field depending on the
amount of frustration controlled by J2/J1.
Recently, various layered vanadium compounds

have been found which can be well described by
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the J1-J2 model. They are of the type Li2VOXO4
(X = Si, Ge) [8] and AA′VO(PO4)2 (A, A′ = Pb,
Zn, Sr, Ba) [9, 10] and consist of V-oxide pyramid
layers containing V4+ ions with S = 1/2. From
the analysis of the zero-field thermodynamics like
specific heat and susceptibility the frustration ratio
J2/J1 may be obtained. However, an ambiguity re-
mains [3] which can be resolved by diagnosing the
high-field behaviour discussed below.
The 2D square lattice J1-J2 model in a magnetic

field is given by

H = J1 ∑
〈i j〉1

Si.S j + J2 ∑
〈i j〉2

Si.S j−h∑
i
Szi . (1)

Here J1 and J2 are the two exchange constants per
bond between nearest and next nearest neighbors on
a square lattice, respectively, and h = gµBH where
g is the gyromagnetic ratio, µB the Bohr magne-
ton, and H the magnetic field density. The phase
diagram is preferably characterized by introducing
equivalent parameters Jc = (J21 + J22 )

1
2 and the frus-

tration angle φ = tan−1(J2/J1).
This model has three possible classical magnetic

ground states (see Fig. 1) depending on φ : Fer-
romagnet (FM), Néel antiferromagnet (NAF) and
collinear antiferromagnet (CAF) [3]. The influence
of exchange frustration leading to enhanced quan-
tum fluctuations is strongest at the classical phase
boundaries where the CAF phase joins the NAF (
J2/J1 = 0.5, φ ≈ −0.15π) or FM (J2/J1 = −0.5,
φ ≈ 0.85π) phases. In fact, in these regions they
destroy long-range magnetic order [3] and establish
two new ordered states, namely a gapped columnar
dimer state at the CAF/NAF boundary and a gapless
spin nematic state at the CAF/FM boundary [5] as
shown by the grey sectors in Fig. 1.
Specific heat and susceptibility, also in finite

field, may be calculated for finite clusters using the
FTLM method to evalutate their respective cumu-
lant expressions [3]. Fig. 2 shows the field depen-
dence of CV (T,H) as a function of the frustration
angle φ at constant temperature T = 0.2Jc/kB. The
heat capacity is large in the disordered regions re-
flecting the high number of quasi-degenerate states.
Around J2/J1 = 1/2 (φ/π ≈ 0.15), a two-ridge
structure evolves with increasing field. Due to the
smallness of the saturation field, we currently can-
not decide whether such a structure also exists at
the “mirrored” (J2→−J2) position in the phase di-
agram at J2/J1 = −1/2. When reaching the satu-
ration field, the heat capacity drops and eventually
vanishes due to the gap opening.

Fig. 2: Contour plot of the heat capacity for the 24-site clus-
ter at a fixed temperature T = 0.2Jc/kB as a function of the
frustration angle φ and the magnetic field density H.
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Fig. 3: Temperature dependence of the magnetic suscepti-
bility of BaCdVO(PO4)2. Dots denote the experimental re-
sult [7], the two curves denote a Curie-Weiss fit to the high-
temperature part (dashed line) and a fit using our finite-
temperature Lanczos data (solid line).

The magnetic susceptibility and the magnetiza-
tion at low temperatures of the new compound
BaCdVO(PO4)2 have been measured [7]. Fig. 3
displays a plot of the temperature dependence of
the magnetic susceptibility (dots) and a Curie-Weiss
fit applied to the high-temperature part of the data
(dashed line; 20K ≤ T ≤ 300K). In addition, we
have conducted a series of fits using our FTLM data
calculated on a 24-site cluster [4]. The best fit is
plotted in Fig. 3 (solid line). From this, we obtained
a frustration angle φ = 0.77π and an effective ex-
change Jc = 4.8K. (The latter was used to normal-
ize the experimental data for the plot.) This result is
in excellent agreement with Ref. [7], where a high-
temperature series expansion was used to determine
the exchange constants.

Investigation of the uniform magnetization leads
to a further understanding of the possible ground
states of the model [6]. It may be obtained both
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Fig. 4: Magnetization curves µ/µB = gm (= m/S) for var-
ious φ in the AF or disordered sectors (each curve offset by
0.2). Symbols: T = 0 Lanczos results for N = 16 (squares),
20 (diamonds), 24 (dots, circles) size clusters. Lines: first
order spin wave calculations. φ/π = 0.75, −0.21 corre-
spond to the possible CAF or NAF values of the Sr com-
pound. Magnetization curves strongly differ in the extent
of nonlinear deviation from the classical curve which corre-
sponds to φ/π =−0.5. Deep inside CAF or NAF regions the
agreement of spin wave and Lanczos calculations is good.
The values φ/π = 0.75, 0.17 are nearby or within the non-
magnetic sectors. At the CAF/NAF boundary the numeri-
cal data exhibit a plateau with m/S = µ/µB = 0.5 due to
three-magnon bound states. Lower inset shows the position
of plotted φ values in the phase diagram. Upper inset ex-
hibits the saturation field as function of φ (hs ≡ gµBHsat).
(From Ref. [6]).

from numerical Lanczos calculations as well as an-
alytical spin wave expansion starting from the three
magnetic phases. In the latter approach the har-
monic spin wave Hamiltonian is

H = NE0+NEZP+∑
k

εk(h)α
†
kαk , (2)

where α†k creates magnons with a dispersion

εk(h) = S(ak + ck)
1
2 (ak + ck cosθc)

1
2 . (3)

With γk = 1
2(coskx + cosky) and γ̄k = coskx cosky,

the intra- and intersublattice interactions are given
by ak = 4[J1− J2(1− γ̄k)] and ck = −bk = 4J1γk,
respectively, for the NAF and by similar expressions
for the CAF [6]. The field-induced canting angle
θc of sublattice moments (with respect to the field
direction) decreases from θc = π

2 to θc = 0 when
the field increases form zero to the saturation field
hs(Jc,φ) (see upper inset of Fig. 4).
The ‘classical’ canting angle obtained from min-

imization of E0(h,θc) is given by cos
θc
2 = h/hs re-

sulting in a linear magnetizationm0 = S(h/hs). This
will be changed by the effect of zero point fluctua-
tions which have an energy

EZP =
1
2N ∑

k

[εk(h)−Sak] . (4)

The associated quantum corrections in the magne-
tization modify the linear classical behavior with
a correction term mZP = −∂EZP(h)/∂h. It is de-
termined by the dispersion εk(h) which becomes
very anomalous at the classical phase boundaries
CAF/NAF and CAF/FM [3]: The expression for the
magnetization including quantum corrections up to
order 1/S is given by [6]

m= S
h
hs

[

1−
1
hs

1
N ∑

k

ck

( ak + ck

ak + ck cosθc

)
1
2
]

. (5)

Because hs ∼ S the second term in Eq. (5) is for-
mally a 1/S correction to the linear classical term
m0 = S(h/hs). These corrections depend on the de-
gree of frustration measured by φ . In the strongly
frustrated regime around the classical phase bound-
aries the dispersion becomes flat along lines in the
BZ [3]. Thus, there is a dramatic increase of the
phase space for quantum fluctuations leading to
strong nonlinear corrections for the magnetization
(Fig. 4). Within the grey sectors of Fig. 1 magnetic
order breaks down and quantum fluctuations sta-
bilize spin-nematic (left) and stacked-dimer (right)
hidden order parameters.
Fig. 5 presents a plot of the experimental mag-

netization data [7], marked as open circles, and a
plot of data derived from exact diagonalization (full
symbols). The latter are determined from the zero-
temperature field dependence of the magnetization
for tiles of N = 16 (squares), N = 20 (diamonds),
and N = 24 sites (dots). Except for low magnetic
fields, and taking into account the finite-temperature
rounding of the experimental data around the satura-
tion field, the agreement with experiment is, again,
excellent. From our values for Jc and φ stated
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Fig. 5: Nonlinear magnetization curves due to quantum
fluctuations both from experiment and theory (ED) with
φ/π = 0.77 for the BaCd-compound. It is closest to the spin-
nematic sector in Fig. 1.

above, we get a saturation field Hsat = 4.1T, com-
pared toHexpsat = 4.2T from Ref. [7]. The latter value
gives a clear indication that BaCdVO(PO4)2, like
Pb2VO(PO4)2, is a collinear antiferromagnet since
for the Néel phase, according to the inset of Fig. 4,
the saturation field would be more than 50% higher,
namely HNAFsat ≈ 6.5T.
Finite-size effects may play a role for the devia-

tions of the two curves at low fields H ≤ 0.4Hsat:
Experimentally, a linear, classical field dependence
is observed at the lowest fields, whereas the finite-
size gap and the corresponding Zeeman splitting
of the ground-state doublet determines the nonlin-
ear field dependence of the numerical values. We
note that for a value φ = 0.77π (Fig. 5) close to the
CAF instability a spin wave calculation for M(H)
no longer converges for small H [6]. Since the fully
polarized state is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian,
finite size effects do not play a crucial role near the
saturation field.
Further insight into the quantum phases of the J1-

J2 model and its high-field behavior may be gained
from magnetocaloric properties [4]. The magne-
tocaloric coefficient Γmc(h) (the adiabatic cooling
rate) has a sharp anomaly from which hs may be
obtained. It is defined as the rate of adiabatic tem-
perature change with external field:

Γmc ≡

(

∂T
∂H

)

S
=−

T
CV

(

∂m
∂T

)

H
. (6)

In a paramagnet one has Γ0mc = (T/H). There-
fore, Γ̂mc = Γmc/Γ0mc is the magnetocaloric en-
hancement due to spin interaction effects. For the
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Fig. 6: Contour plot of the normalized magnetocaloric effect
Γmc/(T/H) for the 24-site cluster at a fixed temperature T =
0.2Jc/kB as a function of the frustration angle φ and the
magnetic field H.

J1-J2 model, Γ0mc may be again calculated numeri-
cally for finite clusters with the cumulant expression

(

∂T
∂H

)

S

/(

T
H

)

=

−gµBH

〈

H Stotz
〉

−〈H 〉
〈

Stotz
〉

〈H 2〉−〈H 〉2
. (7)

In Fig. 6, a contour plot of the normalized magne-
tocaloric effect as a function of the applied field h
and the frustration angle φ is shown. The magne-
tocaloric enhancement ratio in FTLM and spin wave
approximation (using Eqs. (5, 6)) exhibit qualita-
tively similar features: A strong upturn and a pos-
itive peak just above the saturation field hs as well
as for T ≪ Jc/kB a negative coefficient immediately
below hs [4].
It is instructive to consider the dependence of

Γ̂mc(h = hs;φ) on the frustration angle keeping the
field at saturation level where the maximum of Γmc
occurs. Note that the specific heatCV (T,H) (Fig. 2)
occurs in the denominator of Eq. (6). It shows a
strong enhancement close-by and in the quantum
phase regions (φ ≃ 0.15π,φ ≃ 0.85π) due to large
degeneracy. This overcompensates the simultane-
ous increase of the numerator in Eq. (6). There-
fore, the magnetocaloric enhancement Γ̂mc is only
moderate in these regions while its maxima occur
in the middle of the NAF or CAF phase sectors of
Fig. 1. The measurement of Γmc(h) should be an
excellent method to determine the saturation fields
Hsat in the J1-J2 compounds. Their absolute val-
ues for the known layered V-oxides range from 5 to
25 T [4].
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Fig. 7: Top (a): Static spin susceptibility χ(Q,0) along
[111] direction for different values of local exchange cou-
pling constant K < Kc (K = 0.45, 0.40, 0.30 from top to
bottom). The critical exchange coupling is Kc = 0.49eV and
2π/a ≃ 0.76Å−1. (From Ref. [13]). Bottom (b): Static sus-
ceptibilities at q= Qc (full circles) and q= 0 (open circles)
as functions of temperature observed in INS and magnetic
measurements on LiV2O4 respectively. The solid line is a
fit to χ(Qc,T ) using the self-consistent solution of yQc(T ).
(From Ref. [14]).

Itinerant frustrated heavy fermion compound

LiV2O4

The metallic spinel compound LiV2O4 is the first
3d- heavy electron system discovered [12]. Be-
low 30K, a large specific heat and Pauli suscepti-
bility enhancement appears, the former yields γ =
C/T = 0.4J/(mol K2) at the lowest temperatures.
Many proposals to explain this behavior have been
put forward, including traditional Kondo-like sce-
narios. A special feature of the spinels and, there-
fore, of LiV2O4 is the fact that V atoms reside on
a pyrochlore lattice. Their average electron count
is nd = 1.5 per V corresponding to quarter-filling
(in the hole picture) of d-bands, i.e., the system
is far from the localized Mott limit. Within RPA
spin fluctuation theory based on ab-initio LDA elec-
tronic structure calculations it was found that pro-
nounced short-range spin correlations in the param-
agnetic metallic state of LiV2O4 appear.

The result of this calculation [13] for various sub-
critical exchange strengths is depicted in Fig. 7 for
the [111]-direction in q-space. Together with results
for [100] and [110] it shows that the susceptibility
is enhanced by approximately the same factor in
a critical shell, which is a nearly spherical region
with a radius Qc ≃ 0.6Å−1 and a finite thickness
δQ≃ 0.45Å−1 in momentum space. This is the sig-
nature of frustration for itinerant spin-fluctuations.
Since the static χ(Q)≃ χ(Qc) is almost degenerate
in this shell, the system, although close to a mag-
netic instability, has no obvious way to select an
ordering wave vector. As a consequence, the dy-
namical susceptibility resonds with slowing down
(shifting the spectral function weight to very low en-
ergies) in the whole critical shell in the BZ. There-
fore, there is a large phase space of low energy spin
fluctuations which can renormalize the quasiparti-
cle mass. This situation is quite different from non-
frustrated lattices in which the enhancement of the
interacting susceptibility is usually sharply peaked
around the incipient magnetic ordering vector, pro-
viding only a small phase space and moderate quasi-
particle mass enhancement.
WhenQ is located within the critical shell the dy-

namical susceptibility for low energy spin fluctua-
tions is (Q= |Q|)

Imχ(Q,ω)≃ zQχ(Q)ω/Γ(Q) , (8)

where Γ(Q) and zQ < 1 are their energy width and
weight, respectively. Since χ(Q) is much enhanced
and Γ(Q) small in the critical shell the spectral
function around Qc is strongly peaked at low ener-
gies, in agreement with inelastic neutron scattering
(INS) results [16, 17]. The conduction electrons are
dressed with these low energy bosons leading to a
large spin fluctuation specific heat γsf = Csf/T be-
low 60 K given by

γsf =
k2Bπ

N ∑
q

z(q)

h̄Γ(q)
. (9)

Since Γ(q) is small in the whole critical shell around
|q| = Qc this may lead to a large γsf. The absolute
scale of the spin fluctuation width Γ is estimated to
fall between 0.5meV < Γ < 1.5meV with a corre-
sponding γsf ranging between 100 and 300 in units
of mJ/(K2mol). This proves that slow spin fluctu-
ations over an extended momentum region, due to
frustration, may explain the size of the large γ value
in LiV2O4 and its heavy-fermion character.
At higher temperatures the spin fluctuation modes

of different q are coupled leading to a transfer of
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spectral weight from the critical region to the low-
momentum region. Experimentally it was observed
that above 60 K the susceptibility enhancement in
the critical shell around q = Qc vanishes and be-
comes equal to the value at q = 0. The effect of
mode coupling on the static susceptibility is de-
scribed within Moriya’s self- consistent renormal-
ization (SCR) theory [18]. With b(ω) = 1/(eω/T −
1) one finds

1
χ(q)T

=
1

χ(q)0
+
F̄Qc
N

∫ ∞

0

dω

2π
b(ω)∑

q′

Imχ(q′,ω) .

(10)

Here, F̄Qc is a mode-mode coupling constant for
the critical shell. The reduced inverse susceptibil-
ity may be written as y(Qc,T ) = 1

/

(2TAχQc(T ))
where TA ≃ 220K is a scaling parameter. It is ob-
tained from a numerical solution of the SCR inte-
gral equation derived from Eq. (10) [14, 15]. The
resulting temperature dependence of the critical sus-
ceptibility χQc(T ) together with corresponding ex-
perimental results and those of q = 0 are presented
in Fig. 7b. It demonstrates that the critical enhance-
ment of χQc(T ) is rapidly reduced with temperature
and approaches the value of the FM point q = 0.
Since the ratio of scattering intensities at q=Qc and
q = 0 is proportional to the square of the suscepti-
bilities, Fig. 7b implies that the critical scattering in-
tensity at Qc is reduced by almost a factor 16 when
the temperature increases to 60 K. Recently it was
shown [15] that SCR theory can also explain the
temperature and pressure dependence of the NMR
relaxation rate in LiV2O4 sufficiently far from the
quantum critical point where a yet unidentified or-
der appears. Further investigations on the behavior
of the resistivity of this compound are in progress.
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From Ions in Solution to Nanocrystals and Composite Materials: 
Insights from Atomistic Simulations 

Introduction 
 
The investigation of crystal nucleation from solu-
tion poses a considerable challenge to atomistic 
simulations. Much more than sophisticated com-
puter hardware, human resources, i.e. smart algo-
rithms for tackling the time-length scale problem, 
are indispensable requirements. During the past 5-
10 years, this field of research experienced excit-
ing advances. The first papers from the late 90’s 
were based on ‘brute-force’ molecular dynamics 
simulations using simple models such as solutions 
of spherical particles. Today, efficient methods al-
low the study of realistic crystal nucleation scenar-
ios with a direct relation to solid state and materi-
als chemistry. Starting from the association of 
single ions, accessible insights range from the 
mechanisms of motif formation [1], ripening reac-
tions [2,3] and the self-organization of nanocrys-
tals [3,4] to interactions with growth-controlling 
additives [5] and the formation of hybrid materials 
[6]. 

The very initial stage of the aggregation process 
corresponds to the association of a few tens of ions 
from the solution. Such small (and unstable) ag-
gregates are practically elusive to direct experi-
mental evidence. Nonetheless, for the under-
standing of ionic self-organization processes 
insights into the crystal’s infancy are of crucial 
importance. So far, only indirect evidence could be 
obtained from complexes of ionic aggregates and 
ligand molecules. In case such additives form 
strong coordinating bonds to the aggregates further 
growth may be blocked and experimental charac-
terization becomes accessible. In some cases, the 
resulting aggregate-ligand complexes can even be 
precipitated in a crystalline form and the atomistic 
structure may be determined by crystal structure 
analysis. But how much will the ligand molecules 
manipulate the structure of the aggregate? In par-
ticular for polymorphic inorganic phases, the com-
parison of different aggregate-ligand complexes 
indicates a close interplay of both components. For 
a profound understanding of this issue -and of the 
mechanisms of ion association and self-organi-

zation in embryonic aggregates in general- we be-
lieve atomistic simulations will play an essential 
role.  

Indeed, molecular dynamics simulations may be 
performed at the atomistic level of detail and also 
offer the required time-resolution for profound in-
situ studies. However, without confirmation from 
experimental evidence, insights obtained from 
computer simulations will receive only poor ac-
ceptance. Though seminal in method development, 
the early work on crystal nucleation could only 
address simplified models such as spherical parti-
cles or rigid dumbbells either by brute-force mo-
lecular dynamics simulations at strong thermody-
namic driving or by inducing aggregate formation 
along a predefined reaction coordinate. More re-
cently, unprejudiced simulation schemes were de-
veloped for bridging the time-length scale problem 
inherent to the simulation of self-organization 
processes. The methodical advances furthermore 
paved the way for the use of much more realistic 
simulation models of ionic solutions. Such models 
may also involve additive molecules as frequently 
used in precipitation experiments to control aggre-
gate growth. On this basis, encouraging links to 
the available experimental evidence were estab-
lished. 
 
 
ZnO and ZnO/polymer composites  
 
The perspectives of such studies may be nicely il-
lustrated by the example of ZnO nucleation from 
solution. Apart from its wide use for UV protec-
tion, nanocrystals of zinc oxide exhibit a large va-
riety of interesting potential applications including 
room temperature UV lasers, LEDs, solar cells and 
sensors. Moreover, they also represent a prototype 
model for the exploration of oxide nanocrystal 
precipitation from solution. Most of the related 
sol-gel processes are based on alcoholic solutions 
of Zn2+ and OH– ions (plus counter ions originat-
ing from the reactant materials). Nevertheless, sta-
ble Zn(OH)2 crystals are typically not observed. 
Instead, the most common precipitation reactions 
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involve proton transfer leading to the formation of 
oxide ions and the crystallization of ZnO. As for 
many other compounds a full account of ionic self-
organization from solution in the ZnO case study 
hence involves the investigation of ripening reac-
tions at the aggregate-solvent interface.  

The Kawska-Zahn approaches to atomistic simu-
lations of aggregate growth from solution [3,4] re-
flects an iterative procedure which allows to inves-
tigate ion association and self-organization from 
the very beginning. Typically a single ion is cho-
sen as the initial aggregate to which further ions 
are added one-by-one or as clusters. For each ag-
gregate growth attempt, the first step i) is given by 
a docking-like approach for searching putative 
sites for ion association. The ionic species is cho-
sen randomly according to the corresponding con-
centration in the solution. To mimic the effect of 
ion migration from solution the incoming ion is 
placed on the surface of a sphere in proximity of 
the aggregate. Keeping the ionic positions of the 
central aggregate fixed, the solvent molecules are 
removed and a putative site for ion association is 
identified from steepest descend minimization of 
the interactions of the aggregate and the incoming 
ion. This circumvents the drastic computational 
costs related to brute-force simulations of ion dif-
fusion and association in moderately super-
concentrated solutions. Instead we use an inexpen-
sive, yet approximate approach for mimicking the 
uptake of further ions from the embedding solution 
in an implicit manner. 

To reconcile the approximate nature of the dock-
ing step described above, after each ion association 
the obtained agglomerates are optimized by de-
tailed atomistic simulations using explicit solvent 
models. In the following steps ii) and iii) structural 
relaxation based on simulated annealing is first 
applied to the solvent molecules only ii), and then 
to the whole system iii). The resulting configura-
tion of step iii) is scanned for hydrogen bonds 
which might induce proton transfer reactions. In 
the iteration step iv) the OH···OH distances of the 
hydrogen bonds interconnecting the OH– ions are 
calculated and the shortest hydrogen bond is taken 
as a candidate for proton transfer. The putative re-
action A_OH–···OH– → A_O2– + H2O (A = aggre-
gate) is then explored by combined quan-
tum/classical molecular mechanics calculations. 
For the sake of computational feasibility (the pos-
sibility of proton transfer is explored after every 

ion association event) we only calculate the energy 
levels of the reactant and the product states. This 
covers the essential aspect of the putative reaction, 
i.e. whether proton transfer is exothermic or not. 
Both possible states are relaxed by simulated an-
nealing before the energetically more favorable 
constellation is taken as the starting point for the 
next aggregate growth event. 

The very initial stage of the aggregation process 
corresponds to the association of Zn2+ and OH- 
ions from the ethanolic solution. Strikingly, self-
organization may already be observed in aggre-
gates counting less than 20 ions. In this premature 
ordering the zinc ions are coordinated by hydrox-
ide ions arranged as (incomplete) octahedra similar 
to motifs of the rocksalt-type structure. In this con-
stellation the hydrogen atoms of the OH- groups 
point to the solvent and Hδ+···Zn2+ contacts are 
avoided. Consequently, the formation of extended 
domains of such motifs is clearly hindered. Indeed, 
the pre-ordering represents a very temporary fea-
ture which changes dramatically in the course of 
local O2– ion formation. The first proton transfer 
event leading to ZnxOHy→ZnxOHyO ripening is 
illustrated in Figure 1. 

After the agglomeration of about 100 ions many 
ripening reactions have occurred and the beginning 
of ZnO ordering is observed in the aggregate cen-
ter. At this stage of aggregate growth most of the 
6-ring motifs are still randomly oriented. However, 
the two highlighted chair-type motifs exhibit a 
staggered arrangement and represent the onset of 

 

Fig. 1: Onset of ZnO formation by condensation reactions. 
A newly associated hydroxide ion experiences hydrogen 
bonding to the hydrogen atom of an adjacent OH- ion. 
This hydrogen bond is used for proton transfer. The result-
ing water molecule migrates into the solvent, whereas the 
O2- ion remains within the aggregate. 
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orientation correlation between the 6-rings 
(Fig. 2). Indeed, the staggered arrangement does 
not undergo substantial changes during further 
crystal growth and is hence suggested as a center 
of stability. This assumption is supported by the 
observation of progressive ordering in the same 
manner starting from this motif. 

The ion-by-ion study of crystal nucleation from 
solution is most suited for the very early stages of 
crystal formation, i.e. aggregate growth up to a 
few hundreds of ions. Once the key mechanisms of 
ion association, ripening and motif formation are 
explored, it is reasonable to transfer the observed 
building rules to later stages of surface growth. In 
this manner, realistic scale-up models may be pre-
pared without explicit growth simulations. 

An example for the use of such scale-up models 
is given by the investigation of polyacrylate-
nanocrystal interactions. The nanorods illustrated 
in Figure 3 comprise around 25.000 ions that were 
arranged according to building rules derived from 
much smaller aggregates (~150 ions, Fig. 2). Apart 
from the analysis of shape control by different af-
finity to different crystal faces, simulation studies 
of such scale-up models may also form a basis for 
the understanding of nanocrystal-polymer compos-
ite materials. Current efforts are dedicated to the 
calculation of the stress-strain diagrams of 
nanocrystals linked by polyacrylate molecules. In 
cooperation with atomic force microscopy experi-
ments, a profound understanding of hybrid materi-
als and their mechanical properties is envisaged. 

 
 

 

Apatite/collagen biocomposites 
 
Apatite-collagen composites belong to the most 
abundant biominerals in both humans and animal 
life forms. The importance of this material as the 
predominant component of bone and teeth moti-
vated a large number of (biomimetic) experimental 
and theoretical studies [7,8]. Despite these efforts, 
we are still at the beginning of understanding 
biomineral formation. This motivated the devel-
opment of biomimetic setups which reduce the 
complexity inherent to metabolic processes, while 
nevertheless describing the key aspects of compos-
ite nucleation [7].  

In a somewhat similar fashion, atomistic simula-
tions can throw light on model systems which ac-
count for aspects of the complex interplay of inor-
ganic matter with biomolecules. For example, 
model studies mimicking the association of single 
ions to collagen fibers in aqueous solution provided 
an atomistic understanding of collagen stiffening or 
bending by calcium or phosphate pre-impregnation, 
respectively, which accounts for changes in the 
growth mechanisms governing the composites 
form development at the mesoscale [5].  

In a subsequent study, we investigated the 
mechanisms of aggregate formation and growth-
control by collagen fibers at the atomistic scale. 
The focus is dedicated to the embryonic stage of 
the nucleation process —both in water and in 
aqueous solutions containing collagen molecules. 
From this we explored the (self)organization in 
different environments and elaborate insights into 

Fig. 2: Nucleation and growth of domains of the wurtzite-
type structure. Adjacent to the staggered 6-ring motifs 
highlighted in the left, further chair motifs of matching ori-
entation are formed. The ionic ordering of the ZnO 
nanocrystal hence nucleates in the center of the agglomer-
ates and –in the course of further aggregate growth- 
propagates within the growing bulk domain. 

 
Fig. 3: Scale-up model of two ZnO nanocrystals linked by 
polyacrylate molecules under tensile load. With increasing 
strain the polymer-nanocrystal bonds are gradually bro-
ken. This process is reversible up to elongations by several 
nanometers.  
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the atomistic interplay governing the formation of 
apatite-collagen composites (Fig. 4). Our studies 
addressed ion aggregation promoted by the tails of 
a collagen fiber and calciumphosphate nucleation 
at the triple-helical backbone of collagen. Both as-
pects were explored in separate simulation setups 
and are contrasted to a third model system corre-
sponding to calcium, phosphate and fluoride ion 
aggregation from aqueous solution in the absence 
of collagen molecules. From this comparative ap-
proach, we could identify the design of Ca3F mo-
tifs to be induced by incorporation into the triple-
helix during the embryonic stage of ion associa-
tion. These motifs represent nucleation seeds for 
the formation of the apatite crystal structure ori-
ented in accordance to the alignment of the colla-
gen fibers [9]. Accordingly, ion association to col-
lagen followed by motif design and orientation is 
suggested as an atomistic mechanism of growth 
control governing the nucleation of apatite-
collagen composites [6,9]. 
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Fig. 4: Nucleation mechanisms of apatite/collagen com-
posites at the atomistic level of detail. We identified pecu-
liar motifs of the apatite crystal structure whose formation 
is promoted by ion association to the biomolecule. Apart 
from acting as a nucleation seed for ionic ordering, the 
collagen triple-helices also induce orientation control to 
these motifs.  
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Advancements in the Understanding of Pressure and Temperature  
Induced Phase Transitions in Solids 

Introduction 
 
Finding new pathways to novel materials is a for-
midable challenge in modern solid state chemistry. 
One of the reasons which still prevent a rational 
planning of synthetic routes is the lack of an atom-
istic understanding at the moment of phase forma-
tion. This has motivated a systematic theoretical 
study of phase transitions [1-6], especially of those 
processes with first order thermodynamics. This 
effort is directed to reach a firm understanding of 
the atomistic mechanisms governing polymor-
phism in the solid state. In first order phase transi-
tions the new material nucleates within the pristine 
one, and initially isolated nuclei grow via propaga-
tion of phase fronts. Such interfaces may fuse 
upon domain-domain contacts or turn into grain 
boundaries resulting in the formation of polycrys-
talline solids. Understanding the details of such 
processes entails a rational approach to material 
synthesis. In general terms, it is the nature of the 
reactivity in solids that has to be unfolded. Novel 
theoretical concepts and simulations for direct 
comparison to the experiments have to be devel-
oped. New perspectives emerge from the discov-
ery of the richness of chemical issues beyond the 
bare thermodynamic classification of phase transi-
tions [6]  
 
 
Selected Systems 
 
Challenging systems are represented by compound 
classes, in which many alternative mechanisms 
can either be suggested on the basis of experimen-
tal observations or be derived from crystallo-
graphic-geometric approaches. The degree of 
charge transfer is believed to play a role in select-
ing a possible intermediate in III-V semiconduc-
tors. Nonetheless, there still is an open question 
whether an intermediate of h-BN type structure is 
relevant for the transformation and how the cross-
ing of a particular intermediate is connected to the 
transformation mechanism. To clarify this point 
we used isothermic-isobaric molecular dynamics 

simulations combined with transition path sam-
pling (TPS). This strategy was developed to tackle 
the rare event problem connected with activated 
processes on a large variety of reconstructive 
phase transitions [1-6]. To study the role of defects 
on the mechanism we extended the simulation 
scheme by allowing atomic replacement [3]. The 
onset of the transition is marked by nucleation and 
growth of a metastable structure in which the sys-
tem stays longer than 1 ps. On the other hand, the 
resolution of time-resolved electronic spectroscopy 
is around 100 ps and hence, it is only in particular 
cases helpful in identifying a possible intermedi-
ate. A further experimental difficulty is the strong 
overlap of the tetragonal structure peaks with those 
of wurtzite and rocksalt in the x-ray powder dif-
fraction (XRD) data refinement. In contrast, the 
time resolution of our simulations allows for a 
clear identification of distinct events. The nuclea-
tion and growth sequence (wurtzite-tetragonal 
followed by tetragonal-rocksalt) clearly reflects a 
two-step transformation mechanism in which the 
tetragonal intermediate does not simply link the 
limiting structures in a crystallographic way, but 
stands as a metastable one, reflecting a different 
energetic profile of the transition path (Fig. 1). 

The B4 B1 phase transition is observed in other 
group-13 nitrides like AlN and InN at lower transi-
tion pressure. Upon decompression InN and GaN 
rocksalt phases revert to the wurtzite-type struc-
ture. In contrast and as one of a few exceptions in 
semiconductors, AlN stays in the high-pressure 
phase down to ambient conditions. 

Substitution with indium does not affect the 
overall transition mechanism and the trajectories 
stay in the same GaN regime crossing the tetrago-
nal intermediate. The layer shearing direction is 
maintained while indium exhibits a tendency to 
form islands where the nucleation preferentially 
starts. In contrast, aluminium progressively 
quenches the pathway through the tetragonal in-
termediate by contrasting phase growth. At 5% 
cation substitution the tetragonal phase is no 
longer metastable and phase growth crosses over 
directly to the rocksalt phase. At this point, the 
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tetragonal structure. survives as an interface be-
tween wurtzite-type and rocksalt-type structural 
motifs. With the removal of the tetragonal inter-
mediate the backward transformation is noticeably 
modified so that AlxGa1-xN becomes inert to a 
transition from B1 to B4 on further increasing x. 

The polymorphism of ZnO encompasses three 
structure types: the wurtzite-like structure B4, the 
zinc-blende metastable variety B3, and the high-
pressure modification (rocksalt type, B1). The wide 
indirect band gap (2.45 eV) of the cubic phase B1 
makes it more suitable for high p-type doping than 
the hexagonal variant. Trapping the rocksalt structure 
at ambient conditions is therefore of great interest [5]. 

Similar to GaN distinct intermediates can be pro-
posed for the phase transition from B4 to B1. In 
ZnO, however, a competition between different 
intermediate structural motifs is apparent from our 
simulations. The transformation from B4 to B1 
occurs with the formation of a tetragonal motif (iT) 
that characterize the interface between coexisting 
structural motifs. The B4 B1 transition in ZnO is 
accompanied by a large volume collapse (20%). In 
lower pressure regimes, inside the hysteresis loop, 
the transformation can branch into a different inter-
mediate (B4 iH). While the mechanism leading to 
B1 over iT involves shearing of layers a compres-
sion along c prior to the shearing  a hexagonal in-
termediate (iH). The atoms are quasi-collectively 
displaced parallel to [001]B4 and the whole system is 
converted into a hexagonal fivefold intermediate 
structure. However, as soon as the reconstruction of 
layers resumes, atoms regain their initial positions 
within the wurtzite structure under the reversal of 
the transformation (iH B1, Fig. 2). 

Capturing the complex kinetics of structural 
transformations from theoretical simulations en-
tails working out an atomistic landscape. This 
allows for a detailed understanding of local struc-
tural rearrangements. CdSe is a wide-gap semi-
conductor which has found extensive use in optical 
applications for its rich variety of effects in the 
nanoregime. Under normal conditions, it crystal-
lizes in the wurtzite structure type (B4). Applying 
moderate pressure (2.5-3.5 GPa) it transforms into 
the rocksalt structure type (B1). 

As a third polymorph, zinc blende (B3 structure 
type), albeit metastable, does exist. However, the 
appearance of the material is markedly different 
from the starting sample due to fragmentation into 
B3/B4 domains. Our simulations reveal initial 
nuclei formation in the B1 structure matrix (which 

Fig. 1: Snapshots taken from a representative trajectory of the B4 B1 transformation of GaN. The colors reflect the coordi-
nation of the Ga atoms. Upper row: (001) plane, lower row: view along [001]. The transition from B4 to B1 crosses an in-
termediate tetragonal configuration (5 ps) similar to the high-pressure form of tin phosphide, SnP and GeAs 

 
Fig. 2: Intermediate motifs iT and iH. The former is char-
acteristic of the interface between B4 and B1 (upper row, 
left: inset), along the displacing layers. The latter results 
from a more collective displacement mode (upper row, 
right: the whole snapshot shows the same structural motif) 
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are of B4 type) followed by regions of B3 struc-
tural motifs which grow between already defined 
B4 regions. The final (sub-) nanodomains result 
from further growth of this initial configuration. 
No domain recombination is observed during the 
growth. Instead, both, B3 and B4, originate from 
the B1 structure and do not imply intralayer rear-
rangements. The lamellar final morphology of the 
material is visible in HR-TEM images (Fig. 3) 
which exhibit B4 regions with alternating B3 la-
mellae of different thickness involving 3–5 layers. 
Due to local rearrangements defects may appear 
which lead to insets of B4 motifs. The latter sepa-
rate regions within a B3 domain and terminate 
inside a B4 domain. These experimental features 
are precisely identified by our simulations and 
backtraced to their atomistic generative events [6]. 

MgTi2O4 is characterized by a pyrochlore lattice 
of Ti3+ magnetic ions with one single electron in the 
t2g manifold. It undergoes a very peculiar phase 
transition from a metallic to a spin singlet insulating 

phase (MIT) near TC = 260 K. This is accompanied 
by a structural transition from cubic to tetragonal 
symmetry with a concomitant drop of the magnetic 
susceptibility and a resistivity jump at TC. The struc-
tural distortion causes spin dimers to form along 
shortened Ti-Ti contacts. Our numerical investiga-
tions reveal that electronic correlations are funda-
mental in stabilizing the dimerized ground state of 
MgTi2O4 [7]. We show that a MIT is driven by 
correlation (via LDA+U) induced orbital order 
rearrangement. Therein, U controls the band split-
ting toward an orbital-insulating state without full 
orbital polarization (Fig. 4, upper row). In our pic-
ture, orbital order stabilizes the spin-singlet ground 
state which in turn controls the degree of structural 
distortions. In the ground-state AFM solution, the 
canting of the XZ orbitals away from the Ti-Ti bond 
plane becomes significantly smaller when the low-T 
structural distortions are taken into account. Also, 
the average Ti-O distance in the XZ plane (2.068 Å) 
is appreciably larger than in the YZ (2.052 Å) and 

Fig. 3: (Upper row) Lamellar domains of intergrown B3 and B4 motifs. (a and d) HR-TEM images of lamellar domains on 
pressurized samples. (b and b) Final configuration from MD simulations (P = 3.5-3.8 GPa). (Lower row)  Defect formation 
under pressure and lattice reorientation. (e) HR-TEM image of defects, magnified in the Inset. (f and g ) Defects of B4 struc-
tural motifs from MD simulations. (h) Alignment of [0001] of the B4 defect with respect to the initial [001] of the B1 struc-
ture. An offset of ≈5° is visible.  
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XY (2.041 Å) planes. Consequently, an occupation 
of the XZ state becomes energetically more favor-
able. This suggests a novel scenario for quasi-1D 
chains in the strongly frustrated network of 
MgTi2O4 in which the crystal structure itself gets 
modified by the onset of orbital order (Fig. 4, lower 
row).  
 
 Conclusions 

 
The novel simulation approaches reveal a rich set 
of chemical effects. Therein, it becomes possible 
to capture details of phase growth mechanisms 
with the necessary time resolution. In combination 
with electronic structure calculations this approach 
is intended as a powerful tool for materials design 
and rational synthesis planning.   
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Feedback Resonances in Unconventional Superconductors and Kondo
Semiconductors
Peter Thalmeier, Ilya Eremin1, Alireza Akbari1, Jun Chang1, and Peter Fulde1

The relation between unconventional superconduc-
tivity and magnetism in heavy-fermion (HF) sys-
tems [1], ferropnictides and cuprates is one of the
most interesting research topics in condensed mat-
ter physics. Despite certain fundamental differ-
ences related to the orbital structure of conduc-
tion electrons and their correlation strengths, it is
widely believed that in all cases short-range antifer-
romagnetic (AF) spin fluctuations are responsible
for Cooper pairing with finite angular momentum,
i,e., an unconventional gap function. Furthermore
the latter has a pronounced resonant feedback be-
low Tc on the spin excitations of the compound. One
example is the famous resonance peak observed in
high-Tc cuprates by means of inelastic neutron scat-
tering (INS) whose nature is still actively investi-
gated.

For some time this effect was considered as
unique for the cuprates, however currently a num-
ber of other examples, namely UPd2Al3, CeCu2Si2,
CeCoIn5 in the HF systems and Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2,
BaFe1.84Co0.16As2 for the ferropnictides are known.
Therefore the resonant feedback is a universal phe-
nomenon in unconventional superconductors. It is
an interesting many-body effect and also a power-
ful tool to investigate the symmetry of the uncon-
ventional gap function Δ(k). In fact, it is not re-
stricted to superconductors. In Kondo semiconduc-
tors such as YbB12, which have no broken sym-
metry but show the gradual opening of a low en-
ergy hybridisation gap below the Kondo tempera-
ture a very similar resonance formation within the
semiconducting gap was found by INS. The disper-
sion of these resonance excitations depends on the
details of Fermi surface (FS) and gap anisotropy.
It is commonly centered around the wave vector
which has the dominating spin fluctuations for el-
evated temperatures. In most cases this is a com-
mensurate AF zone boundary wave vector, except
for CeCu2Si2.

In this report we will discuss the theory of spin
resonance formation in the HF superconductors
UPd2Al3, CeCoIn5 and the Kondo semiconductor
YbB12 in some detail, based on Refs. [2, 3, 4]. The
first HF example found was UPd2Al3 [5]. This com-
pound orders magnetically at TN = 14.3K, much

Fig. 1: Results for UPd2Al3. Top(a): Real (dashed lines) and
imaginary (full lines) parts of susceptibility χ0(Q,ω) (inset)
and CEF boson propagator D(Q,ω) (main figure). The INS
intensity is proportional to ImD(Q,ω) given by the full line
of the main figure. Here we used g = 10meV. b: Contour
plot of ImD(q,ω) as function of ω and qz. One clearly ob-
serves two distinct peaks at Q. The one at low energies rep-
resents the resonance peak (ωr) induced by the feedback of
superconductivity and the one at higher ω is the shifted CEF
boson ω̃q. Away from Q both peaks disperse upward in en-
ergy following the behavior of the normal state CEF boson
(from Ref. [2]).

higher than Tc = 1.8K, with a commensurate AF
ordering vector Q = (0,0, π

c ). The U 5 f 3 elec-
trons have a ’dual’ nature with localised 5 f 2 con-
figurations and an additional 5 f conduction elec-
tron. The former are split by the crystalline elec-
tric field (CEF) into two low-lying singlets an en-
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ergy Δ � 5.5meV apart. They disperse into a band
of propagating bosonic modes ωq between 1.5 and
8meV [6] due to RKKY interactions. The heavy
5f itinerant electrons form a corrugated cylinder FS
along the hexagonal axis. There is considerable evi-
dence that the bosonic modes lead to the quasiparti-
cle mass enhancement in the normal state and to the
Cooper pair formation [7, 8]. The gap function has
the symmetry Δsc(k) = Δsc

0 coskz and has (equiva-
lent) node lines at kz =±π

2 which lie in the faces of
the AF Brillouin zone (BZ) boundary where the gap
function changes sign.

Below Tc INS experiments exhibit a sharp feed-
back resonance mode around Q with an energy
ωr � 0.3meV which lies within the SC excitation
‘gap’ 2Δsc

0 � 1meV and below the bosonic gap
ωQ � 1.5meV in the normal state. In this com-
pound the feedback resonance appears as a satel-
lite to an already existing dispersive CEF excitation
above Tc. This is different to the other cases dis-
cussed here where only a broad continuum is ob-
served above Tc. Although the SC feedback effect
in UPd2Al3 may be described phenomenologically
[5, 9], a complete microscopic explanation within
the dual model of McHale et al [8] only appeared
recently [2]. In this theory the conduction electrons
couple to the magnetic bosons with one component
of their spin density which renormalizes the bosonic
propagator according to

D(q,ω) =− 2ωq

ω2− [ω2
q−2g2Δχ0(q,ω)]

(1)

Its spectral function S(Q,ω) = [1 −
exp(−βω)]−1 ImD(Q.ω) is proportional to
the INS cross section. The latter is therefore
determined by the frequency dependence of the
denominator in Eq. (1). In the normal state D(q,ω)
only has a single pole at the bosonic CEF mode
energy ωq. When the electron-boson coupling g is
sufficiently weak, only a frequency shift and change
in line width ensues in the SC state. However if g
is strong enough the propagator has two poles ω±
approximately given by

ω2
± =

1
2
[ω2

Q +(2Δsc
0 )2] (2)

±{1
4
[ω2

Q− (2Δsc
0 )2]2 +2g2ΔN(0)(2Δsc

0 )2} 1
2

The lower one ωr ≡ ω− is the resonance pole and
ω+ the up ward shifted bosonic frequency ω̃q. Us-
ing the appropriate values Δ = 5.5meV, ωQ =
1.54meV, g = 10meV, 2Δsc

0 = 1meV and N(0) =

Fig. 2: Top(a): Calculated Fermi surface of CeCoIn5 from
hybridisation model in Eq. (3). Nesting vector QAF is in-
dicated, dashed lines are node positions of B1g gap func-
tion. Bottom(b): Calculated static spin susceptibility ex-
hibits maximum at nesting vector (from Ref. [3]).

2states/eV for conduction electron DOS we obtain
the upward shifted boson frequency ω̃Q = 1.89meV
and resonance position ωr = 0.23meV < 2Δsc

0 , in
reasonable agreement with the peak positons of the
fully numerical calculation of the spectral function
in Fig. 1. An essential signature of a sharp reso-
nance is the inequality ωr < 2Δsc

0 , i.e. that it ap-
pears below the quasiparticle continuum threshold.
The reason for the existence of ωr is the strong fre-
quency dependence of the conduction electron spin
susceptibility χ0(q,ω) for ω � 2Δsc

0 in the super-
conducting state (see inset of Fig. 1a). This is true
only if the quasiparticle matrix elements or ’coher-
ence factors’ in χ0(q,ω) are large. For q close to the
AF Q vector this requires that the gap function satis-
fies the condition Δsc

k+Q =−Δsc
k (sign change under

translation). Reversing the argument an observation
of a well formed resonance at Q with energy ωr <
2Δ0 excludes any gap function model which does
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Fig. 3: Left(a): Calculated real (dashed) and imaginary (full) part of the RPA susceptibility at Q for CeCoIn5 as function
of frequency in the normal and superconducting state of B1g(dx2−y2) symmetry. Imaginary part shows the spin exciton peak.
Right(b): Dispersion of the resonance peak along (q,q, π

c
) direction using a Lorentzian shape of Jq around Q (from Ref. [3]).

not satisfy this condition, specifically those without
sign change transforming like Δsc

k+Q = Δsc
k . Com-

bined with Knight shift experiments which point to
singlet pairing the resonance formation in UPd2Al3
is therefore a strong argument for a gap function
Δsc

0 coskz [2]. Indeed this is also fully compatible
with angle resolved magnetothermal conductivity
results [10, 11]. Finally Fig. 1a shows the dispersion
of the (lower and most intense) resonance branch
and the upper magnetic boson branch ω̃q. The res-
onance dispersion simply follows the latter which
steeply increases away from Q as a satellite excita-
tion.

The resonant SC feedback effect has sub-
sequently been found in other HF com-
pounds, namely, in CeCoIn5 at ωr = 0.6meV
and Q = (π

a , π
a , π

c ) [12] and in CeCu2Si2
at ωr = 0.2meV with an incommensurate
Q = (0.22 π

a ,0.22 π
a ,0.51 π

c ) [13]. Here we dis-
cuss only the former because for commensurate Q
theoretical arguments for the resonance appearance
are more clearcut.

In CeCoIn5 the hybridsation of 4 f 1 electrons with
conduction electrons leads to a multisheeted FS of
heavy electrons which may be approximately de-
scribed by an f -band (E f

k ) and conduction band (εk)
model with (effective) hybridization (Vk) [14] of the
type

E2k =
1
2
[

(εk +E f
k )−

√

(εk−E f
k )2 +4V 2

k
]

(3)

Where the lower band given here is partly occu-
pied and leads to main FS sheets consisting of
strongly corrugated collumns along the tetragonal
axis (Fig. 2a). As indicated this FS has a nest-

ing property with a commensurate wave vector Q =
(π

a , π
a , π

c ). Therefore the noninteracting (Lindhard)
spin susceptibility has a pronounced maximum at
the nesting vector in the normal state which has
been confirmed by INS results [12]. The mag-
netic response of the interacting HF quasiparticles
is given by the RPA expression

χRPA(q,ω) =
χ0(q,ω)

1− Jqχ0(q,ω)
(4)

where Jq is the four point interaction of quasiparti-
cles and χ0 their noninteracting susceptibilty, both
in the normal or superconducting state. This ex-
pression is related but not identical to the boson
propagator in Eq. (1). In the case of CeCoIn5
there are no low energy propagating CEF bosons
in the normal state. Therefore this equation leads
to a featureless magnetic spectrum above Tc. How-
ever for T < Tc a pronounced frequency depen-
dence of χ0(q,ω) evolves due to the gap open-
ing. For large momentum q � Q, Im χ0(q,ω) ex-
hibits discontinuous jump at the threshold energy
Ωc = mink(|εk|+ |εk+Q|) with an associated loga-
rithmic peak in the real part of the susceptibility.
Therefore a resonance or spin exciton pole appears
in the RPA response function at an energy ωr < Ωc.
Note that in contrast to UPd2Al3 only the lower
resonance pole exists since there is no propagat-
ing CEF boson present. As before the discontinuity
and the pole appear when the coherence factors in
χ0(q,ω) are large which means that Δsc

k+Q = −Δsc
k

must be fulfilled. Indeed, it turns out that among
the possible candidate gap function with tetrago-
nal symmetry only the B1g gap functions (‘dx2−y2
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Fig. 4: Results for YbB12. Left(a): Imaginary part of the susceptibility for the noninteracting (Jq = 0) and interacting case
(finite Lorentzian Jq peaked at Q). Right(b): Contour plot of imaginary part of RPA dynamical susceptibility with Lorentzian
interaction JΓ(q). Parameters are chosen to obtain spin exciton peaks at ω1 = 15meV and ω2 = 20meV at the (1,1,1) zone
boundary. These positions and shape and range of dispersion are comparable to experimental results. The inset shows the
contour plot of imaginary part of dynamical susceptibility of noninteracting degenerate bands in the direction (1,1,1) for
comparison, showing the indirect hybridisation gap. The color scale of the inset is reduced by a factor of 35. Energy scale
t = 0.32eV (from Ref. [4]).

wave’) Δsc(k) =
Δsc

0 (k)
2 (coskxa−coskya) which sat-

isfies this condition leads to a spin resonance for-
mation below Tc. This is shown in Fig. 3a. In
CeCoIn5 the symmetry of Δ(k) has been contro-
versial and was predicted as dxy from specific heat
and dx2−y2 from thermal conductivity measurements
under rotating field geometry. Since the observa-
tion of a resonance peak requires Δk+Q =−Δk it is
clear that INS results [12] decide in favor of dx2−y2

gap symmetry because dxy has no sign change under
k→ k+Q contrary to dx2−y2 . Therefore INS is an
additional powerful tool to investigate gap function
symmetry of unconventional superconductors.

Finally in Fig. 3b the dispersion of the resonance
excitation away from Q is shown. It bends down-
ward because one must have ωr < Ωc and the lat-
ter is reduced for the wave vector (qx,qy,

π
c ) since

it connects states in the BZ where the supercon-
ducting gap is smaller. This downward dispersion
is quite similar to the main feature in the cuprates
but opposite to the observation in UPd2Al3 where
the upward dispersion is not an intrinsic property of
the resonance pole, but is enforced by the dispersion
of the normal state CEF boson. The dispersion in
CeCoIn5 is sensitive to the model parametes, exper-
imentally it has not yet been investigated in detail.

The spin resonance type excitations have recently
also been observed for the ferropnictide super-
conductor Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2 and BaFe1.84Co0.16As2.
These compounds have small hole like FS sheets
and electron sheets at the zone center and bound-

ary, respectively, connected by a nesting vector Q =
(π

a , π
a ,0) This means the gap function must change

sign between the hole and electron sheet. Combined
with ARPES results which show that the gap is
nearly isotropic on the sheets this leaves little choice
but the extended s±-wave state which may be repre-

sented as Δsc(k) =
Δsc

0 (k)
2 (coskxa+ coskya) [15].

The spin resonance phenomenon observed in un-
conventional superconductors is connected with a
special symmetry property of the order parameter
or gap function. However the broken symmetry is
not a necessary condition. In fact a very similar
phenomenon was observed in the small gap Kondo
semiconductor YbB12. There the gap opening is
not due to spontaneous order but due to a grad-
ual crossover from a metallic state at higher tem-
peratures whereby a hybridisation gap is opened.
The gap size of 15meV is of the order of the
Kondo temperature and may be observed in ther-
modynamic and transport properties but also di-
rectly by INS [17]. In addition the unpolarized [17]
and polarized [18] INS has found an interesting
dispersive fine structure around the semiconduct-
ing gap threshold. Three excitation branches have
been identified with energies 15, 20 and 38meV,
respectively by analyzing the spectral function of
the dynamical susceptibility. Since the lower two
INS peaks are narrow and mostly centered at the
zone boundary L-point with Q = (π/a,π/a,π/a)
they may be associated with the formation of a col-
lective quasiparticle spin resonance exciton appear-
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ing around the spin gap threshold [17, 18] which is
driven by heavy quasiparticle interactions. The col-
lective modes remain visible in the 20meV region
up to T = 159K. The upper peak is much broader
and shows little dispersion. It is also rapidly sup-
pressed with increasing temperature. It has been as-
sociated with continuum excitations also visible in
a broad maximum in the optical conductivity [19]
around 38meV.

The theoretical explanation of these intriguing
experiments has been previously unclear and was
recently given in Ref. [4]. The model assumes the
stable Yb 4 f 13 configuration corresponding to a sin-
gle hole in the 4 f -shell [20]. Therefore, the Ander-
son lattice model with a f -hole in a j = 7/2 state,
including the CEF effect is used as a starting point.
The latter leads to two quasi-quartets (Γ = 1, 2) split
by an energy Δ and having a different hybridisa-
tion VΓ. Using the mean field slave boson repre-
sentation of the Anderson lattice Hamiltonian where
only no hole (4 f 14) and single hole (4 f 13) configu-
rations are included the CEF-split heavy quasiparti-
cle bands may be derived [4]. From this one obtains
the noninteracting spin response with the single par-
ticle spin gap of 15meV (inset of Fig. 4b) and the
interacting RPA susceptibility. The former, due to
the gap threshold shows a pronounced enhancement
in the real part which leads to the spin exciton pole
in the latter. Here the role of coherence factors is
played by the c-f mixing amplitudes of the heavy
quasiparticle states. The spectrum of the noninter-
acting and RPA susceptibility are shown in Fig. 4a
where one can clearly see a double resonance peak
evolving from the one particle background. The
double peak structure is due to the effect of CEF
splitting and, more importantly different hybridis-
ation strengths VΓ (Γ = 1, 2) of the quasi-quartets.
The model parameters have been chosen to repro-
duce the experimental peak positions and the dis-
persion (Fig. 4b). The latter extends about one third
into the BZ which is due to the strong suppression of
the real part of χ0(q,ω) when one moves away from
the AF Q-vector where one has excitations with the
small indirect hybridsation gap. The features of the
theoretical spin exciton dispersions correspond very
nicely to the experimentally observed ones [18]. We
note that an increase in JQ (or a decrease of the hy-
bridsation gap) will lead to a decrease of the spin ex-
citon mode frequencies at Q. At a critical value Jc

Q
the lowest mode would become soft which would
signify the onset of AF order in a Kondo semicon-

ductor. This is not observed in YbB12 at ambient
pressure. An investigation of the pressure depen-
dence of spin exciton mode frequencies at Q might
therefore be interesting because it would offer im-
portant clues as to how close YbB12 is to a quantum
phase transition to AF order.
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Introduction 
 
Biomimetic apatite-gelatine-nanocomposites are of 
great interest from the point of view of basic re-
search as well as for different areas of medical 
applications. This interest is specifically fueled by 
their close chemical and structural relationships to 
functional materials in the human body (such as 
bone and teeth). We focused our investigations 
on fluorapatite-gelatine-nanocomposites. Struc-
tures and morphogenetic principles as well as as-
pects of dental repair applications of such nano-
composites are summarized in a recent review 
article [1]. 

With respect to their morphogenetic principles 
on the μm-scale the fluorapatite-gelatine-nano-
composites (containing ~ 2.3 wt.-% gelatine) are 
characterized by a fractal growth mechanism: It 
starts off from a (perfect) elongated, hexagonal-
prismatic seed, proceeds via growing dumbbell 
states and finally results in a slightly notched 
sphere. As already assumed [1], the hexagonal-
prismatic nanocomposite seed should bear an in-
trinsic code for its fractal shape development lead-
ing to an outgrowth-scenario for the following 
generations. It was also assumed, that this scenario 
has its origin in an intrinsic electric dipole field of 
the composite seed. The existence of a characteris-
tic electric potential around the composite seeds 
was proven by electron holography. Moreover, this 
potential was simulated on the basis of the nano-
composite superstructure. Our simulations re-
vealed a qualitatively good agreement with the 
experimental data [2]. 

Interactions of the ionic components of fluorapa-
tite with the protein macromolecules in an aqueous 
environment were investigated in detail at the 
atomic level [3,4]. It was shown that pre-
impregnation of gelatine by calcium ions results in 
a fixation of calcium inside the triple-helices 

thereby increasing their rigidity [5]. Furthermore, 
the collagen triple-helices induce an orientation 
control of Ca3F-motifs of the apatite crystal struc-
ture. Here, the c-axis direction of the apatite motifs 
is preferably arranged parallel to the long axis of 
the biomacromolecules [6]. These structural corre-
lations are not only consistent with the peculiar 
features of the biomimetic composite but are also 
compatible with biogenic systems. 

In the following we elucidate on the elongated 
hexagonal-prismatic seed of the fractal growth 
series and its inner architecture. The seed repre-
sents a nanocomposite superstructure (~10 nm –
 15 nm) which consists of self-similar subunits 
(nano-rods, ~10 nm – 15 nm in diameter and 
300 nm – 350 nm in length) arranged in a close 
packing to form the seed on the μm-scale. The 
nano-rods are nucleated at, and subsequently grow 
around, the triple-helical fiber protein macromole-
cules [1,6]. The complexity of the 3D-periodic 
fluorapatite-gelatine-nanocomposite-superstructure 
is further increased by an additional pattern con-
sisting of gelatine microfibrils with diameters of 
around 10 nm [7]. The variations in orientation 
(and concentration) of the microfibrils lead to a 
spatial subdivision of the mesoscopic pattern into 
three distinct areas. Taking into account the ex-
perimental evidence for the presence of an electri-
cal potential around the seed [2] the orientation of 
the microfibrils can be assumed to be controlled by 
the intrinsic electric field that is generated by the 
composite during development and growth of the 
seed. In order to confirm this assumption we fo-
cused our work on the following aspects: 
i. TEM investigations of embryonic states of the 

composite system and their shape develop-
ment into a hexagonal-prismatic seed [8]. 

ii. Simulation of the formation of the hierarchical 
fibril pattern within the 3D nanocomposite su-
perstructure [7,9]. 
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Fig. 1 a: Mineralised bundles of triple-helical macromolecules (typical length ~ 280 nm) embedded in a gelatine-gel matrix 
visualized by TEM (staining by uranyle acetate); b: TEM image of a (platy) aggregate (~350 nm x 1300 nm) of composite
nano-boards in a more or less parallel arrangement; c: Phase image reconstructed from an electron hologram around ag-
gregate (b) showing the tendency to develop a (slightly distorted) electric dipole field. 

The present report contains short summaries on 
these two topics (i. and ii.). Two more brief para-
graphs have been added which deal with increased 
chemical complexity (iii.) as well as with precipi-
tation processes including pre-structuring effects 
(iv.): 
iii. Carbonated fluorapatite-gelatine-

nanocomposites [10]. 
iv. Precipitation of calcium phosphate-gelatine-

nanocomposites [11]. 
 
 
Embryonic states and shape development [8] 
 
In this paragraph we focus on the missing link 
between atomistic simulations [2] on the one hand 
and pattern formation on a mesoscopic scale on the 
other hand. As shown in Fig. 1 the initial states of 
shape development are characterized by triple-

helical fiber protein bundles which are mineralized 
step by step. Such bundles generate and fix nano-
platelets of fluorapatite in a mosaic arrangement. 
After their complete mineralization these bundles 
form elongated composite nano-boards. In a sub-
sequent step, these boards aggregate to bundles of 
boards in a more or less parallel alignment. Once a 
critical size is reached an electric field is devel-
oped which, in turn, takes over control and directs 
the further shape development (see Fig. 1). This 
kind of electric field-directed growth of the elon-
gated polar nano-boards additionally leads to the 
formation and inclusion of protein microfibrils into 
the growing composite aggregate. The further 
shape development (see sketch in Fig. 2) is charac-
terized by adding composite nano-boards, thereby 
especially increasing the third dimension in vol-
ume until a perfect (elongated) hexagonal-
prismatic seed is formed. 

Fig. 2: Scheme of the shape development of fluorapatite-gelatine-nanocomposites. From atomistic simulations [6] (left) to the 
formation of a hexagonal-prismatic seed (right). Values on top represent the approximate lengths of the various growth-states. 
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Hierarchical fibril pattern [7,9,12] 
 
A 2D section of the hierarchical fibril pattern 
within the 3D nano-composite superstructure of a 
hexagonal-prismatic seed is shown in Fig. 3. The 
different orientations of the microfibrils lead to a 
spatial subdivision of the young seed consisting of 
three distinct areas (1-3): 
1. A central cone-like area containing micro-

fibrils running along the c-axis direction. 
2. An area with bent microfibrils opening like a 

flower and extending along the direction of the 
edges between basal and prism faces.  

3. The “waist” area where microfibrils arrange 
themselves to finally adopt an orientation per-
pendicular to the prism face.  

In order to get deeper insight into the formation 
and the 3D distribution of the fibril pattern inside a 
seed we started our simulations on the basis of the 
experimental findings [1,7]: Elementary building 
blocks for the aggregation are represented by 
elongated hexagonal-prismatic objects (A-units), 
with the embedded triple-helices at their centers. 
The interactions of the A-units are consequently 
modelled by three contributions: the crystal energy 
part (originating from the pair-wise interactions of 
the apatite shells of the prismatic units), the elec-
trostatic interaction (originating from the unit 

charges located at the ends of the collagen triple-
helices), and the interaction energy of the A-units 
mediated by the solvent. The next level of com-
plexity is related to the microfibrils consisting of 
bundles of triple-helical protein molecules, which 
are embedded within the 3D arrangement of the A-
units. The microfibrils are considered as chains of 
flexible dipoles with effective dipole moments. 
The growth process is then modelled as energeti-
cally controlled stepwise association of elementary 
building blocks of different kind (α- and β-dipoles, 
respectively) on a 3D-grid [9]. The remarkable and 
excellent qualitative agreement between simulated 
fibril patterns and our observations by SEM and 
TEM support the concept of an intrinsic electric 
field driven morphogenesis of the fluorapatite-
gelatine-nanocomposite. The result of a more de-
tailed analysis [12] of the fibril pattern within a 
composite seed is shown in Fig. 4. The areas 1-3 
as defined in Fig. 3 (TEM image) are now clearly 
identified as an elongated hexagonal saddle-prism 
(1 in Fig. 3, green in Fig. 4), and as hyperbolic 
bowls (3 in Fig. 3; pink in Fig. 4), respectively.  

The remaining space (containing the bent mi-
crofibrils opening like a flower) corresponds to 
area 2 in Fig. 3. In addition, the simulated fibril 
pattern may pave the way for fresh attempts to find 

 

Fig. 4: Simulated 3D fibril pattern within a composite seed. 
For further details see text. 

Fig. 3: TEM image of the upper part of a FIB thin cut 
parallel [001] of a composite seed. Yellow lines indicate 
the borders between the distinct areas 1-3 representing 
different orientational characteristics of the microfibrils. 
For further details see text. 
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Fig. 5: Cut through the “waist” area (close to the mirror plane perpendicular  [001]) of the simulated fibril pattern (left) in
comparison with a SEM image of the fracture area of the central seed of a fractal composite aggregate (right). 

explanations for those experimental observations 
which are not yet understood, such as the fracture 
pattern of the central seed of a fractal composite 
aggregate (see Fig. 5). 

For a more quantitative comparison of the simu-
lation results with the experimental data, we 
started to prepare thin slices of “young” (hexago-
nal prismatic) composite seeds with well-defined 
orientations. To accomplish precise cuts, a FIB 
system was employed. The TEM images of the 
FIB slices were then overlaid by the simulated 
patterns of the sections of the volume areas (hex-

agonal saddle prism and hyperbolic bowls) with 
the same orientation, and by extending the func-
tions derived from the simulation procedure to the 
μm-scale. The respective results for the thin slices 
parallel to and around (±) the (001) mirror planes 
of composite seeds clearly show (see Fig. 6) the 
excellent agreement between simulated patterns 
and the TEM images. This nice agreement cer-
tainly gives a fresh impetus to further develop the 
in silico scenario for the simulation of the fractal 
shape development (outgrowth and splitting) of the 
composite seed. 

 

Fig. 6: Thin slices parallel to (and around) the (001) mirror plane of composite seeds. Center: simulated fibril pattern to-
gether with spatial subdivision (sections through the hexagonal saddle prism and the hyperbolic bowls). Left/right: TEM 
images (thin slices of different composite seeds with the same orientation) overlaid by the simulated spatial subdivisions. For 
further details see text. 
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The effect of carbonate [10] 
 
In order to investigate materials with chemical 
compositions that are closer to human hard tissues 
we also analyzed carbonated fluorapatite-gelatine 
nanocomposites (morphogenesis as well as struc-
tural and chemical properties). This advance in-
creased the complexity of the system significantly 
which is already clearly reflected by the general 
empirical formula of the composite: 
 
(CaxNay10–(x+y){[PO4]n–z[CO3]k[HPO4]z}{Fm[OH]s, 
(, H2O)2– (s+m)} · pGelatine (wt.-%) 
 
where x = 8.75-9.77; y = 0.24-0.49; n = 4.80-5.99; 
k = 0.01-1.20; z = 0.99-0.22; m = 2-1.73; s < 0.2; p 
= 2-3; (x + y) ≤ 10; (m +s) ≤ 2; (n + k) = 6; z = (12 
+ n +s +m – 2x –y).  
 
Carbonate substitution exclusively occurs at the 
phosphate positions (so-called B-type substitution). 
The morphogenesis of the carbonated fluorapatite-
gelatine nanocomposites follows the fractal as well 
as the fan-like [5] growth principles. An essential 
difference with respect to the non-carbonated 
composites is given by the significantly more flat-
tened and rounded shape of the aggregates. This 
observation can be explained by the fact that the 

carbonated composite aggregates contain nano-
subunits that are significantly smaller in length 
compared with the non-carbonated nanosubunits. 
In more detail: The coherence length of the nano-
subunits along [001] decreases from approxi-
mately 300 nm to 70 nm with increasing carbonate 
content from 0.06 wt.-% to 4 wt.-%. In contrast, 
the coherence length of the nano-domains along 
[100] is almost independent of the carbonate con-
tent and amounts to approximately 30 nm (see 
Fig. 7). Thus, we speculate that the change of the 
morphology of the carbonated composite aggre-
gates may be due to the less anisotropic (less elon-
gated) habit of the nanosubunits, following the 
general principle of self-similarity. 
 
 
Shape- and phase-control by precipitation [11] 
 
It was already shown [5] that pre-impregnation of 
gelatine by calcium- and phosphate-ions causes 
significant morphological changes of the compos-
ite aggregates. As the composite material is of 
interest for medical applications (see Introduction) 
we investigated the formation of the composite 
(without fluoride!) by precipitation reactions 
(preparation of larger amounts of the composite 
with constant quality). 

Fig. 7: TEM images (ultra thin slices) of areas of fractal aggregates of fluorapatite-gelatine composites with different car-
bonate content, indicating differences in nano-structuring of the composites. Carbonate contents: (A) ~ 0 wt.-%; (B) ~ 4 wt.-
%. For further details see text. 
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The composite particles obtained by precipi-
tation reactions are grown with a platy habit. Inde-
pendent of the amount of gelatine in solution pre-
structuring with calcium leads to a hydroxyapatite 
(HAP) composite (small platelets, ~50 nm × 
30 nm). In case of pre-impregnation with phos-
phate, HAP-composite platelets (~60 nm × 30 nm) 
are obtained in the presence of small gelatine 
quantities, while large quantities of gelatine 

prompt the formation of octacalciumphosphate 
(OCP) composite foils (~700 nm × 400 nm). Rep-
resentative TEM images are shown in Fig. 8. The 
thickness of the platy composite particles ranges 
from 2 nm to 13 nm (determined by electron holo-
graphy). In analogy to related biogenic systems 
containing nano-platelets of calcium phosphates 
(HAP and OCP), the c-axis directions of HAP 
(hexagonal) and OCP (triclinic) run within the 
plates (parallel to the platy faces). 

Fig. 8: TEM images of composite particles (without fluo-
ride) prepared by pre-structuring of gelatine with calcium 
(top; HAP-composite) and by pre-structuring of gelatine 
with phosphate (bottom; OCP-composite as obtained with 
higher gelatine quantities in solution). For further details 
see text. 
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Biomimetic Morphogenesis and Structure of Calcite Statoliths  
(Otoconia): An Approach towards Deeper Understanding of a  
Bio-Sensor and its Function 

Introduction 
 
The inner ear of vertebrates contains a complex 
arrangement of enclosed sacs and channels where 
the senses for balance and hearing are located. 
Parts of these sensory systems are called maculae. 
These organs act as gravity receptors by respond-
ing to linear accelerations [1]. The sensory trans-
duction depends on the inertial mass of a calcium 
carbonate biomineral (so-called statolith). It con-
sists of aragonite or, sometimes even of vaterite 
(so-called otoliths) [2,3] in case of fish and am-
phibians, while in reptiles, birds and mammals the 
calcite modification (so-called otoconia) is found 
[1]. A major difference between otoliths (ear 
stones; mm-sized) [4] and otoconia (ear dust; µm-
sized) [5] is that the otoliths display a daily growth 
pattern, whereas adult otoconia are essentially 
inert and undergo only little changes with time. 
Furthermore, the otoconia are made up of thou-
sands of tiny biomineral particles, each showing a 
barrel-shaped habit with triplanar faceted ends [5-
7]. Mammalian otoconia (SEM-image) are pre-
sented in Fig. 1 (top); a schematic of the gravity 
receptor organ (macula) is depicted at the bottom 
of Fig. 1. The peculiar shape of the otoconia as 
well as their inner structure and the resulting bio-
functionality are far from being fully understood 
up to now. The same is true for the shape devel-
opment (morphogenesis). The present report con-
tributes to these essential questions by a close 
biomimetic approach and describes the develop-
ment of a complex composite architecture resem-
bling all the structural details which are known 
from natural otoconia so far [8]. The structural 
details observed during growth and partial dissolu-
tion of the biomimetic otoconia also give rise to a 
first interpretation of their functionality, i.e., their 
response to linear accelerations. Intense future 
research on biomimetic as well as biogenic otoco-
nia is needed to fully clarify the complex compos-
ite structures, their morphogenesis and their func-
tionality. 

Characteristics of biogenic otoconia of mammals 
 

The following features seem to be evident for 
otoconia of mammals although the various aspects 
reported up to now do not merge into a conclusive 
picture in general (Throughout the text we will 

Ya-Xi Huang, Jana Buder, Horst Borrmann, Raul Cardoso-Gil, Wilder Carrillo-Cabrera, Yurii Prots, 
Paul Simon, and Rüdiger Kniep 
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Fig. 1: Top: Calcite otoconia of guinea pig (SEM-image) 
showing the barrel-shaped habit with triplanar faceted 
ends. Bottom: Schematic sketch of the gravity receptor 
organ (macula) within the inner ear of mammals. Î Oto-
conial mass (black/green particles) in contact with endo-
lymph and interconnected to a gelatineous matrix (Ï oto-
conial membrane) by surface adhesion and by confinement 
within a loose interotoconial filament matrix (blue lines in 
Î) [7]. Ð Sensory epithelium receiving (via hair sensors) 
and forwarding (via nerve fibers) information on linear 
accelerations. The inner ear contains two different maculae 
called saccular and utricular, respectively. 



refer to the following assignment of the features 
(i.-vi.) which are comparatively discussed.): 

i. The typical (adult) configuration of either 
saccular or utricular otoconia is a cylindri-
cal body with terminal rhombohedral faces 
intersecting at the pointed ends. The sym-
metry of otoconia is close to 3 m (depend-
ing on the extension of the rhombohedral 
faces which may differ not only at both 
ends) [7,9,10]. 

ii. Otoconia represent composite systems 
consisting of ordered calcite microcrystals 
together with proteins (mainly glycopro-
teins and glycosaminoglycans) forming 
fibrils. They resemble the patterns of fibril 
packing in bone and teeth [7,11,12]. 

iii. No data concerning the amount of organic 
components in otoconia are available, yet. 
Therefore, a value of about 2.25 wt.-% 
which was reported for aragonitic plaice-
otoliths [9] is used as an approximate 
guideline. This value is representative for 
biocomposites containing small amounts 
of organic material. It is also generally 
consistent with a report on rat otoconia 
which were described to contain only 
“small” amounts of organic material (pro-
teins) [28]. 

iv. At least two different kinds of structure 
are present in otoconia: A first, more 
dense structure and a second, more porous 
one [7]. The higher material density seems 
to be present in direction towards the 
rhombohedral end-faces [10]. 

v. The mean size (length) of otoconia is 
about 10 µm [13] but even giant otoconia 
up to 80 µm in length are observed [14]. 

vi. There are some indications already that (at 
least parts of) otoconial specimen behave 
like single crystals [9,15,16]. 

Although not definitely confirmed so far it can 
be expected that otoconia which are grown during 
processes of biomineralisation represent inorganic/ 
organic composites and are structured on the nano-
scale. If these otoconia also give rise to scattering 
properties similar to that of single crystals (see 
feature vi.) they may represent highly mosaic-con-
trolled nanocomposite superstructures in a similar 
sense as reported for biomimetic apatite-gelatine 
nanocomposites [17-21]. This kind of solid matter 
is also called a “mesocrystalline” state [22]. 

Morphogenesis of biomimetic otoconia 
 
The formation of biomimetic otoconia was first 
observed during our work on the morphogenesis of 
carbonated apatite-gelatine nanocomposites by 
double-diffusion in gelatine gel matrices [8,23,24]. 
The otoconial specimens grow close to the calcium 
ion source; their complex morphogenesis is shown 
in Fig. 2. Within some days, the form development 
evolves from shape 1 (an arrangement character-
ized by six trumpet-like branches) via various 
intermediate states which are still dominated by 
six branches (2-7). The branches grow fast and 
develop their basal faces to the final state (8) 
where they meet at both ends thereby each forming 
three planar faces with straight common edges and 
rounded boundaries in direction to the belly re-
gion. The belly region grows with temporal delay 
and appears to be structured on a small particle 
scale but with a preferred (common) orientation of 
the sub-units. 

 

Fig. 2: Morphogenesis (sequence (1) to (8)) of biomimetic 
otoconia. For further details refer to the text. 
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Characterisation of biomimetic otoconia and 
comparison with biogenic species 
 
Apart from the more pronounced and rounded 
belly region the biomimetic otoconia in their final 
state of development reveal analogous morpho-
logical characteristics as present for adult otoconia 
of mammals (see Fig. 1, top) with an overall sym-
metry close to 3 m (see feature i.). Concerning 
their size the biomimetic otoconia have to be clas-
sified as “more than giant” (see feature v.). Sam-
ples investigated after a growth period of five days 
consist of composite particles in their final state of 
shape development with a size distribution be-
tween 100 µm and 400 µm. Our observations indi-
cate already that the development of the shape to 
the closed otoconial habit may, in principle, be 
finished at a size of around 100 µm. 

As summarised in Fig. 3 the biomimetic otoco-
nia exhibit scattering properties representative for 
a single crystal. Even the crystal structure (calcite) 
could be solved by using a complete single speci-
men (see feature vi.) [8]. These scattering proper-
ties being so closely related to that of a single 
crystal are particularly remarkable by taking into 
account the shape development shown in Fig. 2. In 

fact, this development is far from classical growth 
processes known for single crystalline individuals. 
In this context it should be noted here already that 
the biomimetic otoconia represent an inor-
ganic/organic composite containing an amount of 
gelatine between 1.9 wt.-% (Fig. 3; TG-
investigations) and 2.6 wt.-% (chemical analysis), 
a range which is in good agreement with 2.25 wt.-
% observed for aragonitic plaice otoliths (see fea-
ture iii.). The composite nature of the biomimetic 
otoconia is associated with a lower density 
(2.563 g cm–3) compared with a bulk calcite crys-
tal (2.711 g cm–3); see Fig. 3. As can also be seen 
from Fig. 3 the planar terminal faces are indexed 
as “normal” rhombohedral faces (cleavage rhom-
bohedra of calcite). A first investigation of the 
inner architecture of the biomimetic otoconia 
(SEM images) indicates the presence of two dif-
ferent structures: a more dense and homogeneous 
structure as well as a more porous one (see feature 
iv.). 

This first SEM observation (Fig. 3) was fol-
lowed up by a more detailed TEM investigation by 
means of a thin FIB-cut through the branch- and 
belly-regions of a biomimetic specimen in an early 
growth state (see Fig. 4). By this, it became clear 

 
Fig. 3: Characterization of completely developed otoconial specimen (top left). Essential facts are: a) The biomimetic otoco-
nia exhibit X-ray scattering properties which are representative for single crystals. b) The crystal structure of calcite was 
solved from single crystal diffraction data. c) The density of the composite (He-gas method) is significantly lower than the 
density of a calcite crystal. 1.9 wt.-% of gelatine contribute to the formation of the composite. d) The faces at both ends of the 
biomimetic otoconia were determined as “normal” rhombohedral faces (= cleavage rhombohedra of calcite). e) The inner 
architecture of the biomimetic otoconia is characterized (SEM-images) by two different structures: a porous structure in the 
belly region and a more dense structure in the branch areas. 
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that the branch area is characterized by a dense 
composite structure streaked with parallel traces of 
about 10 nm thickness. In analogy to our experien-
ce with apatite-gelatine-nanocomposite structures 
[17-21] and in accordance with the hollow tubes 
visible in partially decalcified otoconia (see Fig. 6) 
we interpret these traces as signatures of (calci-
fied) microfibrils stretching out along the main 
branch direction [10 1 4]. The high-resolution 
TEM image of the branch area shows a perfect 
periodic calcite pattern. The belly region, on the 
other hand, is only poorly crystalline consisting of 
nano-domains in a mosaic arrangement as well as 
of pores. The crystallographic overall-orientation 
of belly- and branch-areas is identical (see FFTs in 
Fig. 4), an observation which fully agrees with the 
scattering properties of the biomimetic otoconia 
(similar to that of a single crystal). 

 

As shown in Fig. 5 the biomimetic otoconia can 
be decalcified by treatment with EDTA. The ge-
latineous residue keeps the shape of the former 
calcite-gelatine composite, an observation which 
was also made for the decalcification of rat otoco-
nia [28]. Such kind of (partial) decalcification 
experiments help to obtain deeper insight into the 
inner architecture of the biomimetic otoconia as 
well as the structural correlations between the 
inorganic and organic components. These investi-
gations may also provide a chance to find and 
isolate the central seed area which keeps the intrin-
sic code for this particular form development. Fig. 
6 shows a SEM image of biomimetic otoconial 
specimen after partial decalcification. In accor-
dance with the TEM investigations indicating a 
more dense structure for the branches (Fig. 4) the 
SEM image (Fig. 6) clearly reveals that these re-
gions are less soluble compared with the porous 
and less ordered belly area. It becomes also evi-

Fig. 4: Top left: Ion scanning image of a biomimetic otoco-
nial specimen at an early stage of the morphogenesis (see 
Fig. 2). The green bar indicates the area from which the 
TEM lamella was cut by focused ion beam (FIB) technique. 
The cut leads through one branch oriented along the view 
direction. Top right: Overview TEM image of the FIB thin 
cut showing the structure of the composite consisting of two 
different areas (belly and branch). Bottom right: As evi-
denced by the filtered high-resolution TEM image the 
branch exhibits a perfect periodic pattern. Deduced from 
the fast Fourier transform (FFT) – inset top left – the cal-
cite composite is viewed along [42 16 ]. Bottom left: The 
belly region is only poorly crystalline consisting of nano-
domains in a mosaic arrangement as well as of pores. 
Compared with the branch area the FFT of the belly region 
(inset top left) displays only a small number of weak spots 
due to reduced crystallinity. 

Fig. 5: Light-optical micrographs: Successive decalcifica-
tion of biomimetic otoconia by EDTA (0.25 mol L-1) reveals 
that the belly parts are easier decalcified than the branch 
parts confirming the different inner structure as presented 
in Fig. 4. Left: After treatment with EDTA for 1 h. Right: 
After treatment with EDTA for 2 h (The decalcified gelatine 
keeps its composite shape). 

 

Fig. 6: SEM image of a biomimetic otoconial specimen 
after partial decalcification by an EDTA solution. For 
further details see text. 
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dent from the SEM image (Fig. 6) that the interac-
tions between the organic and the inorganic com-
ponents of the composite take place at a high level 
of structural order. The hollow tubes appearing on 
the rhombohedral faces represent the positions of 
the former organic fibrils extending from the cen-
ter of the architecture in direction of the faces at 
both ends of the specimen (see also Fig. 4). 

The shape development of biomimetic otoconia 
(Fig. 2) and their decalcification behavior (Figs. 5 
and 6) clearly point at the existence of three dis-
tinct growth directions for the branch areas. The 
branch areas meet in the final state of shape devel-
opment but do not grow perfectly into a single 
one: there are still significant boundary planes 
between their branch parts. In agreement with this 
characteristic feature of the biomimetic species 
SEM investigations of the fracture area close to the 
triplanar faceted ends of biogenic otoconia from 
guinea pig, clearly reveal the presence of three 
distinct regions (Fig. 7) representing the branch 
areas [8, 25]. 
 
 
On the organic components involved in the 
formation of otoconia 
 
We now concentrate on the nature of the organic 
components involved in both, the biogenic and the 
biomimetic otoconia formation. Besides others 
[26] otoconia of mammals contain glycoproteins 
and glycosaminoglycans which form fibrils inside 
the composite structure resembling the patterns of 
fibril packing in bones and teeth [7, 9, 12]. Glyco-
proteins and glycosaminoglycans consist of mac-

romolecules containing covalent interconnections 
between proteins and oligo- and polysaccharides. 
However, the biomimetic otoconia presented here 
are grown in a pure gelatine gel (denatured colla-
gen). Following this general knowledge we simply 
mixed agarose with gelatine (wt.-ratio 7:3) and 
used the respective gel mixture as the diffusion 
matrix [8]. 

Fig. 7: SEM image of guinea pig otoconia with colored 
fracture area. Fig. 8: “Form-correction” of biomimetic otoconia. Com-

pared with human otoconia (inset top right) [10] the bio-
mimetic otoconia (Fig. 2, bottom right, No. 8; Fig. 3, top 
left) reveal a more pronounced bulbous belly region. This 
region can be flattened and elongated by using a mixture of 
agar and gelatine as the diffusion-matrix [8]. By this, the 
morphology of the biomimetic otoconia (main part of this 
figure) is brought closer to that of human otoconia. 

Applying this procedure the more bulbous belly 
region can interestingly be flattened and elongated. 
In result, it clearly reveals a closer relationship to 
the shape of otoconia of mammals as shown in 
Fig. 8, in comparison with human otoconia [10]. 
The characterization of the outer shape of otoconia 
(biomimetic as well as natural) is still on a descrip-
tive level as no definite rules are known with re-
spect to aspect ratios and other quantifying criteria. 
This is an interesting problem to be solved in the 
near future. 
 
 
Recent investigations on human otoconia 
 
No complete picture of the 3D structure and the 
morphogenesis of biogenic otoconia is available 
up to now. The shape development of the biomi-
metic composite seems to be a suitable model 
system which, for the first time, holds the chance 
to investigate every growth step in detail and even 
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allows suitable modifications of the growth condi-
tions. In order to check this statement in more 
detail, we started to investigate human otoconia by 
looking for further characteristic features that ex-
ceed the criteria i.-vi. given above (and which 
were already confirmed). 

First of all, we investigated the diffraction be-
havior (X-ray, Ag-Kα radiation) of a complete 
single otoconial specimen (~ 10 µm in length). As 
can be seen from Fig. 9 the diffraction pattern is 
representative for a single crystal without indica-
tions for significant mismatch, intergrowth, or 
twinning. In this respect, biogenic and biomimetic 
(see Fig. 3) otoconia show identical diffraction 
characteristics. 

The next essential question was focused on the 
decalcification behavior of human otoconia in 
order to find out whether the biogenic specimen 
are also constructed from branch- and belly-areas. 

If so, this would give a hint for the presence and 
distribution of different areas of structural densi-
ties. As the size of the otoconia under investigation 
did not exceed a value of about 10 µm we were not 
yet able to carry out step-by-step decalcification 
experiments – as performed for the biomimetic 
species (see Figs. 5 and 6). On the other hand, we 
observed a number of degenerated human otoconia 
revealing clear signs of decalcification processes. 
Such kind of degenerated human otoconial speci-
men is presented in Fig. 10, with the belly area 
being partially dissolved and streaked with larger 
channels. The rhombohedral branches, however, 
remain more or less unaffected, a picture which is 
consistent with the observations made on biomi-
metic otoconia (Figs. 5 and 6). Age-related degen-

Fig. 9: X-ray diffraction pattern (left; Ag-Kα-radiation) of a single specimen (right; light-optical micrograph) of a human 
otoconial specimen. The crystal structure (calcite) was solved from the diffraction data (R 3 c, ZH=6, aH=4.9841(8) Å, 
cH=17.072(5) Å, R=0.068). 

 

Fig. 11: SEM image of the inside structure of an age-
related degenerated human otoconial specimen [27]. For 
further details see text. 

Fig. 10: SEM image of a degenerated specimen of human 
otoconia with colored rhombohedral faces. For further 
details see text. 
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erated human otoconia have been subject of an 
early SEM investigation [27]. The images pre-
sented therein reveal similar degeneration patterns 
as shown in Fig. 10. Additionally, there is one 
image of a mechanically broken degenerated 
specimen (Fig. 11) [27] which could not be ex-
plained at that time but which clearly exposes its 
inside structure containing the three branch parts 
as residual stumps. 

Fig. 12: Schematic sketch of the combined transla-
tory/rotary response of an individual otoconial specimen 
during horizontal acceleration of a macula. Large green 
arrow: Direction of acceleration. Smaller green arrows: 
Directions of movements relative to the substrate. Blue 
lines: Fibrils attached to the individual otoconial specimen 
and to the substrate (gelatinous matrix). Red dots: Center 
of mass of the individual otoconia. Black dots: Illustration 
of the dumbbell-like mass distribution within the otoconia 
important for their rotational response as shown in c. For 
further details see text. 

 
 
A first and careful approach towards  
functionality of otoconia 
 
Although further investigations are needed for a 
more detailed understanding of the growth as well 
as the dissolution processes, a careful inter-
pretation of the function of otoconia can already be 
given extending the generally accepted facts con-
cerning weight, gravity and movement on the ge-
latinous matrix during linear acceleration. 

Nature produces biominerals as functional mate-
rials, and their functions are reflected by their 
chemical constituents and by their intergrowth-
structures. If the function of otoconia would be 
restricted to size and uniform density only (which 
might be suited for a response on vertical accelera-
tions), their complex inner architecture would be 
insignificant. However, this is not the way nature 
works! The arrangement and particular distribution 
of areas with different (structural) densities within 
the otoconia are assumed to cause a peculiar mode 
of buoyancy within the surrounding endolymph as 
well as maximum displacements during translatory 
accelerations. The mass-distribution within otoconia 
leads to a mass-separation in direction of their 
rhombohedrally faceted ends. The center of gravity 
for a complete specimen is expected to be situated 
at (or close to) its morphological center. The oto-
conial mass consists of thousands of these tiny 
biominerals which are randomly oriented, sur-
rounded by the endolymph (a K+-rich electrolyte) 
and interconnected with the substrate (the gelati-
nous matrix) by surface adhesion and by confine-
ment within a loose interotoconial filament matrix 
(a loose net of fibrils growing out of the otoconia 
and being attached to the gelatinous matrix). In 
case of a horizontal linear acceleration the result-
ing (possible) movements of an individual otoco-

nial specimen are schematically presented in Fig. 
12. During acceleration (larger green arrow point-
ing to the left) the inertial mass of the otoconial 
specimen causes a movement to the right with 
respect to the substrate (small green arrow) until 
the fibril attached at point B on the substrate is 
stretched (Fig. 12a to 12b). This first step of 
movement is followed by a rotary motion (caused 
by the moment of inertia) thereby turning the 
specimen until the fibril attached at point A on the 
substrate is also stretched (Fig. 12b to 12c). This 
highlights the fact that the peculiar inner architec-
ture of otoconia with its dumbbell-shaped 
mass/density-distribution allows optimal sensing 
of even non-vertical translational accelerations by 
a combined translatory/rotary response. The trans-
fer of force to the gelatinous matrix is then trans-
mitted to the interconnected sensory epithelium as 
schematically presented in Fig. 1. As the otoconial 
mass within each macula consists of thousands of 
entities with random orientation the system is able 
to react to accelerations in all directions of space. 
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CEO: Dr. Ulrich Schwarz (MPI (CPfS) 
Secretary: Katrin Demian (MPI CPfS) 
Chemischer Transport 2008 
Workshop, 03.01.2008 
Organisation: Dr. Marcus Schmidt 
DGM Fachausschusssitzung Intermetallische Phasen 
09.01.2008 
Organisation: Dr. Guido Kreiner 
The Nature of Laves Phases X 
Workshop, 10.01.2008 
Organisation: Dr. Guido Kreiner 
Electron Localizability and Analysis of Chemical 
Bonding 
Workshop, 10.02.-13.02.2008 
Organisation: Dr. Frank R. Wagner,  
Dr. Miroslav Kohout, Prof. Juri Grin 
Technologie-Tage 
Workshop, 25.02.-27.02.2008 
Organisation: Dr. Burkhard Schmidt (zusammen mit HP 
und Apple) 
Barcode  
MPG-Workshop, 03.06.-04.06.2008 
Organisation: Steffen Kolberg, Hr. Schilling (MPG) 
10th German-Japanese Symposium “Collective 
Quantum Phenomena in Correlated Condensed Matter 
Systems“, Schloß Ringberg, 28.09.-01.10.2008 
Organisation: Dr. Christoph Geibel 

Tagungen, Workshops und Seminare
Conferences, Workshops and Symposia 
 

CPT-Herbsttagung der Bibliothekare der MPG  
13.10.-14.10.2008 
Organisation: Ina Wanschura 
13. Fortbildungsseminar Spektroskopie mit Praktikum 
21.02.2008 
Veranstalter: Firma Varian 
Kontakt: Dr. Gudrun Auffermann 
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Vorträge auswärtiger Gäste 
Lectures of Foreign Guests 

Frontiers in Chemical Physics of Solids 
Prof. Gilbert Lonzarich, PhD, Cavendish Laboratory 
Cambridge, UK 
New Physics on the Border of Quantum Phase 
Transitions (22.05.2006) 
Prof. Gabriel Kotliar, PhD, Department of Physics and 
Astronomy, Serin Physics Laboratory, Rutgers 
University, NJ, USA 
Understanding Heavy Fermions: A Dynamical Mean 
Field Perspective (24.04.2007) 
Prof. Douglas J. Scalapino, PhD, Department of 
Physics, University of California, Santa Barabara, USA 
The Name of the Rose – Spin fluctuations (15.11.2007) 
Prof. Qimiao Si, PhD, Department of Physics and 
Astronomy, Rice University, Houston, Texas, USA 
Strongly Correlated Electrons: From Quantum 
Criticality to the High TC Iron Pnictides (19.06.2008) 
 

CPfS Lecture Series on the 
Physical Chemistry of Solids 
Prof. Dr. H. F. Franzen, Ames, Iowa, USA 
Basic Principles of Symmetry and Landau Theory 
(10.10.2006, 11.10.2006, 12.10.2006, 13.10.2006) 
Prof. Gabriella Borzonem, Università di Genova, 
Switzerland 
Chemistry and Reactivity of Nickel Aluminides of  
Rare-Earth Metals (12.01.2007) 
Prof. Donata Maria Mazzone, Università di Genova 
Behaviour and constitutional properties of the R-(Cu, 
Ag, Au)-X alloys (R=rare earth elements, X= p-block 
elements) (12.01.2007) 
Prof. Adriana Saccone, Università di Genova 
Mg-alloys with Rare Earth Metals: constitutional and 
applicative properties. A research activity carried out at 
the Department of Chemistry of the Genova University 
(12.01.2007) 
Prof. Maria Luisa Fornasini, Università di Genova  
Phase stability and crystal chemistry in the Yb-Cu-Sn, 
Eu-Cu-Sn and Yb-Zn-Al systems (12.01.2007) 
Prof. Franco Merlo, Università di Genova 
Volume effects in rare earth intermetallics (12.01.2007) 
Prof. Vitalij K. Pecharsky, Iowa State University, USA 
Complex hydrides—a new frontier for future energy 
applications (12.01.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Jeitschko, Institut für Anorganische 
und Analytische Chemie, Westfälische Wilhelms-
Universität Münster 
Displacive Phase Transitions in Solids: crystallographic 
aspects, structure-chemical considerations, theory and 
technical applications (21. und 22.06.2007) 

Gemeinsames Anorganisches Kolloquium der 
TU Dresden und des MPI CPfS 
Prof. Dr. Christoph Janiak, Institut für Anorganische 
und Analytische Chemie, Universität Freiburg 
Von Koordinationspolymeren zu wasserstoff-
verbrückten Netzwerken (30.05.2006) 
Prof. Dr. Berthold Kersting, Institut für Anorganische 
Chemie, Universität Leipzig  
CONTAINER-MOLEKÜLE: Von der Steuerung 
chemischer Reaktionen bis zur Fixierung des 
Treibhausgases (04.07.2006) 
Prof. Dr. Lars Kloo, Inorganic Chemistry, Royal 
Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden 
Subvalent chemistryin room temperature reaction media 
(06.10.2006) 
Prof. Dr. Dirk Volkmer, Anorganische Chemie II, 
Universität Ulm  
Bionische Konzepte im Material-Design (08.05.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Thomas Schleid, Institut für Anorganische 
Chemie, Universität Stuttgart 
Anionisch derivatisierte Lanthanoid(III)-Nitride 
(05.06.2007) 
Dr. Florian Weigend, Institut für Nanotechnologie, 
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe 
Dichtefunktionalrechnungen an homo- und 
heteroatomaren Metallclustern (13.11.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Scherer, Institut für Physik, 
Universität Augsburg 
On the nature and consequences of ligand-induced 
charge concentrations in chemistry and physics 
(4.12.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Bensch, Institut für Anorganische 
Chemie, Universität Kiel 
Interkalationschemie: Eine attraktive Synthesemethode 
zur Veränderung struktureller und physikalischer 
Eigenschaften von Feststoffen (18.12.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Stefan Mecking, Universität Konstanz 
Nanoskalierung von Polymerkristallen und 
halbleitenden Polymeren durch organometallische 
Katalyse (29.01.2008) 
Prof. Dr. Joachim Schoenes, Institut für Physik der 
Kondensierten Materie, Technische Universität 
Braunschweig 
Das ThAsSe Puzzle (11.02.08) 
Prof. Dr. Hubertus T. Hintzen, Department of Chemical 
Engineering and Chemistry, Eindhoven University of 
Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands 
Nitride-based materials: from structural to functional 
properties (15.04.2008) 
PD Dr. Tom Nilges, Institut für Anorganische und 
Analytische Chemie, Westfälische Wilhelms-
Universität Münster 
Strategien zur Realisierung und Charakterisierung neuer 
Polyphosphide und Polytelluride des Kupfers und 
Silbers (29.04.2008) 
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Prof. Dr. Norbert Stock, Institut für Anorganische 
Chemie, Christian-Albrechts-Universität, Kiel 
Anorganisch-organische Hybridverbindungen – von 
funktionalisierten porösen Gerüstverbindungen zu 
„intelligenten“ Kern-Schale Partikeln (27.05.2008) 
Prof. Dr. M. Rosseinsky, Department of Chemistry, 
University of Liverpool, UK 
New chemistry of oxides and nanoporous materials 
(10.06.2008) 
Prof. Dr. Aziz Dinia, CNRS, Institut de Physique et 
Chimie des Matériaux de Strasbourg, France  
Magnetic tunnel junctions based on the half-metal 
SrFe2MoO6 grown by pulsed laser deposition  
(01.07.2008) 
Dr. Arne Thomas, Max Planck Institute of Colloids and 
Interfaces Research, Campus Golm, Potsdam 
Porous Materials: From Hard to Soft Functional 
Frameworks (28.10.2008) 
Prof. Dr. Martin Kaupp, Institut für Anorganische 
Chemie, Universität Würzburg 
Relativistische Quantenchemie als Werkzeug der 
Anorganischen Chemie: Von den höchsten 
Oxidationsstufen bis zu Metalloenzymen (09.12.2008) 
 

Lectures 
2006 
Prof. Dr. Christoph Renner, London Centre for 
Nanotechnology and Department of Physics and 
Astronomy, University College London, UK 
STM of strongly correlated transition metal oxides: 
Success and challenges (16.01.2006, Workshop 
“Experimental Physics of Emergent Materials”) 
Prof. Dr. Thomas T. M. Palstra, Department of 
Chemical Physics, Materials Science Centre, University 
of Groningen, NL 
Complex electronic order in oxides and organics 
(16.01.2006, Workshop “Experimental Physics of 
Emergent Materials”) 
Prof. Dr. Ralph Claessen, Physikalisches Institut, 
Universität Würzburg 
Photoemission studies of complex solids: Organics, 
oxides & others (16.01.2006) 
Prof. Dr. Marc S. Golden, Van der Waals-Zeeman 
Institute for Experimental Physics, University of 
Amsterdam, NL 
Complexity calling: The creation, imaging and control 
of electronic quantum matter (16.01.2006, Workshop 
“Experimental Physics of Emergent Materials”) 
Prof. Dr. Michael Lang, Physikalisches Institut, Johann 
Wolfgang Goethe-Universität, Frankfurt/Main 
Molecule-based interacting electron systems 
(16.01.2006, Workshop “Experimental Physics of 
Emergent Materials”) 
Prof. Dr. Peter Böni, Physik-Department E21, 
Technische Universität München 

Exploring unconventional materials with novel 
techniques (16.01.2006, Workshop “Experimental 
Physics of Emergent Materials”) 
Prof. Dr. Nicola Hüsing, Anorganische Chemie I, 
Universität Ulm 
Nanostrukturiertes SiO2: Vom dünnen Film zum 
Monolithe (17.01.2006) 
Dipl. Phys. Paul Popovich,  
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe  
Magnetostriction and thermal expansion of untwined 
YBa2Cu3O7.0 single crystals (19.01.2006) 
Dr. Daniel Sebastiani, MPI für Polymerforschung, 
Mainz 
Electronic structure based predictions of NMR and 
NQR spectra of complex supramolecular systems 
(27.01.2006) 
Dr. Ryousuke Shiina, Department of Physics, Tokyo 
Metropolitan University, Tokyo, Japan 
Theory of multipolar orders and fluctuations in f 
electron systems (16.02.2006) 
Prof. Dr. Ernst Bauer, Institut für Festkörperphysik, 
Technische Universität Wien, Österreich 
REPt3Si: A playground for interesting states of matter 
(10.03.2006) 
Prof. Dr. Peter Rogl, Institut für Physikalische Chemie, 
Universität Wien, Österreich 
On the Laves Phase in the System Ti-Fe-Ni-Al 
(13.03.06, im Rahmen der Veranstaltung „Laves Phases 
VI“) 
Dr. Nagesh S. Kini, Department of Applied Chemistry, 
Graduate School of Engineering, Hiroshima University, 
Hiroshima, Japan 
Synthesis of single crystal 3D polymers of C60 under 
high-pressure and high-temperature conditions, their 
structure and properties (16.03.2006) 
Prof. Dr. Åke Kvick, The European Synchrotron 
Radiation Facility (ESRF), Grenoble, France 
Scientific Opportunities in Materials Science at the 
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (31.03.2006) 
Dr. Manuel Brando, Department of Physics, University 
of London, Egham, UK 
Quantum criticality in NbFe2 (03.04.2006) 
Dr. Tuson Park, Condensed Matter and Thermal 
Physics, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, 
NM, USA  
Hidden magnetism and quantum criticality in the heavy 
fermion superconductor CeRhIn5 (04.04.2006) 
Prof. Dr. Ole Krogh Andersen, Max-Planck-Institut für 
Festkörperforschung, Stuttgart  
How cation-covalency controls electron localization in 
(t2g)1 perovskites (05.04.2006) 
Prof. Dr. Dorj Daichaa, Faculty of Chemistry, National 
University of Mongolia, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia  
Some results of the investigation on rare-earth elements 
and environmental chemistry (21.04.2006) 
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Prof. Dr. Manfred Martin, Institut für Physikalische 
Chemie, RWTH Aachen 
Morphologische Instabilitäten bei Festkörperreaktionen: 
Mikrostrukturierte Grenzflächen (25.04.2006) 
Dr. Ramesh Nath, Experimentalphysik V, Institut für 
Physik, Universität Augsburg  
Magnetic properties of some low-dimensional S=1/2 
systems probed by NMR (27.04.2006) 
Dr. Georg Kent Hellerup Madsen, Department of 
Chemistry, University of Aarhus, Aarhus, Denmark 
Anharmonic dynamics of clathrate guest-atoms 
(27.04.2006) 
Prof. Dr. E. V. Sampathkumaran, Department of 
Condensed Matter Physics & Material Sciences,  
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai, India 
Geometrically frustrated spin-chain systems,  
(Ca, Sr)XYO6 (X,Y = transition metals) (18.05.2006) 
Dr. Matteo Ceccarelli, Department of Physics and 
Sardinian Laboratory for Computational Materials 
Science, University of Cagliari, Italy 
Microscopic view of a molecular switch: an MD 
investigation (19.05.2006) 
Prof. James S. Schilling, PhD, Department of Physics, 
Washington University, St. Louis, MO, USA 
Studies in Superconductivity at Extreme Pressures 
(01.06.2006) 
Prof. Dr. Claudia Wickleder, Anorganische Chemie II, 
Universität Siegen  
Neue Anorganische Leuchtstoffe (13.06.2006) 
Dr. Katrin Pelzer, Fritz-Haber-Institut der MPG, Berlin 
Ruthenium nanoparticles stabilized by ligands grafted 
on the surface (16.06.2006) 
Prof. Russell E. Walstedt, PhD, Advanced Science 
Research Center, JAERI, Tokai, Japan 
NMR/NQR Studies of 69Ga in Pu(Rh, Co)Ga5 
Superconductors above and below Tc (22.06.2006) 
Prof. Dr. Je-Geun Park, Department of Physics, 
Sungkyunkwan University, Suwon, Korea 
Coupling of multiple degrees of freedom in strongly 
correlated electron systems (22.06.2006) 
Dr. Peter Wahl, Max-Planck-Institut für 
Festkörperforschung, Stuttgart 
Local Spectroscopy of Correlated Electron Systems at 
Metal Surfaces (06.07.2006) 
Prof. Dr. Yuji Aoki, Department of Physics, Tokyo 
Metropolitan University, Japan  
Unconventional superconductivity and quadrupolar 
order in rare earth skutterudite compounds (17.07.2006) 
Dr. Wen-Yong Zhang, Fachgebiet Physikalische 
Metallkunde, Fachbereich Materialwissenschaft, 
Technische Universität Darmstadt 
Effect of doping on structure, electrical transport and 
magnetic properties of NaxCoO2 layered compound 
(03.08.2006) 
 

Prof. Dr. Stefan Hüfner, Fachrichtung 10.2 – 
Experimentalphysik, Universität des Saarlandes 
High-resolution photoelectron spectroscopy: surface 
states, the Kondo resonance and the Fermi liquid 
(11.08.2006) 
Dr. Huiqiu Yuan, Department of Physics, University of 
Illinois, Urbana, USA 
Superconductivity in materials without inversion 
symmetry: Li2Pd3B and Li2Pt3B (17.08.2006) 
Prof. Dr. B. S. Chandrasekhar, Walther-Meißner-
Institut, Gaching 
Low Temperature Physics and Physicists sixty years 
ago: Some Reminiscences (06.09.2006) 
Prof. Dr. Satoru Nakatsuji, Institute for Solid State 
Physics, University of Tokyo, Kashiwa, Chiba, Japan 
Frustrated spins and spin liquid behavior of a triangular 
magnet and a pryochlore Kondo lattice (07.09.2006) 
Dr. Katsunori Kubo, Advanced Science Research 
Center, Japan Atomic Energy Agency, Tokai, Ibaraki, 
Japan 
Orbital-controlled superconductivity in Ce115 
compounds (14.09.2006) 
Prof. Douglas MacLaughlin, PhD, Department of 
Physics, University of California, Riverside, USA 
Time reversal symmetry and multiband supercon-
ductivity in filled-skutterudite superconductors 
(21.09.2006) 
Dr. Ilya Eremin, MPI for the Physics of Complex 
Systems Dresden and TU Braunschweig 
Magnetic field dependence of the superconducting gap 
node topology in non-centrosymmetric CePt3S 
(21.09.2006) 
Dr. Marc Scheffler, Kavli Institute of Nanoscience 
Delft, Delft University of Technology, Delft, The 
Netherlands 
Drude response of heavy fermions - optics at very low 
frequencies (28.09.2006) 
Prof. Dr. Bernd Harbrecht, Anorganische Chemie, 
Philipps-Universität Marburg 
Tantalreiche Telluride (10.10.2006) 
Dr. Katarina Removic-Langer, Physikalisches Institut, 
Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität, Frankfurt am 
Main 
Carboxylate bridged 3d-metal chains with Betaine and 
Oxalate: Structural and Magnetic Properties 
(08.11.2006) 
Dr. Zakir Hossain, Department of Physics, Indian 
Institute of Technology Kanpur, Indien 
Crystal Field Effect, Magnetism and Superconductivity 
of Pr-Compounds (09.11.2006) 
Dr. Daniela Zander, Fachbereich Bio- und 
Chemieingenieurwesen, Universität Dortmund 
Einfluss der Gießverfahren auf die Mikrostruktur und 
Korrosion von Mg-Legierungen (10.11.2006) 
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Prof. Dr. Erwin A. Schuberth, Walther-Meißner-Institut, 
Garching 
NMR an festem 3He bei mK-Temperaturen: 
ungewöhnliche Spinrelaxation (16.11.2006) 
Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Tremel, Institut für Anorganische 
und Analytische Chemie, Johannes Gutenberg-
Universität Mainz 
Chalcogenide Nanoparticles - Synthesis, Structure and 
Reactivity (21.11.2006) 
Dr. Kamran Behnia, Ecole Supérieure de Physique et de 
Chimie Industrielles, Paris, France 
Nernst effect, unidentified orders and semi-metallicity 
in heavy-fermion compounds (24.11.2006) 
Prof. Dr. Reinhold Kleiner, Physikalisches Institut - 
Experimentalphysik II, Universität Tübingen 
Fractional Vortices in Superconductors (29.11.2006) 
Prof. Dr. Armin Reller, Institut für Physik, Universität 
Augsburg 
Anorganische Funktionsmaterialien für eine effiziente 
Energietechnologie (05.12.2006) 
Prof. Dr. Christian Pfleiderer, Physik Department, TU 
München 
Quantum order in chiral magnets (20.12.2006) 
 

2007 
Prof. Dr. Hellmut Eckert, Institut für Physikalische 
Chemie, Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster 
Modern solid state NMR strategies for structural studies 
of disordered materials (09.01.07) 
Dr. Andrea Bianchi, Department of Physics & 
Astronomy, University of California, Irvine, USA 
Magnetic Moment Formation in Solids, or why Heavy 
fermions still matter (16.01.2007) 
Prof. Dr. A. M. Strydom, Physics Department, Rand 
Afrikaans University, Johannesburg, South Africa 
Exploratory studies of physical properties of new 
R3M4Ge13 compounds (22.01.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Edwin Kroke, Institut für Anorganische 
Chemie, TU Bergakademie Freiberg 
Molekülchemische wege zur Synthese von 
Hybridmaterialien, Hartstofffen und Hochdruckphasen 
(06.02.2007) 
Dr. Ryousuke Shiina, Department of Physics, Tokyo 
Metropolitan University, Tokyo, Japan 
Role of multipoles in Pr-based skutterudites – present 
status on PrOs4Sb12 and PrFe4P12 (08.02.2007) 
Prof. Qimiao Si, PhD, Department of Physics & 
Astronomy, Rice University, Houston, Texas, USA 
Fermi Surface and Antiferromagnetism in Kondo 
Lattice Systems (Seminar, 12.02.2007) 
Dr. Gerald Wigger, Fachbereich Physik, Freie 
Universität Berlin  
Kondo-type Interactions in non-Cerium Materials 
(08.03.2007) 

Prof. Dr. Richard M. Lambert, University of 
Cambridge, UK 
Where surface science meets heterogeneous catalysis: 
out of ultra high vacuum and into the real world 
(16.03.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Ernst Bauer, Institut für Festkörperphysik, 
Technische Universität Wien, Österreich 
Ground state properties of Yb2Pd2(In, Sn): Two 
quantum critical points in a single system? (04.04.2007) 
Prof. Dr. W. Jeitschko, Institut für Anorganische und 
Analytische Chemie, Westfälische Wilhelms-
Universität Münster 
Polyanions in Solids (13.04.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Michael Binnewies, Institut für Anorganische 
Chemie, Universität Hannover 
Bildung, Eigenschaften und Anwendungspotential 
organosubstituierter anorganischer Nanopartikel 
(17.04.2007) 
Dr. Ulrich Rößler, Leibniz-Institut für Festkörper- und 
Werkstoffforschung Dresden 
Modulated and localized spin textures in chiral magnets 
(19.04.2007) 
Prof. Dr. H.-Jürgen Meyer, Abteilung für 
Festkörperchemie und Theoretische Anorganische 
Chemie, Institut für Anorganische Chemie, Universität 
Tübingen  
Festkörper-Metathese-Reaktionen für Stoffsynthesen im 
System Metall-B-C-N 
Prof. Dr. Kenji Ishida, Graduate School of Science, 
Kyoto University, Japan 
Quantum critical behaviors observed in 1st and 2nd order 
transitions (07.05.2007) 
Dr. Neil Mathur, Department of Materials Science, 
University of Cambridge, UK 
Transformation of spin information into large electrical 
signals using carbon nanotubes (25.05.2007) 
Dr. Koji Kaneko, Advanced Science Research Center, 
Japan Atomic Energy Agency, Ibraki, Japan 
Quadrupolar interaction and rattling in the heavy 
fermion superconductor PrOs4Sb12 (31.05.2007) 
Dr. Matthias Krack, ETH Zürich, Schweiz 
Approaching the nanosecond time scale in ab-initio 
molecular dynamics simulations (06.06.2007) 
Dr. Klaus Morawetz, Institut für Physik, Technische 
Universität Chemnitz 
Bernoulli potentials in superconductors – how electric 
fields help to understand superconductivity 
(07.06.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Jürgen Köhler, Max-Planck-Institut für 
Festkörperforschung, Stuttgart 
Anionic Late Transition Metals as p Elements 
(08.06.2007) 
Dr. Dietrich Maurer, Institut für Experimentalphysik, 
Freie Universität Berlin 
Vortex dynamic in Hg-1201: Untersuchungen von DC 
und AC Magnetisierungskurven in der Shubnikov 
(Vortex-) Phase (13.06.2007) 
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Prof. Dr. Klaus Lüders, Fachbereich Physik, Freie 
Universität Berlin 
Carbon based superconductors: Little Neighbours of 
High-Tc’s (14.06.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Ulrich Abram, Institut für Chemie, Freie 
Universität Berlin  
Technetium und Rhenium – Koordinationschemie vor 
medizinischem Hintergrund (19.06.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Dirk van der Marel, Département de Physique 
de la Matière Condensée, Geneve, Suisse 
Can high Tc superconductivity be explained with the 
BCS model? An optical approach (21.06.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Markus Morgenstern, II. Physikalisches 
Institut B, RWTH Aachen  
Scanning tunneling spectroscopy of interacting 
electrons: low-dimensional semiconductors and itinerant 
ferromagnets (25.06.2007) 
David Grossin, CRISMAT Laboratory, France 
Microwave processing and characterization of applied 
oxides (KGB; 25.06.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Andrea Gauzzi, University “Pierre and Marie 
Curie”-CNRS, Paris, France 
Pressure-induced enhancement of superconductivity and 
structural instability in the new graphite intercalated 
superconductor CaC6 (12.07.2007) 
Dr. Angela Trapananti, ESRF, Grenoble, France 
Opportunities for high pressure studies using X-ray 
absorption spectroscopy at the ESRF (18.07.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Collin L. Broholm, Department of Physics and 
Astronomy, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore 
USA 
Ferroelectricity in frustrated magnets (19.07.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Collin L. Broholm, Department of Physics and 
Astronomy, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, 
USA  
Spin dynamics in CeTIn5 (20.07.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Reinhard Nesper, Laboratorium für 
Anorganische Chemie, ETH Zürich 
Solid State Chemistry and new Materials – from 
Molecules, Nanoparticles and Bulk Matter to 
Applications (20.07.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Mike Whangbo, Department of Chemistry, 
North California State University, USA 
Spin exchange interactions an electronic structures of 
magnetic solids (24.07.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Shin-ichi Kimura, UVSOR Facility, Institute 
for Molecular Science, Okazaki National Research 
Institutes, Japan 
Electrodynamics of spin-fluctuation materials 
(27.07.2007) 
Dr. Takahiro Ito, UVSOR Facility, Institute for 
Molecular Science, Okazaki National Research 
Institutes, Japan 
Angle-resolved photoemission study on strongly 
correlated f electron systems (27.07.2007) 

Dr. Wei Ku, Condensed Matter Physics & Materials 
Science, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY, 
USA 
Wannier Functions in Correlated Materials: Gapless 
CDW & new superconducting pair suppression 
(01.08.2007) 
Prof. George S. Nolas, PhD, Department of Physics, 
University of South Florida, Tampa, FL, USA 
Fundamental Study of Inorganic Clathrate (06.08.2007) 
Dr. Gabriel Seyfarth, Néel Institute (Condensed Matter 
and Low Temperatures, MCBT) – CNRS 25, Grenoble, 
France 
Multiband Superconductivity in Heavy Fermion 
Systems PrOs4Sb12 and CeCoIn5 (23.08.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Liu Hao Tjeng, II. Physikalisches Institut, 
Universität zu Köln  
Orbital, spin, and charge degrees of freedom in strongly 
correlated systems: New insights and new opportunities 
for materials science (06.09.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Elżbieta Zipper, University of Silesia, Institute 
of Physics, Division of Theoretical Physics, Katowice, 
Poland 
Flux Qubit on a Semiconducting Quantum Ring 
(05.10.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Julian Sereni, Low Temperatutre Laboratory, 
Centro Atómico de Bariloche, Argentina 
Ferromagnetic critical behavior in CePd1-xRhx, 
(08.10.2007)  
Prof. Dr. Christian Bernhard, Department of Physics 
and FriMat Center for Nanomaterials, University of 
Fribourg, Switzerland 
Infared ellipsometry on cuprate high Tc 
superconductors – spectroscopic distinction between 
normal state pseudogap and superconducting gap 
(12.10.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Pavel A. Alekseev, Institute of 
Superconductivity and Solid State, Russian Research 
Centre Kurchatov Institute, Moscow, Russian 
Federation 
Excitation spectra of YbB12 Kondo-insulator: neutron 
scattering study (18.10.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Philip Coppens, Department of Chemistry, 
State University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, NY, 
USA 
Chemical Bonding by X-ray Diffraction (19.10.2007) 
Shivaji Dasgupta, Walter Schottky Institut Garching 
Thermally activated persistent photoconductivity and 
donor binding, energies in AlAs quantum wells 
(25.10.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Klaus Reimann, Max-Born Institut für 
Nichtlineare Optik und Kurzzeitspektroskopie, Berlin 
Non-linear Spectroscopy on n-type GaAs (29.10.2007) 
Dr. Uwe Mühle, Physical Failure Analysis, Department 
(YD PE PFA TMA), Qimonda Dresden GmbH & Co. OHG 
TEM-applications in semiconductors industry 
(02.11.2007) 
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Prof. Dr. José C. Gómez Sal, Universidad di Cantabria, 
Facultad de Ciencias, Dep. Fisica de la Materia 
condensada, Santander, Spain 
Intrinsic magnetic inhomogeneities and percolative 
processes in strongly correlated metallic systems 
(08.11.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Claude Pasquier, Laboratoire de Physique des 
Solides, Université Paris-Sud, Orsay, France 
Microscopic and mesoscopic phase coexistence in 
molecular conductors (15.11.2007) 
Prof. Dr. Martin Greven, Department of Applied 
Physics and Stanford Synchrotron Radiation 
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Otoconia: An Approach towards Deeper Understanding 
of a Bio-Sensor and its Function 
Ringberg Symposium on “Biological Approaches in 
Materials Sciences” (1.-4. Oktober 2008) 
Principles of Biomineralisation/Biomimetic 
Mineralisation: Complex Shape Development of 
Apatite-Gelatine- and Calcite-Gelatine-Nanocomposite 
Superstructures 
„Wednesday-Seminars“, Fritz-Haber-Institut, Berlin 
(22. Oktober 2008) 
Borophosphates: History and Trends 
State Key Lab, Shanghai Institute of Ceramics, CAS, 
China (November 20, 2008) 
 
Frank Steglich  
Interplay between Superconductivity and (Incipient) AF 
Order in Heavy Fermions 
2nd Topical Workshop of SCENET-2 and 11th CHEM-
HTSC Workshop, Illetas Calvia, Spain (2006) 
Interplay between Incipient Magnetism and 
Superconductivity in Heavy Fermions 
DPG - Spring Meeting of the Division Condensed 
Matter and 21st General Conference of the Condensed 
Matter Division, EPS, Dresden (2006) 
Non-Phonon-Mediated Superconductivity in Heavy-
Electron Metals  
International Conference on Quantum Complexity in 
Condensed Matter (QCCM), Cambridge, UK (2006) 
 
Superconductivity and Magnetism: From Antagonism to 
Mutual Interplay 

International Conference on Materials and Mechanisms 
of Superconductivity and High Temperature 
Superconductors (M2S-HTSC VII), Dresden (2006) 
Superconductivity and Magnetism in Strongly 
Correlated f-Electron Metals  
15th International Conference on Solid Compounds of 
Transition Elements, Krakow, Poland (2006) 
Superconductivity in Quantum Critical Heavy-Fermion 
Metals 
9th Japanese-German Symposium on Collective 
Quantum Phenomena in Strongly Correlated Electron 
Systems: Electronic Instabilities, Dimensional Effects, 
and Novel Phases, Hikone, Japan (2006) 
Experimental Evidence for Different Types of 
Unconventional Superconductivity in Heavy Fermions 
XXX International Conference of Theoretical Physics: 
Electron Correlations in Nano- and Macroystems, 
Ustroń, Poland (2006) 
Different Types of Unconventional Cooper Pairing in 
Heavy-Fermion Superconductors 
10th Anniversary Workshop of APCTP “Strongly 
Correlated Electron Systems”, Pohang, South Korea 
(2006) 
Interplay between Superconductivity and Quantum 
Criticality in Heavy Fermions,  
10th Anniversary Workshop of APCTP “Strongly 
Correlated Electron Systems”, Pohang, South Korea 
(2006) 
Experimental Evidence for Different Types of 
Unconventional Superconductivity in Heavy Fermions 
Condensed-matter seminar, HKUST Hongkong, P. R. 
China (2006) 
Experimental Evidence for Different Types of 
Unconventional Superconductivity in Heavy Fermions 
Colloquium, University of Tokyo, Japan (2006) 
Experimental Evidence for Different Types of 
Unconventional Superconductivity in Heavy Fermions 
The 93rd Lecture in the Zhong-Guan-Cun Forum on 
Condensed Matter Physics, Institute of Physics, Chinese 
Academy od Sciences, Beijeing, P. R. China (2006) 
Schwere Elektronen: Supraleitung in der Nähe von 
Quantenphasenübergängen 
Kolloquiumsvortrag, TU Münster (2007) 
Unconventional BCS States in Heavy Fermion 
Superconductors  
Symposium "50 Years BCS Theory", DPG - Spring 
Meeting of the Division Condensed Matter, Regensburg 
(2007) 
Unconventional Superconductivity in the Quantum 
Critical Heavy Fermion Metal CeCu2Si2 
Symposium "Highly Correlated Electron Systems, 
Magnetism and Superconductivity" in honor of Prof. 
Hans Rudolf Ott, Zürich, Switzerland (2007) 
New Materials—New Phenomena: Superconductivity of 
"Heavy Electrons” ("Heavy Fermions") 
Outreach Taping "50th Anniversary of BCS Theory" at 
SCES'07, Houston, USA (2007) 
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Unconventional BCS States in Heavy Fermions Metals 
Int. Conf. on Strongly Correlated Electron Systems 
SCES'07, Symposium "BCS@50", Houston, USA 
(2007) 
On Unconventional Superconductivity in Heavy 
Fermions 
Int. Workshop "Nanostructured Advanced Materials", 
Dresden (2007) 
Schwere Elektronen: Supraleitung in der Nähe von 
Quanten-Phasenübergängen 
Kolloquiumsvortrag, Universität Braunschweig (2007) 
Superconductivity in Heavy Electrons 
Int. Workshop "Coherence and incoherence in strongly 
correlated systems", Rome, Italy (2007) 
Superconductivity and Heavy Fermion Quantum 
Critical Points 
13th Czech and Slovak Conference on Magnetism, 
CSMAG'07, Kosice, Slovakia (2007) 
Superconductivity of Heavy Electrons: New Insight into 
the Enigma 
Workshop on Novel Aspects of Superconductivity, 
Aspen, USA (2007) 
Conventional or not Conventional? Quantum Critical 
Points in Heavy Fermions 
ICAM Frontier Symposium "The superfluid universe", 
Aspen, USA (2007) 
On the Interplay between Quantum Criticality and 
Superconductivity of Heavy Electrons 
Int. Workshop "New frontiers in quantum impurity 
physics: From nano-structures to molecular devices", 
Dresden (2007) 
Experimental Evidence for Different Types of 
Unconventional Superconductivity in Heavy Fermions 
Gordon Research Conference on Solid State Chemistry 
for Advanced Materials, Oxford, UK (2007) 
Unconventional Superconductivity of Heavy Electrons 
International Workshop on Applied Physics on Strong 
Correlation, Tokyo, Japan (2007) 
Heavy-Fermion Superconductivity: New Insight into the 
Enigma 
Inauguration ceremony of the academic year 2007/2008, 
Institute of Low Temperature and Structure Research, 
Polish Academy of Sciences, Wroclaw (2007) 
On the Interplay between Quantum Criticality and 
Superconductivity in Heavy Fermions: CeCu2Si2 vs 
YbRh2Si2 
"The Heavy Fermion Frontier" - Workshop in honor of 
Joe D. Thompson's 60th Birthday, Santa Fe, USA 
(2007) 
Superconductivity in Heavy-Fermion Quantum Critical 
Points 
Inauguration of "Distinguished Lectures in Quantum 
Magnetism" at Rice University, Houston, USA (2007) 
 
 

Unconventional Superconducting States in Heavy-
Electron Metals 
6th International Symposium on “Exploring New 
Science by Bridging Particle-Matter Hierarchy”, 
Sendai, Japan (2007). 
Superconductivity of Heavy-Fermion Electrons: The 
Quest for Coupling Mechanisms 
Kolloquiumsvortrag, MPI für festkörperforschung, 
Stuttgart (2008) 
Supraleitung mit schweren Elektronen: alte Fragen, 
neue Antworten 
Kolloquiumsvortrag, Technische Universität Darmstadt 
(2008) 
 
Horst Borrmann 
Weak interactions in the crystal structures of small 
molecules 
Humboldt Conference on Noncovalent Interactions, 
Vršac, Serbia (November 15, 2007) 
What to expect from Neutron-Diffraction in Structural 
Chemistry and Materials Science? 
Department of Chemistry, University of Belgrade 
(November 19, 2007) 
Single crystal X-ray diffraction: new tricks for an old dog 
Department of Chemistry, Iowa State University, Ames, 
Iowa (August 4, 2008) 
 
Manuel Brando  
Quantum phase transitions in NbFe2 
University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria (2006) 
Quantum criticality in NbFe2 
Meeting “The Nature of Laves Phases”, MPI-E, 
Düsseldorf, Germany (2007) 
Logarithmic Fermi-liquid breakdown in NbFe2 
DPG Frühjahrstagung, Regensburg, Germany (2007) 
Magnetization study of stoichiometric and sligthly Ir- 
and Co-doped YbRh2Si2 
DPG Frühjahrstagung, Berlin, Germany (2008) 
Quantum criticality in sligthly Ir- and Co-doped 
YbRh2Si2 
University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK (2008) 
Quantum criticality in sligthly Ir- and Co-doped 
YbRh2Si2 
European conference “Physics of Magnetism '08”, 
Poznan, Poland (2008) 
Quantum criticality in sligthly Ir- and Co-doped 
YbRh2Si2 
Institute Laue-Langevin, Grenoble, France (2008) 
Quantum criticality in sligthly Ir- and Co-doped 
YbRh2Si2 
University of Karlsruhe, Karlsruhe, Germany (2008)  
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Philipp Gegenwart  
Experimental Tutorial on Quantum Criticality  
Workshop on Quantum Criticality, Lorentz Center 
Leiden (August 7-18, 2006) 
Unconventional Quantum Criticality in YbRh2Si2  
M2S-HTSC VIII Conference, Dresden (July 9-14, 2006)  
 
Christoph Geibel 
Frustrated S = 1/2 square lattice systems in complex 
Vanadium oxides 
HFM Workshop “Competing Interactions – Materials 
aspects”, Stockholm, Sweden (June 2006) 
YbRh2Si2, YbIr2Si2, and YbRu2Ge2: a challenge for the 
crystal grower, a fascinating playground for physics of 
strongly correlated systems  
15th International Conference on Solid Compounds of 
Transition Elements, Kraków, Poland (July 2006) 
From valence fluctuations to magnetic and quadrupolar 
order in Yb-based compounds 
International Conference on Magnetism, Kyoto, Japan 
(August 2006)  
A surprise in YbRu2Ge2: quasi quartet ground state and 
quadrupolar order 
9th Japanese-German Symposium, Hikone Castle, Japan 
(August 2006) 
CeTPO compounds: 2D Kondo lattices with 
ferromagnetic correlations 
Workshop “Exotic States in Materials with Strongly 
Correlated Electrons”, Sinaia, Romania  
(September 2007) 
Unconventional Kondo lattice systems: Eu-compounds 
and ferromagnetic Ce-systems 
Cavendish Laboratory, University of Cambridge, 
Cambridge, UK (October 2007) 
Unconventional Kondo lattice systems: Eu-compounds 
and ferromagnetic Ce-systems 
Tata Institute for Funfamental research, Mumbai, India 
(November 2007) 
Introduction to HeavyFermion systems 
Workshop “Correlated Electrons & Frustrated 
Magnetism”, Centre for Theoretical Sciences, Goa, 
India (November 2007) 
Heavy Fermion systems: A challenge for the crystal 
grower and for our understanding of magnetism and 
superconductivity 
Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific 
Research, Bangalore, India (December 2007) 
Heavy Fermion systems: A challenge for the crystal 
grower and for our understanding of magnetism and 
superconductivity 
Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, India 
(December 2007) 
Magnetic frustration in intermetallic compounds 
International Workshop on Materials for Frustrated 
Magnetism, ILL, Grenoble, France (March 2008) 

Kondo lattices with ferromagnetic correlations: 
YbRh2Si2, CeRuPO and CeFePO 
HMI, Berlin, Germany (April 2008) 
From antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic quantum 
critical points: CeCu2Si2, YbRh2Si2 and CeFePO 
National Institute for Materials Physics, Bucharest-
Magurele, Romania (June 2008) 
From CeCu2Si2 to SrFe2As2 : fascinating physics due to 
competition or combination of different interactions 
Workshop “Competing Orders, Pairing Fluctuations, 
and Spin Orbit Effects in Novel Unconventional 
Superconductor”, MPI-PKS, Germany (June 2008) 
SrFe2As2: strong coupling between magnetic and 
structural order parameter 
2008 General Workshop of the COST P16-ECOM 
Action, Santander, Spain (July 2008) 
Ce-ferromagnetism and Kondo effect in CeTPnO (T = 
Ru, Fe,  Pn = P, As) 
16th International Conference on Solid Compounds of 
transition Elements, Dresden, Germany (July 2008) 
Ce-ferromagnetism and Kondo effect in CeTPnO (T = 
Ru, Fe, Pn = P, As) 
10th German-Japanese Symposium “Collective Quantum 
Phenomena in Correlated Condensed Matter Systems“, 
Schloß Ringberg, Germany (September 2008) 
Flux growth of CeCu2Si2, YbRh2Si2 and of layered Fe-
Pnictide systems 
Journées Cristech 2008, Saint Pierre d´Oleron, France 
(October 2008) 
Magnetism, structural distortion, and superconductivity 
in pure and doped AFe2As2 systems 
International Workshop “Physics and Chemistry of 
FeAs-based superconductors” IFW Dresden, Germany 
(October 2008) 
Magnetic and structural transition in AFe2As2 and 
RFeAsO systems 
ICAM Workshop on Fe-Pnictide and related 
superconductors, University of Maryland, USA 
(November 2008) 
 
Frank Haarmann  
M4Sn4 mit M = Na, K, Rb, Cs NMR und ELF 
Hemdsärmelkolloquium, Universität Kiel (März 2006) 
Local ordering in Cu1-xAl2 studied by 63;65Cu and  27Al 
NMR spectroscopy  
NMR-AK-Treffen Pottenstein, Universität Bayreuth 
(März 2006) 
Local ordering in Cu1-xAl2 studied by 63;65Cu and 27Al 
NMR spectroscopy 
14. Jahrestagung der Gesellschaft für Kristallographie, 
Universität Freiburg (März 2006) 
Synthese und Charakterisierung von Galliden der 
Erdalkalimetalle: Homonukleare Gerüste und Molekül-
Baugruppen 
GDCh-Chemiedozententagung, Universität Hamburg 
(März 2006) 
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Kernspin-Resonanz-Spektroskopie (NMR) an 
intermetallischen Verbindungen 
Seminar der Anorganischen Chemie, TU-Chemnitz 
(Mai 2006) 
NMR-Spektroskopie an Galliden mit AlB2 und BaAl4-
Typ Struktur 
Hirschegg-Seminar, Kleinwalsertal Österreich, 
Universität Marburg (Juni 2006) 
Sr1-xGa2+3x mit 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.076 (T = 950°C) 
Hemdsärmelkolloquium, Universität Bonn (März 2007) 
Structure - chemical aspects of strontium aluminides 
and gallides 
15. Jahrestagung der Gesellschaft für Kristallographie, 
Universität Bremen (März 2007) 
Wide-line NMR of intermetallic compounds dominated 
by large quadrupole coupling 
NMR-AK-Treffen Berlin, Freie Universität Berlin 
(März 2007) 
Drei-, vier- und fünfbindige Galliumatome in 
intermetallischen Verbindungen: elektronische Struktur 
und Kernspinresonanz-Spektroskopie  
GDCh-Chemiedozententagung, Universität Halle (März 
2007) 
Lokale Ordnung in intermetallischen Phasen: NMR-
Untersuchungen an CaxSr1-xGa4 mit 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 
Hirschegg-Seminar, Kleinwalsertal Österreich, 
Universität Marburg (Juni 2007) 
Wide-line NMR of intermetallic compounds dominated 
by large quadrupole coupling  
MaReMAS-Seminar, Universität Leipzig (Juli 2007) 
NMR spectroscopy and crystal chemistry of 
intermetallic compounds  
11th European Conference on Solid State Chemistry, 
Caen, France (September 2007) 
NMR zur strukturellen Charakterisierung 
intermetallischer Verbindungen 
14. Sitzung des Fachausschusses Intermetallische 
Phasen, MPI-CPfS Dresden (Januar 2008) 
Solid state NMR as a local probe in intermetallic 
clathrates  
16. Jahrestagung der Gesellschaft für Kristallographie, 
Universität Erlangen (März 2008) 
Cu1-xAl2: Der andere Weg 
Hemdsärmelkolloquium, Universität Mainz (März 2008) 
Mischkristallbildung im System CaGa4 – SrGa4: Eine 
Untersuchung der lokalen Struktur mittels 
Kernspinresonanz-Spektroskopie  
GDCh-Chemiedozententagung, Kaiserslautern (März 
2008) 
NMR-Spektroskopie an intermetallischen Phasen: 
Struktur und chemische Bindung  
Anorganisches Seminar, Universität Bayreuth  
(Mai 2008) 
NMR-Spektroskopie als lokale Sonde zur Untersuchung 
der chemischen Bindung in intermetallischen Phasen 
Berufungsvortrag, RWTH Aachen (Mai 2008) 

NMR of the alkali metal silicides. Réseau RMN 
structurale dans le Bassin Parisien  
Université de Rennes, France (June 2008) 
NMR as a local probe in intermetallic compounds 
Séminaire de Chimie, Université de Rennes, France 
(June 2008) 
Structure and Chemical Bonding of Alkaline-Earth 
Digallides 
14. Vortragstagung der GDCh, Fachgruppe 
Festkörperchemie und Materialforschung, Universität 
Bayreuth (September 2008) 
 
Oleg Janson  
Search for new frustrated model compounds guided by 
DFT calculations 
Universität Magdeburg, Fakultät für 
Naturwissenschaften, Institut für Theoretische Physik, 
(12. November 2008) 
 
Miroslav Kohout  
Electron localizability in real and momentum space 
XVth Sagamore Conference on Charge, Spin und 
Momentum densities, Warwick, UK (2006) 
Lokalisierbarkeit: wie sich Elektronen aus dem Weg 
gehen 
Augsburger Physikalisches Kolloquium, Universität 
Augsburg (2006) 
Bonding indicators from electron pair density 
functionals 
Faraday discussion 135: Chemical Concepts from 
Quantum Mechanics, Manchester, UK (2006) 
ELF: Beyond Hartree-Fock 
AK14 der Deutschen Gesellschaft für Kristallographie, 
Aachen (2007) 
Metal-ligand bonds in coordination compounds 
24th European Crystallographic Meeting, Marrakech, 
Morocco (2007) 
Bonding in solids from the viewpoint of correlation of 
electronic motion 
Goron Conference: Solid State Chemistry II, Oxford, 
UK (2007) 
 
Guido Kreiner  
Structure and Disorder of the Laves Phases in the Co-
Nb System 
MRS 2008 Fall Meeting, Boston, MA, USA  
(December 1-5, 2008) 
Synthesis, Stability and Structure of Mg-based CMAs 
Frontiers in Complex Metallic Alloys CMA-Zagreb’08, 
Zagreb, Croatia (October 1-4, 2008) 
Nb-based Laves Phases—Stability, Stucture and 
Disorder 
16th International Conference on Solid Compounds of 
Transition Elements, Dresden, Germany  
(July 26-31, 2008) 
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Nb-based Laves Phases—Stability, Stucture and Disorder 
Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Masaryk 
University, Brno, Czec Republic (February 28, 2008) 
Complex Metallic Alloy Phases—From Simple to 
Complex Phases 
DGM Fachausschusssitzung Intermetallische Phasen, 
Max-Planck-Institut für Chemische Physik fester Stoffe, 
Dresden (9. Januar 2008) 
Complex Metallic Alloy Phases—From Simple to 
Complex Phases 
Anorganisch Chemische Kolloquium, Institut für 
Analytische und Anorganische Chemie, Universität 
Freiburg, Freiburg (12. December 2007) 
The Nature of Laves Phases – Eine 
institutsübergreifende Forschungsinitiative der Max-
Planck-Gesellschaft 
DGM Fachausschusssitzung Intermetallische Phasen, 
Max-Planck-Institut für Eisenforschung, Düsseldorf  
(10. Januar 2007) 
Komplexe Metalllegierungsphasen 
ZFM-Festkörpertag 2005/2006, Zentrum für 
Festkörperchemie und Neue Materialien, Universität 
Hannover, Hannover (27. Januar 2006) 
 
Cornelius Krellner  
Crossover from Ferro- to Antiferromagnetism in the 
layered Kondo systems CeTPO (T = Ru, Os)  
Centro Atómico Bariloche, San Carlos di Bariloche, 
Argentina (February 2006) 
Quantum criticality in YbRh2Si2  
Solid State Physics Seminar, ETH Zurich, Switzerland 
(June 2007) 
New Ce-based correlated materials at the border 
between intermetallics and oxides 
15th International Conference on Crystal Growth, Salt 
Lake City, USA (August 2007) 
 
Stefano Leoni 
Phase Transitions in the Solid State 
Università di Perugia, Theoretical Chemistry Group, 
Perugia, Italia (February 14, 2006) 
Mechanisms and Intermediates along Pressure-Induced 
Phase Transitions 
ETH Zurich, Campus of the University of Lugano, 
Parrinello group, Switzerland (March 6, 2006) 
A Full-featured Platform for the Simulation of Phase 
Transitions, Mechanical Properties and Transport 
Phenomena in Real Materials 
EPFL Lausanne, Switzerland (July 11, 2006) 
Thinking with the Eyes  
University of Manchester, UK (April 20, 2007) 
Numerical Simulations and Visualization Approaches  
National Computational Center (CSCS), Manno, 
Switzerland (March 3, 2007) 

Advanced Techniques for Material Simulations  
North Carolina State University, ERMES Unit, USA 
(March 15, 2006) 
Approaches to Phase Transformations in the Solid State 
National Academy of Sciences, Breslau, Poland  
(May 18, 2007) 
The Metal-Insulator Transition in MgTi2O4 Spinel  
University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA (April 2008) 
New Results in Phase Transition Simulations  
ETH Zürich, Campus of the University of Lugano, 
Parrinello group, Switzerland (August 13, 2008) 
Interface reactivity in Solids  
TU Dresden, Cuniberti Gruppe, Nanoseminar  
(11. Dezember 2008) 
Numerical Simulations on nanoionics  
MPI FKF Stuttgart, Maier Gruppe (18. Dezember 2008) 
 
Jens Müller  
Magnetic Nanoparticles studied by Hall Magnetometry 
based on GaAs/AlGaAs Heterostructures 
Walter-Schottky-Institut, TU München, Seminar  
Prof. G. Abstreiter (19. Dezember 2006) 
Magnetism and Superconductivity in Molecular Metals 
18th International Edgar-Lüscher-Seminar: „Actual 
Topics in Solid State Physics“ – Magnetism and 
Superconductivity, Klosters (February 03, 2007) 
Noise Studies on Hall Magnetometers based on 
GaAs/AlGaAs Heterostructures 
Institut für Festkörper- und Werkstoffforschung (IFW) 
Dresden, Abteilungsseminar Prof. B. Büchner  
(17. Oktober 2007) 
Magnetic Nanoparticles studied by GaAs/AlGaAs-based 
Hall Magnetometry—Magnetic Interactions in Fe 
Nanoparticle/Permalloy Thin-Film Hybrid Systems 
Forschungszentrum Dresden Rossendorf, Hochfeld-
Magnetlabor, Seminar Prof. J. Wosnitza  
(23. November 2007) 
Elektronische Korrelationen in molekularen Metallen 
Seminar des SFB/TRR 49, Goethe-Universität Frankfurt 
am Main (7. Februar 2008) 
Fluctuation Spectroscopy on quasi-two-dimensional 
Superconductors 
Annual Retreat SFB/TRR 49, Schloss Waldthausen  
(26. September 2008) 
Fluctuation Spectroscopy on quasi-two-dimensional 
Superconductors—relecant energy scales for electronic 
scattering processes 
10th German-Japanese Symposium “Collective Quantum 
Phenomena in Correlated Condensed Matter Systems“, 
Schloß Ringberg, Germany (September 30, 2008) 
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Michael Nicklas  
Superconductivity and Magnetism in CeTIn5 (T=Co, Rh 
or Ir) 
Seminars talk at the University of Stuttgart, Germany 
(June 27, 2006) 
Influence of antiferromagnetic fluctuations on the 
Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov state in CeCoIn5 
ICM satellite workshop on Novel Pressure-induced 
Phenomena in Condensed Matter Systems, Fukuoka, 
Japan (August  26-29, 2006) 
Interplay of Magnetism and Superconductivity in 
CeCoIn5. 
ICAM Workshop on The Heavy Fermion Frontier, 
Santa Fe, USA (November 11-14, 2007)  
Interplay of Magnetism and Superconductivity: 
Pressure Experiments on Heavy Fermion 
Superconductors 
Seminars talk at the Université de Montréal, Canada, 
(November 21, 2007) 
Possible realization of the Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-
Ovchinnikov superconducting state in CeCoIn5: Results 
from pressure studies 
Gordon Research Conference on Research at High 
Pressure, University of New England Biddeford, ME, 
USA (June 29 - July 4, 2008) 
Magnetism and Superconductivity in CeCoIn5 
Conference on Strongly Correlated Electron Systems 
(SCES 2008), Buzios/Rio, Brazil (August 17-22, 2008) 
 
Niels Oeschler  
Quantum criticality in the heavy-fermion compounds 
CeNi2Ge2 and YbRh2Si2 
Department of Physics, University of Johannesburg, 
South Africa (June 2006) 
Thermoelectric properties in ferromagnetic Ce(PdRh)  
Physikalisches Institut, Goethe-Universität Frankfurt 
(Oktober 2006) 
Thermomagnetic properties of the strongly correlated 
semimetal CeNiSn  
ARW Workshop, Hvar, Croatia (September 2008) 
 
Helge Rosner  
Itinerant iron magnetism and high spin polarization in 
filled skutterudites 
University of Cologne, Colloquium of the SFB 608 
(April 2006) 
Ab-initio modelling of unusual physical properties - 
from simple elements to complex compounds 
Seminar of the institute of solid state physics, TU Wien, 
Austria (November 2006) 
Cu(II) materials—from crystal chemistry to magnetic 
models 
22. Workshop on Novel materials and 
superconductivity, Planneralm, Austria (February 2007) 

Cu(II) materials—from crystal chemistry to magnetic 
models 
Seminar of the Institute for Crystallography, Sankt 
Petersburg State University, Russian Federation, May 
2007. 
Cu(II) materials: from crystal chemistry to magnetic 
models 
Colloquium of the SFB 608, University of Cologne 
(May 2007) 
Ab-initio modelling of unusual physical properties - 
from simple elements to complex compounds  
Seminar of the institute of physics, University of Silesia 
Katowice, Poland (June 2007)  
Cu(II) materials—from crystal chemistry to magnetic 
model compounds  
Seminar 'Theory of condensed matter' of the institute of 
physics, University of Augsburg (July 2007) 
Ab-initio modelling of unusual physical properties - 
from simple elements to complex compounds 
Workshop on novel methods on electronic structure 
calculations, University of La Plata, Argentina 
(November 2007) 
Cu(II) materials—from crystal chemistry to magnetic 
model compounds  
Winterschool of the Leibnitz Institute for Solid State 
and Materials Research Dresden, Oberwiesenthal 
(January 2008) 
Superconductivity, magnetism and electronic structure 
of SrFe2As2 and related compounds  
International Workshop on Iron (Nickel)-Based 
Superconductors, Beijing, China (October 2008) 
Superconductivity, magnetism and electronic structure 
of SrFe2As2 and related compounds  
Seminar of the Institute of Electrochemistry, Moscow 
State University, Russian Federation (November 2008) 
 
Elena Rosseeva  
Synthesis, characterization and morphogenesis of 
carbonated fluorapatite-gelatine-nanocomposites: a 
complex approach towards the mineralization of hard 
tissues 
Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel (University of 
Kiel), Germany (8. September 2008) 
 
Burkhard Schmidt  
Hot Lanczos: Lanczos-Eigensysteme zur Berechnung 
thermodynamischer Erwartungswerte 
Universität Osnabrück (Januar 2007) 
Large Matrices for Small Clusters: Computational 
Solid-State Theory at the Max Planck Institute for the 
Chemical Physics of Solids 
Universität Karlsruhe (Februar 2007) 
Managing Tigers and Leopards 
Max-Planck-Institut für Physik komplexer Systeme 
(Mai 2008) 
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Ulrich Schwarz  
High pressure as a tool fort the preparation of EuSi6 
and other cage compounds 
CMA Meeting, Stuttgart (Februar 2006) 

Jenseits der 8−N Regel: EuSi6 
Hemdsärmelkolloquium, Christian-Albrechts-
Universität zu Kiel (März 2006) 
Hochdruckkristallchemie von Metallen und 
intermetallischen Verbindungen 
Seminar Anorganische Chemie, TU München  
(Januar 2007) 
Druckinduzierte elektronische Änderungen  
Seminar Anorganische Chemie, Westfälische Wilhelms 
Universität Münster (Januar 2008)  
New binary silicides by tailoring electronic properties 
Zing Conference on Solid State Chemistry, Cancun, 
Mexico (March 2008) 
Tayloring electronic properties by application of high 
pressure 
High-pressure single crystal diffraction workshop, 
Adam Mickiewicz University Poznan, Poland (April 
2008) 
Clash of cultures? Under pressure, experiment meets 
theory 
FPLO Workshop “DFT meets experiment”,  
IFW Dresden (August 2008) 
Diamant: Vom Schmuck zum Hightech-Material 
125. Versammlung der Gesellschaft Deutscher 
Naturforscher und Ärzte, Tübingen (September 2008) 
 
Oliver Stockert  
Pressure tuning of the quantum phase transition in 
CeCu2Si2 
μSR Users Meeting, Paul Scherrer Institute, Villigen, 
Switzerland (January 2006) 
Quantum phase transitions studied by neutron 
scattering: demand for new instrumentation 
TAS/ThALES workshop of the Institut Laue-Langevin, 
Rencurel, France (March 2006) 
Magnetic quantum phase transitions probed by neutron 
scattering 
International Symposium on Neutron Scattering: 
Electronic Correlations, Magnetism and 
Superconductivity (ECoMS), Forschungszentrum 
Karlsruhe, Karlsruhe (March 2006) 
Mit Neutronen ins Innere der Materie blicken 
Hochschule für Technik und Wirtschaft, Dresden (Juni 
2006) 
Magnetism and superconductivity in heavy-fermion 
systems close to quantum criticality 
Technische Universität München, München (June 2006) 
Does antiferromagnetism survive in superconducting 
CeCu2Si2? 
International M2S conference, Dresden (July 1006) 

Neutron scattering in antiferromagnetic and 
superconducting CeCu2Si2 
International Conference on Research in High Magnetic 
Fields, Sendai, Japan (August 2006) 
Magnetic quantum phase transition in CeCu2Si2 studied 
by neutron scattering 
9th Japanese-German Symposium, Kyoto, Japan 
(August 2006)  
Magnetic quantum phase transitions studied by neutron 
scattering 
Deutsche Tagung für Forschung mit 
Synchrotronstrahlung, Neutronen und Ionenstrahlen an 
Großgeräten (SNI 2006), Hamburg (October 2006) 
Magnetism and quantum criticality in heavy-fermion 
compounds: interplay with superconductivity 
Edgar-Lüscher-Seminar, Klosters, Switzerland 
(February 2007) 
Magnetism and quantum criticality in heavy-fermion 
compounds: interplay with superconductivity 
Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft, Frühjahrstagung 
AKF, Regensburg (März 2007) 
Magnetism and quantum criticality in CeCu2Si2: 
interplay with superconductivity 
Gordon Research Conference on Superconductivity, Les 
Diablerets, Switzerland (September 2007) 
Magnetism and quantum criticality in CeCu2Si2: 
interplay with superconductivity 
Canadian Institute for Advanced Research, Lac Carling, 
Canada (October 2007) 
Magnetism and quantum criticality in CeCu2Si2: 
interplay with superconductivity 
2nd workshop MSNE, 21st COE, Awaji Island, Japan 
(December 2007) 
Spindynamik und magnetische Ordnung an 
Quantenphasenübergängen: Magnetismus kontra 
Supraleitung schwerer Elektronen 
Seminar des Transregio 49 an der Universität Frankfurt, 
Frankfurt am Main (January 2008) 
Magnetism and quantum criticality: interplay with 
superconductivity 
Gordon Research Conference on Correlated Electron 
Systems, Biddeford, United States (June 2008) 
Paramagnon-mediated superconductivity in the heavy-
fermion compound CeCu2Si2? 
Miniworkshop on Strong Correlations in Materials and 
Atom Traps, Trieste, Italy (August 2008) 
Spin dynamics in superconducting CeCu2Si2  
International Conference on Strongly Correlated 
Electron Systems SCES’08, Buzios/Rio, Brazil  
(August 2008) 
Magnetism and quantum criticality in heavy-fermion 
systems: interplay with superconductivity 
Max-Planck-Institut für Festkörperforschung, Stuttgart 
(September 2008) 
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Magnetism and quantum criticality in heavy-fermion 
systems: interplay with superconductivity 
Joint Theory/College 4 seminar, Institut Laue-Langevin, 
Grenoble, France (September 2008) 
Paramagnon-mediated superconductivity in the heavy-
fermion compound CeCu2Si2? 
Helmholtz-Zentrum für Materialien und Energie, Berlin 
(Oktober 2008) 
 
Peter Thalmeier  
Heavy fermion metals  
Asia Pacific Center for Theoretical Physics, Jeju, Korea 
(January 2006) 
Rare Earth Borocarbides RNi2B2C: almost 
unconventional superconductors 
Asia Pacific Center for Theoretical Physics, Seoul, 
Korea (January 2006) 
Heavy Electron unconventional superconductivity in 
UPd2Al3 and PrOs4Sb12 
Seoul National University, Seoul, Korea (January 2006) 
The frustrated J1-J2 model in high magnetic fields 
International Conference on Highly Frustrated 
Mangetism, Osaka, Japan (August 2006) 
Phases and correlations in Kondo lattice type models 
9th Japanese-German Symposium, Hikone, Japan 
(August 2006) 
Multipolar order and superconductivity in f-electron 
compounds 
International Conference on New Quantum Phenomena 
in Skutterudite and Related Systems, 
Kobe, Japan (September 2007) 
High field properties of frustrated 2d square lattice 
magnets 
Iwate University, Morioka, Japan (October 2007) 
Frustrated Magnetism in Vanadium Oxides 
The European Conference on Magnetism 2008, Posnan, 
Poland (June 2008) 
Magnetic excitations in heavy fermion superconductors 
International Workshop on Competing Orders, Pairing 
Fluctuations and Spin Orbit Effect in Novel 
Unconventional Superconductors, Dresden, Germany, 
(July 2008) 
Magnetic excitations in heavy fermion superconductors 
Asia Pacific Center for Theoretical Physics, Pohang, 
Korea (August 2008) 
Feedback effect in Rare Earth based FeAs and heavy 
fermion superconductors  
FeAs High Tc Superconducting Multilayers and Related 
Phenomena, Rom, Universita La Sapienza (December 
2008) 
 
Frank R. Wagner 
Chemical Bonding in Position Space 
Department of Theoretical Chemistry, Lund University, 
Sweden (2004) 

Steffen Wirth 
Towards scanning tunneling spectroscopy of correlated 
electron systems 
Physical Institute, University of Frankfurt  
(April 25, 2006) 
Tunneling Spectroscopy on Manganites 
Tulane University, New Orleans USA (May 10, 2007) 
Tunneling Spectroscopy on Manganites 
Louisiana State Univ., Baton Rouge, USA  
(May 11, 2007) 
Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy on Manganites 
MARTECH, Florida State University, USA  
(May 21, 2007) 
Tunneling Spectroscopy on Manganites 
Seminar of Research Group 520, Technical University 
Dresden (June 27, 2007) 
Tunnel- und Magnetotransporteigenschaften in 
elektronisch hochkorrelierten Systemen 
Physics Colloquium of the Technical University 
Dresden (October 16, 2007) 
Tunneling Spectroscopy on Manganites 
II. Physics Institute B, RWTH Aachen (January 17, 
2008) 
Tunneling Spectroscopy on Manganites 
II. Physics Institute, University of Cologne  
(January 18, 2008) 
Tunneling and Magnetotransport Properties of Strongly 
Correlated Electron Systems 
MPI for Solid State Research (May 21, 2008) 
Magnetotransport in heavy fermion metals CeMIn5  
(M = Co, Ir): The Influence of antiferromagnetic 
fluctuations 
Colloquium at the Physics and Astronomy Dept., Rice 
University, USA (November 5, 2008) 
Magnetotransport in heavy fermion metals CeMIn5 (M 
= Co, Ir): The Influence of antiferromagnetic 
fluctuations 
Seminar at Texas Center for Superconductivity, 
University of Houston, USA (November 6, 2008) 
Magnetotransport in heavy fermion metals CeMIn5 (M 
= Co, Ir): The Influence of antiferromagnetic 
fluctuations 
Seminar at MARTECH, Florida State University, USA 
(November 10, 2008) 
 
Victor Yushankhai  
Self-consistent  renormalization theory of spin 
fluctuations in paramagnetic spinel LiV2O4 
XIII Training Course in the Physics of Strongly 
Correlated Systems, Vietri sul Mare (Salerno), Italy  
(October 6-17, 2008) 
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Dirk Zahn  
Exploring Reaction Mechanisms from Atomistic 
Simulations: New Insights in Crystal Nucleation, Phase 
Transitions and Segregation Processes 
Berkeley, USA (January 12, 2006) 
Molekulardynamische Untersuchungen der 
Mechanismen von Reaktionen, Aggregationsprozessen 
sowie von Phasenbildungs- und Phasentrennungs-
vorgängen 
Chemiedozententagung, Hamburg (21. März 2006) 
Untersuchung der Bildung von Nanokristallen mit Hilfe 
von Molekulardynamiksimulationen  
Hemdsärmelkolloquium 2006, Kiel (16. März 2006) 
Investigation of Crystal Formation from Molecular 
Dynamics Simulation 
Festkörpertagung FCK06, Aachen (März 2006) 
Molekulardynamische Untersuchungen der 
Mechanismen von Reaktionen, Aggregationsprozessen 
sowie von Phasenbildungs- und Phasentrennungs-
vorgängen 
Universität Leipzig (4. Mai 2006) 
New Insights into the Mechanisms of Phase Transitions 
and Phase Separation Processes, Koç University, 
Istanbul (May 25, 2006)  
Exploring the atomistic structure of phase interfaces 
from molecular dynamic simulations 
Bear Creek NY, USA (October 11, 2006) 
Molekulardynamische Simulationen von 
Phasenübergängen, Phasentrennungsprozessen und 
strukturellen Umwandlungen in Festkörpern 
Uni Stuttgart (26. Oktober 2006) 
Molecular Simulations on ZnO Aggregation and 
Ripening 
Hemdsärmelkolloquium 2007, Bonn (March 9, 2007) 
Atomistic in-situ Investigation of heterogeneous 
Nucleation Events in Metals and Alloys from Molecular 
Dynamics Simulations 
SPP 1296, Berchtesgaden (April 2, 2007) 
New Insights into the Mechanisms of Phase Transitions 
and Phase Separation Processes 
MPI Festkörperforschung Stuttgart (May 23, 2007)  
Tackling Energy Barriers for Exploring Nucleation 
Events from Molecular Dynamics Simulations 
Energy-Landscapes Workshop, Petritoli, Italia (July 
2007) 
Understanding Biominerals from Computer Simulations 
Universität Darmstadt (June 26, 2007) 
Molekulardynamische Simulationen von Nukleations-
und Selbstorganisationsprozessen 
Osnabrück (December 3, 2007) 
Nucleation and Self-Organization, Metastability and 
Rare Events in Complex Systems 

Erwin Schroedinger Institute, Vienna, Austria (February 
20, 2008) 
Nanoionics (Computersimulationen zu CaF2 und 
CaF2/BaF2 Nanoschichtsystemen) 
Hemdsärmelkolloquium 2008, Mainz (27. März 2008) 
Mechanisms of Ion Aggregation & Self-Organization 
during the Nucleation of Nanocrystals and 
Nanocomposite Materials 
SFB 569 Kolloquium, Ulm (22. April 2008) 
Mechanisms of Ion Aggregation & Self-Organization 
during the Nucleation of Nanocrystals and 
Nanocomposite Materials 
Koç University, Istanbul, Turkey (May 20,  2008) 
Exploring Rare Reaction Events and Nucleation 
Processes from Molecular Dynamics Simulations 
 COST P19 Multiscale Modelling of Materials, Brno, 
Czec Republic (June 25, 2008) 
Atomistische Modellierung von Nukleations- und 
Selbstorganisationsvorgängen 
TU Chemnitz (16 Juli 2008) 
From Ion Aggregation to Nanocrystal (Self-) 
Organization: a Transferrable Simulation Platform, 
Festkörpertagung, Bayreuth (25. September 2008) 
Biominerals in silico: New Insights from Computer 
Simulations 
IMPRS Dresden (October 8, 2008) 
Atomistic Simulation Approaches to Structural 
Tranformations and Self-Organization 
MPI for Iron Research, Düsseldorf (October 13, 2008)  
 
 

Posterauszeichnungen 
Best Poster Awards 
Posterprämierung durch GDCh-Fachgruppe 
Festkörperchemie anlässlich der 13. Vortragstagung der 
GDCh-Fachgruppe Festkörperchemie in Aachen 2006 
an Andreas Schlechte, R. Niewa, T. Cichorek, Y. Prots, 
M. Schmidt, R. Ramlau, R. Kniep: Beiträge zu ternären 
metallischen Zr-Pniktidchalkogeniden. 
Poster Award of the Federation of European Materials 
Societies to Annu Thomas: Control of the Crystal 
Growth of calcium Oxalates (1st prize), presented at the 
Junior Euromat 2008. 
Best Scientific Presentation of Young Scientists, 
Federov Session, St. Petersburg 2008, to Elena Roseeva, 
J. Buda, P. Simon, U. Schwarz, O. Frank-Kamenetskaya, 
R. Kniep: Biomimetric Carbonated Fluorapatite-Gelatine 
Composite: Synthesis, Characterization and 
Morphogenesis. 
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Juri Grin  
Strukturchemie 
Technische Universität Dresden, SS 07, SS 08 
Chemical Bonding and Cystallographic Features 
European School of Materials Science, Ljubljana, 
Slovenia, May, 22-27, 2006 
 
Frank Haarmann  
hat im Rahmen seiner Habilitation die Vorlesung  
Chemie für Physiker, Werkstoffwissenschaftler und 
Geographen,  
Technische Universität Dresden, WS 06/07 und WS 
07/08 zur Hälfte gelesen. 
Seminar zur Anorganischen Chemie für Bauingenieure 
WS 05/06, gemeinsam mit Ulrich Schwarz 
 
Guido Kreiner 
Chemie für Physiker, Werkstoffwissenschaftler und 
Geographen  
Vorlesung, Seminar und Praktikum, Technische 
Universität Dresden, WS 06/07, WS 07/08, WS 08/09 
A Practical Guide to Determine Phase Diagrams 
European School of Materials Science, Ljubljana, 
Slovenia, May, 22-27, 2006 
 
Stefano Leoni 
Numerische Methoden (mit G. Seifert, D. Zahn) 
Wahlfach (WF) und Schwerpunkt-Diplomfach (SDF), 
Vorlesung, Technische Universität Dresden SS 06 
Numerical Simulations of Complex Materials 
(International Max Planck Research School, IMPRS). 
Vorlesung im Rahmen der IMPRS SS 06 
Spektroskopie und numerische Simulation in der 
Anorganischen Chemie 
Spezialveranstaltungen für Fortgeschrittene Studenten 
und Doktoranden, Vorlesung, Technische Universität 
Dresden SS 06 
Methods of Computer Simulations in Chemistry, Physics 
and Materials Sciences (IMPRS) 
Vorlesung, Technische Universität Dresden WS 06/07 
Methoden der Computersimulation in der Chemie (mit 
G. Seifert, D. Zahn) 
Wahlfach (WF) und Schwerpunkt-Diplomfach (SDF). 
Vorlesung, Technische Universität Dresden WS 06/07 
Chemie für Wasserwirtschaftler 
Seminar und Vorlesung (Vorlesung mit Ulrich 
Schwarz), Technische Universität Dresden WS 06/07 
 
 

Spektroskopie und numerische Simulation in der 
Anorganischen Chemie, Spezialveranstaltungen für 
Fortgeschrittene und Doktoranden. Vorlesung, 
Technische Universität Dresden SS 07 
Methoden der Computersimulation in der Chemie (mit 
G. Seifert, D. Zahn) 
Wahlfach (WF) und Schwerpunkt-Diplomfach (SDF). 
Vorlesung, Technische Universität Dresden WS 07/08 
Chemie für Wasserwirtschaftler  
Seminar und Vorlesung, Technische Universität 
Dresden WS 07/08 
Spektroskopie und numerische Simulation in der 
Anorganischen Chemie 
Spezialveranstaltungen für Fortgeschrittene und 
Doktoranden. Vorlesung, Technische Universität 
Dresden SS08 
Chemie für Abfallwirtschaftler  
Seminar, Technische Universität Dresden, WS 08/009 
 
Jens Müller 
Superconductivity 
Vorlesung, 2 SWS, TU Dresden, SS 08 
 
Ulrich Schwarz 
Anorganische Chemie für Bauingenieure  
Vorlesung, Technische Universität Dresden WS 05/06 
Seminar zur Anorganischen Chemie für Bauingenieure 
WS 05/06, gemeinsam mit Frank Haarmann 
Chemie für Wasserwirtschaftler und 
Wirtschaftsingenieure  
Vorlesung, Technische Universität Dresden WS 06/07 
Chemie für Wasserwirtschaftler 
Vorlesung, Technische Universität Dresden WS 07/08 
Seminar zur Anorganischen Chemie für Studierende des 
Ingenieurstudienganges Abwasser und Altlasten  
WS 2005/2006, WS 2006/2007, WS2008/2009 
gemeinsam mit Stefano Leoni 
Chemie für Wirtschaftsingenieure  
Vorlesung, Technische Universität Dresden SS 07, SS 08 
Seminar für Studierende des Lehramts Umwelttechnik 
WS 2008/2009 
Ulrich Schwarz, Stefano Leoni 
 
Oliver Stockert 
Streumethoden 
Vorlesung, Technische Universität Dresden, SS 08 
Scattering methods: neutron and synchrotron radiation 
for solid state investigations 
Vorlesung, Technische Universität Dresden, SS 08 
 
Franziska Weickert 
Übungsgruppe (Rechenaufgaben) zur Vorlesung 
Festkörperphysik  
Technische Universität Dresden, WS 07/08 

Lehrveranstaltungen  
University Lectures 
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Dirk Zahn 
Exploring the Dynamics of Atoms, Molecules and 
Materials from Computer Simulations 
Vorlesung, Max-Planck Research School and TU 
Dresden, WS 05/06  
Methods of Computer Simulation in Chemistry, Physics 
and Materials Sciences  
Vorlesung, Technische Universität Dresden, WS 06/07, 
WS 07/08, WS 08/09 
2nd Bilateral Workshop ‘Basics in Real Space Theories’ 
MPI CPfS und Koç Universität Istanbul, SS 06, 17.-
19.7.2006 
Molecular Modelling and Simulation 
Visiting lecturer course, Koç University, Istanbul, SS 08 
 
Praktika im Studiengang Physik,  
Technische Universität Dresden 
Tobias Förster (WS 06/07, SS 07), Jan-Guido Donath 
(SS 06, WS 06/07), Stefan Lausberg (WS 08/09), 
Alexander Steppke (WS 08/09), Anton Jesche (SS 08, 
WS 08/09), Julia Arndt (SS 06, WS 06/07), Stefan Ernst 
(WS 06/07, SS 07), Jens Brandenburg (WS 07/08, SS 
08), Franziska Weikert (WS 06/07, WS 07/08, WS 
08/09) 
 
 
Σ5 Aktivitäten / Σ 5 Activities 
Praktika im Studiengang Chemie Diplom 
(Fortgeschrittenen Praktikum; Vertieftes Kernfach; 
Schwerpunkt Diplomfach), bis WS 2008/2009 
Koordination: Ulrich Schwarz  
Marc Armbrüster, Horst Borrmann, Ulrich Burkhardt, 
Raul Cardoso, Enkhtsetseg Dashjav, Matthias Friedrich, 
Silvia Gerlach, Thorsten Goebel, Daniel Grüner,  
Roman Gumeniuk, Frank Haarmann, Oliver Hochrein, 
Peter Höhn, Jens Hunger, Franziska Jach,  
Alexander Kerkau, Kirill Kovnir, Guido Kreiner,  
Andreas Leithe-Jasper, Stefano Leoni, Katrin Meier, 
Fabian Nitsche, Oliver Pecher, Helge Rosner,  
Andreas Schlechte, Marcus Schmidt, Ulrich Schwarz, 
Paul Simon, Aron Wosylus 
Praktikum im Studiengang Chemie Bachelor „Spezielle 
Anorganische Chemie“, ab Sommersemester 2008  
Koordination: Ulrich Schwarz 
Module: Raul Cardoso, Silvia Goebel, Peter Höhn, 
Yurii Prots, Ulrich Burkhardt 
Praktikum im Masterstudiengang Chemie „Vertiefte 
Anorganische Chemie“, ab WS 2008/2009) 
Koordination: Ulrich Schwarz 
Frank Haarmann, Peter Höhn, Oliver Pecher 

 

Diplomarbeiten / Diploma Theses 

Stefan Ernst 
Optimisation of the preparation process for tips used in 
scanning tunneling microscopy 
Technische Universität Dresden (26.6.2006) 
Katrin Meier 
Hochdrucksynthesen zinnreicher Platin- und 
Seltenerdmetallverbindungen 
Technische Universität Dresden (22.08.2006)  
Vivian Petzold 
Electronic structure and related superconducting 
properties of conventional superconductors 
Technische Universität Dresden (22.02.2007)  
Constanze Lamprecht 
Untersuchung der magnetischen und supraleitenden 
Eigenschaften von RNi2BB2C (R = Hm, Tm) 
Technische Universität Dresden (26.02.2007) 
Miriam Schmidt 
Elektronische Struktur und magnetische Eigenschaften 
niedrigdimensionaler Übergangsmetalloxide 
Technische Universität Dresden (01.03.2007) 
Lisa Siggelkow 
Synthese, Kristallstruktur und mechanische 
Eigenschaften der intermetallischen Phase Nb2Co7 
Technische Universität Dresden (07.06.2007) 
Matthias Friedrich 
Nanopartikelsynthese und katalytische 
Charakterisierung von Cu85Pd15 und Cu60Pd40 
Technische Universität Dresden (10.07.200) 
Marija Borna 
Synthesis and characterization of copper(II) complex 
compounds with condensation derivates of hetero-
aromatic carbonyl compounds and ethyl 
hydrazinoacetate hydrochloride 
University of Belgrade Faculty of Chemistry, 
(20.09.2007) 
Alexander Kerkau 
Untersuchungen zum Stabilitätsbereich und zur 
Fehlordnung der ternären Laves-Phase Nb(Cr1–xCox)2. 
Technische Universität Dresden (26.11.2007) 
Fabian Nitsche 
Verbindungsbildung im System Strontium-Nickel-
Stickstoff. Technische Universität Dresden (14.07.2008) 
Oliver Pecher 
Die intermetallische Phase Ca1–xGa2+3x: Einkristall- und 
Festkörper-NMR-Untersuchungen zu Kristallstruktur 
und lokaler Ordnung. Technische Universität Dresden, 
(14.07.2008) 
 
 

Akademische Qualifikationen 
Academic Qualifications 
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Alexander Herzog 
Elektronische Korrelation im Halbleiter FeSB2: 
Untersuchung mittels optischer Spektroskopie im 
Vergleich zu RuSB2 
Technische Universität Dresden (26.11.2008) 
 
 
Bachelor 

Matthias Werheid 
Synthese und Charakterisierung von Ba8Ga16-xGe30+x 
Technische Universität Dresden, 14.10.2008 
 
Gemeinsame Masterarbeit von 
R. J. Aranda García 
Síntesis y caracterización de nuevos materiales con 
propiedades de imanes permanentes.  
Master (Maetro en Ciencias), Benemérita Universidad 
Autónoma de Puebla, Puebla, Mexiko (2006). 
(BUAP, Dr. Jesus Vicente Pacheco Espejel) und dem 
Max-Planck-Institut für Chemische Physik fester Stoffe 
(Prof. Juri Grin), December 2006. 
 
 
Dissertationen / PhD Theses 

Corneliu Miclea 
Investigation of superconducting order parameters in 
heavy-fermion and low-dimensional metallic systems 
under pressure 
Technische Universität Dresden (09.03.2006) 
Rene Chemnitzer 
Intercalation von Stickstoff und Waserstoff in Sr2N 
sowie ortsabhängige Feststoffcharakterisierung mit 
Laserablation.  
Technische Universität Dresden (12.04.2006) 
Martin Kirchner 
Existenzbereiche und physikalische Eigenschaften 
metallreicher Perowskite (SE3X)M  (SE = Seltenerd-
Metall; X = N, O, M = Al, Ga, In Sn) mit Ergänzungen 
zu den ternären Systemen EA–In–N 
Technische Universität Dresden (11.04.2006) 
Caren Göbel 
Einfluss von Fluorid auf die Morphogenese und 
mikroskopische Struktur von Calciumphosphat-
Gelatine-Kompositen 
Technische Universität Dresden (11.07.2006) 
Franziska Weickert 
Quantenkristisches Verhalten in hochkorrelierten 
Elektronensystemen 
Technische Universität Dresden (15.09.2006) 
Bastian Ewald 
Borophosphate der Haupt- und Nebengruppenmetalle: 
Synthese, Charakterisierung und Strukturchemische 
Klassifizierung 
Technische Universität Dresden (02.11.2006) 
 

Gabriel Alejandro Dionicio 
Electrical resistivity of YbRh2Si2 and EuT2Ge2 (T= Co, 
Cu) at extreme conditions of pressure and temperature 
Technische Universität Dresden (15.12.2006) 
Johannes Frenzel 
Structural, electronic and optical properties of cadmium 
sulfide nanoparticles 
Technische Universität Dresden (19.12.2006) 
Igor Veremchuk 
Phasengleichgewichte und Kristallstrukturen der 
Verbindungen in den Systemen Er–Ni–B,  
Yb–{Fe, Co, Ni}–B und deren Analoge (Titel übersetzt) 
National University Lviv, Ukraine (2006) 
Daniel Grüner 
Untersuchungen zur Natur der Laves-Phasen in 
Systemen der Übergangsmetalle 
Technische Universität Dresden (08.01.2007) 
Nikolaus Reinfried 
Modifizierung der Werkstoffe auf Basis von 
Magnesiumsilicid mit Hilfe der Spark-Plasma-Synthese 
Technische Universität Dresden (09.02.2007) 
Julia Ferstl 
New Yb-based systems: From an intermediate-valent to 
a magnetically ordered state 
Technische Universität Dresden (04.04.2007) 
Edit Lengyel 
Antiferromagnetism and Superconductivity in Ce-based 
Heavy-Fermion Systems 
Technische Universität Dresden (07.09.2007) 
Christian Kudla 
Strukturell komplexe intermetallische Phasen – 
Untersuchungen an binären und ternären Phasen der 
Systeme Ag–Mg und Ag–Ga–Mg 
Technische Universität Dresden (16.11.2007) 
Rainer Giedigkeit 
Strukturelle Ordnung und Unordnung in binären und 
ternären Verbindungen des Galliums mit Ytterbium und 
Palladium 
Technische Universität Dresden, 27.11.2007 
Agnieszka Kawska 
An atomistic simulation scheme for modelling crystal 
formation: nucleation mechanism in ion clusters and 
fluorapatite-collagen composites 
Technische Universität Dresden (03.06.2008) 
Ulrike Köhler 
Thermoelectric Transport in Rare-Earth Compounds 
Technische Universität Dresden (08.05.2008) 
Anastasia Alekseeva 
Neue ternäre Boride des Magnesiums mit Rhodium und 
Iridium: Synthese, Kristallstruktur und chemische 
Bindung (Titel übersetzt)  
State University Moscow (2008) 
Yulia Zaikina 
Polykationische Clathrate des Zinks und des Siliziums: 
Synthese, Aufbau und thermoelektrische Eigenschaften 
State University Moscow (2008) 
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Liu Yian 
Syntheses, Structure ands Properties of Intermetallic 
Compounds in RExTyXz (RE = Rare Earth, T = 
Transistion Metal, X= Sb and Bi) Systems 
Shanghai Institute of Ceramics Chinese Academy of 
Sciences (2008) 
 
 
Habilitationen 
Dirk Zahn 
Theoretical Approaches for the Investigation of 
Research Mechanisms, Crystal Nucleation and Phase 
Technische Universität Dresden (24.01 2006)  
Enkhtsetseg Dashjav 
Carbometalates. Syntheses, Crystal Structures, Physical 
Properties, and Chemical Bonding.  
National University of Mongolia, Ulaanbaatar 
(Nov. 2008) 
 
 
Berufungen / Calls 
Dr. Philipp Gegenwart auf eine Professur (W2) am 1. 
Physikalischen Institut der Georg-August-Universität 
Göttingen, 2006. 
Huiqui Yuan, Chang-jiang Professor,  
Zhejiang University Hangzhou, China, 2008. 
Dr. Jens Müller auf die Professur (W3) für 
experimentelle Festkörperphysik an der Johann 
Wolfgang Goethe-Universität Frankfurt am Main, 2008. 
 
 
Ehrenämter / Honorary Positions 
Prof. Dr. Frank Steglich 
Vizepräsident der Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft 
DFG (bis 30.06.2007) 

 
2006 
Afyon, S., P. Höhn, M. Armbrüster, A. Baranov,  
F. R. Wagner, M. Somer and R. Kniep: Azidoaurates of 
the Alkali Metals. In: Zeitschrift für Anorganische und 
Allgemeine Chemie 632, 1671-1680 (2006). 
Alekseeva, A. M., A. M. Abakumov, A. Leithe-Jasper,  
W. Schnelle, Y. Prots, P. S. Chizhov, G. v. Tendeloo,  
E. V. Antipov and Y. Grin: Mg8Rh4B - A new type of 
boron stabilized Ti2Ni structure. In: Journal of Solid 
State Chemistry 179, 2751-2760 (2006). 
Althues, H., R. Palkovits, A. Rumplecker, P. Simon, 
W. Sigle, M. Bredol, U. Kynast and S. Kaskel: Synthesis 
and Characterization of Transparent Luminescent ZnS: 
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Öffentlichkeitsarbeit / Public Relations

Medien
– regionale und überregionale Presse (Pressemitteilungen)
– Rundfunk und Fernsehen

Aktionen, Besuche
– Besuche von wissenschaftlichen Delegationen und Politikergruppen 
– Führungen für Lehrer- und Schülergruppen, Studentengruppen und interessierte Bürger 
– Betreuung von experimentell orientierten Schülerarbeiten („Besondere Lernleistungen“) 
– Schulpraktika 
– Kunstausstellungen/Vernissagen 
– Firmenpräsentationen und Workshops 
– Lehrlingsausbildung 

Großveranstaltungen
– Dresden – Stadt der Wissenschaften 2006 

(s. Zusammenarbeit mit anderen Institutionen)
– Dresdner Lange Nacht der Wissenschaften,Veranstalter: Dresdner Wissenschaftseinrichtungen 

und Netzwerk Dresden – Stadt der Wissenschaften 
27.6.2006, 18.00 –1.00 Uhr, 2300 Besucher 
29.6.2007, 18.00 –1.00 Uhr, 3900 Besucher

– Jahrestagung der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft im Dresdner Kongresszentrum vom 24.6. – 27.6.2008; 
betreuter Institutsstand im Kongresscenter; Führungen im Institut während des Rahmenprogramms
Jahrbuch der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft

Zusammenarbeit mit anderen Institutionen, Mitarbeit und Mitgliedschaft in Netzwerken
– Netzwerk „Dresden – Stadt der Wissenschaften” e.V. 

• Der Stifterverband schrieb 2003 zum ersten Mal den Wettbewerb „Stadt der Wissenschaften“ für 
das Jahr 2005 aus, an dem sich die Stadt Dresden beteiligte und zu den drei Finalisten gehörte. Die
Gründung des Netzwerkes folgte danach mit Blick auf die Bewerbung von Dresden in der folgenden
Ausschreibung. Mitte 2005 errang die Stadt Dresden den Titel „Stadt der Wissenschaften 2006“, 
in dessen Rahmen sich das Institut aktiv an folgenden Veranstaltungen beteiligte: 
Lange Nacht der Wissenschaften (s.oben, Besucherzahl gesamt ca.30.000) 
FaszinationTechnologie, „Haus der Technik“ im Dresdner Hauptbahnhof, 5.11.2006 
(ca.3000 Besucher)

• Aus den Aktivitäten im Rahmen der „Stadt der Wissenschaften 2006“ wurde derJuniordoktor
weitergeführt. Das Institut bot 2007/2008 zwei und 2008/2009 vier interaktive Vorlesungen an.

• 2007 Journalistenreise
– Technische Universität Dresden

Führungen im Rahmen der Sommeruniversität 2006, 2007, 2008
– Materialforschungsverbund Dresden e.V.
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Anreise mit dem Auto
Wechseln Sie von der Autobahn A4 am Autobahn -
dreieck Dresden-West auf die A17. An der Ausfahrt
Dresden-Südvorstadt verlassen Sie die A17 und fahren
auf der B170 in Richtung Stadtmitte ca. 2,5 km bis zur
zweiten großen Kreuzung mit einer Ampelanlage. Dort
biegen Sie der Beschilderung „Plauen“ folgend nach
links in die Nöthnitzer Straße ein. 

Von der Stadtmitte kommend folgen Sie bitte den
 Hinweisen „A17“, „B170“ bzw. „Prag“. Nachdem Sie
den Campus der Technischen Universität passiert
haben, biegen Sie bitte dem Hinweis „Plauen“ folgend
an der nächsten großen Ampelkreuzung scharf nach
rechts in die Nöthnitzer Straße ein.

Anreise mit der Bahn
Von beiden Dresdner Bahnhöfen (Hauptbahnhof und
Bahnhof Dresden-Neustadt) bringt Sie die Straßen-
bahnlinie 3 in Richtung Coschütz bis zur Haltestelle
Nöthnitzer Straße. 

Anreise mit dem Flugzeug
Die S-Bahnlinie 2 bringt Sie vom Flughafen bis zum
Hauptbahnhof Dresden bzw. Bahnhof Dresden-Neu-
stadt. Von dort siehe Anreise mit der Bahn. 

Arrival by car
Change the motorway A4 at the interchange Dresden-
West to the motorway A17 to Prague. At the exit Dres-
den-Südvorstadt follow the B170 towards the city
 center (Stadtzentrum) for about 2.5 km to the second
intersection with traffic lights (sign “Plauen”). Turn to
the left into Nöthnitzer Straße. 

From the city center follow the signs “A17”, “B170” or
“Prag”. After passing Dresden University campus turn
to the right (sign “Plauen”) into Nöthnitzer Straße at the
traffic lights.

Arrival by train
From both railway stations, Hauptbahnhof Dresden
(Central Station) and Bahnhof Dresden-Neustadt take
streetcar no. 3 (destination Coschütz) to Nöthnitzer
Straße. 

Arrival by plane
Take the S-Bahn (suburban railway) no. 2 from the
 airport to Hauptbahnhof Dresden (Central Sta tion) or
Bahnhof Dresden-Neustadt. From here see arrival by
train.
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